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Abstract 

Hamarinn Mjǫllnir: The Eitri Database and the EvoluBon of the Hammer Symbol in Old 
Norse Mythology 

This thesis aims to present a full account of the Þórr’s hammer symbol as it appears in 
both primary literature and archaeology. To do this, this thesis will collect representaBons 
of Þórr’s hammer in literary sources like the eddic material, sagas, and wriBngs of LaBn 
authors, as well as catalog archaeological finds that represent or include the hammer, 
such as amulets and runestones. Building on the foundaBon of this collected informaBon, 
this thesis will then consider the development and essenBal role of the Þórr’s hammer 
symbol in pre-ChrisBan Bmes. 

To support this research inquiry, the catalogued hammer arBfacts have been 
integrated into a new data analyBcs so`ware applicaBon named Eitri. Eitri combines the 
collected hammer finds with modern data analyBcs tools to provide a powerful new way 
to search, analyze, and understand the trends in hammer finds over Bme and space. Eitri 
is used to support the final secBon of this thesis, which analyzes the gathered 
archaeological hammer data to both trace and draw conclusions about the changes that 
the hammer symbol underwent throughout its prominence during the Viking Age. 

Útdráttur 

Hamarinn Mjǫllnir: Gagnagrunnurinn Eitri og þróun hamartákns í fornnorrænni 
goðafræði 

Þeca lokaverkefni stefnir að því að leggja fram yfirlit yfir Þórs hamar sem tákn eins og það 
birBst í bæði frumheimildum og fornleifum. Til þess mun verkefnið safna 
birtningarmyndum Þórs hamars í rituðum heimildum eins og eddum, sögum og skrifum 
Latneskra höfunda, ásamt því að skrásetja fornleifafundi sem sýna eða innihalda 
hamarinn, svo sem verndargripi og rúnasteina. Á þessum grundvelli safnaðra upplýsinga 
mun verkefnið síðan meta þróun og lykil hlutverk Þórs hamarins sem tákn á hmum fyrir 
kristnitöku. 

Til stuðnings þessarar rannsónarspurningar hefur skrásetning Þórs hamarins verið 
sameinuð gagnagreininga forrit að nafni Eitri. Eitri tengir safn hamarsfunda við núhma 
gagngreiningar tækni og útvegar þannig öfluga nýja leið Bl að skoða, greina og skilja leitni 
í hamarsfundum yfir hma og rúm. Eitri er notað Bl þess að styðja við síðasta hluta 
verkefnisins, sem greinir Blteknin gögn um hamars fornleifar Bl að bæði draga fram og ná 
niðurstöðu um breyBngarnar sem hamars táknið hefur orðið fyrir á sínum helstu 
hmabilum á víkingaöld. 
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1 IntroducXon 

All Scandinavian roads lead back to the Vikings, and it seems nothing can 
diminish our fascinaBon with the doings of this last tribe of European 
heathens. And the more we find out about them, the more complex and 
interesBng the picture becomes. 

Robert Ferguson, The Wall Street Journal, March 17, 2013 

1.1 Why Þórr’s Hammers? 
The legendary Norse god Þórr has several notable characterisBcs known to those familiar 

with Scandinavian myth: his red hair and beard, his goat-drawn chariot, his associaBon 

with thunder, and his ravenous appeBte. Physical depicBons of the god in art or literature, 

however, only inconsistently menBon these parBcular acributes. In contrast, another 

symbol of Þórr is ever present: for over a thousand years the god Þórr has been instantly 

recognizable by his hammer, Mjǫllnir. 

For young people today, the hammer symbol’s associaBon with the god Þórr and 

Norse mythology may well be thanks to the popularity of his superhero version from the 

Marvel Comics Universe or a 

general rise in interest in all things 

“Viking”. The cultural phenomenon 

of the hammer symbol nonetheless 

predates the comic book hero of 

Thor by over a thousand years, and 

its deep-rootedness in the Nordic 

countries is evident. Even today 

Mjǫllnir permeates daily life in the 

northernmost European capital of 

Reykjavík, Iceland. Visible from my 

bedroom window is a marBal arts dojo called “Þórshamar” and I pass a street named 

“Mjölnisholt” on my daily commute to the university. The main tourist thoroughfare, 

Laugavegur, is home to a wide collecBon of stores dedicated to selling souvenirs where 

you can pick up anything from Þórr T-shirts featuring the god and his hammer to pewter 

Mjǫllnir magnets and key chains emblazoned with “Iceland” in a runic inspired font 

Figure 1: Statue of Þórr and his hammer outside an Icewear 
outlet store in Vík, Iceland. Photo by author, 2019. 
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(presumably made en masse in China). I must admit that I am not immune to the draw of 

these tchotchkes, as a bronze replica of the Eyrarland Image from Þjóðminjasafn stands 

proudly on my entrance table, where it implores me to stay focused through every day of 

this thesis wriBng process. Even outside Reykjavík depicBons of Mjǫllnir appear unbidden 

everywhere, as in the coastal town of Vík where it is hard to ignore the hammer gleaming 

in the raised hand of a statue of Þórr in his wagon outside a massive Icewear outlet (Figure 

1). 

For me personally, the hammer has long 

been inexorably connected to my 

understanding of Þórr. Wearing a small 

hammer pendant at a conference or in daily 

life has become a subtle signal of my interest 

in the study of the pre-ChrisBan religions of 

the North to others who may share in my 

curiosity. For others the hammer symbol is 

simply a stylisBc choice. At Bme of wriBng, 

the search term “Thor’s hammer pendant” 

returns 3,025 results on Etsy.com, an online 

marketplace for arBsts and cra`speople to 

sell handmade items (etsy.com). Many of these hammers are inspired by myth, history, or 

fantasy worlds and take considerable arBsBc license with the original archaeological 

source material. Others, however, are based on several well-known arBfacts from Iceland, 

Sweden, and Denmark (see Figure 2). 

The hammer symbol has also unfortunately been misappropriated by some fringe 

hate groups, notably in the United States. The American organizaBons of the AnB-

DefamaBon League (adl.org) and the Southern Poverty Law Center (splcenter.org) both 

quesBon the way that the “Thor’s hammer” has been used by white supremacist groups, 

although both organizaBons caveat that symbols like the runes and hammers are also 

“frequently used by non-racists” (SPLC 2006). It is important to stress that, as this thesis 

will show, the hammer was never associated with racial supremacy in pre-ChrisBan Bmes, 

and to co-opt it for such purposes is wrong not only morally but also criBcally. As noted 

above, most people who wear hammer pendants today do so for cultural, religious, or 

Figure 2: Le`: Hammer replica handmade by 
LicleDevilDesigns of Eugene, Oregon 
(etsy.com/shop/LicleDevilDesigns); 

Right: The Foss amulet (Þjoðminjasafn Íslands). 
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decoraBve reasons and maintain absolutely no Bes to any racist groups or beliefs 

(asatru.is). 

The hammer is a pervasive symbol with a long history that can be traced all the way 

back to the surviving runic monuments and mythological literature of the Old Norse 

world, most notably the eddic poetry and Snorra Edda (see Chapter 4 for a discussion of 

the hammer in literature). Physical representaBons of Mjǫllnir also boast a significant 

presence in the archaeological record of the Nordic countries. It should come as no 

surprise that even since the 19th century (at least), scholars, autodidacts, and creaBve 

arBsts alike have felt drawn to consider criBcally the role and background of Þórr’s 

hammer and what it might have meant for the pre-ChrisBan people of the North. The 

fundamental quesBon that drew me to this topic was why hammer symbol was chosen 

over some other, more obvious marBal symbol like the sword or spear? Hammers are 

tools tradiBonally associated with smithing or other types of handiwork like carpentry. To 

the best of my knowledge, no other warrior figure in the sagas is ever shown using a 

hammer as a weapon of choice. Furthermore, Þórr’s hammer is curiously never depicted 

as a tool of creaBon in the extant primary literature (see Chapter 4), even when the gods 

are building hof for themselves in Völuspá, stanza 7 (Eddukvæði I 2014, 293) or replacing 

the walls of Ásgarðr in Gylfaginning 42 (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 35). Frankly it is a strange 

tool for a powerful god to use when killing jötnar (Figure 3). 

When I began my research by reading secondary sources on the hammer symbol and 

collecBng hammer arBfact finds, I quickly noBced a significant discrepancy between the 

perceived number of hammer amulets in exisBng scholarship and the actual number of 

Figure 3: "Thor Tools" CC BY-NC 2.5: Randall Munroe (xkcd.com/2097). 
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objects that I was encountering. Many scholars reference a generalized figure, most 

commonly acributed to the influenBal BriBsh scholar Gabriel Turville-Petre (1908-1978), 

that approximately 50 hammer specimens have been found throughout Scandinavia that 

largely date from the 9th to the 11th centuries (Turville-Petre 1964, 83). Any cursory glance 

at the archaeological data available today quickly reveals this number to be highly 

outdated. A great many hammer amulet specimens have been found since Turville-Petre 

was wriBng in the mid-1960s. Much of this archaeological bounty has been the result of 

advances in metal detector technology and increasing archaeological work, and the 

recording of these finds has been helped by the rise of centralized digital collecBons in 

which loose finds can be recorded and researched, like the BriBsh Museum’s Portable 

AnBquiBes Scheme (finds.org.uk). Unfortunately, even these newer digital collecBons are 

sBll scacered across a wide range of local and naBonal museums throughout northern 

Europe, and even when combined fail to provide a complete accounBng of hammer finds. 

Once I started to look in earnest for 

hammers to add to my database, they 

seemed to crop up everywhere. I even 

stumbled upon a pendant on loan from 

Trondheim’s Norges teknisk-

naturvitenskaplige universitet (NTNU) 

while on vacaBon with my family at 

Disney World in Florida in 2018. I quickly 

recognized the licle hammer amulet, 

which was tucked away in an exhibit on 

Norse mythology in EPCOT’s Norway 

pavilion, as hammer T26659 from 

NTNU’s collecBon, now designated as 

ETR-00044 in Eitri, the database that 

forms the backbone of this thesis 

(Figure 4). 

My hammer count quickly rose far beyond Turville-Petre’s esBmated 50 hammers, and 

it became apparent to me that a modern accounBng of the hammer symbol that was open 

to regular expansion and updates would be a valuable contribuBon to the study of Old 

Figure 4: Hammer amulet featured in a Norse mythology 
exhibit at EPCOT's Norway Pavilion in Walt Disney World 
Resort, Bay Lake, Florida. Photo by author, July 2018. 
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Nordic religion. As suggested above, much of the 20th century scholarship on the hammer 

was based on a limited number of original perspecBves, which have had an outsized 

impact on our holisBc understanding of the symbol, perspecBves which seem to have 

been heavily influenced by only a few key finds in the archaeological record. By taking full 

advantage of modern advances in archaeology, technology, and scholarship, we now have 

a chance to refresh and update our understanding of the hammer symbol for the 21st 

century, considering the literary materials hand in hand with up-to-date archaeological 

evidence from all over the Nordic world. 

To this end, this thesis will consider the following primary research quesBon: what 

does the available literary and archaeological evidence tell us about the background, 

development, and essenBal role of the symbol of Þórr’s hammer in pre-ChrisBan Bmes? I 

have acempted to answer this quesBon in three ways. First, I conducted a survey of prior 

scholarship surrounding the hammer symbol in early literature and archaeology. This was 

followed up with a careful analysis of the wricen primary sources that these scholars have 

used. Second, I have built an analyBcal web applicaBon named Eitri (eitridb.com), as a 

means to collect all of the archaeological hammer finds to date in one place and unlock 

the full potenBal of the archaeological record by using modern data analysis tools (see 

Chapter 5). 

1.2 Thesis Structure 
This thesis is structured to address the three fields noted above, including an overview of 

previous scholarship, a review of the extant literature, and an analysis of the present 

archaeological record. The archaeological survey includes a modern accounBng of 

archaeological hammer finds powered by a new analyBcal web applicaBon called Eitri 

(eitridb.com). Eitri combines a database of over 300 hammer finds with powerful modern 

analyBcal tools that enable scholars to research the material evidence of Þórr’s hammer 

far more easily and effecBvely than they have been able to do in the past. 

The first central chapter (Chapter 2) of the wricen thesis considers previous 

scholarship regarding the hammer symbol. This chapter includes the work of relevant 

scholars over Bme, tracking the evoluBon of the scholarly interpretaBon of the hammer 

symbol and noBng the changes that have taken place in ideas about its origin, 

development, and recepBon over the last centuries. This survey starts with the key 19th-
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century scholars whose ideas shaped and defined the study of the hammer symbol, going 

on to cover new ideas about the hammer symbol that emerged in the 20th century, and 

concluding with the relevant research being conducted today in the 21st century. 

Following the review of scholarship, Chapter 3 then considers the strengths and 

weaknesses of the primary sources that past scholars have relied on to draw conclusions. 

Indeed, what scholars know about Norse mythology and the hammer symbol actually 

comes from a relaBvely small number of sources, many of which provide licle informaBon 

in the way of context. It also needs to be reiterated that the wricen sources are not 

contemporary to the archaeological record from pre-ChrisBan Bmes and each genre is 

fraught with its own sets of challenges. This “health-warning” of sorts serves as a 

reminder that no source, in either literature or archaeology, should be considered without 

a keen criBcal eye. 

The thesis conBnues in Chapter 4 with an acempted full accounBng of every menBon 

of Mjǫllnir or the hammer symbol in the extant primary literature, organizing hammer 

menBons by category, including: eddic poetry, skaldic poetry, Snorra Edda, saga literature, 

the works of LaBn authors, rímur, ballads, and folklore. Considering where the hammer is 

both featured and notably absent in the primary literature is, of course, valuable for this 

survey of the meaning of the hammer symbol to the pre-ChrisBan people of the North 

and how it evolved. It is also important to see what these sources say, and do not say, 

about the role and nature of the hammer. 

Before delving into the analysis of the hammer symbol in archaeology, the thesis will 

first introduce Eitri: a web applicaBon that combines a database of all the extant hammer 

finds along with a suite of analyBcal tools (Chapter 5). This chapter starts by discussing 

the methodology behind this tool and the sources that have been used to collect over 300 

hammer arBfacts while surmounBng the various problems associated with data collecBon 

and standardizaBon. It goes on to provide a detailed accounBng of Eitri’s analyBcal 

features, which include a map, property histogram, image gallery, Bmeline, and filtering 

opBons. Eitri sets this project apart from the earlier, more tradiBonal approach of simply 

compiling a database, as it also provides a modern technological and analyBcal approach 

to answering research quesBons about the hammer. 

With the aid of Eitri, the thesis goes on to discuss the hammer symbol’s archaeological 

record in depth (Chapter 6). The analysis includes discussions regarding a wide range of 
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material including runestones, picture stones, the Eyrarland image, and the influence of 

the coming of the ChrisBan cross on the hammer image. Both exisBng and new hammer 

typologies are used here: The Staecker typology, created in 1999 by German archaeologist 

Jörn Staecker (1961-2018), is based on material properBes (such as iron, silver, and 

amber) and decoraBve style, and has certainly proven useful for the categorizaBon of 

hammers. However, it is clear that there are other valuable, less codified ways that can be 

used to group and analyze hammer amulets. To this end, the thesis also introduces the 

new Beard hammer taxonomy which analyzes hammers based on shape, categorizing by 

hammer head, sha`, and suspension types. 

In addiBon to discussions of typology and taxonomy, Chapter 6 also uses Eitri to draw 

more general conclusions about the body of hammer archaeology collected in the 

database. The lacer half of the chapter thus focuses on querying the data in order to 

idenBfy trends in hammer material, the geographic distribuBon of hammers, and the 

general Bmeframes and contexts in which hammer amulets began to appear and later 

fade. Most importantly, the data will be shown to support a “spectrum theory” suggesBng 

that the hammer image grew out of predated miniature ax pendants, existed on its own 

for a Bme, and then finally merged with or was replaced by the ChrisBan cross. Some 

consideraBons are also made into the ways in which this work could develop in coming 

years. 
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2 Previous Research into Þórr’s Hammer 

2.1 IntroducXon 
To begin this modern accounBng of the Þórr’s hammer symbol, this chapter starts by 

reviewing the previous two centuries of hammer scholarship. By gathering and examining 

those ideas, the rest of this thesis is provided both a solid foundaBon and direcBon for my 

own analysis (see Chapter 6). It is also important to understand and correct the biases of 

past academics as both new theories and archaeological finds come to light. The first 

secBon of this chapter, 2.2, will review significant academic contribuBons from the 19th 

century. The second secBon, 0, will then examine scholarly works from the 20th century 

and the present 21st century up to the present day. 

2.2 19th-Century Scholarship on the Hammer 
Arguably research into the background and the nature of Þórr’s hammer began in the 19th 

century when scholarship on the quesBon of Þórr and his hammer was advanced by a 

number of important scholars, such as Finnur Magnússon (1781-1847),1 Jacob Grimm 

(1785-1863), George Stephens (1813-1895), and to a lesser extent, Karl Mortensen (1867-

1942). These academics focused on several key themes that would be germane to the 

study of Mjǫllnir over the next two centuries, including the quesBons of the Indo-

European origins of the god and his weapon, the symbolism of the hammer, and the post-

ChrisBan survival of pagan beliefs relaBng to the hammer and hammer-signing. They also 

iniBated the collecBon and categorizaBon of archaeological finds and images, including 

work on detailing and interpreBng related runic inscripBons. In addiBon to influencing 

academic scholarship, it is also worth noBng that the 19th century also produced a number 

of enduring arBsBc renderings of Þórr and the hammer, which played an important part 

in the 19th-century popular recepBon of the hammer symbol. 

2.2.1 Skúli Thorlacius and Finnur Magnússon: Indo-European Origins 

Finnur Magnússon was an Icelandic scholar based in Copenhagen who was considered a 

leading authority on Old Norse mythology in the first half of 19th-century. Finnur’s 

                                                
1 Finnur someBmes published work under the name “Finn Magnussen” or “Magnusen”. 
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mythological works like Eddalæren og dens Oprindelse (1824-1826) and Priscæ Veterum 

Borealium Mythological Lexion (1828) were published in Danish and LaBn and used as 

starBng points for the discussion of Nordic mythology by many later 19th-century scholars. 

Finnur’s research relevant to the study of Þórr’s hammers includes the connecBon of 

Mjǫllnir to other weapons used by gods in other Indo-European mythologies and an 

exploraBon of the potenBal meaning of possible Þórr’s hammer symbols for Norse pagans 

who may have revered the god and his mighty weapon. 

In Eddalæren, Finnur sees Þórr as being essenBally a sky and air god with Indo-

European origins, thereby following up on the earlier work of scholars like Danish linguist 

Rasmus Rask (1787-1832) into the evoluBon of the Indo-European languages and the 

cultures associated with them (Finnur Magnússon 1824, I, 344). He posits the same with 

regard to Þórr’s hammer, finding parallels in Greek, Roman, and Indian mythology as well 

as in Sámi hammer-wielding figures (Finnur Magnússon 1828, 244). Some of the 

mythological beings menBoned by Finnur (that is, Jove, Indra, and Vishnu) wielded 

hammer-like mallets, thunderbolts, flaming weapons, or weapons that returned to their 

owners when thrown (Finnur Magnússon 1828, 244). Finnur also sees parallels between 

Þórr and his hammer and Hercules and his club, both having weapons that are used to 

smash their respecBve enemies in bacle (Finnur Magnússon 1826, IV, 308). ConnecBons 

are also shown between the qualiBes of the armaments used by these mythological 

beings and the qualiBes Finnur believed Þórr’s hammer possessed, these features being 

used to strengthen the argument for Þórr’s possible Indo-European origins. 

Mjǫllnir itself is described by Finnur as “Den flammende Tordenhammer Mjölner” 

(Finnur Magnússon 1824, I, 354). This depicBon of Þórr’s hammer as a “flaming thunder 

hammer” vividly illustrates Finnur’s understanding of Mjǫllnir as being essenBally a divine 

thunder weapon. Finnur nonetheless also underlines the duality of this flaming thunder 

weapon, suggesBng that it was also used as a tool for the consecraBon of both happy and 

sad occasions, like marriages or funerals (Finnur Magnússon 1824, I, 354). 

In the second volume of Eddalæren, Finnur strengthens his theory about Þórr’s 

hammer by discussing the approach in the earlier scholarship of the Icelandic philologist 

Skúli Þórðarson Thorlacius (1741-1815), who wrote one of the first books concerning Þórr 

and his hammer, Thor og hans Hammer (1802) (see also Finnur Magnússon 1824, II, 18). 

In this book, Skúli describes stone hammers found in burial mounds that he feels may be 
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symbolic copies of Mjǫllnir or a similarly powerful mythological weapon (Skúli 

Þórðarson Thorlacius 1802, 88). Some of these stone hammers (which we now know 

came from the Stone Age) were made of flint, which causes sparks when hit by something 

metal (Skúli Þórðarson Thorlacius 1802, 89). Finnur also menBons these stone hammers 

and their possible connecBon to Þórr in the third volume of Eddalæren: 

Derfor foresBlte nogle blandt Hedningerne sig Thors Hammer som dannet af 

Flint (der let kunde give Ild ved at knuges med haus Staalhandsker), og de 
nedlagde derfor dens symboliske E`erligninger i de Dödes Grave, for at 

bortskræmme onde Aander, thi derBl troedes Flinten saaledes at tjene e`er 

Saxos Vidnesbyrd (Finnur Magnússon 1825, III, 169). 

As he suggests here, this idea comes from the Danish historian Saxo GrammaBcus (c. 1160 

– c. 1220), who, in his work Gesta Danorum (2015), suggests that flint could ward off evil 

spirits (Saxo GrammaBcus 1979, 269). As Finnur notes, the stone hammer’s ability to spark 

when coming into contact with metal like Þórr’s iron gloves (járngreipr) offers another 

potenBal connecBon to the Norse god (see Chapter 4.2.2). These two factors explain why 

Finnur and Skúli thought that the hammers found in the grave mounds made of stone 

were dedicated to Þórr. Finnur further claims that the reason the extant hammers are 

made of stone rather than metal is because stone does not rust, a point that Finnur also 

acributes to Skúli (Finnur Magnússon 1825, III, 169). Perhaps Finnur’s aforemenBoned 

original descripBon of Þórr’s hammer as “flaming” can be traced to this idea of a 

connecBon to fire and lightning. 

In addiBon to Thor og hans Hammer, it might be noted that Skúli wrote extensively on 

Norse mythology and skaldic poetry, including Fragmenta Höstlangae et Thorsdrapae 

(1801), published in LaBn, in which he includes fragments of Þórsdrápa, a skaldic praise 

poem (see Chapter 4.2.3). Here Skúli draws parallels between Þórsdrápa and similar 

stories in both Snorri Sturluson’s Skáldskaparmál and Saxo GrammaBcus’ Gesta Danorum, 

noBng discrepancies and analogies in the two works (Skúli Þórðarson Thorlacius 1801, 62-

63 and 146-147). 

2.2.2 Jacob Grimm and Adolf Holtzmann: Clarifying the Nature of the Hammer 

Finnur’s Indo-European theory clearly influenced the later work of German scholar, 

philologist, and mythologist Jacob Grimm, especially those ideas expressed in his 
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Deutsche Mythologie (1835).2 Here, Grimm, like Finnur Magnússon before him, compares 

Þórr’s hammer to the spear of Indra, the Indian god of lightning (Grimm 1882-1888, IV, 

1869), a spear that never misses and always comes back to Indra’s hand in a boomerang-

like behavior that bears a striking similarity to Mjǫllnir’s descripBon in Snorri Sturluson’s 

Skáldskaparmál (see Chapter 4.2.3), in which the hammer is said to have the property of 

returning to the god’s hand itself a`er being thrown, lightning and thunder following its 

strike (Grimm 1882-1888, I, 180).  

Grimm also follows Finnur Magnússon in noBng possible parallels between the use 

and making of the thunderbolt weapons of the Greek ruling god Zeus and Þórr’s hammer. 

Just as two cunning and creaBve dwarves forged Mjǫllnir, Zeus’ lightning bolts were said 

to be made with the help of the Cyclopes (Grimm 1882-1888, I, 180), both dwarves and 

Cyclopes having the role of skilled cra`smen or blacksmiths in their respecBve 

mythologies. For Grimm, the fact that both weapons summon shi`s in weather illustrates 

a further connecBon between the two gods (Grimm 1835, 120; Grimm 1882-1888, I, 180). 

As Grimm notes in Deutsche Mythologie, primary sources like Saxo GrammaBcus 

nonetheless throw the original hammer-like quality of Mjǫllnir into some doubt. As he 

stresses, Saxo depicts Mjǫllnir as a handle-less club whose handle was lost in bacle (see 

Chapter 4.4.2), a retelling that is perhaps a variaBon of Snorri Sturluson’s account of how 

the short handled-hammer was due to a manufacturing problem (Grimm 1882-1888, I, 

180; see Chapter 4.2.3). As Grimm argues, this hammer-as-club connecBon could also be 

linked to the Indo-European origin arguments that many 19th-century scholars were 

advancing at the Bme, since several deiBes coming from a range of countries, from India 

to Ireland, are said to have wielded powerful clubs (see also Chapter 2.3.2) (Grimm 1882-

1888, I, 180). 

Grimm also examines how Mjǫllnir was used both in mythology and in how those who 

revered Þórr may have used symbols of the weapon in daily life. He stresses that jötnar in 

parBcular seem to have an inBmate awareness of Þórr’s hammer: “[…] diesen hammer, 

we er durch die luX fährt (er hann kemr â lopt, Sn. 16), kennen die riesen” (Grimm 1835, 

123) (“As this hammer flies through the air (er hann kemr â lopt, Sn. 16), the giants know 

                                                
2 Deutsche Mythologie was translated into English by James Steven in four volumes from 1882 to 1888.  
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of it”) (Grimm 1882-1888, I, 180). As this shows, scholars of this Bme already appeared to 

consider Þórr’s hammer as a proxy for the image of the god himself.  

Grimm also finds evidence of how symbols of Þórr were used in daily life on 

archaeological arBfacts, noBng how the carved Þórr’s hammers found on runestones 

seem to have been used to consecrate or “hallow” runic inscripBons (Grimm 1882-1888, 

I, 118). For Grimm, the hammer symbol may have been used to give Þórr’s blessing, 

something he sees as being supported by these instances in which Þórr’s name was also 

invoked in these runic inscripBons, possibly (in some cases) in lieu of the hammer symbol. 

By incorporaBng archaeology and runeology in his work, Grimm builds on Finnur 

Magnússon’s earlier theory that the Mjǫllnir was used to consecrate both joyous and 

somber occasions, something also seen in the fact that the runestones with hammer 

symbols someBmes serve as memorials for departed loved ones (see Chapter 2.2.1). 

As Grimm adds, it also seems that the consecraBng power of Mjǫllnir existed not only 

in physical archaeology, but also in the form of gestures taking the form of the hammer 

sign which apparently coexisted with ChrisBanity’s sign of the cross (see Snorri’s account 

in Chapter 4.3.2). Indeed, 19th-century scholars like Grimm already saw the conBnuing use 

of the hammer sign in later Bmes as the survival of the earlier consecraBng power of the 

hammer from pagan Bmes. As Grimm notes: 

Der göcliche hammer galt für ein heiliges geräth, mit dem bräute und leichen 
geweiht werden wie bei den Christen das zeichen des kreuzes (Grimm 1835, 

123). 

The hammer, as a divine tool was considered sacred, brides and the bodies of 
the dead were consecrated with it; men blessed with the sign of the hammer, 

as ChrisBans did with the sign of the cross (Grimm 1882-1888, I, 180). 

As Grimm stresses, the sign of the hammer and the sign of the cross were both used in 

the religious rite of “Minne-drinking,” a later Germanic tradiBon involving the blessing of 

a cup of wine for communal drinking that was meant to honor or remember a loved one 

at a feast. Grimm suggests that this was an early custom that conBnued a`er the 

conversion and that the rite which originally involved Northern heathens making the sign 

of Þórr’s hammer over a cup was later replaced by ChrisBans with the sign of the cross 
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(Grimm 1882-1888, I, 62).3 In this context, Grimm notes a visual similarity between the 

sign of the cross and the sign of the hammer, noBng that: “[…] würde es nicht befremden, 

wenn die neubekehrten Deutschen unter Christus sich auch noch den herrn des donners 

und verleiher des regens vorgestellt häcen” (“[…] it need not seem surprising that the 

newly converted Germans should under the name of Christ sBll have the lord of thunder 

and the giver of rain present in their minds”) (Grimm 1835, 124; and Grimm 1882-1888, 

I, 182).  

Building on the works of Grimm and Finnur Magnússon, the idea of links between Þórr 

and Indra was followed up a few decades later by the German professor and philologist 

Adolf Holtzmann (1810-1870), who wrote extensively on Indian mythology and Sanskrit, 

in his arBcle “Indra nach den Vorstellungen des Mahâbhârata” (1878) in which he writes: 

Von Waffen des Indra wird ausser dem Donnerkeile, wovon sogleich, der 
Speer erwähnt, welcher immer tri� und wenn er Hunderte von Feinden 

getödtet hat, von selbst in de Hand des Indra zurückkehrt (Holtzmann 1878, 
296).  

Of the weapons of Indra, apart from the thunderbolt, of which there is 

menBoned, the spear, which always hits, and a`er it has killed hundreds of 
enemies, returns by itself to the hand of Indra.4  

In addiBon to his work on Indian mythology, Holtzmann later co-authored a book on 

Germanic mythology with the librarian and writer Alfred Holder (1840-1916) also enBtled 

Deutsche Mythologie (1874). In this work the authors once again discuss Indra’s 

connecBon with Þórr, relying on Holtzmann’s experBse in Indian mythology and 

philosophy to draw connecBons not only between the weapons of Þórr and Indra, but 

also in how the gods use those weapons, underlining how both Þórr and Indra fight to 

protect people from giants or jötnar (Holtzman and Holder 1874, 57). Here they also note 

how Indra is said to have lost his spear in Indian mythology, much like when Þórr lost his 

hammer in Þrymskviða (Holtzman and Holder 1874, 64). Based on these similariBes, 

                                                
3 As is noted in Chapter 4.3.2, there is a similar account in Hákonar saga góða, in which King Hákon, a 
ChrisBan, blesses a drinking horn with the sign of the cross at a sacrificial feast. When the king is quesBoned 
by his pagan men, the king’s advisor comes to his aid, clarifying that the sign was actually that of Þórr’s 
hammer, and not anything suspicious or out of the ordinary. 
4 Unless otherwise noted, all translaBons are those of the present author. 
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Holtzman concludes that the significant mythological parallels between Indra and Þórr 

prove them to be versions of the same god (Holtzman and Holder 1874, 57). 

2.2.3 George Stephens: The Hammer and Runic InterpretaXons 

As noted above, 19th-century scholarship included a focus on detailing and interpreBng 

those runic inscripBons related to Þórr and the closely associated pictorial 

representaBons of his hammer found on some such stones. George Stephens, a BriBsh 

philologist living in Denmark who specialized in runic inscripBons, offered new insight into 

the interpretaBon of Þórr’s hammer on monuments in his book, The Runes: Whence Came 

They (1894). The book starts by returning to the stone hammers found in graves with runic 

inscripBons on them, which o`en bore the name of the presumed owner (on such 

hammers, see above Chapter 2.2.1). One example of this phenomenon is a stone hammer 

found in Jutland in 1881 inscribed with the word ÞORDUR in what Stephens calls “later 

runes” (Stephens 1894, 19).5 Unlike Skúli Thorlacius and Finnur Magnússon however, 

Stephens makes no suggesBon that these axes were ever related to Þórr worship. On the 

other hand, Stephens makes special menBon of the Gosforth Stone (Figure 6) from 

Cumberland dated to the 7th, concluding that the image on the grave-slab indeed shows 

Þórr holding his hammer as well as a jötunn wielding an ax. His interpretaBon of the stone 

nonetheless has a clear ChrisBan bias. As he writes about this image: 

The ChrisBan teacher tells his countrymen that their fore-fathers worshipt [sic] 

the Strongest, and this was Christ, who punished the giant-fiend [Lóké] who 
had caused the death of Baldor, so THUR was their [people in 10th century 
Cumbria] strongest God, but he could not slay the Midgarth-Worm. He li`ed 

his Hammer and would have smasht his head, but the Giant-demon swings his 
knife or axe, cuts the line over, and the World-snake sinks back into the billows 
and escapes (Stephens 1894, 84-85). 

Stephens goes on to cite addiBonal runic inscripBons that both directly and indirectly 

reference the god Þórr. These include a runestone found in Vordingborg, Zealand that 

reads: “May Thur bless these Runes!” (Stephens 1894, 76), and a gravestone from 

                                                
5 On page 19, Stephens also menBons a second hammer found in Zealand, Denmark inscribed with the word 
BROÞER, which he presumes is the owner’s name. This hammer also uses the same set of later runes. No 
daBng is given beyond this. 
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Snoldelev, Zealand (Figure 9) inscribed with symbols of both three interlaced horns and a 

swasBka.6 Stephens uses this evidence to stress his support for Grimm’s idea that the 

people carving the runes thought that the god Þórr had the power to bless or consecrate 

a stone’s inscripBon (see Chapter 2.2.2). In another earlier piece by Stephens, Thunor the 

Thunderer, Carved on a Scandinavian Font About the Year 1000 (1878), he discusses an 

illustraBon of the Læborg Stone (Figure 5, see also Chapter 6.2), which depicts two 

hammer-shaped symbols carved into the rock alongside a runic inscripBon, as part of a 

discussion of images of the hammer of Þórr that Stephens like others before him 

presumed had the role of guarding or blessing the stone (Stephens 1878, 37-38). 

2.2.4 Karl Mortensen: A Summarizing Popular View of Mythology 

Instances of Þórr’s name and his hammer on runestones are also discussed in the same 

period by the Danish professor Karl Mortensen in his book, Nordisk Mytologi (first 

published in 1898). This book, intended for popular consumpBon in high schools and 

universiBes, offers a useful synthesis of the 19th-century scholarship on Þórr’s hammer up 

to that point. It naturally shaped the percepBon of Nordic myth for a broader audience 

than the earlier, more academic studies both in the Danish-speaking world when first 

published in 1898, and the same probably applied when the English translaBon (called A 

Handbook of Norse Mythology) was published in the United States in 1913.  

Like previous 19th-century scholars such as Finnur Magnússon (see above), Mortensen 

argues that the hammer of Þórr had the power to consecrate objects. To support his 

argument Mortensen references the Glavendrup stone, which includes two inscripBons 

in which Þórr is asked to hallow the runes, and another unnamed Danish runestone that 

contains the engraving “Tor vie dece Mindesmærke” (“May Thor consecrate this 

monument!”) at the edge of the stone.7 To Mortensen’s mind, however, the “hooked 

cross” found on runestones is also directly associated with Þórr. He notes that: 

                                                
6 As Jón Árnason noted around the same Bme (see immediately below), in Icelandic folklore the swasBka 
was commonly related to Þórr. 
7 On the basis of this descripBon, the author believes that Mortensen is referring to the Virring stone (DR 
110, ETR-00031, see also Chapter 6.2). 
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Kun paa disse to Stene nævnes Tordengudens Navn udtrykkeligt, men paa 
andre finde vi indhugget Triskele,8 Hagekors eller Hammertegn, hvilket er et 

Vidnesbuyrd om, at Tor paa denne Tid var Danskernes Hovedgud” (Mortensen 

1898, 18-20).  

Only on these two stones is the name of the god of thunder expressly given, 

but on others we find engraved trefoils, quatrefoils (“hooked crosses”),9 or 

hammers, which is an evidence of the fact that Thor at this dme was the chief 
god of the Danes (Mortensen 1913, 22).  

It is possible that Mortensen’s idea about the hooked cross originated with the Icelandic 

author, librarian, and folklorist Jón Árnason (1819–1888), who in the first volume of 

Íslenzkar þjóðsögur og æfintýri (1862), a collecBon of folktales from the same period, 

includes an illustrated swasBka-like galdrastafur he capBons “Þórshamar” (Figure 8) in a 

chapter on Icelandic magical charms (Jón Árnason 1862, 446). What magic the symbol 

was thought to perform for the carver is unknown, although it can be surmised from Jón 

comments that in Icelandic tradiBon it was associated with Mjǫllnir. 

Like Stephens and Grimm before him, Mortensen also cites Denmark’s Læborg Stone 

(Figure 5) as an example of the consecraBon power of the hammer symbol. Like Grimm, 

he suggests that the hammer and its powers of consecraBon were difficult to erase a`er 

the introducBon of ChrisBanity, noBng an illustraBon of the symbols of the cross, the 

hooked cross, and the hammer together on a doorframe of an unnamed ChrisBan church 

(Figure 7). He argues that the figure on the doorframe must be either Þórr with Mjǫllnir 

or Saint Ólafr of Norway thereby indirectly raising the suggesBon that Ólafr with his ax 

replaced Þórr and his hammer. As he writes: 

Kong Olaf med det luerøde Skæg og Øksen i Haanden, Troldmænds bitre 

Fjende, Bl den rødskæggede Tordengud med Hammeren, som knuser Jæcers 

og Bjærgriser Hovedskal, er Springet ikke nær saa stort, som man i første 

Øjeblik skulde tro (Mortensen 1898, 88). 

                                                
8 The English translaBon has been added in this case because it uses the terms “quartrefoils” and “hooked 
crosses” to clarify what is meant by “Triskele” in the original Danish. 
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King Olaf, with flaming red beard and ax in hand, the sorcerer’s bicer foe, to 
the red-bearded thunder-god with the hammer, who crushes the giants’ and 

mountain giants’ skulls, is a leap not nearly so great as one at the first glance 

might think (Mortensen 1913, 114-115). 

In short, Mortensen’s implicaBon is that since the image of Þórr and his hammer were not 

so easily erased they were instead transformed into the image of a ChrisBan figure with 

similar characterisBcs.  

Mortensen, like his predecessors, echoes the earlier-noted trend in 19th-century 

scholarship that connected Þórr and his hammer to Indo-European origins, staBng that it 

is possible to find traces of the “original divine faith” 10  in Indian, Greek, and Norse 

mythology (Mortensen 1898, 9-10; Mortensen 1913, 12). Regarding Þórr’s hammer, 

Mortensen notes: 

Den højeste Gud er baade hos Inderne, Grækerne og vore Forfædre væbnet 
med et sikkert rammende Kastevaaben i sin Egenskab af Tordengud, enten 
dece nu fremsBlles ligefrem som en Tordenkile (Lynstraale), en Hammer eller 

en Kølle (Mortensen 1898, 12). 

The highest god among the Indians, Greeks and our forefathers [Northmen] 
alike is armed with a sure-striking missile in his capacity of thunder-god, 

whether this be represented plainly as a thunderbolt (lightning-flash), a 
hammer, or a club (Mortensen 1913, 15). 

Similar to other 19th-century scholars like Finnur Magnússon, Mortensen interprets 

Þórr’s hammer Mjǫllnir as both a symbol with the ability to bring not only death but also 

ferBlity, as when it was used to consecrate marriages (Finnur Magnússon 1824, I, 354). 

Mortensen naturally also argues (probably based on primary eddic sources) that the 

hammer is a destrucBve and mighty jötunn-crushing thunderbolt. He thus also recognizes 

the hammer’s dual nature, noBng that with lightning also comes nurturing rain showers 

(Mortensen 1913, 98). In short, Þórr is not merely the mighty protector of humanity, but 

also a caregiver and lifegiver on the homestead, his hammer being vitally crucial for both 

of these roles. 

                                                
10 “Original divine faith” here refers to the religious ideas of the Indo-European “primiBve people” who had 
no clear place of origin according to Mortensen (Mortensen 1913, 12). 
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2.2.5 Popular 19th-Century DescripXons of the Hammer 

When anyone was asked to describe the god Þórr at the end of the 19th century, it is 

evident that the hammer was clearly the first visual characterisBc that sprang to mind. As 

Mortensen describes in Nordisk Mytologi: 

Fremdeles har han tre vidunderlige Kostbarheder: den ene er Hammeren 
Mjolner, som Rimturser og Bjærgriser kende, naar han kommer; det er heller 

ikke saa underligt, thi den har knust mangen en Hjerneskal paa deres Fædre 

og Frænder (Mortensen 1898, 43). 

He [Þórr] has besides three wonderful treasures: one is the hammer Mjolnir, 

which the frost giants and mountain giants recognize when he comes – and 

that is not so strange either, for it has crushed many a skull of their fathers and 
kinsmen (Mortensen 1913, 55). 

The same idea is recognized in art from the period. As people became ever more 

aware of the Old Norse texts and various archaeological finds in the North, Þórr’s hammer 

started to become an omnipresent element in the images of Old Norse mythological 

figures found in 19th-century art, in which Þórr, seen as a key representaBve of the old 

faith, was rarely depicted without his hammer (Simek 1993, 220). As Simek notes, the 

visual depicBons of Mjǫllnir are nonetheless not consistent from piece to piece and show 

varied understandings of the legendary weapon which is never described in detail in the 

original sources (see Chapter 4 for literary interpretaBons of the hammer). One finds, for 

example, the Swedish sculptor Bengt Erland Fogelberg (1786-1854) creaBng a marble 

interpretaBon of Þórr in 1844 that is highly reminiscent of Greek statuary (Figure 10) and 

depicts Mjǫllnir as a “… hammer like version of Hercules’ club” (Simek 1993, 220). The 

NaBonal Museum of Stockholm, where the piece resides, makes the same comparison to 

the Roman demi-god Hercules, poinBng out that the animal clothing and shoes on the 

sculpture nonetheless reference the god’s Nordic origins (NaBonal Museum, n.d.). The 

handle of the hammer here is noBceably longer and more ax-like than in other 

contemporary interpretaBons, such as those by the illustrators John Charles Dollman 

(1851-1934) and the Danish arBst Lorenz Frølich (1820-1908), who clearly favor more 

mallet-like depicBons of the hammer. Dollman’s hammer has a blockier appearance with 

flat faces on both sides (Figure 11) similar to the hammer depicted on the Gosforth Stone 
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(Figure 6), while Frølich’s artwork o`en illustrates the hammer as a single-sided ax, similar 

in shape to the stone axes that Finnur Magnússon considered to be Þórr’s hammers in 

Eddalæren (Figure 14; see Chapter 2.2.1). In the painBng Ægir’s Feast, a painBng from 

1857 which is based on Lokasenna, Danish arBst ConstanBn Hansen (1804-1880) 

meanwhile depicts Þórr’s hammer as a double-sided ax (Figure 12), even though the 

original Old Norse poem clearly calls the weapon a hammer (Grandien 2018, 461; see also 

Chapter 4.1.5).  

While interest in the Viking world in Victorian Bmes was rife in England (see Wawn, 

2002), BriBsh depicBons of the Norse gods in the 19th century were not terribly common. 

The arBst Richard Doyle (1824-1883) nonetheless contributed a watercolor featuring Þórr 

brandishing his hammer that is worth noBng (Clunies Ross 2018, 568). The work, enBtled 

The God Thor Drives the Dwarfs out of Scandinavia, by Throwing his Hammer at Them 

(1878), which has no mythological background, depicts Þórr as a large godly cloud-bound 

figure raising his hammer over dozens of Bny running figures on the ground below (Figure 

13). The hammer itself resembles a rectangular sledge hammer, like a smaller version of 

the hammer in Dollman’s illustraBon noted above. 

One of the most popular and recognizable images of Þórr using Mjǫllnir dates from 

1872. Painted by the Swedish arBst Mårten Eskil Winge (1825-1896) it is enBtled Tor’s 

Fight with the Giants (Figure 15), and renders Mjǫllnir in a very similar fashion to the runic 

engraving of the hammer on the earlier-noted Læborg Stone depicted in Stephen’s book 

(Figure 5; see Chapter 2.2.3), perhaps in an acempt to stay true to the archaeological 

evidence that was coming to light in this period (Simek 1993, 220). Indeed, Þórr is also 

wearing jewelry, which is archaeologically accurate for the Bme period, underlining that 

Winge must have consulted with experts in the field (or available books) while creaBng 

this piece (Grandien 2018, 493). InteresBngly enough, the painBng, which is part of the 

NaBonal Museum of Stockholm’s collecBon, also includes a swasBka symbol which 

decorates Þórr’s belt (NaBonal Museum, n.d.). The inclusion of this symbol was almost 

certainly inspired by archaeology, but perhaps also Icelandic folklore (see Chapters 2.2.3 

and 2.2.4). 

Although it is from the 18th century, no analysis of more recent depicBons of Þórr’s 

hammer would be complete without menBoning Icelandic manuscript SÁM 66, dated 

1765-1766 (Handrit.is: SÁM 66). This manuscript, which contains both eddic poetry and 
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Snorra Edda, includes several beauBful illustraBons of scenes from Norse mythology, 

including one of Þórr and Hymir fishing from Þrymskviða (see Figure 16). Þórr’s hammer 

is depicted here in a form similar to Lorenz Frølich’s and Bengt Erland Fogelberg’s works, 

and perhaps these arBsts may have been influenced by the hammer’s depicBon in SÁM 

66. 

It is clear that these arBsBc interpretaBons of Þórr and Mjǫllnir from the 19th century 

informed the imaginaBons of scholars and mythology enthusiasts alike, and they conBnue 

to do so even today. They can sBll be found gracing the book covers of both 20th and 21st-

century academic works, which perpetuate an arBsBc tradiBon that was inspired and 

shaped by the legacy of the 19th-century scholars. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5: Læborg Stone, Jutland, 
Denmark, 8th Century A.D., 
ETR-00009 (Stephens 1878, 37). 

Figure 6: The Gosforth Stone, 
Cumberland, 7th Century A.D., 
ETR-00310 (Stephens 1894, 85). 
 

Figure 7: Figure of Þórr (?) 
(Mortensen 1913, 114). 

Figure 8: Þórshamar  
(Jón Árnason 1862, 446). 
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Figure 9: Snoldelev Stone, Ramsø, Denmark, 9th Century A.D  
(Stephens 1884, 102). 

Figure 10: Thor (1844) by Bengt Erland Fogelberg 
(NaBonal Museum of Stockholm). 

Figure 11: Thor and the Mountain (1909) by John 
Charles Dollman (Guerber 1909, 72). 
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Figure 14: Thor Wades Past Bifrost (1895) by Lorenz 
Frølich (Gjellerup 1895, 73). 

Figure 12: Ægir’s Feast (1857) by ConstanBn Hansen (NaBonal Gallery 
of Denmark). 

Figure 15: Tor’s Fight with the Giants (1872) by 
Mårten Eskil Winge (NaBonal Museum of 
Stockholm). 

Figure 13: The God Thor Drives the Dwarfs out of Scandinavia by 
Throwing his Hammer at Them (1878) by Richard Doyle (Clunies Ross 
2018, 569). 

Figure 16: IllustraBon of Þórr and Hymir from 
the Icelandic manuscript SÁM 66 (Handrit.is: 
SÁM 66). 
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2.3 20th- and 21st-Century Scholarship on the Hammer 
20th-century scholarship around Þórr’s hammer expanded on the solid foundaBon created 

by the influenBal scholars of the 19th century, and most especially on scholarship relaBng 

to Mjǫllnir’s possible Indo-European origins and its powers of consecraBon, while also 

developing newer ideas based on more recent discoveries. New academic figures 

including Jan de Vries (1890-1964) and George Dumézil (1898-1986) published key works 

that would influence other leading scholars later in the 20th century, most notably E. O. G. 

Turville-Petre (1908-1978). Other prominent scholars who dealt with the subject include 

Folke Ström (1907–1996), Hilda Roderick Ellis Davidson (1914-2006), John McKinnell 

(1942-), Gro Steinsland (1945-), John Lindow (1946-), and Rudolf Simek (1954-). In 

addiBon to considering the works of the 20th century, this secBon will also cover recent 

21st-century research on Þórr’s hammer published over the past 18 years. Notable authors 

publishing relevant works with fresh approaches in recent years include Richard Perkins 

(unknown), MarBn Arnold (1951-), Maths Bertell (1968-), and Declan Taggart (1986-). 

2.3.1 Just Qvigstad, Jan de Vries, and Georges Dumézil: Early Days 

 20th-century scholars found further connecBons between Þórr’s hammer and Sámi 

culture (see Chapter 2.2.1 above), including noBng new potenBally related images found 

on drums and in Sámi archaeological evidence. The earliest of these 20th-century scholars 

was the Norwegian historian, philologist, and linguist Just Qvigstad (1853-1957). WriBng 

in 1903, Qvigstad was of the opinion that the Sámi had borrowed much from Norse 

mythology, especially in terms of their deiBes, building on the 

research into Sámi folklore and drums carried out earlier by the 

prominent 19th-century Norwegian scholar and linguist, Jens 

Andreas Friis (1821-1896) (Friis 1871; see also ChrisBansen 

1950, 90). Of parBcular importance for the present discussion 

are those images thought to depict Þórr’s hammer on Sámi 

drums, which Qvigstad collected through his work with the 

Tromsø Museum. Like Finnur Magnússon before him, who had also compared the Sámi 

hammer-wielding figures on drums to Þórr (see Chapter 2.2.1), Qvigstad cites a specific 

drum picture (Figure 17) in his 1903 book KildeskriXer dl den Lappiske mythologi which 

he connects to Þórr’s hammer (Qvigstad 1903, 29-30). Of parBcular interest is that 

Figure 17: Thor’s Hammer 
(Qvigstad 1903, 30). 
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Qvigstad’s cited image is that of a hammer on its own, rather than of a figure holding a 

hammer or ax that could be interpreted as the Þórr himself, or a related Sámi deity. 

Jan de Vries, a Dutch religious historian, wrote extensively on Germanic and 

Scandinavian religions, and his work is sBll rouBnely referenced by scholars today. His 

influenBal book, Altgermanische Religionsgeschichte, the first ediBon of which was 

published in 1935-1937 in two volumes, contains a whole chapter dedicated to Þórr (also 

referred to as Donar, an Old High German name for Þórr), and provides specific insights 

relaBng to the hammer symbol. De Vries begins his analysis of Þórr by placing him in 

contrast to Óðinn, as the god respected by the majority of Scandinavian people. De Vries 

cites the more numerous cults dedicated to Þórr, and notes that reports of temples and 

images of Þórr were comparaBvely common (de Vries 1937, II, 205). He further postulates 

that the cult of Þórr seems to have existed in one form or another even in Sámi areas. Like 

Qvigstad, ciBng the hammer-wielding figures and hooked cross symbols found on Sámi 

drums from Friis’ Lappisk mythologi (1871, 32 and 43), he correlates the worship of the 

Sámi thunder god Horagalles to the worship of Þórr (Friis 1871, 206). De Vries also 

connects the hooked cross symbol present on Sámi drums to the Icelandic magic sigil cited 

by Jón Árnason as a Þórshamar in Íslenzkar þjóðsögur og æfintýri (1862), arguing that the 

Icelandic symbol might well be compared to those used to invoke Horagalles, and should 

therefore be seen as a religious sign related to the worship of Þórr (de Vries 1937, II, 216). 

De Vries’ opinions on the hammer symbol itself clearly align with those of his 19th-

century predecessors, echoing their arguments that Þórr’s sacred symbol was indeed the 

hammer and that it was used by people in crucial moments in life to bestow his blessing 

(de Vries 1937, II, 210-211), giving peace to the dead and inducing ferBlity in marriage for 

consecrated brides (de Vries 1937, II, 211). In addiBon to noBng the hammer’s role in 

preserving harmony and fecundity, de Vries naturally underlines that it was also a 

formidable weapon fit for a mighty god, the best defense of the gods against the jötnar 

(de Vries 1937, II, 211). Like Finnur Magnússon and Jacob Grimm before him, de Vries also 

believed that Þórr and his hammer had Indo-European origins. Like previous scholars, he 

specifically cites Indra, drawing comparisons not only with his thunder weapon, but also 

Indra’s personality traits which are similar to Þórr’s: a huge appeBte, quick temper, and 

general good nature (de Vries 1937, II, 211).  
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In this context, De Vries goes onto discuss those earlier-noted rune stones marked 

with hammer symbols and hammer amulets, noBng that the hammer symbol only starts 

appearing on rune stones a`er ChrisBan missionaries had come into contact with people 

in the north. He makes the innovaBve conclusion that the hammer symbols could be 

considered a form of pagan protest against the sign of the cross (de Vries 1937, II, 214). 

De Vries argues that this conflict between ChrisBanity and paganism is reflected in the 

earlier noted account in Hákonar saga góða chapter 17, where the sign of the cross is said 

to be the sign of the hammer (de Vries 1937, II, 214).11  

The contemporary work of Georges Dumézil is also important to menBon in this 

context, not least because of his influence on the study of Norse mythology and religion 

in general,12 even though he did not necessarily contribute any significant discourse on 

Mjǫllnir in parBcular. His book Les Dieux des Germains (1959), which was translated into 

English in part by John Lindow and edited by Einar Haugen (1906-1994) as The Gods of 

the Ancient Northmen (1973), introduced the highly influenBal idea that an Indo-

European society can be divided into three funcBons: sovereignty (the ruling or priest 

class), warriors, and culBvators, that is the majority of society (Dumézil 1973, xi-xii). This 

trifuncBonalism, Dumézil argued, could be applied to all Indo-European mythological 

thought, including gods and pantheons. Dumézil categorizes Þórr as a representaBon of 

the second warrior funcBon, a defender who, armed with his hammer Mjǫllnir, represents 

a strong guardian figure (Dumézil 1973, 67). Dumézil subsequently idenBfies other Indo-

European deiBes that are said to be connected to both Þórr and Mjǫllnir, once again 

comparing Þórr to Indra: 

Like the vajra of Indra and the vazra, which the Iranian Mithra has stripped 
from Indra grown archdemon, [Mjǫllnir] is the celesBal weapon, the 

thunderbolt accompanying the thunder which has furnished its name to the 
god. There are also physical traits that make him [Þórr] resemble Indra: red 

beard and a fabulous appeBte (Dumézil 1973, 67). 

                                                
11 This account was earlier cited by Jacob Grimm (see Chapter 2.2.2) and will be discussed in greater detail 
in Chapter 4.3.2 of this thesis. 
12 George Dumézil also influenced the second ediBon of Jan de Vries’ Altgermanische Religionsgeschichte 
(1956-1957). The secBons relevant to Þórr’s hammer remain consistent between both versions, however.  
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Dumézil nonetheless suggests that Þórr may have played a different role for some of the 

communiBes that worshiped him. Like Jen Andreas Friis before him, he notes that some 

Sámi cults may have recognized Þórr as a weather or ferBlity god, whom they called upon 

to produce crops and bolster harvests (Dumézil 1973, 72). Dumézil argues, however, that 

although Þórr may have brought ferBlity, for the Sámi this role was only a result of the 

storms he generated though bacling with his hammer: 

It is very natural that the poor Lapps, the pagan peasants of Uppland and 

modern folklore have only the fecundaBng resulBng of this bacle and of these 

exploits. Even in this funcBon, Thor does not duplicate the great Vanir 

(Dumézil 1973, 73). 

In short, in spite of his links to ferBlity, for Dumézil, Þórr firmly exemplifies the second 

funcBon of warrior-protector and does not represent a ferBlity god as convincingly as a 

god like Freyr. 

All in all, Dumézil’s comparaBve theory gave 20th-century scholarship a becer 

understanding of the probable Indo-European Bes to Norse and Germanic religions. His 

trifuncBonal hypothesis influences academics to this day, as one can see in, for example, 

the theoreBcal framework that Jens Peter Schjødt (1952-) constructs in his book Inidadon 

between Two Worlds (2008). 

2.3.2 Ström, Turville-Petre, and Ellis Davidson: Synthesizing the Hammer 

Folke Ström’s book Nordisk hedendom (first ediBon, 1961) was another key 20th-century 

survey of Norse heathenism and contains a wealth of informaBon on Þórr’s hammer. Like 

de Vries, Strom covers many of the key themes of the 19th-century scholars, including 

connecBng Þórr and his weapon to other Indo-European deiBes like Indra and Hercules 

(Ström 1961, 87). Ström also argues that the hammer likely took over the earlier meaning 

held by the ax, an icon which in Scandinavia can be traced back to the Bronze-Age rock 

carvings of Sweden and Denmark (Ström 1961,121; 1967, 87; see also Ellis Davidson 1964, 

80 and Price 2015, 196 ), a view heavily influenced by the Swedish archaeologist Oscar 

Almgren (1869-1945) and his book Hällristningar och kultbruk (1927). For Ström, like 

Jacob Grimm, the hammer was not only a consecraBng weapon, but also a had life-giving 

effect, which Ström argues, is why Þórr may have been called on during rites of passage 

like births, weddings, and funerals (Ström 1961, 123; 1967, 89). This connecBon, he 
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argues, may have also explained why the symbol of the weapon had such importance, 

something reflected in the small Þórr’s hammer amulets found in the archeological record 

which will be examined in detail in Chapter 6 and the accompanying database (Ström 

1967, 89). 

Oxford professor and prolific scholar Gabriel Turville-Petre (1908-1978) was another 

scholar who contributed much to the study of Norse mythology, religion, and Icelandic 

literary studies in this period. He wrote several influenBal arBcles and books on the 

subject, including Myth and Religion of the North: The Religion of Ancient Scandinavia 

(1964), another scholarly introducBon to the field of pre-ChrisBan Scandinavian religion 

which draws heavily on the work of both Jan De Vries and Georges Dumézil (Turville-Petre 

1964, ix). His chapter on Þórr (Turville-Petre 1964, 75-105) provides a clear, succinct 

analysis of both the primary and secondary sources regarding Þórr’s legendary hammer, 

concentraBng on primary literary sources like skaldic poetry, the sagas, Snorri Sturluson, 

and Saxo GrammaBcus while noBng significant archaeological evidence available at the 

Bme. Turville-Petre’s grounded approach makes this text an essenBal mid-20th-century 

reference that is o`en cited by later scholars wriBng on Old Norse myth and religion. 

Turville-Petre’s chapter on Þórr describes Mjǫllnir as almost an extension of Þórr 

himself: “His weapon was the hammer, Mjǫllnir, with which he held the forces of chaos in 

check” (Turville-Petre 1964, 75). Drawing his opinions from careful analysis of the primary 

textual sources, Turville-Petre views Þórr with his hammer not only as a defender but also 

as a force of order in the universe. As he notes, the hammer is almost always at Þórr’s 

side, indicaBng its importance to the god and his idenBty. He also notes the fact that the 

hammer is not always described as such, for some primary sources depict Þórr’s hammer 

as a club, like Saxo GrammaBcus (Turville-Petre 1964, 81; see also Chapter 4.4.2). Like the 

19th- and 20th-century scholars before him, Turville-Petre also suggests that Þórr’s 

hammer has Indo-European origins, specifically relaBng to the weapon of the Indian 

guardian deity Indra, ciBng etymological connecBons between the word Russian word 

mólnija and the Welsh word mellt, both meaning lightning (Turville-Petre 1964, 81). To 

him, it is the possible connecBon to lightning that underscores the connecBon of Mjǫllnir 

to Indra’s thunder weapon, as he writes: 
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Since Thór was the god of thunder, we may suppose that his weapon was 
originally lightning, or like Indra’s, the thunderbolt. In Saxo’s version of the 

story of Geirröð, Thór seems to crush the giantesses with the force of 

thunderbolts (Turville-Petre 1964, 81). 

Turville-Petre develops these etymological connecBons using Jan de Vries’ etymology of 

Mjǫllnir in Altnordisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch (1961) as a reference (de Vries 1961, 

390). He is nonetheless careful to note that the etymology of the word Mjǫllnir is not 

certain, noBng, as others have before him, that Mjǫllnir may well be etymologically 

related to the Icelandic verbs mala (to grind) and mølva (crush) which have their own 

etymological backgrounds (Turville-Petre 1964, 81). 

 Turville-Petre’s understanding of Mjǫllnir’s role is heavily influenced by literary 

sources, especially Þrymskviða, in which a jötunn steals the hammer, and Þórr must dress 

like the goddess Freyja in bridal clothes to recover it (see Chapter 4.1.6). In this story, 

Mjǫllnir is used both to hallow the “bride” and as a tool for Þórr’s revenge when it is used 

to smash the assembled jötnar. Like many of the 19th-century scholars menBoned 

previously, Turville-Petre believed that this account illustrated a crucial role of the 

hammer symbol: 

Ironical as it is, this story explains one of the funcBons of Mjǫllnir. It was not 
merely an offensive weapon. In hallowing the bride, it probably brought her 

ferBlity, and it has someBmes been regarded as a phallic symbol (Turville-Petre 

1964, 81). 

AssociaBng the hammer with the symbol of the phallus brings a strong connecBon to the 

concepts of life, love, and ferBlity for Turville-Petre who also underlines the same idea 

noted by Friedrich von der Leyen (1873-1966) in his book Die Gömer der Germanen (1938, 

233). Like Finnur Magnússon earlier (see Chapter 2.2.1) Turville-Petre also emphasizes 

that Þórr was seen as the protector and hallower of the dead, adding that he held such a 

role unBl the end of the pagan period (Turville-Petre 1964, 82). Turville-Petre gives 

possible evidence for this in literature, such as Snorri’s descripBon of Þórr hallowing 

Baldr’s funeral pyre with Mjǫllnir in Gylfaginning (see Chapter 4.2.2), and in archaeology 

where Þórr’s name was invoked to hallow monuments like the Rök stone in East Götland 

(Turville-Petre 1964, 82; see also Chapter 6.2). Like Jacob Grimm and others, Turville-Petre 
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also describes the act of hammer signing in Snorri’s Hákonar saga góða in Heimskringla 

and menBons the swasBka-like Þórshamar symbol described by Jón Árnason in Íslenzkar 

þjóðsögur og æfintýri (1862).  

 The work of Turville-Petre can be seen as a synthesis of both primary literary 

sources and earlier scholarship on Þórr’s hammer research up to this point. As can be seen 

above, he is also one of the first scholars of this period this writer has encountered to 

introduce Mjǫllnir as possible phallic symbol on the basis of its shape and connecBon with 

ferBlity and the hallowing of brides. Like the work of his predecessors, Turville-Petre’s 

research has proven to be important for later Mjǫllnir scholarship. 

Around the same Bme that Turville-Petre’s work appeared, the BriBsh researcher and 

academic Hilda Roderick Ellis Davidson (1914-2006) carried out her own synthesis of 

exisBng research to develop further clear and concise conclusions about Þórr and his 

hammer in both her popular monograph on Norse mythology, Gods and Myths of 

Northern Europe (1964) and a journal arBcle that was enBrely dedicated to the subject 

enBtled “Thor’s Hammer” (1965). Here, Ellis Davidson uses both literary sources and 

archeological evidence to discuss the origins and context of the hammer symbol. 

Like Turville-Petre and others before them, Ellis Davidson’s chapter on Þórr’s hammer 

in Gods and Myths of Northern Europe, notes that Mjǫllnir was held in the highest esteem 

as one of the most valuable possessions of the gods, not only for its protecBve powers 

but also for its use in hallowing brides (Ellis Davidson 1964, 80). Ellis Davidson also gathers 

primary literary accounts of statues of Þórr, parBcularly referencing LaBn author Adam of 

Bremen’s account of the image of Þórr in a temple carrying a scepter of sorts, descripBons 

of man-sized statues of Þórr holding his hammer in Heimskringla, and another one that 

does not menBon the hammer in Flateyjarbók (Ellis Davidson 1964, 75). All of these will 

be discussed in detail later in the primary sources chapter of this thesis (see Chapter 4). 

In addiBon to these tradiBonal primary sources, Ellis Davidson presents an account of the 

heathen religion of the Sámi in which a wooden statue of a man holding a hammer in one 

hand is said to have been used to start ritual fires (Ellis Davidson 1964, 78). The LaBn 

account, taken from Lapponia (1673) by Swedish academic Johannes Schefferus (1621-

1679), was also translated into English in The History of Lapland (1674). Here, Schefferus 

describes this hammer-welding figure as follows: “Into his head they drive a nail of iron 

or steel, and a small piece of flint to strike fire with, if he hath a mind to it” (Schefferus 
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1674, 40). Ellis Davidson connects this account to the story in Snorra Edda of the duel 

between Þórr and the jötunn Hrungnir a`er which Þórr gets a piece of whetstone lodged 

in his head suggesBng this might be an explanaBon for why something hard should be 

lodged in the Sámi figure’s head (Ellis Davidson 1964, 78-79; see Chapter 4.2.3). She also 

suggests that the name of the Sámi thunder god Horagalles was possibly derived from 

Þórr karl meaning “old man Thor” (Ellis Davidson 1964, 83), a connecBon also suggested 

by Turville-Petre around the same Bme in his book Myth and Religion of the North 

(Turville-Petre 1964, 98) and by Jan de Vries (de Vries, 1937, 206).  

As noted above, much 20th-century scholarship focused on the possible Sámi 

connecBons to the Þórr’s hammer. Ellis Davidson however connects the symbols on Sámi 

drums depicBng male figures with hammer-like objects in either hand to broader trends 

in Germanic heathenism. She comments that these hammers someBmes look like hooked 

crosses resembling swasBkas, a symbol that Ellis Davidson points out is: “[…] a sign found 

in many religions of the world and known from anBquity” (Ellis Davidson 1964, 83). As 

previous scholars have noted, the swasBka, also called a hooked cross, was a commonly 

encountered symbol in early Northern European, Germanic, and Indian iconography. Ellis 

Davidson surmises that the symbol may have been related to fire because of its possible 

connecBons to the Bronze-Age “sun-wheel”. She nonetheless also hypothesizes, like 

Finnur Magnússon, that the swasBka symbol could also represent an ax or hammer 

embodying thunder or “fire from heaven” (Ellis Davidson 1964, 83; cf. Finnur Magnússon 

1825, III, 169). 

Ellis Davidson notes that, like the swasBka, the image of the hammer may well be a 

symbol of “great anBquity” in the north, noBng Bronze-Age rock carvings, like those in 

Bohuslän, Sweden, that depict figures brandishing axes or hammers, including the famous 

carving in Tanum in Bohuslän, Sweden of a figure holding a hammer over a couple in a 

possible marriage ritual (Ellis Davidson 1964, 80; see also Price 2015, 196).13 Ellis Davidson 

however, is reluctant to offer this possible connecBon without some doubt. Unlike some 

earlier 19th-century scholars however, Ellis Davidson recognizes that an enormous amount 

of Bme passed between the Bronze Age and the Viking Age and stresses that this 

                                                
13 For further informaBon, see also Peter Gelling and Ellis Davidson’s book Chariot of the Sun and Other Rites 
and Symbols of the Northern Bronze Age (1969, 145-146).  
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chronological distance is bound to cast significant uncertainty upon any connecBon 

between the hammer symbologies of the two eras (Ellis Davidson 1964, 80). 

All in all, Ellis Davidson’s views on Mjǫllnir once again o`en align with the theses of 

the 19th-century scholars, and not least her recogniBon of possible Indo-European roots 

for both Þórr and his hammer. Like Finnur Magnússon (see Chapter 2.2.1), she noted that 

the image of early Germanic god Donar, Þórr’s probable predecessor, could have been 

related to the image of Hercules and his club which bore similar smashing characterisBcs 

to Mjǫllnir (Ellis Davidson 1964, 82).  

Ellis Davidson’s arBcle “Thor’s Hammer” (1965), which also traces the Indo-European 

origins of Mjǫllnir through Bme and across cultures, nonetheless further parallels: 

Thor […] bore his hammer as Jupiter carried his thunderbolt, and the god Zeus 

his axe, (which like Mjǫllnir came back to him, carried by an eagle, a`er use), 

and the god of Assyrians his three-pronged spear. The idea of a thunder-

weapon flying through the air must have been much older than Thor, since 
there is evidence for it over most of Europe, much of western and central Asia, 

and part of Africa (Ellis Davidson 1965, 5). 

The role that Þórr’s hammer was thought to have played in the lives of people in the 

Viking Age is also explored by Ellis Davidson. Like the scholars preceding her, she notes 

that the hammer was used to consecrate significant events like weddings (cf. Þrymskviða) 

and funerals (cf. Gylfaginning 49) and to consecrate the bones of his slain goats to bring 

them back to life (cf. Gylfaginning 44). Ellis Davidson also stresses that the sign of the 

hammer may also have been employed as a gesture similar to the sign of the ChrisBan 

cross for protecBon and blessing (Ellis Davidson 1964, 80-81; Grimm 1835, 123). She 

further notes that a hammer may also have been raised to welcome a new child into the 

community. 

In this context, Ellis Davidson underlines that the hammer as a symbol was worn by 

men parBcularly in the 10th century, ciBng hammer-shaped amulets found in silver hoards 

in both Denmark and Sweden (Ellis Davidson 1964, 81). She is nonetheless one of the 

principal scholars to begin connecBng the popularity of wearing Þórr’s hammer amulets 

in the 10th century to contemporary ChrisBan cross pendants: 
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There is an obvious resemblance between the licle hammers and the square, 
equal-armed crosses with figures of Christ on them which were worn at the 

same Bme. Possibly the wearing of Thor’s symbol came into fashion as a 

reacBon against the ChrisBan ones worn by those converted to the new faith 

(Ellis Davidson 1964, 81). 

Ellis Davidson supports her theory by ciBng a hammer mold found in Jutland (Figure 18; 

see also Chapter 6.4) that produced both silver Þórr’s hammer pendants and crosses, 

enabling an enterprising silversmith to meet market demands for both ChrisBan and 

pagan wearables depending on the patron’s religious preferences (Ellis Davidson 1964, 

81). Indeed, she also argues that in 10th-century Scandinavia the hammer and the cross 

icons may have been actually combined as Scandinavians began to adopt ChrisBanity (Ellis 

Davidson 1965, 14). She nonetheless also underlines that the hammer symbol was used 

in some places earlier than the 10th century in the shape of the Bny long-handled 

hammers (Figure 19) found in Anglo-Saxon graves in KenBsh cemeteries from Gilton and 

Ash (Ellis Davidson 1965, 10). A`er describing other notable archaeological finds, 

including runestones with inscripBons bearing the hammer sign, like the Læborg Stone 

considered earlier by George Stephens (see Chapter 2.2.3), Ellis Davidson concludes by 

saying that the hammer symbol essenBally stood for the protecBon of Þórr “[…] and may 

indeed signify the idea of conBnuing life a`er death” (Ellis Davidson 1965, 14). 

The hammer as a symbol is also described more generally by Ellis Davidson in her book 

Myth and Symbols in Pagan Europe (1988). Most notably, she discusses here, possibly for 

Figure 18: Mould from Jutland, ETR-00004 (Ellis Davidson 1965, Plate II). Figure 19: Hammer amulet 
from Ash, Kent, ETR-00322 
(Ellis Davidson 1965, Plate I). 
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the first Bme, Þórr’s possible connecBon to and parallels with the Dagda, an Irish god 

associated with the sky who also wields a club. Ellis Davidson explains the striking 

similariBes between this club and Þórr’s hammer: “With one end [The Dagda] slew his 

enemies and with the other restored them to life, just as Thor used his hammer to restore 

his goats a`er they were slain and eaten” (Ellis Davidson 1988, 204). Ellis Davidson further 

suggests that both the hammer and club are thought to have been associated with 

boundaries: 

[The club of The Dagda] was said to leave a mark like a boundary ditch 

between provinces, and such a ditch could be called the ‘mark of the Dagda’s 

Club.’ Similarly, the hammer of Thor was associated with boundaries, since 
he protected law and order in the community, and it might be marked on 

boundary stones as a warning that failure to respect them would arouse the 

god’s wrath (Ellis Davidson 1988, 204). 

Ellis Davidson also emphasizes other similariBes between both deiBes that go beyond 

their respecBve weapons, noBng for example, that both gods were said to more 

concerned with the plight of the common man than the ruling class and that both appear 

in stories which acest to their voracious appeBtes (Ellis Davidson 1988, 205). 

2.3.3 Simek, McKinnell, and Motz: Textual and Runic Analysis 

Several authors in the lacer half of the 20th century and the early 21st century have 

followed up the work of the scholars noted above in wriBng porBons of their books on 

the image of the hammer, summarizing its descripBon in primary sources and its meaning 

to the people who pracBced one of the forms of Scandinavian heathenism. It is worth 

noBng the most important of these. In Rudolf Simek’s book Lexikon der germanischen 

Mythologie (1984), translated into Icelandic in 1993 and English in 2008 with addiBons 

and revisions, the author has an entry on Mjǫllnir in which he briefly details the hammer’s 

relaBonship to Þórr and its depicBon in various primary wricen sources (Simek 2008, 219). 

Like others before him (see Ellis Davidson in Chapter 2.3.2), Simek references the Bronze-

Age rock carving of a figure holding either an ax or hammer in a manner that suggests its 

use in a consecraBon ritual. Simek surmises that this depicBon may highlight the role that 

the hammer played for Bronze-Age pagans, in short, as a significant symbol in a ferBlity 

cult rather than merely as the weapon of a strong, hammer-wielding, war god (Simek 
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2008, 219). Simek is nevertheless wary of those 19th-century scholars who argued that 

the runic formulas and hammer symbols on runestones meant that Þórr was called on for 

consecraBon. Instead, he favors the idea that the hammer funcBoned alone (separate 

from Þórr) as a consecratory instrument, staBng that insufficient evidence exists to 

conclude that Þórr himself ever wore the mantle of consecrator himself (Simek 2008, 

219). 

Simek nonetheless echoes scholars like Hilda Ellis Davidson in postulaBng that the 

hammer symbol gained greater importance in the Viking Age as an essenBal symbol of 

idenBty for Norse pagans, worn in direct opposiBon to ChrisBanity’s cross iconography. To 

support this claim, like Ellis Davidson, he cites the increasing popularity of silver hammer 

amulets during the late Viking Age, the casBng-mold from the later Viking Age that 

contains both hammer and cross imprints, and the cross/hammer found in the hand of 

the Icelandic Eyrarland image (Simek 2008, 219; see Chapter 6.3).14 

Like his predecessors, Simek also touches on comparaBve mythology and the 

hammer’s possible Indo-European origins, ciBng the weapons of gods outside 

Scandinavian and Germanic areas that have similar characterisBcs to Mjǫllnir. Here he 

specifically lists the Gallic hammer-god Sucellos, the club-bearing Irish Dagda (as Ellis 

Davidson does),15 the old Slavic thunder god Perkunos, and the Hindu god of lighBng and 

thunder, Indra (Simek 2008, 219). Simek also details Mjǫllnir’s etymology, like Jan de Vries 

and Gabriel Turville-Petre connecBng it to the Old Slavic mlunuji and the Russian molnija, 

both meaning “lightning”, but also noBng the Old Norse mjǫll meaning “new snow” or the 

Icelandic mjalli meaning “white color” (Simek 2008, 220). Simek nonetheless agrees that 

linguisBc interpretaBon of the word Mjǫllnir is controversial and not an enBrely reliable 

(Simek 2008, 220). 

Simek’s later collaboraBon with John McKinnell and Klaus Düwel (1935-) on Runes, 

Magic and Religion: A Sourcebook (2004) is also worth a brief menBon in the context of 

discussion of the hammer, not least because the text details numerous runic inscripBons 

                                                
14 This is also a view echoed by Gro Steinsland (1945-), a Norwegian scholar specializing in the history of 
religion in her book, Norrøn religion (2005), in which she also idenBfies Bny hammers found in the 
archaeological record as amulets that may have answered the ChrisBan cross (Steinsland 2005, 197). 
15 For further discussion on the Irish Dagda and his club, see John Shaw’s recent arBcle on The Dagda: 
“Fashioners of the Cosmos in Ireland and India: The Dagda and Tvaṣṭr̥” (Shaw 2018). 
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found on memorial stones, weapons, jewelry, and amulets that contain references and/or 

symbols either relevant to religious beliefs or that have magical connotaBons. Most 

relevant to this thesis is a list of runestones and amulets connected with Þórr and his 

hammer, either containing runic formulas that ask for Þórr’s blessing or engravings in the 

form of the hammer symbol (Simek, McKinnell, and Düwel 2004, 118-127). It is 

noteworthy that the authors do not perform a typological analysis of all of the hammer 

symbols they describe, as: “The shape of the hammers varies so drasBcally that it is 

impossible to talk of a common iconographic tradiBon” (Simek, McKinnell, and Düwel 

2004, 118; on these images, see Chapter 6).  

John McKinnell’s books Both One and Many (1994) and Meedng the Other in Norse 

Myth and Legend (2005) are also worth discussion in the context of Mjǫllnir. The first 

includes a chapter that carefully examines various archetypal roles Þórr takes on in Norse 

mythology, using the story of Þórr and Geirrøðr as a case study. As McKinnell notes, almost 

all versions of this parBcular story culminate in Þórr using his hammer to kill the evil 

enBBes which pursue him, save for those few stories in which the hammer is depicted as 

a pole (McKinnell 1994, 61; see also Chapter 4). As the author stresses, more interesBng 

sBll is that in Þorsteins þámr bæjarmagns the demon-killing pole (rather than a hammer) 

is wielded by King Óláfr Tryggvason instead of Þórr (McKinnell 1994, 61). This case study 

is of parBcular interest for this present study as it examines how the hammer may have 

been transformed over Bme in some areas into a weapon more acceptable for a ChrisBan 

readership. In addiBon to his textual analysis, McKinnell also echoes the idea that the cult 

of Þórr gained prominence in the late heathen period, something which he feels is 

supported by the five runic inscripBons invoking Þórr’s name, not to menBon those 

containing hammer engravings (McKinnell 1994, 57). 

A broader literary analysis of the hammer as a symbol is presented in Meedng the 

Other in Norse Myth and Legend, in which McKinnell, like others before him, examines its 

use not only in consecraBng Baldr’s funeral pyre (McKinnell 2005, 113) but also in meBng 

out retribuBon when it is stolen and recovered in Þrymskviða (McKinnell 2005, 109). As 

McKinnell points out: “Myths o`en acribute a universal significance to commonplace 

objects (a cauldron in Hymiskviða, a hammer in Þrymskviða)” (McKinnell 2005, 26). 

In the same period, the Austrian-American folklorist and specialist in Germanic 

mythology, Loce Motz (1922-1997), offered a new in-depth discussion of the visualizaBon 
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of Þórr’s weapon in her arBcle “The Germanic Thunderweapon” (1997). In this piece, 

Motz quesBons the interpretaBon that the o`en elaborately decorated, Bny hammer-

shaped amulets made of precious metals and o`en found in graves or hoards and 

examined in more detail elsewhere in this thesis are actually hammers at all: 

The arBfacts […] would represent a very stylized version of the cra`sman’s 

tool. Hammers were, however, never manufactured in stylized form; they 

were not produced in miniature or in precious metal; they were never 
decorated and were never worn as amulets (Motz 1997, 339). 

She instead suggests that these parBcular amulets represent a form of ax-like pendant like 

that found in earlier Bmes, or perhaps a blending of amuleBc symbols: “[…] a middle stage 

between the axe blade and the cross” (Motz 1997, 340). Recent archaeological finds, 

however, complicate Motz’s theory, as a hammer amulet, dated to the 10th century, was 

found in Købelev, Denmark in 2014 bearing a runic engraving on its sha` that reads: Hmar 

x is or “This is a hammer” (see Chapter 6.4 and ETR-00005). This primary source runic 

inscripBon presents a strong counterpoint to Motz’s argument. 

Motz nonetheless does recognize, like Jan de Vries and Jón Árnason before her (see 

Chapter 2.3.1), that the Þórshamar sign (which resembles a swasBka) found on 

runestones and other arBfacts might well be associated with Þórr and his weapon. She 

nonetheless holds the view that this symbol in fact has nothing to do with a hammer 

symbol (Motz 1997, 340). Fundamentally, as noted above, Motz quesBons the tradiBonal 

assumpBon that Þórr’s weapon was a hammer at all, arguing instead that it was an 

undetermined weapon represented in mulBple ways over Bme, including as a stone or an 

ax (Motz 1997, 346). 

In her slightly earlier more general mythological study, The King, the Champion and 

the Sorcerer (1996), Motz acributes Þórr’s success in the corpus to his three magical 

arBfacts, the most important of these being the hammer, going through the all eddic 

references to it, highlighBng its smashing ability and its sacred powers of consecraBon 

(Motz 1996, 37). Most noteworthy here is Motz’s argument that Þórr’s armaments (his 

belt, gloves, and hammer) are different from other weapons, since: 

[…] more than other gods, [Þórr] is visualized in the employment of an 

arBfact, and his powers rest much on the virtue of his possessions. These are 
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modelled on homely objects of daily life. Even his magic is accomplished 
with a tool (Motz 1996, 39). 

Motz also notes that the hammer might actually have been derived from the concept 

of thunder-stones falling from the sky, ciBng the etymology of the Old Icelandic word 

hamarr, which can also mean boulder or rock (Motz 1996, 48). She parallels these 

thunder-stones with the stones called keraunía líthos, flung by the Greek god Zeus (Motz 

1996, 48). UlBmately, Motz sees Þórr as a god of the people and a popular champion, who 

is not associated with the tradiBonal trappings of godly wealth like splendid armor, but 

instead with humbler weapons, in many ways similar to the Greek hero Heracles who was 

unpretenBously clad in animal skins and armed with an unadorned club (Motz 1996, 68).  

2.3.4 The Current State of Hammer Research 

In the brief 18 years of scholarship since the start of the 21st century, several new 

comprehensive studies of Þórr have been produced by John Lindow, MarBn Arnold, Maths 

Bertell, and Declan Taggart all of whom necessarily include analyses of Mjǫllnir. 

AddiBonally, Richard Perkins has provided a targeted study of the Eyrarland figure from 

Iceland (ETR-00034), which could be argued is a representaBon of Þórr holding Mjǫllnir 

(see Chapter 6.3). 

The Eyrarland figure is thoroughly explored in Perkins’ book, Thor the Wind-Raiser and 

the Eyrarland Image, which appeared around the same Bme as Lindow’s Norse Mythology 

in 2001 (see below). As will be noted later, the Eyrarland image is a statuece of a hammer-

clutching seated figure wrought in bronze, and Thor the Wind-Raiser provides an in-depth 

analysis of the figure itself as well as its accompanying mythos. Unlike previous scholars, 

Perkins understands Þórr as being essenBally a wind god, ciBng three primary texts with 

disBnct origins as offering support for this idea: Flóamanna saga, Dudo of St. QuenBn’s 

De moribus et acds primorum Normanniæ ducum, and Adam of Bremen’s Gesta 

Hammaburgensis ecclesiae pondficum (Perkins 2001, 23). He addiBonally cites sacrifices 

made to Þórr in Landnámabók and Eiríks saga rauða to support his argument that people 

appealed to Þórr to aid in controlling wind and weather (Perkins 2001, 27). Using 

comparaBve images and literary sources throughout his book, Perkins cra`s an argument 

that the figure itself may have originally served as an amuleBc wind-charm meant to gain 

Þórr’s favorable winds, due to the fact that the figure looks like he is “blowing” into his 
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beard. Perkins reinforces his argument that the Eyrarland image is indeed Þórr by ciBng 

other examples found in archaeology16, that is miniature depicBons of what seem to be 

Norse gods (possibly Þórr) and their sacred objects (possibly Mjǫllnir). Perkins also leans 

on the pictures of hammers found on rune-stones, and an understanding of Þórr’s 

possible prominence in Iceland to idenBfy the Eyrarland image as Þórr. 

Even though it contains no specific chapter or secBon on Mjǫllnir, professor emeritus 

John Lindow’s book Norse Mythology: A Guide to the Gods, Heroes, Rituals and Beliefs 

(2001) raises several thought-provoking points about Þórr’s magical weapon. Lindow 

underlines, for example, that in the extant mythology Þórr o`en has a close relaBonship 

with humans, for example with his mortal traveling companion Þjálfi who joins Þórr for 

the contests at the home of Útgarðaloki (Lindow 2001, 228). Lindow suggests that this 

close connecBon with humans in the mythology may well be echoed in the way that Þórr’s 

hammer amulets were worn by people as necklaces (Lindow 2001, 228). As Lindow notes, 

the hammers: “[...] are the only indicaBon from the archaeological record of talismans 

associated with specific accouterments of the god” (Lindow 2001, 289-290), their 

popularity possibly being explained by Þórr’s general prominence in the Viking Age. As 

Lindow reasons: 

Thor was probably the most important god of late paganism, as is suggested 

by the presentaBon in medieval Scandinavian sources of the conversion as a 
struggle between Thor and Christ (Lindow 2001, 290). 

As Lindow suggests, the increased presence of hammer amulets during this late pagan 

period speaks for the essenBally transiBonal nature of the hammer amulets and the 

hammer symbol, which can also be found in mythology. A`er Þórr’s death at ragnarök, 

Mjǫllnir is passed on to the “second-generaBon gods”, Þórr’s son Magni and his brother 

Móði (Lindow 2001, 220; see Chapters 4.1.2 and 4.2.2). According to Lindow, in 

Vafþrúðnismál, stanza 51 “[the brothers] will survive Ragnarök and […] will possess 

Mjöllnir, Thor’s hammer, […] [which] will help them end the ceaseless cycle of slayings 

that had characterized the mythological present” (Lindow 2001, 220-221). This idea of the 

                                                
16 The three primary arBfacts menBoned by Perkins are a walrus-ivory figure from Lund, Sweden (KM 
38.252), an amber figure from Feddet, Roholte parish, Sjælland, Denmark (DNM C24292), and a bronze 
figure from Chernaia Mogila, Chernigov, Ukraine (GIM 76990/1539/77) (Perkins 2001, 53-81). 
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hammer as a catalyst ending the destrucBon of the old world and creaBng the new 

suggests that another meaningful characterisBc can be added to Mjǫllnir’s presumed 

acributes. 

MarBn Arnold’s Thor: Myth to Marvel (2011) takes a new approach as a 

comprehensive study on how the understanding of the Thunderer and his mythos have 

transformed from pagan Bmes, through the coming of ChrisBanity and beyond. A focused 

study of all things relaBng to Þórr, the book relies predominantly on the primary literature 

of the eddic poetry and Snorra Edda. Arnold examines the many roles that Þórr might 

have played in the pre-ChrisBan religions of Scandinavia, arguing that Þórr can be seen as 

a god of thunder, a god of the sky, and/or as a god of the sea and winds, as Richard Perkins 

describes him in Thor the Wind-Raiser. Indeed, he argues like others before him that 

according to Adam of Bremen’s account of Gamla Uppsala, Sweden in the 10th century, 

Þórr is also seen as a ferBlity deity and in many areas, was more prominent than Óðinn 

(see Chapter 4.4.1). Arnold nonetheless underlines that Þórr is frequently depicted as a 

defender of both gods and men against the mythological evils of the unknown as the 

protector and last line of defense of the Æsir (Arnold 2011, 1). In his subsecBon on 

Mjǫllnir, Arnold rehashes much of what previous scholars have postulated about the 

hammer’s origins, etymology, and place in the mythological corpus (Arnold 2011, 15-16), 

espousing the earlier-noted connecBon to Indra, noBng interesBng points of similarity 

between the gods like Indra’s bocomless appeBte, and Indra’s shape-changer ability, 

“which, like Thor in ‘Þrymskviða’ includes feigning a female idenBty” (Arnold 2011, 45; 

see also Ellis Davidson, 1988). Arnold is nonetheless criBcal of this possible Indo-European 

connecBon, ciBng Turville-Petre’s earlier statement that: “There are as many differences 

between Thor and Indra as there are between India and Iceland” (Turville-Petre 1964, 

104). 

Another recent monography on Þórr is Maths Bertell’s Tor och den nordiska åskan 

(2003), based on his PhD thesis, which offers another in-depth look at the god, and 

includes a sizable secBon on his hammer. Like many previous scholars, Bertell sees the 

hammer and Þórr as synonymous, noBng that the god’s ability to consecrate brides and 

funeral pyres, as well as his ability to be a mighty protector, all seem to all stem from his 

hammer (Bertell 2003, 194). He also follows earlier scholars in diving into the possible 

meanings of the small silver hammers found in both men’s and women’s graves, 
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underlining the interesBng fact that these amulets are o`en found in cremaBon graves 

placed on top of ash (Bertell 2003, 194). Comparing the shape of the amulets to the 

hammers found runestones, like the Læborg Stone, Bertell postulates that the hammers 

may have served as a portable way to call on Þórr (Bertell 2003, 194).  

Bertell’s work nonetheless is set apart from that of many others before him by his 

detailed analysis of Sámi rituals that may relate to Þórr’s hammer and its characterisBcs. 

For example, he describes a Sámi bridal ritual in which people consecrate weddings with 

flint and sparks, in which raining fire over the pair is thought to protect the ritual 

parBcipants from evil spirits and illness (Bertell 2003, 202-203; see also Ellis Davidson 

1964, noted above in Chapter 2.3.2). Bertell then directly compares this ritual to that in 

the story of Þrymskviða (Bertell 2003, 202-203). Other relevant Sámi rite of passage rituals 

are also described in which, a`er the birth of a boy, his parents make the mark of Þórr’s 

hammer on his skin with a knife (Bertell 2003, 208). Like previous scholars, Bertell 

naturally also considers the possible hammer symbols found on Sámi drums, specifically 

the earlier-noted figure that could be considered a thunder god, who holds a symbol that 

looks like the hammer or an ax in one hand, and what Bertell feels might be a ChrisBan 

cross in the other (Bertell 2003, 209-210). Like several 20th-century scholars before him, 

Bertell also suggests that the hammer symbol might have originated from the ritual clubs 

and axes of the Bronze Age, asserBng that these implements might have been considered 

magical because of their associaBon with fire (Bertell 2003, 207). 

The most recent excellent synthesis on all things Þórr comes from the Irish scholar 

Declan Taggart in his book How Thor Lost his Thunder (2018). This book, published last 

year and based on Taggart’s PhD thesis, naturally includes an extensive chapter on Þórr’s 

hammer (Taggart 2018, 7.2). In his book, Taggart nonetheless quesBons the belief going 

back to Adam of Bremen (see Chapter 4.4.1) and in later Bmes Finnur Magnússon and 

others (see Chapter 2.2.1), that Þórr was a thunder god, comparing him with other gods, 

like the Roman god Jove, who is frequently depicted with thunderbolts. Taggart surmises 

that the two gods were actually not so alike a`er all:  

Despite the equivalence someBmes drawn between the two in early medieval 

culture, Þórr is never seen wielding a similar object [a sheaf of thunderbolts] 
in Scandinavian or Icelandic art. He is chiefly rendered with his hammer […]. If 

Mjǫllnir was as analogous to lightning as Jove’s sheaf, this cannot be detected 
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through its presentaBon in the extant myths, […] and neither are the 
hammer’s booming blows ever likened explicitly to the sounds of thunder 

(Taggart 2018, 7.2.1). 

This analysis is bolstered by a discussion of Mjǫllnir’s etymology. Taggart argues that the 

etymological connecBon to the word lightning is tenuous at best. To his mind, while the 

word ‘Mjǫllnir’ could have been connected to the word lightning “[…] at one point in its 

history, […] this meaning is unlikely to have been clear for the majority of Scandinavians 

and Icelanders” (Taggart 2018, 7.2.1). 

Besides quesBoning Mjǫllnir’s link to thunder and lightning, Taggart also examines the 

hammer’s role in consecraBon rituals and especially “the mysterious vígja act” that is 

menBoned in Þrymskviða, Gylfaginning and in the runic inscripBons discussed in previous 

scholarship (Taggart 2018, 7.2.2). Heavily referencing McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel’s 

Runes, Magic and Religion: A Sourcebook, Taggart echoes earlier scholars in saying that 

the hammer symbols on runestones may have been metonymic stand-ins for the power 

of Þórr designed to bless objects just like the accompanying runic inscripBons (McKinnell, 

Simek, and Düwel 2004, 122). In this context, Taggart carefully considers the origins of the 

verb act vígja and the possibility that it may have had both pre-ChrisBan and ChrisBan 

applicaBons, arguing that this will depend on the daBng of the object on which the 

blessing-word was found (Taggart 2018, 7.2.2.1). 

Taggart also analyzes the possible Þórr’s hammer amulets found in archaeology, 

quesBoning whether they definitely represent hammers, and discussing what their 

funcBon might have been, and whether they might have had any link to Þórr’s presumed 

powers of consecraBon. He supports such arguments noBng that the verb act vígja may 

have been directly connected to Þórr not least because of his popularity in the areas in 

which the objects and accounts survive (Taggart 2018, 7.2.2.2). Taggart nonetheless 

supposes that the overall goal of the Þórr’s hammer amulets may have been general 

communicaBon, rather than necessarily their involvement in an act of consecraBon: 

“CommunicaBon was above all the goal of the many material representaBons of Þórr’s 

hammer – communicaBon with the supernatural, other humans or both” (Taggart 2018, 

7.2.2.2). He concludes that a symbol like a hammer can actually contain a mulBtude of 

meanings at different Bmes and for different people and that it does not automaBcally 

symbolize strength or thunder (Taggart 2018, 7.3). Taggart’s belief that Mjǫllnir’s ability 
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to represent different things in diverse literary and cultural contexts (as has been noted 

and will be further discussed below, Þórr’s weapon is not even consistently shown to be 

a hammer in certain surviving texts) sets his more skepBcal analysis apart from much 

earlier scholarship, paving the way for a new line of academic quesBoning. All in all, his 

book and his interrogaBon of the long-held fundamental scholarly beliefs on Mjǫllnir 

noted throughout this chapter is a Bmely reminder of the need to always quesBon 

established scholarship and not take any theory about the hammer and its origins as 

absolute fact. While It is essenBal to approach both new and old academic inquiry with 

respect, it is equally important to try and examine the source material from a fresh 

perspecBve where possible. To properly focus this fresh perspecBve based on primary 

literature and the archaeological record, however, it is important to first consider the 

strengths and weaknesses of the source material. 
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3 Extant Sources on the Hammer: Strengths and 
Weaknesses 

3.1 IntroducXon 
This chapter will discuss the types of source material relevant to the study and 

understanding of Þórr’s hammer. As the BriBsh archaeologist Neil Price (1965-) writes in 

his book The Viking Way (2002), scholarly understanding of Old Norse mythology and the 

pre-ChrisBan religions of Scandinavia: 

[…] is primarily based on a small number of wricen sources – the poems of 

the elder Edda and Snorri’s prose exposiBons in Gylfaginning, hints in skaldic 
poetry and the sagas – but this is backed up with contemporary narraBve art 

from archaeological contexts, and the excavated detritus of everyday belief 

(Price 2002, 49). 

These materials, along with addiBonal accounts wricen by outsiders, provide a vital 

resource when examining the meaning behind the hammer symbol. However, 

archaeological evidence and literary records cannot be considered to provide an infallible 

record. Consequently, this chapter will examine the strengths and weaknesses of the 

available sources in both primary fields. These strengths and weaknesses need to be kept 

in mind when considering an examinaBon of these sources, which will be given in depth 

later in this thesis with the help of its accompanying database (see Chapters 4 and 6). 

3.2 Primary Literature 

3.2.1 Vernacular Poetry 

Although ChrisBanity had established a firm foothold in Scandinavia by the 12th century, 

Nordic socieBes evidently maintained a keen interest in the tales of the Old Norse gods, 

Viking heroes, and pagan mythology generally. When wriBng came to the shores of 

Iceland along with ChrisBanity, it appears to have quickly sparked an interest in 

commi�ng to parchment the Old Icelandic vernacular poetry, laws, and sagas which had 

been previously passed on orally. The authors of the eddic poetry are unknown, and there 

has been much academic controversy over where the poems were ‘originally’ composed 

(for further discussion, see Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 26-30). Manuscripts like the Codex 
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Regius (GKS 2365 4to), wricen between 1260-1280, AM 748 4to, dated to the beginning of 

the 14th century, and Hauksbók (AM 544 4to), dated between 1290-1360, have become 

invaluable sources for the texts that scholars idenBfy as the Poedc Edda today (Handrit.is: 

GKS 2365 4to; AM 748 4to; and AM 544 4to). Þórr’s hammer, Mjǫllnir, is menBoned by name 

in Vafþrúðnismál, Hymiskviða, Lokasenna, and Þrymskviða, and possibly also alluded to 

in Hárbarðsljóð (see Chapter 4.1.3). 

One key potenBal weakness of trusBng the poems of the Poedc Edda as a primary 

source on Old Nordic myth comes from the inaccuracies that could have accrued during 

oral transmission between the conversion c. 1000 and the late 13th century, as Gísli 

Sigurðsson explains:  

[…] í munnlegri hefð sé ekki hægt að segja Bl um hvaða saga komi fyrst og að 

eic verk endurómi eic Bltekið annað verk, heldur sæki þau öll í sömu 

hefðina. Þessi aðferð munnlegrar orðlistar leiði Bl þess að einstakir textar 

verði o` mjög ófullkomnir miðað við okkar hugmyndir um bókmennBr (Gísli 
Sigurðsson 2002, 48). 

Many Icelanders were sBll unable to read or write by the end of the Middle Ages, and it 

is likely that stories, poetry, and other forms of arBsBc expression were sBll being passed 

on orally even a`er the appearance of manuscripts. This conBnuing oral tradiBon may 

have influenced other texts being wricen at the same Bme (Clunies Ross 2010, 47). 

Indeed, we may assume that new poems might have been composed in imitaBon of an 

earlier poeBc style (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 29).  

Furthermore, since the poetry was commiced to vellum a`er the rise of ChrisBanity 

in Iceland, the newer religion likely influenced the older stories. Völuspá, for example, is 

recognized by modern scholarship as containing some ChrisBan themes, including the 

idea of a final apocalypBc doom befalling the gods a`er ragnarök (see Samplonius 2013, 

115-131). The same naturally applies to medieval LaBn texts wricen around the same 

Bme, the authors of which were all connected to ChrisBan learning in some way (see 

Chapter 4.4). All in all, when considering the significance of Þórr’s hammer, it is important 

to remember that the Poedc Edda is not a pure recording of ancient oral tradiBon. Instead, 

the wricen versions of these poems were produced in condiBons far from ideal, and 

cannot be considered to provide an untainted reflecBon of pre-ChrisBan mythology. 
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On the whole, Old Norse poetry wricen in the vernacular has been divided into two 

main categories: eddic and skaldic. However, as Margaret Clunies Ross points out:  

It is obvious from medieval texts that early Scandinavian skalds had a strong 

sense of their idenBty as poets and of the character of their art. However, 

what is not clear is whether they thought of early Scandinavian poetry in the 
contrasBve sense that modern scholars do, and in parBcular whether they 

made a disBncBon that is almost universally made nowadays between ‘skaldic’ 

poetry and ‘eddic’ (or ‘eddaic’) poetry, as two major kinds of early 
Scandinavian verse (Clunies Ross 2012, xiii-xviii). 

In short, the categorizaBons of ‘eddic’ and ‘skaldic’ poetry are modern constructs, and the 

line between these two forms can be blurry. This delineaBon nonetheless has its uses for 

academic study, and several broad generalizaBons can be used to discern one from the 

other. In general, authors are never given (even by Snorri) for eddic poetry, whereas 

skaldic poetry is usually ascribed to a well-known court poet. Eddic poetry also tends to 

be more simple than skaldic poetry and to use different poeBc meters. The main eddic 

meters of fornyrðislag (old story meter) and ljóðahámr (chant meter) are relaBvely 

straigh�orward, while the drómkvæm (court meter) used by skaldic poetry is disBnguished 

by its complexity. As Diana Whaley notes, approximately 5/6th of extant skaldic verse was 

in this meter (Whaley 2004, 488). Generalizing differences is also possible by analyzing 

form, subject macer, and preservaBon (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 83). Understanding these 

differences between eddic and skaldic poetry is important to a study of Þórr’s hammers 

because the two types of poetry each have different contexts which can give scholars 

more noBons about when, how, and by whom the symbol was used. 

Like eddic poetry, skaldic poetry has mostly been preserved in medieval manuscripts 

from the 13th and 14th centuries, although much of the poetry is thought to be pre-

ChrisBan (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 88-89). Apart from eddic verse, skaldic poetry was the 

main mode of poeBc composiBon in Iceland and Norway between the late 9th to the early 

14th centuries and it was generally Bed to a historical context, such as a contemporary 

event, rather than the more ‘Bmeless’ characterisBc of eddic poetry (Turville-Petre 1976, 

xvi; Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 83). Skaldic poetry is also o`en also idenBfied by its use of 
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obscure kenningar17, which are much rarer in eddic poetry. The presence of mythical 

kenningar in skaldic poetry, which was recited in the courts of kings and other powerful, 

learned men (Ellis Davidson 1964, 23), clearly indicates that the Icelandic poets even in 

later Bmes had not forgocen the Old Norse gods and the old myths (Clunies Ross 2012, 

xiii-xviii). Several kenningar directly reference Þórr and Mjǫllnir and will be discussed in 

more detail in the literature analysis secBon of this thesis (see Chapter 4.2.3). 

3.2.2 The Prose Edda 

Most of the wricen informaBon regarding Þórr’s hammer naturally comes from the Norse 

mythology in the Prose Edda (also called Snorra Edda), apparently authored by the 

Icelandic chie`ain and scholar Snorri Sturluson (1179-1241) in around 1220 (Jónas 

Kristjánsson 2007, 25). Ge�ng its Btle from a byline in the Uppsala Edda (DG 11 4to), a 

manuscript dated to the early 14th century based on its orthography and word forms 

(Heimir Pálsson 2012, 30), Snorra Edda is preserved to differing degrees in seven 

manuscripts and manuscript fragments. The four most important Snorra Edda 

manuscripts according to American professor Kevin J. Wanner are the Codex Regius or 

Konungsbók Snorra-Eddu (GKS 2367 4to) dated from 1300-1350; the Uppsala Edda; the 

Codex Wormianus or Ormsbók (AM 242 fol.) wricen between 1340-1370; and the Codex 

Trajecdnus (MSS 1374) recorded in c. 1595 (Wanner 2008, 97; Handrit.is: GKS 2367 4to; 

AM 242 fol.; Universiteitsbibliotheek Utrecht: MSS 1374).  

Snorra Edda can be taken as a sort of introducBon to and preservaBon of the beliefs 

of the heathen world as Snorri understood them and wanted to present them (Ellis 

Davidson 1964, 24). However, Snorra Edda should be examined with a healthy dose of 

cauBon. As Ellis Davidson writes, “[…] we are dealing with an arBficial world of myth, far 

removed from the living faith of the heathen period” (Ellis Davidson 1964, 24). The stories 

recounted in Snorra Edda may very well have originated from pagan Bmes, but we must 

remember that Snorri was an aristocraBc ChrisBan leader who was wriBng for a specific 

purpose. His work was essenBally designed as “[…] a treaBse on tradiBonal skaldic verse 

to try to keep interest in it alive and to encourage young poets to conBnue to compose in 

the tradiBonal Scandinavian oral style” (Faulkes 1995, xiii). Some scholars have argued 

                                                
17 Kenningar are a form of metaphor. For instance, a poet could use “Freyja’s tears” as a kenning for “gold” 
(Ellis Davidson 1964, 23). 
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that, in line with this aim, Snorri tried to provide as complete a picture of Norse mythology 

as he could despite his presumed ChrisBan parBality (see, for example, Ellis Davidson 

1964, 24). He was clearly careful to remain faithful to the evidence of earlier eddic and 

skaldic poetry, and regularly quoted poetry that can sBll be found in other extant 

manuscripts, such as several strophes from Völuspá and Vafþrúðnismál which were 

copied into Gylfaginning (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 176; see also Chapter 4.2.2). However, 

we need to remember that Snorri was neither a religious historian nor an anthropologist, 

but rather a well-read scholarly author whose worldview must have been at least parBally 

shaped by the church and ChrisBan thought, as can be seen especially in his Prologue. As 

noted above, the same applies to the eddic poetry that he drew from which was also 

recorded a`er the advent of ChrisBanity. 

Terry Gunnell (1955-) appropriately points out that “[…] the Prose Edda should never 

be viewed as a Nordic Bible reflecBng a pan-Nordic or even Germanic pre-ChrisBan 

worldview” (Gunnell 2015, 55). Thomas DuBois (1960-) echoes this senBment, noBng that 

writers in the 13th and 14th centuries “[…] wrote from a decidedly ChrisBan viewpoint, 

commenBng pointedly on the individual, insBtuBonal, and communal aspects of true 

ChrisBanizaBon” (DuBois 1999, 11). However, Anthony Faulkes notes that despite his 

obvious ChrisBan point of view, “[Snorri] shows no polemic tendency towards 

heathendom, and many of his stories are told with irony and humour” (Faulkes 2008, 

313). 

When ciBng Snorra Edda, scholars must also bear in mind that, as noted above, Snorri 

intended his work to be a handbook to help learned men and potenBal poets understand 

the world of Norse mythology well enough to comprehend and use the kenningar and 

imagery of the poetry that were sBll popular at the Bme (Ellis Davidson 1964, 24). 

Skáldskaparmál in parBcular exemplifies this aim, as it explains the inherited poeBc styles, 

including kenningar and heid (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 178).  

Snorri’s Prose Edda, wricen in his vernacular Icelandic, also provides a vibrant picture 

of Snorri’s skill as a storyteller and wordsmith. The second part of this work, enBtled 

Gylfaginning, aims to provide a complete account of the world of the Norse gods, from 

their origins to their doom at ragnarök. Anthony Faulkes surmises that this secBon was 

added a`er Skáldskaparmál, “[…] as a collecBon of mythological narraBves to show the 

background and origin of skaldic kennings” (Faulkes 2008, 313). It is this secBon (as well 
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as the snatches of myth that are woven throughout Skáldskaparmál) that most o`en 

captures the imaginaBons of modern readers who are seemingly much more interested 

in mythology than the intricacies of drómkvæm (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 178). As noted 

above, the Gylfaginning secBon relies heavily on the eddic poem Völuspá along with 

Vafþrúðnismál and Grímnismál (Faulkes 1995, xvii; Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 176). 

Snorri’s works provide a criBcal window into northern pre-ChrisBan belief, without 

which our modern understand of Viking-Age cultures would be dramaBcally poorer. For 

this and many other reasons Snorri and his wriBngs are Icelandic naBonal treasures, yet 

they cannot hold sole claim to Icelandic literary greatness. 

3.2.3 The Kings’ Sagas, Íslendinga sögur, and Þæ9r 

The Icelandic sagas are another great Icelandic literary achievement that, when examined 

with a criBcal eye, provide readers a glimpse not only into the mythical world they write 

about but also into the fascinaBng Bme period in which they were wricen. Unfortunately, 

the original development of these works is shrouded in mystery due to the loss of many 

early manuscripts (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 147). Recent scholarship, especially the 

increasingly interdisciplinary scholarship of the 20th and 21st centuries, nonetheless 

emphasizes that these accounts are in some ways more akin to ‘historical novels’ rather 

than true histories (Roesdahl 1991, 11). When analyzing them, scholars should always 

recognize that they share similar problems to the Prose Edda, eddic poetry, and skaldic 

poetry discussed above. 

As the majority of the sagas, like the works noted above, were wricen down between 

the 13th and 15th centuries, they too cannot be considered to be free from ChrisBan 

influence. The earliest sagas were wricen down by learned ChrisBans in manuscripts 

dated from about 1200, and told of saints or heilagra manna sögur (Jónas Kristjánsson 

2007, 148-9). The influence from such LaBn church literature is also felt in later saga 

narraBves. As Gabriel Turville-Petre explains:  

[Church literature] helped the Icelanders to develop a literary style in their 
own language, and gave them the means to express their own thoughts 

through the medium of lecers. In a word, the learned literature did not 

teach the Icelanders what to think or what to say, but it taught them how to 
say it (Turville-Petre 1953, 142). 
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To current knowledge, the manuscripts containing the kings’ sagas and so-called 

family sagas emerged at least a hundred years a`er Iceland’s conversion and several 

hundred years a`er Icelandic seclement, in other words, long a`er the events they 

describe supposedly took place. Given this alone, the sagas must always be considered 

with some skepBcism. Indeed, scholars like Else Roesdahl believe that many sagas were 

wricen: “[…] with the intenBon of glorifying a parBcular family in order to legiBmize its 

rights to land, or to a kingdom or to endorse a certain policy” (Roesdahl 1991, 11). Most 

were also wricen anonymously, although some, like Snorri’s Heimskringla, have been 

credited to an author (see Whaley 1991, 13-19, for an in-depth overview regarding 

Snorri’s authorship of Heimskringla).18 

These biases and limitaBons, however, do not rob the Icelandic sagas of all value 

when used to study the Þórr’s hammer symbol which is mainly referenced in the kings’ 

sagas and þærr contained in the Flateyjarbók manuscript. This is especially true for those 

stories that illustrate the interacBon between ChrisBanity and Norse paganism, like 

Hákonar saga góða in Heimskringla, which tells of King Hákon’s parBcipaBon in a heathen 

sacrifice (see Chapter 4.3.2). If the stories in Heimskringla have an oral background, at 

least in part (see Whaley 1991, 77-80), accounts like that of the blót in Hákonar saga góða 

may have some value in showing what the Þórr’s hammer symbol might have meant to 

people in the Viking Age (or in memories of that period) even if the accounts were 

recorded by ChrisBan authors, like Snorri, many years a`er the events that may have 

inspired them. 

3.2.4 LaXn Authors: Adam of Bremen and Saxo GrammaXcus 

Like Snorri with Heimskringla, the foreign authors most relevant to the study of Þórr’s 

hammer, Adam of Bremen (c. 1050 – c. 1085) and Saxo GrammaBcus (c. 1160 – c. 1220) 

wrote their LaBn accounts of the North with the aim of creaBng a historical record for a 

parBcular set of readers.  

Adam of Bremen’s Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pondficum (History of the 

Archbishops of Hamburg-Bremen) is a key text to examine in the present context, not only 

                                                
18 Snorri’s authorship of Heimskringla is not confirmed by the manuscripts in which it was recorded. The 
best known of these manuscripts, Kringla, was wricen 20 years a`er Snorri’s death and contains no menBon 
of Snorri’s name. However, the preface was lost before it could be copied in the 17th century, so scholars 
cannot be sure that it did not include a reference to Snorri’s authorship (Hollander 1962, xxiv). 
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because it is one of the earliest wricen sources on Scandinavian history (wricen c. 1075), 

but also because of its valuable accounts of the ChrisBanizaBon of Scandinavia and the 

pre-ChrisBan religions of the North (Reuter 2002, xi; Simek 1993, 1). As Roesdahl writes, 

this work may well provide “[…] the only contemporary descripBon of a pagan 

Scandinavian temple, the main shrine of the Svear in Uppsala in Sweden” (Roesdahl 1991, 

16). However, like other texts examined above, Adam’s account must be treated with 

cauBon for several reasons. In addiBon to his roles of writer and ethnographer, Adam of 

Bremen was also a church historian. As has been noted with the other authors discussed 

above, his wriBngs may well be influenced by his ChrisBan worldview, if not wricen 

explicitly to serve as ChrisBan propaganda (Reuter 2002, xi). John Lindow has advised 

scholars to be parBcularly wary of Adam’s account due to its signs of ChrisBanizaBon, and 

especially his telling of the pagan temple in Uppsala: 

Adam of Bremen’s account of the pagan temple at Uppsala […] is difficult to 
discount, but it must be remembered that the end of the eleventh century, 

when Adam was wriBng, was a Bme of enormous ChrisBan influence in 

Sweden, and it is quite conceivable that the noBon of a building reserved for 
religious purposes could have resulted from such influence (Lindow 2001, 34). 

Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pondficum’s key weakness is its reliance on second-

hand sources. Indeed, even the first-hand accounts of daily life and condiBons in 

Scandinavian missionary areas were not all purely academic. As Tschan notes, Adam 

commonly used, and perhaps embellished, the accounts of merchants and adventurous 

travelers (Tschan 2002, xxxi). All the same, as more and more of the archaeological record 

at Gamla Uppsala has become unearthed in the last few years, Adam’s account has proven 

to be more accurate than was previously thought, and especially his account of the 

sacrifices in which he talks of a temple dedicated to Þórr, Óðinn, and Freyr (Tschan 2002, 

207-208; Andrén 2007, 113). The same applies to other aspects of his account relaBng to 

sacrifice in the Viking Age (Price 2015, 370). 

Saxo GrammaBcus’ Gesta Danorum (History of the Danes) makes the author’s 

intenBons clear from the very first lines of the text, where he writes that he aspires to 

document the heroic, pre-ChrisBan past of the Danes to glorify “our fatherland” or 

patriam nostram (Saxo GrammaBcus 1979, 1-2 and 4; Saxo GrammaBcus 2015, 2). Saxo’s 
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patrioBc work is laced with euhemerism as he acempts to turn myth into history. Book 

One of Gesta Danorum characterizes Óðinn as a human ruler who o`en dwelt in Uppsala 

and was mistakenly believed to be a god all over Europe (Ellis Davidson 1979, 25). This 

brand of euhemerism, which permeates all of the first nine books in Gesta Danorum, 

echoes that of Snorri Sturluson’s Prose Edda and Ynglinga saga (Lindow 2001, 27). Saxo’s 

wriBng is nonetheless both passionate and scholarly (Ellis Davidson 1979, 3). With his 

work, Saxo hoped to both inspire the Danes to emulate the heroic deeds of their ancestors 

and also to encourage them to acquire LaBn language skills, which the Danes were 

hesitant to do (Saxo GrammaBcus 1979, 2). 

Gesta Danorum is divided into sixteen books which describe Norse mythology and 

rituals alongside accounts of the fantasBc feats of Danish, Swedish, Norwegian, and 

Icelandic heroes. However, as Hilda Ellis Davidson notes in her commentary on the English 

translaBon of Gesta Danorum (Ellis Davidson, 1979): “[…] it is generally agreed that there 

is licle historical value in the first nine [books], and that the grasp of events is uncriBcal, 

indicaBng ingenuity in bringing diverse material together and licle more” (Ellis Davison 

1980, 2). Ellis Davidson further cauBons that while both Snorri Sturluson and Saxo 

GrammaBcus may well have used similar source materials to cra` their respecBve works, 

Saxo’s presentaBon of the old myths is a “[…] bewildering world, half formal, half barbaric, 

where gods and giants, satyrs, wood-maidens and dragons confront peculiar heroes, who 

do licle to win our sympathy” (Ellis Davison 1980, 2). Saxo’s work nonetheless has value 

because of its inclusion of mythological stories, like that of Baldr’s death, which are 

somewhat different from those found in any Icelandic primary sources extant today, even 

though they apparently came from Scandinavian originals (Lindow 2001, 27). 

The stories and moBfs noted above precede most extant sagas by more than a century. 

They also provide addiBonal materials that help to understand the meaning of Þórr’s 

hammer symbol for those who held it sacred. Indeed, Saxo directly addresses the use and 

symbolism of the hammer several Bmes in Gesta Danorum, most notably recording that 

large hammers were used in Swedish temples dedicated to Þórr for a thunderous drum 

ceremony (Ellis Davidson 1964, 81-82). This material will be examined in more detail later 

in Chapter 4.4. If analyzed with cauBon and mindful of the context in which they were 

produced, Saxo’s wriBngs can be parBcularly helpful in deciphering the mysteries of 

Mjǫllnir at least in terms of how they were understood in Denmark. 
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3.3 Archaeology 

3.3.1 The Hammer Symbol in the Archaeological Material 

The archaeological record is clearly an invaluable source of informaBon for the study of 

the hammer symbol in (and perhaps before) the Viking Age. Small Þórr’s hammer charms 

have naturally been found in various shapes and materials, possibly symbolizing Þórr’s 

protecBve influence over his mortal devotees (Lindow 2001, 27). They have been 

discovered over a wide area of territory including Norway, Sweden, Denmark, northern 

Germany, the BriBsh Isles, Poland, and Russia (see Wamers 1999) and each find comes 

with its own individual burial contexts and challenges. For example, as Sæbjørg Walaker 

Nordeide points out in her arBcle on Þórr’s hammer in Norway: “The informaBon about 

age and context of the hammers is of varying quality because most of them were found 

50-100 years ago or more, o`en accidentally, and not in modern, professional 

excavaBons” (Nordeide 2004, 219).  

Of primary interest are the hammer amulets themselves and the moulds found which 

were used to cast them (see Chapter 6.4). In addiBon, we of course also have runestones 

bearing carvings of Þórr’s hammer, Þórr’s bacle with Miðgarðsormr, and Þórr’s name in 

runes all of which are important for understanding Mjǫllnir and the nature and role of the 

god. In addiBon to these we have several figurines that could depict the god Þórr, some 

of which possibly include his hammer symbol.  

A natural weakness of the archaeological record is that wriBng is rarely found 

accompanying an archaeological find. This forces scholars to rely on inferences to discern 

meaning and intended use. According to John Lindow, archaeological material is really 

“[…] understood by applicaBon of the text” but there is no quesBon that “[…] our 

understanding of Scandinavian mythology would be less rich without them” (Lindow 

2001, 27). Of course, literature may be used to help contextualize archaeological finds, as 

it is sBll the most tangible, if imperfect, resource that scholars currently possess to 

understand the interrogable Scandinavian mythology and history of Nordic religions (see 

Chapter 3.1 above). However, as has been noted above, this approach has its own 

difficulBes, and it is of course possible to create a pure archaeological record without 

consulBng the vernacular Old Icelandic texts. Nevertheless, archaeologists like Anders 

Andrén and Neil Price feel that discourse between the fields of archaeology and Old Norse 
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literature must conBnue to some degree (see Price 2002, 27-29 for further discussion). As 

Andrén writes: 

It is fully possible to make an archaeological study of pre-ChrisBan religion in 

Scandinavia without any consideraBon of the Icelandic literature. However, 

such a study would lose fundamental references to a partly non-ChrisBan 
interpreBve framework. Besides, the Icelandic texts exist irrespecBve of 

whether one uses them or not, and they will always give a pre-understanding 

of this parBcular field of research (Andrén 2007, 105). 

In the present author’s opinion, it is essenBal for scholars working in the 

archaeological fields of Scandinavia to consider interdisciplinary collaboraBon with the 

literary fields of Old Norse literature (and vice versa) to more fully understand the pre-

ChrisBan religions of the north. Indeed, unlike the relaBvely unchanging literary sources 

currently available to scholars, the archaeological record is always growing. New objects 

are being found every year that provide new insights into pre-ChrisBan northern beliefs. 

These advances can of course be both a blessing and a curse, as while new informaBon 

can give scholars a broader perspecBve it can also invalidate previous research (Roesdahl 

1991, 20). In short, while the database that accompanies this thesis will acempt to make 

as complete a record as possible of the exisBng arBfacts which may represent Þórr’s 

hammer in the Viking Age, it will unfortunately probably be outdated from the moment 

it is submiced, as new arBfacts are now being found so o`en that it is nearly impossible 

to ensure that every find will be included. Nonetheless, this author hopes that the 

assemblage will at least provide a detailed overview of the exisBng hammer data. We can 

now proceed to examine the differing values of the various types of archaeological 

arBfacts that may contain references to the hammer or hammer symbology. 

3.3.2 Runestones  

The runestones found throughout Norway, Denmark, and Sweden provide some of the 

only local wricen sources that are contemporary to the Viking Age. The majority of them 

were created in the 10th and 11th centuries, although runestones had already begun to be 

erected as early as the 4th century (Sawyer 2000, 7). This makes them parBcularly 

valuable, but also difficult to categorize as they do not fall neatly into either the usual 

archaeological or textual classificaBons. For the purpose of this thesis, however, 
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runestones will be examined alongside other archaeological finds also in Eitri. These 

stones, which were o`en erected in memory of a person of presumed significance, give 

scholars valuable if someBmes complex insight into the cultural history, poliBcal structure, 

and social organizaBon of the Viking Age (Roesdahl 1991, 15). Their inscripBons also o`en 

hint at a more complex oral background. As Neil Price explains: “Beyond the evidence of 

the runestones and runic inscripBons lies only an obscure world of stories, tantalizing 

hints of which have come down to us in the poetry and epic narraBves of the later Viking 

Age and a`er” (Price 2002, 30). Because of the incomplete nature of runic inscripBons 

and the complexity of their wording, interpretaBons can be both tricky and problemaBc. 

They are nonetheless most certainly worth examining – with appropriate cauBon. As Birgit 

Sawyer notes, only approximately 40% of runestones have been discovered in their 

original locaBon and context, many stones having ended up in church yards or becoming 

part of churches themselves (Sawyer 2000, 26). Because of this, it can be difficult to draw 

meaningful conclusions from examining a parBcular monument’s surroundings. 

Runestones are naturally criBcal for any focused study of Þórr and the hammer 

symbol, for carvings of the hammer and the Þórr vígi runic formula can be found on 

several runestones in Scandinavia (Simek, McKinnell, and Düwel 2004, 118; see also 

Chapter 6.2). These contemporary inscripBons clearly indicate the religious significance 

of Þórr and the hammer to people living in the Viking Age, and the possible direct 

associaBon of the hammer with the consecraBon of runic inscripBons, something 

menBoned by many earlier scholars (see Chapter 2.2.2 above). 

3.3.3 The Challenges with Grave Goods and Treasure Hoards 

As Chapter 6.4 will show, Þórr’s hammer amulets and other small hammer 

representaBons are o`en found amongst grave goods or in treasure hoards from the 

Viking Age. Most have been found in hoards, with around 10% having been found in 

graves (Nordeide 2004, 219). However, it is naturally impossible to produce a complete 

account of all possible graves and hoards that have ever existed. Roesdahl explains that 

“As with nearly all archaeological remains, it is mere chance which graves are known today 

and to what extent their contents have survived” (Roesdahl 1991, 20). Burials and burial 

sites from the period in quesBon are extraordinarily diverse throughout Northern Europe, 

and many that have been found in Scandinavia are not visible in the landscape. This 
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problem is exacerbated by the fact that most archaeological remains are not found intact, 

especially in graves, for many objects and structures do not survive the ravages of Bme 

(Roesdahl 1991, 19). All of these features make it dangerous for scholars to develop 

generalized assumpBons about burial customs in Scandinavia, their contents, or pre-

ChrisBan religious pracBce on the basis of any single grave or gravesite. As Neil Price notes 

about Viking-Age mortuary behavior:  

Perhaps the central element of Viking Age Scandinavian funerary ritual was 

its individual character. A`er more than a century of excavaBons there can 

remain no doubt whatever that we cannot speak of a standard orthodoxy of 

burial pracBce common to the whole Norse world (Price 2008, 257). 

It is also important to remember that burials are not only about the buried person, 

but also the living who buried them (Pearson 1999, 3). Grave goods, like the small Þórr’s 

hammers that have been found, may not necessarily have been possessions of the 

deceased. They may have instead been le` for the deceased by mourners for some ritual 

purpose or intenBon (Pearson 1999, 8). It is through such a lens that archaeological study 

should be undertaken, with consideraBon for a range of diverse funerary pracBces and 

funerary intenBons. 

Archaeology itself is of course not a staBc field. It is always looking for advances in 

technology to increase the understanding of arBfacts. For Þórr’s hammer amulets 

specifically, the persistence of both amateur and professional metal detectorists in recent 

years coupled with the BriBsh Museum’s Portable AnBquiBes Scheme (finds.org.uk) has 

been incredibly frui�ul. This has led to the registraBon of an abundance of new hammer 

pendants in England along with a number of other objects that may prove useful to the 

study of pre-ChrisBan belief (Jesch 2011, 15). With the help of easily accessible databases, 

like the Portable AnBquiBes Scheme and a brand new Danish tool for amateur metal 

detectorists launched in September 2018 called DIME (Digitale Metaldetektorfund, 

metaldetektorfund.dk), scholars are now able to explore new objects previously out of 

reach that are ripe for academic inquiry. These databases and several others were uBlized 

when creaBng the hammer dataset for this thesis and will be covered in the database 

methodology secBon (see Chapter 5.1.1). 
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Scandinavia has also experienced a dramaBc increase in the number of research 

archaeologists in recent years. As American archaeologist T. Douglas Price observes: “[…] 

there were only 21 archaeologists in permanent posiBons in all of Norway in 1970. Today 

archaeologists in Scandinavia number in the thousands” (Price 2015, 30). Thanks to this 

increase in working academics, the archaeological record has received much more 

acenBon than in the past. All in all, the increase in archaeological material and research 

is naturally excellent news for the study of Old Nordic religions, and this increased 

acenBon will hopefully yield many new insights to the field generally, as well as the study 

of Þórr’s hammer specifically. However, this also means that scholars always need to read 

earlier archaeological reports in light of their Bme, for as noted above archaeological work 

may become outdated in light of new finds and analysis.  

3.3.4 Sámi Archaeological Material 

Archaeology is nonetheless not limited to the Viking Age and any exhausBve 

understanding of Þórr’s hammer must also include post-Viking-Age finds, like the Sámi 

drums (noted in Chapter 2.3.1) on which images of hammers, axes, and figures holding 

hammers and axes can be found. As Spangen writes, the term “Sámi archaeology” 

includes: “[…] archaeological research that concerns the long or short-term trends and 

events likely to have affected and affect Sámi parBes” (Spangen 2016, 26). Sámi 

archaeology may thus also be relevant to their non-Sámi contemporaries. As is well 

known, Sámi groups and the Viking-Age peoples of Scandinavia in the past o`en 

overlapped and shared significant commonaliBes with each other, like areas of habitaBon 

(DuBois 1999, 6). This presumed closeness between cultures and the shared use of the 

hammer image makes examining the Sámi material also relevant to the study of the 

hammer symbol.  

The collecBon of Sámi material greatly increased in the 17th and early 18th centuries, 

owing to European anBquarian and scholarly interest in Sámi material culture. However, 

because of the Bme period in which the Sámi material was being collected, it has been 

stressed that scholars should be wary of the effect of the “colonial gaze” and the influence 

this would have had on the collecBon, categorizaBon, and analysis of this material. As 

Jonas M. Nordin and Carl-Gösta Ojala explain, academics must:  
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[…] recognize that the early modern world in many ways was globalized and 
that the collecBon of Sámi material culture should be studied in relaBon to 

the incorporaBon of other indigenous material cultures into a Eurocentric 

worldview (Nordin and Ojala 2015, 115).  

It is noteworthy, for example, how early 17th-century scholarship o`en compared the 

Sámi to NaBve Americans and other non-European indigenous populaBons (Löw 1956, 

13). This form of “othering” may well have led to a general percepBon of the Sámi and 

their tradiBons as being somewhat exoBc, which led to the ignoring of these materials in 

studies of religion in the pre-ChrisBan north. As Hilda Ellis Davidson comments in her 

arBcle “Thor’s Hammer” (see Chapter 2.3.2), the existence of hammer-wielding figures 

on drums, and the similarity of the hammers used to strike them to the Viking-Age Þórr’s 

hammer symbols, could very well point to a conBnuaBon of thunder-god worship in Sámi 

areas: “[…] long a`er he [Þórr] was forsaken in Scandinavia” (Ellis Davidson 1965, 9). 

Analysis of Sámi materials thus involves mulBple caveats. Most arBfacts were 

relaBvely young when collected and were o`en taken in highly unethical ways (Nordin 

and Ojala 2015, 115). Furthermore, poliBcal moBvaBons may lurk behind early books on 

Sámi lifestyles and beliefs like Johannes Schefferus’ (1621-1679) Lapponia (1673) (Nordin 

and Ojala 2015, 117). All of those features need bearing in mind when working with Sámi 

material.  

It is clear that the primary literature and archaeological record related to the hammer 

symbol each have their own shortcomings, as detailed above. The extant primary 

literature is not contemporary to the Viking Age, being wricen o`en hundreds of years 

a`er the fact and based on long oral tradiBons. It also must be filtered through the 

ChrisBan and LaBn influences of its authors. Archaeological finds, meanwhile, o`en come 

with licle context, requiring inference on the part of scholars to interpret as object 

creators or owners rarely leave clear wricen intent. Amulets may be found in hoards or 

by amateur metal detectorists, and runestones are o`en found damaged or far from 

where they were originally placed (such as embedded in the walls of a church). The 

hammer archaeological record is also widely dispersed across Scandinavia, making it 

difficult to draw sweeping cultural conclusions. However, both primary literature and 

archaeological sources have their merits, and, with a criBcal eye for their limitaBons, may 

yet be used to becer understand the meaning of the hammer symbol to the peoples of 
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the Viking Age. Keeping these strengths and weaknesses in mind, this thesis now shi`s 

focus to an in-depth examinaBon of hammer menBons in the extant primary literature. 
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4 Primary Literary Sources Dealing with the Hammer 

4.1 The Poe:c Edda 

4.1.1 IntroducXon 

As noted in the previous chapter, some of the earliest recorded works that contain 

menBons of the image of the hammer Mjǫllnir outside of the work of Adam of Bremen 

(see Chapter 4.4.1) are preserved in those manuscripts containing the collecBon of poems 

that scholars now call the Poedc Edda. The chief manuscripts containing these works are 

the Codex Regius, AM 748 4to, and Hauksbók (see Chapter 3.2.1). As Gísli Sigurðsson 

notes, the manuscripts themselves do not contain the “original” versions of these poems 

but instead the work of a copyist recording oral tradiBon that predated the arrival of 

manuscripts in Iceland (Gísli Sigurðsson 2004, 1-2). DaBng the poems of The Poedc Edda 

is a fiercely contested endeavor in scholarship. Indeed, as Bernt Ø. Thorvaldsen writes: 

Since the aim in daBng eddic poetry is usually to determine the age of the 
original composiBon, the transmission of the poems presents a major 

complicaBon. Eddic poems are rarely associated with named poets or 

historic events that refer to the moment of composiBon (Thorvaldsen 2014, 
128). 

Scholars generally agree that these poems are quite old, most certainly older than Snorra 

Edda, which quotes some of them (see Chapter 4.2). Several of the eddic poems menBon 

Mjǫllnir o`en and prominently, suggesBng that knowledge of the hammer symbol as a 

weapon of destrucBon must have been at least the same age as the poems in which its 

image was captured in wriBng. 

4.1.2 Vafþrúðnismál 

The first named menBon of Mjǫllnir in the Codex Regius manuscript of the Poedc Edda is 

found in Vafþrúðnismál, which is “[…] among the older poems in the Edda” (Larrington 

2001, 59). Here Óðinn visits the hall of the jötunn Vafþrúðnir with whom he then engages 

in a wisdom contest. It is thought that this parBcular poem was preserved because it 

preserves knowledge of sacred narraBves and illustrates the rivalry between the gods and 

the jötnar through the verbal sparring match between Óðinn and Vafþrúðnir (Machan 

1988, 21; Larrington, 2001, 59-60). Ármann Jakobsson summarizes the poem’s themes 
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nicely when he interprets it as “[...] a duel of words, which concerns the knowledge of the 

cosmos” (Ármann Jakobsson 2008, 265). 

Vafþrúðnismál is composed in ljóðahámr, which is considered to be “[…] the meter of 

wisdom dialogues” (Larrington 2001, 59). The hammer is referenced in Vafþrúðnismál 51 

in answer to a quesBon proffered by Óðinn to Vafþrúðnir about who will succeed the Æsir 

a`er fiery Surtr’s defeat at ragnarök: 

Vafþrúðnir kvað: 

“Víðarr ok Váli 

byggja vé goða, 

þá er slokknar Surtalogi; 

Móði ok Magni  
skulu Mjǫllni hafa 

Vingnis at vígþroB” (Vafþrúðnismál 51).19 

As will be noted in Chapter 4.2.2, Snorri Sturluson copies Vafþrúðnismál 51 almost word-

for-word in Gylfaginning to support his claim that Móði and Magni are said to inherit 

Þórr’s powerful hammer Mjǫllnir a`er the doom of the gods (see Chapter 4.2.2 for further 

discussion). No explanaBon of what Mjǫllnir is can be found in the original, and it seems 

that audiences at the Bme were expected to be familiar with the object and recognize its 

importance.  

4.1.3 Hárbarðsljóð 

 The second poem to menBon the hammer and its abiliBes (albeit somewhat indirectly at 

first) in the Codex Regius is Hárbarðsljóð. This poem describes Þórr’s arrival at a river as 

he returns from a journey into the east, where he encounters the ferryman Hárbarðr. 

Hárbarðr insults Þórr and the pair engage in a war of words, ending with Þórr threatening 

the ferryman with his hammer. Carol Clover deems Hárbarðsljóð to be problemaBc in 

construcBon, describing it as “both original and relaBvely old” (Clover 2002, 97; 112), 

arguing that the Þórr character in the poem is portrayed as a “[…] physical giant and a 

mental midget” (Clover 2002, 97). She nonetheless notes that this dolBsh image of the 

god seems to have been rather typical, especially in light of the comic poem Þrymskviða 

                                                
19 In the following work, all references to The Poedc Edda refer to the versions in Eddukvæði, 2014. 
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(see Chapter 4.1.6), in which the hammer features prominently (Clover 2002, 97). In his 

introducBon to his translaBon of Hárbarðsljóð, Henry Adams Bellows menBons that some 

scholars see the poem as a symbolic exchange between a noble class embodied by Óðinn 

(who Bellows believes, like others, to be the true idenBty of the ferryman), and a peasant 

class embodied by Þórr (Bellows 1936, 121-122). However, Bellows cauBons that: “[…] it 

seems a pity to take such a vigorous piece of broad farce too seriously” (Bellows 1936, 

122). 

Mjǫllnir is possibly indirectly referred to in Hárbarðsljóð 19, which describes Þórr’s 

killing of the jötunn Þjazi and his apparent use of the hammer as a weapon: 

Þórr kvað 
“Ek drap Þjaza,  

inn þrúðmóðga jǫtun,  

upp ek varp augum  
Allvalda sonar 

á þann inn heiða himin; 

þau eru merki mest 
minna verka,  

þau er allir men síðan um sé.  

Hvat vanntu meðan,  
Hárbarðr?” (Hárbarðsljóð 19). 

Rudolf Simek certainly feels that this passage may be an example of the hammer’s use, 

for the account bears similarity to the wording for the way Þórr killed other jötnar like 

Þrymr in Þrymskviða (see Chapter 4.1.6) (Simek 2008, 219). The reference to the hammer 

in Hárbarðsljóð 47 when Þórr makes his final threat is nonetheless much clearer, 

underlining the role of the hammer as a weapon even if the weapon itself is not named 

here: 

Þórr kvað: 

“Orðkringi þín 

mun þér illa koma,  

ef ek ræð á vág at vaða; 

úlfi hæra 

hygg ek at þú œpa mynir,  
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ef þú hlýtr af hamri hǫgg” (Hárbarðsljóð 47). 

4.1.4 Hymiskviða 

Þórr’s hammer is also menBoned twice in the eddic poem Hymiskviða, once in stanza 23 

and again in stanza 36. As various scholars have noted, the poem itself stands out amongst 

the other works included in the Poedc Edda for its unusual abundance of kenningar 

(Orchard 2011, IntroducBon [Kindle ediBon]; Hollander 1962, 83). While these kenningar 

do not necessarily indicate the poem’s age, some scholars have esBmated the date of 

composiBon falls somewhere between the 11th or 12th century (Larrington 2002, 119). 

Hymiskviða includes two disBnct narraBves: the fetching of Hymir’s cauldron and Þórr’s 

fishing trip. This split has lead scholars like Carolyne Larrington to believe that these 

stories had separate origins (Larrington 2002, 119). The hammer is menBoned in the 

account when Þórr and the jötunn Hymir prepare to go fishing using the head of an ox as 

bait. The pair manage to fish up the Miðgarðsormr, the world serpent, and Þórr raises his 

(unnamed) hammer to strike the great worm in stanza 23:  

Dró djarfliga 

dáðrakkr Þórr 

orm eitrfán  
upp at borði, 
hamri kníði  

hál�all skarar  
ofljóc ofan  

úlfs hnitbróður (Hymiskviða 23). 

As Larrington notes, the account of the fishing trip in Hymiskviða is somewhat 

fragmentary when compared to the myths told in other poems in the Poedc Edda. 

Nonetheless, when skaldic verse, picture stones found in Scandinavia, and Snorri’s 

account in Gylfaginning are taken into account alongside the poem then a fuller picture 

of the story can be created (Larrington 2002, 119). The presence of the hammer in the 

story is strengthened by Þórsdrápa (see Chapter 4.2.3) and pictures on monuments like 

the Altuna Runestone, located in Uppland, Sweden, where a hammer wielding figure is 

shown struggling to pull up a massive serpent, pu�ng his foot through the floor of the 

boat in the process (McKinnell 1994, 74; see also Chapter 6.2). Three other runestones 
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are commonly linked to the myth preserved in this poem: the Andre VIII Picture Stone 

from Gotland, Sweden; the Hørdum Stone from Denmark (ETR-00007); and the Gosforth 

Stone (Meulengracht Sørensen 2002, 122-23; McKinnell 1994, 74, ETR-00310). These 

stones are parBcularly important for underlining the popularity of the story behind this 

parBcular piece of primary literature. As Meulengracht Sørensen writes: “Hereby the 

pictures gain life and coherence, and conversely, the historical dimension of the wricen 

myth is confirmed” (Meulengracht Sørensen 2002, 121). Runic inscripBons and picture 

stones depicBng the hammer will be further discussed in the archaeology secBon of this 

thesis and catalogued in the accompanying Eitri database. 

The second menBon of the hammer in Hymiskviða is in stanza 36 at the end of the 

poem, which menBons Mjǫllnir by name when Þórr is about to smash Hymir with it: 

Hóf hann sér af herðum  
hver standanda, 

veifði hann Mjǫllni 
morðgjǫrnum fram,  

ok hraunhvala 

hann alla drap (Hymiskviða 36). 

Once again Mjǫllnir is depicted as a murderous and powerful weapon capable of slaying 

mighty, resilient foes like Hymir, and once again listeners are expected to know what it is. 

4.1.5 Lokasenna 

Lokasenna is a poeBc defamaBon of the gods in which Loki engages in a senna, which 

could be described as “[…] a flyBng, or running dialogue of vituperaBon” (Hollander 1962, 

90), or a “[…] formalizaBon of a type of verbal dueling that may have been well known in 

real life, as it certainly is in sagas and poetry” (Harris 1985, 100). There is nonetheless a 

general lack of consensus among scholars about the daBng of Lokasenna, and dates 

ranging from 900 to the 12th century have been proposed (Harris 1985, 100). Some 

scholars have postulated that the poem was composed in the lacer half of the 10th 

century, while others discuss the possibility that the poem may have had pre-ChrisBan 

origins (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 30 and 39).  
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The hammer appears at the end of Loki’s torrent of abuse during the feast in Ægir’s 

hall. His insults against the gods only end when Þórr arrives and threatens to knock Loki’s 

skull off his shoulders with Mjǫllnir (clearly said to be a hammer) in stanza 57: 

Þegi þú, rǫg væcr!  

þér skal minn þrúðhamarr, 
Mjǫllnir, mál fyrnema; 

herða klec  

drep ek þér hálsi af, 
ok verðr þá þínu �ǫrvi um  

farit (Lokasenna 57). 

Loki leaves with haste because he knows that Þórr is not threatening in jest. As John 

McKinnell notes in his book Both One and Many (1994):  

The implicaBon is that Loki knows [that Þórr will use his hammer] because 
oaths of safety and the obligaBons of hospitality and of a sacred place did 

not prevent Þórr from killing the Giant Builder (McKinnell 1994, 48-49; see 

also Chapter 2.3.3). 

McKinnell also argues that Loki being driven out of the hall represents his “final success” 

in the poem since Loki desires to hasten the coming of ragnarök, which will only come 

a`er he finally provokes the gods to bind him out of vengeance (McKinnell 1994, 48-49). 

In this respect, Þórr’s knee-jerk violent reacBon and his tendency to reach for his hammer 

could be seen as short-sighted, as his rash response shows that he is unable to realize 

what he may be se�ng in moBon. Perhaps the poem is suggesBng that the shadow of 

Mjǫllnir combined with Þórr’s fiery anger is the spark that the ignites cataclysmic events 

of ragnarök. 

4.1.6 Þrymskviða 

Þrymskviða naturally menBons Þórr’s hammer more than any of the other works in the 

Poedc Edda, as it essenBally focuses on the story of Mjǫllnir’s loss and retrieval 

underlining the dire consequences that such a loss could have. The poem is difficult to 

date, but it is esBmated to be from the later part of the 12th century (McKinnell 1994, 32). 

Þrymskviða tells the story of how Þórr loses his hammer to a jötunn named Þrymr and is 

forced to dress as a bride and travel to Þrymr's hall to retrieve it. The hammer is 
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menBoned in the very first stanza of the poem, where Þórr wakes to find that his 

(unnamed) weapon is missing: 

Reiðr var þá Vigþórr 

er han vaknaði 

ok síns hamars  
um saknaði, 

skegg nam at hrista, 

skǫr nam at dýja,  
réð Jarðar burr 

um at þreifask (Þrymskviða 1). 

In stanza two, Þórr calls to Loki and lets him know that the hammer has been stolen: 

Ok hann þat orða 

alls fyrst um kvað: 

“Heyrðu nú, Loki, 
hvat ek nú mæli, 

er eigi veit 

jarðar hvergi 
né upphimins: 

áss er stolinn hamri” (Þrymskviða 2). 

In stanza three, Freyja is asked if she will lend her feather cloak to help seek out the 

locaBon of the stolen hammer: 

“Muntu mér Freyja, 

�aðrhams ljá,  

ef ek minn hamar  
mæcak hica?” (Þrymskviða 3). 

Loki is given Freyja’s cloak in stanza seven, whereupon he then journeys into 

Jötunheimr to discover that a jötunn named Þrymr has taken the hammer. A`er the pair 

exchange pleasantries, Loki asks Þrymr where he has hidden Hlórriði’s (Þórr’s) hammer, 

stressing that this is a problem not only for the gods but also other supernatural beings: 

“Illt er með ásum. 

Illt er með álfum. 
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Hefir þú Hlórriða 
hamar um fólginn?” (Þrymskviða 7). 

In stanza eight, Þrymr informs Loki that the hammer is far below the earth and that 

he will not give it back unless Freyja becomes his wife: 

Ek hefi Hlórriða  
hamar um fólginn  

áca rǫstum  

fyr jǫrð neðan;  
hann engi maðr 

a`r um heimBr,  

nema fœri mér  
Freyju at kvæn (Þrymskviða 8). 

The second part of this strophe is then largely repeated when Loki returns in stanza 

11 to report back to Freyja and Þórr: 

Hefi ek erfiði 
ok ørindi: 

Þrymr hefir þinn hamar, 

þursa dró�nn; 
hann engi maðr 
a`r um heimBr, 

nema honum fœri  
Freyju at kván (Þrymskviða 11). 

In stanza 14, the gods and goddesses meet in council to plan how to get back Þórr’s 

hammer, underlining the fact that the hammer’s loss is a macer that concerns all of 

Ásgarðr: 

Senn váru æsir 

allir á þingi 

ok ásynjur 

allar á máli, 
ok um þat réðu  

ríkir hvar, 

hvé þeir Hlórriða  
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hamar of sœ� (Þrymskviða 14). 

The importance of the hammer as a means of protecBon for Ásgardr is stressed sBll 

further a`er Loki hatches a plan to dress Þórr in bridal clothing to trick Þrymr into giving 

him the hammer back. As Jónas Kristjánsson and Vésteinn Ólason emphasize in their 

ediBon commentary, Þórr’s role as protector seems to be inBmately Bed to the hammer, 

for: “Þór er útvörður goða og manna, og hamarinn er vopnið sem táknar mác hans og 

gerir honum klei` að gegna hlutverki sínu” (Jónas Kristjánsson and Vésteinn Ólason 2014, 

244). This is seen clearly when Þórr expresses reservaBons about donning the bridal veil, 

prompBng Loki to reprimand him in stanza 18, saying that the jötnar will dwell in Ásgardr 

if the hammer is not retrieved: 

“Þegi þú, Þórr, 

þeira orða! 

Þegar munu jǫtnar  
Ásgarð búa, 

nema þú þinn hamar  

þér um heimBr” (Þrymskviða 18). 

The most important stanza with regard to the potenBally wide-ranging role of the 

hammer describes Þrymr’s command for the (now named) hammer to be brought to the 

wedding feast to hallow (vígja) the bride, and Mjǫllnir is then placed on the “maiden” 

Þórr’s knees. Þrymr then formally invokes the goddess Vór,20 asking her to consecrate or 

bless the union in stanza 30: 

Þá kvað þat Þrymr,  
Þursa dró�nn: 

“Berið inn hamar  

brúði at vígja, 
leggið Mjǫllni 

í meyjar kné, 

vígið okkr saman  

                                                
20 According to Näsström and Hollander, the goddess Vór referenced here could be either a goddess in her 
own right or an aspect of Freyja or Frigg (Näsström 2003, 83; Hollander 1962, 109). Her name is 
etymologically connected to a “vow” or “pledge” meaning she could be seen as a female protecBve goddess 
(Simek 2008, 274; Orchard 1997, 173).  
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várar hendi” (Þrymskviða 30). 

This stanza thus underlines the fact that the hammer was not only used for killing and 

defense, but also for the hallowing of sacred unions like weddings, a usage also suggested 

by Norwegian folklore (see Chapter 4.5). Indeed, (as noted in Chapter 6.2) the word vígja 

is also o`en used in connecBon with Þórr on runestones (McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 

2004, 122). 

Þórr finally gets his hammer back in stanzas 31 and 32 and promptly crushes Þrymr, 

followed by the rest of the assembled jötnar, including Þrymr’s sister. Þórr smashes and 

girds the hammer with apparent glee, as evidenced in the stanzas below: 

Hló Hlórriða 
hugr í brjósB,  

er harðhugaðr 

hamar um þekkði; 
Þrym drap hann fyrstan,  
þursa dró�n,  

ok æc jǫtuns 
alla lamði.  
 

Drap hann ina ǫldnu  
jǫtna systur, 

hin er brúð�ár 
of beðit hafði; 
hon skell um hlaut 

fyr skillinga, 
en hǫgg hamars 
fyr hringa �ǫlð (Þrymskviða 31 and 32). 

The poem concludes with a short stanza summarizing the story and the key role of the 

hammer succinctly:  

Svá kom Óðins sonr 

endr at hamri (Þrymskviða 30). 

To conclude, Þrymskviða underlines the importance of the hammer to Þórr and the 

other gods. As Ellis Davidson notes, the Æsir feel that “Without it Asgard could no longer 
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be guarded against the giants, and men relied on it also to give security and to support 

the rule of law” (Ellis Davidson 1964, 81-82). As this and the other poems show, although 

Þórr o`en has companions on his adventures he is a largely self-sufficient hero who is able 

to complete his tasks alone through feats of great strength o`en associated with the 

hammer (McKinnell 1994, 63). When Þórr loses his hammer, however, it could be argued 

that he also loses his capacity to be truly autonomous. This loss causes him to feel a deep 

imperaBve to recover the hammer back at any cost, including risking his hyper-masculine 

dignity by dressing as a woman. As both Friedrich von der Leyen and Turville-Petre have 

suggested (see Chapter 2.3.2) the hammer in the poem might thus be said to reflect Þórr’s 

masculine virility, the loss of which could therefore be interpreted as a form of temporary 

castraBon (Clunies Ross 1994, 48). Certainly it seems that Þórr feels almost physically 

incomplete without his hammer, leading to the franBc imperaBve to recover it in 

Þrymskviða.  

Other scholars have nonetheless gone further: Ellis Davidson suggests that the 

hammer’s loss may have also affected the sacred union between Þórr and his wife Sif 

because a producBve symbolic marriage between a sky god and an earth goddess yields 

ferBle land and general agrarian prosperity in the minds of Indo-European peoples (Ellis 

Davidson 1964, 84)> This idea was followed up by Gro Steinsland in her work on the hieros 

gamos – although she does not menBon this poem specifically (see Steinsland 1989). By 

this logic, the loss of Sif’s hair or the loss of Þórr’s hammer, objects that could represent 

Sif’s ferBlity and Þórr’s virility respecBvely, had the potenBal to trigger a great famine. As 

discussed earlier (see Chapter 2.3.2), Gabriel Turville-Petre also noted that the hammer 

might have been regarded as a phallic symbol that brought ferBlity to brides, and that it 

should not be regarded as “merely an offensive weapon” (Turville-Petre 1964, 81). It 

clearly had both the ability of consecraBng, encouraging ferBlity, and killing like the 

Dagda’s club (see Chapter 2.3.2). All in all, the hammer’s prominence in Þrymskviða 

emphasizes its importance as Þórr’s most valuable possession. The lengths that the gods 

will go to recover it in Þrymskviða also helps to throw Mjǫllnir’s intrinsic value for the 

world as a whole into sharp relief.  
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4.1.7 Conclusions 

In conclusion, it can be said that the eddic poetry consistently reinforces several key 

details about the hammer which is clearly also known as Mjǫllnir. It is represented as an 

instrument of both violence and protecBon in Hárbarðsljóð, Hymiskviða, Lokasenna, and 

Þrymskviða, roles possibly reflected in its name (if the etymology is indeed related to 

crushing: see Chapter 2.3.2). It is also used in a consecraBon ritual in Þrymskviða. Finally, 

the hammer’s posterity a`er ragnarök is described in Vafþrúðnismál, implying that it 

survives the fiery doom of the gods. Throughout these works, the hammer is referenced 

both someBmes by the proper name Mjǫllnir and someBmes simply as “hamar”, 

indicaBng that this legendary object was well known to the intended audience of the 

eddic poetry. 

4.2 Snorra Edda 

4.2.1 IntroducXon 

Snorra Edda, wricen c. 1220 by Snorri Sturluson, is one of the most prominent primary 

literary sources on Old Norse myth available to scholars (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 25; 

Faulkes 1995, ix) and preserves some of the most well-known stories dealing with Þórr’s 

hammer. However, as menBoned earlier in Chapter 3.2, it must always be remembered 

that Snorri was a ChrisBan author wriBng from a ChrisBan perspecBve (Jónas Kristjánsson 

2007, 21-22; Faulkes 1995, xi). Snorri clearly o`en drew on oral tradiBon for his Edda, 

materials which are thought to have been known and passed down through the 

generaBons by word of mouth unBl finally preserved in wriBng in the early 13th century 

in Iceland (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 21). Snorra Edda includes both whole poems and 

poetry fragments (both eddic and skaldic material), some of which are found almost 

verbaBm in other sources. As Faulkes notes, these sources may date back to the pre-

ChrisBan period: “[…] though they are probably much changed from the form in which 

they would have been told in heathen Bmes” (Faulkes 1995, xi). For the present research, 

it is worth noBng that Snorra Edda also preserves two Mjǫllnir kenningar acributed to 9th-

century skaldic poets in Skáldskaparmál. Along with the eddic poetry references, these 

kenningar certainly indicate that knowledge of Mjǫllnir’s mythological power predated 

the 13th century wriBng of Snorra Edda. 
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Snorra Edda is divided into four main secBons: The Prologue, Gylfaginning, 

Skáldskaparmál, and Hámatal. As in the eddic poetry, Þórr’s hammer is menBoned in both 

Gylfaginning and Skáldskaparmál both directly by its proper name, Mjǫllnir, and also by 

its descripBon. As will be seen below, Mjǫllnir is most o`en simply referred to as “the 

hammer” or hamarrinn. This shorthand reference may imply that the most notable 

hammer in medieval Scandinavia known to Snorra Edda’s readers was Mjǫllnir. In the 

following analysis, both the direct references to Mjǫllnir and indirect references to the 

hammer will be considered, as this author believes these terms were virtually 

interchangeable.  

4.2.2 Gylfaginning 

While Þórr is menBoned for the first Bme in The Prologue, Þórr’s hammer is first 

introduced in Gylfaginning 21, which includes various details about the god such as the 

name of his realm and a depicBon of his massive 540-room hall. Þórr’s possessions are 

then enumerated, the first being the hammer Mjǫllnir: 

Hann á ok þrjá kostgripi. Einn þeira er hamarrinn Mjǫllnir er hrímþursar ok 

bergrisar kenna þá er hann kemr á lopt, ok er þat eigi undarligt: hann hefir 
lamit margan haus á feðrum eða frændum fleira (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 23). 

This is also the first menBon of the hammer by name in Snorra Edda. Even though it is 

not physically described, here it is said to be well-known to both the bergrisar and 

hrímþursar, for it was a mighty weapon responsible for the deaths (by skull smashing) of 

many of their kin. Mjǫllnir is menBoned again several sentences later in Gylfaginning 21, 

where Þórr’s third most important possession, his iron gloves (járnglófar), are described: 

“Inn þriðja hlut á hann þann er mikill gripr er í. Þat eru járnglófar. Þeira má hann eigi missa 

við hamars skapBt” (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 23). 

In short, the text states that Þórr needs járnglófar in order to hold Mjǫllnir, although 

no further explanaBon is given as to exactly why the gloves are required. It could be 

presumed that járnglófar either somehow acBvate or amplify the powers of Mjǫllnir or 

are necessary to contain or control the hammer’s force. A connecBon with fire is 

suggested by the fact that the gloves themselves are made of iron, a metal that sparks 
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when struck, especially with flint.21 Perhaps the hammer and gloves were seen as co-

dependent, in that the two objects are needed to create a spark, which on a godly scale 

could be interpreted as represenBng lightning (see arguments made by Finnur Magnússon 

and Skúli Thorlacius in Chapter 2.2.1). 

The hammer’s prominent place on the list of Þórr’s three special possessions does not 

appear to be coincidental. In both Gylfaginning and elsewhere, Mjǫllnir is o`en integral 

to stories of Þórr’s adventures (as has been shown in previous secBons). The possession 

of the hammer could thus be considered one of the god’s defining acributes, rivalling 

Þórr’s other primary characterisBcs like his red beard and expressive eyes (Þrymskviða, 

27). In Gylfaginning 42, the tale of the Master Builder, Þórr and his hammer make a brief 

appearance when the Master Builder’s jötunn idenBty is finally revealed a`er he has been 

hoodwinked by Loki. Þórr has been absent for most of the story, apparently smashing tröll 

in the east, but he returns when called by the Æsir to deliver his own special kind of 

“payment” to the bergrisi with Mjǫllnir in Gylfaginning 42:  

En er Æsirnir sá þat Bl víss at þar var bergrisi kominn, þá varð eigi þyrmt 
eiðunum, ok kǫlluðu þeir á Þór, ok jafnskjóc kom hann ok því næst fór á lopt 
hamarrinn Mjǫllnir, galt þá smíðarkaupit ok eigi sól ok tungl, heldr synjaði 

hann honum at byggva í Jǫtunheimum ok laust þat hit fyrsta hǫgg er 
haussinn brotnaði í smán mola ok sendi hann niðr undir Niflhel (Snorri 

Sturluson 2005, 35). 

As other sources have shown, the Æsir’s reliance on Þórr and his hammer for protecBon 

and jusBce seems to be a rouBne occurrence. Þórr comes quickly when called, and threats 

tend to stay far from Ásgarðr whenever he and his hammer are present. 

In spite of its form, Mjǫllnir is never used for building. It is essenBally used only for its 

smashing ability, examples of which occur several more Bmes in Snorra Edda, in both 

Gylfaginning and Skáldskaparmál. In Gylfaginning 45, Þórr, Loki, and Þórr’s servant Þjálfi 

are traveling to the stronghold of Útgarðaloki when they meet the giant Skrýmir. When 

Þórr, Loki, and Þjálfi hear a great crash while resBng for the night, Þórr insBncBvely 

clutches his hammer: “[…] en Þórr helt hamarskapBnu ok hugði at verja sik” (Snorri 

                                                
21 Metal can of course also create sparks on other hard materials, like a snow plow on asphalt, if there is 
enough fricBon present. 
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Sturluson 2005, 37-38). It is then that the group first meets the sleeping Skrýmir. Þórr is 

about to acack Skrýmir with his hammer but loses heart when Skrýmir stands up: “En þá 

er sagt at Þór varð bilt einu sinni at slá hann með hamrinum, ok spurði hann at nafni” 

(Snorri Sturluson 2005, 38). Skrýmir then offers the traveling band his massive provision 

bag to provide their evening meal before dri`ing off to sleep for the night. When Þórr is 

unable to open the provision bag, he tries to wake Skrýmir (or destroy him out of 

frustraBon, as Þórr’s exact moBves are somewhat unclear) by smashing him with his 

hammer: 

Ok er hann sér at fleca verk má eigi nýtask þá varð hann reiðr, greip þá 

hamarinn Mjǫllni tveim hǫndum ok steig fram ǫðrum fœB at þar er Skrýmir 
lá ok lýstr í hǫfuð honum. En Skrýmir vaknar ok spyrr hvárt laufsblað nakkvat 

felli í hǫfuð honum, eða hvárt þeir hefði þá matazk ok sé búnir Bl rekna 

(Snorri Sturluson 2005, 38). 

Þórr then hits Skrýmir with Mjǫllnir two more Bmes, but the giant feels so licle that he 

asks if an acorn had fallen or a bird was si�ng in the branches of the oak tree that the 

party were sleeping beneath. Later in the tale, the reader finds out that Skrýmir was only 

an illusion, Útgarðaloki in disguise. Útgarðaloki then reveals that Mjǫllnir’s three blows 

had actually all struck a mountain. The strikes were so hard that they had created three 

square valleys in the landscape, and any of them would have surely killed Skrýmir if he 

had not moved the mountains into the hammer’s path: 

En því næst laust þú mik með hamrinum þrjú hǫgg, ok var it fyrsta minzt ok 

var þó svá mikit at mér mundi endask Bl bana ef á hefði komit. En þar er þú 

sác hjá hǫll minni setberg, ok þar sácu ofan í þrjá dali ferskeyca ok einn 

djúpastan, þar váru hamarspor flín (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 43). 

If nothing else, this account underlines exactly how much power is contained in the 

hammer. Angered by Útgarðaloki’s many decepBons, at the end of the story Þórr intends 

to use his hammer to smash all of those who have offended him: “En er Þórr heyrði þessa 

tǫlu greip hann Bl hamarsins ok bregðr á lopt, en er hann skal fram reiða þá sér hann þar 

hvergi Útgarðaloka” (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 43). Útgarðaloki’s stronghold vanishes, 

however, and the story ends with a frustrated and thoroughly tricked Þórr. 
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The hammer is next menBoned in Gylfaginning during the account of Þórr’s acempt 

to kill Miðgarðsormr a`er the god and his jötunn compatriot Hymir22 fished the world 

serpent up from the sea in Gylfaginning 48 (see Chapter 4.1.4 above): 

Þá er sagt at jǫtunninn Hymir gerðisk litverpr, fǫlnaði, ok hræddisk er hann sá 

orminn ok þat er særinn fell út ok inn of nǫkkvann. Ok í því bili er Þórr greip 
hamarinn ok fœrði á lopt þá fálmaði jǫtunninn Bl agnsaxinu ok hjó vað Þórs 

af borði, en ormrinn søkBsk í sæinn. En Þórr kastaði hamrinum epBr honum, 

ok segja menn at hann lysB af honum hǫfuðit við grunninum. En ek hygg hic 
vera þér sac at segja at Miðgarðsormr lifir enn ok liggr í umsjá (Snorri 

Sturluson 2005, 45). 

This is one of several accounts which show Þórr throwing his hammer (see also Snorri’s 

Skáldskaparmál, Chapter 4.2.3). AddiBonal inferences about the hammer can also be 

made from this story of Þórr. Earlier in Snorri´s account of Þórr’s bacle with Miðgarðsormr 

in Gylfaginning 48, the author describes Þórr as having exerted so much energy heaving 

the mighty Miðgarðsormr out of the sea that his foot broke through the bocom of the 

boat. This detail helps to further connect several rune and picture stones to this parBcular 

literary passage (see Chapter 6.2 below). John McKinnell notes that Snorri’s inclusion of 

both the hammer and foot details in his Edda means that the story “[…] must have been 

known in heathen Bmes, for it appears on two stones from the Viking Age, from Hørdum, 

Jylland, Denmark, and Altuna, Uppland, Sweden” (McKinnell 1994, 74).23 McKinnell adds 

that it seems Snorri did not borrow this “foot though boat” moBf from skaldic poetry, as 

none of the skaldic poems containing the fishing trip story menBon this parBcular detail 

(McKinnell 1994, 74; Meulengracht Sørensen 2002, 127). Meulengracht Sørensen 

remarks: “As far as we can see, [Snorri] does not make any radical changes to the earlier 

                                                
22 The hammer is also briefly menBoned earlier in Snorri’s text when Þórr first meets Hymir and the two 
row out to sea: “ok reiddisk Þórr jǫtninum svá at þá var búit at hann mundi þegar láta hamarinn skjalla 
honum, en hann lét þat við berask þvíat hann hugðisk þá at reyna afl sic í ǫðrum stað” (Snorri Sturluson 
1998, 44). There are obvious parallels here with the account of Skrýmir noted above, as well as with 
Hymiskviða (see Chapter 4.1.4) and Þórsdrápa (see Chapter 4.2.3). 
23 On both picture stones, Þórr’s foot is clearly seen protruding out the bocom of the boat carving. The 
hammer, however, is only visibly present on the Altuna Stone. The Hørdum Stone image is nonetheless worn 
away in some places, which might explain the hammer’s absence (Meulengracht Sørensen 2002, 123 and 
127). 
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myth” (Meulengracht Sørensen 2002, 134). However, the picture stones suggest that 

Snorri’s version of the tale may have had pre-ChrisBan origins. 

As various scholars have noted, Mjǫllnir is not presented here as a mere weapon, but 

as the symbolic source of Þórr’s protecBve power and strength (see, for example, Ellis 

Davidson 1965, 14). Indeed, the power that the hammer bestowed upon Þórr could well 

be the main reason why the gods called upon him in the Master Builder tale, rather than 

for his own physical strength. Indeed, the hammer could also be the reason why the 

jötunn Hymir blanches in fear when he sees Þórr raise it to destroy the Miðgarðsormr 

(McKinnell 1994, 36). For Snorri, however, Mjǫllnir’s destrucBve power is clearly not the 

hammer’s only acribute or symbolic meaning. Gylfaginning, like other texts such as 

Þrymskviða, also depicts Mjǫllnir as a tool for consecraBon. 

As has been noted above, the use of the hammer as a conduit for consecraBon or 

hallowing is of course also clear in Þrymskviða (see Chapter 4.1.6). In Snorra Edda, this 

usage is first seen in Gylfaginning 44 when Þórr and Loki set out on their journey to 

Útgarðaloki’s hall. The pair, riding in Þórr’s goat-pulled chariot, decide to stop at a 

farmstead to rest and indulge in an evening meal. Þórr invites the farmer, his wife, and 

their children Þjálfi and Röskva to dine with the gods, and Þórr slaughters his goats to 

provide food for the meal a`er warning the family to not break any of the bones. However, 

during the dinner Þjálfi splits one of the leg bones to suck out the marrow. Þórr later 

instructs the family to collect the bones carefully on the goatskins, whereupon he then 

uses Mjǫllnir to consecrate the collected bones: 

Þórr dvalðisk þar of nó�na, en í ócu fyrir dag stóð hann upp ok klæddi sik, 
tók hamarinn Mjǫllni ok brá upp ok vígði hafrstǫkurnar. Stóðu þá upp 
hafrarnir ok var þá annarr haltr eptra fœB (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 37). 

The verb vígja or “to consecrate” used with the hammer here and in Þrymskviða is likely 

to be much older than Snorri’s text, because runestones bearing this word in connecBon 

with Þórr’s name can be found in several places in Scandinavia (see Simek, McKinnell, and 

Düwel 2004 for a discussion of these inscripBons). As MarBn Arnold notes: 

 Monuments from the tenth and eleventh centuries bearing the invocaBon 

‘May Thor consecrate these runes’, as well as others that simply depict 

Mjollnir, have been found across Sweden and Denmark. On the inscribed 
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stones the use of the verb vígja most probably indicates the belief that 
Thor’s power could be invested in the monuments to shield them and their 

engraved senBments from corrupBon, and presumably the Mjollnir 

pictograms were believed to be performing the same purpose (Arnold 2011, 

51). 

The act of consecraBon described above is notably followed by a descripBon of Þórr’s 

flaring anger as he furiously threatens the farmer in revenge for laming his goat in 

Gylfaginning 44. The hammer’s use is once again connected with anger, even immediately 

a`er being used as a tool for sancBficaBon:  

Hann herði hendrnar at hamarskapBnu svá at hvítnuðu knúarnir, en 

búandinn gerði sem ván var ok ǫll hjúnin, kǫlluðu ákafliga, báðu sér friðar, 

buðu at fyrir kvæmi allt þat er þau ácu (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 37). 

The same feature of the hammer is seen in Gylfaginning 49, when Þórr consecrates 

Baldr’s funeral pyre using Mjǫllnir. This account is also book-ended by two futher 

instances of Þórr expressing his rage with the hammer. When the gods are unable to move 

Baldr’s ship-pyre, they call upon a jötunn woman named Hyrrokkin to push the ship. 

When Hyrrokkin arrives from Jötunheimr riding a wolf, the mere sight of the jötunn is 

enough to set Þórr alight with rage. Barely able to keep his desire to smash her contained, 

despite Hyrrokkin’s aid in pushing the boat out to sea, Þórr predictably grips his hammer 

Bghtly before proceeding to use it in a more peaceful act of consecraBon, for which the 

verb vígja is again used: 

Þá varð Þórr reiðr ok greip hamarinn ok myndi þá brjóta hǫfuð hennar áðr en 
goðin ǫll báðu henni friðar. Þá var borit út á skipit lík Baldrs, ok er þat sá kona 

hans Nanna Nepsdó�r þá sprakk hon af harmi ok dó. Var hon borin á bálit 

ok slegit í eldi. Þá stóð Þórr at ok vígði bálit með Mjǫllni (Snorri Sturluson 
2005, 46). 

The last menBon of Mjǫllnir in Gylfaginning comes in Chapter 53, which echoes 

Vafþrúðnismál in describing to whom the weapon will be bequeathed a`er Þórr’s death 

during the events of ragnarök: “Ok þar koma þá synir Þórs, Móði ok Magni, ok hafa þar 

Mjǫllni” (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 54). Of course, Snorri may have learned the details of 

Mjǫllnir’s posterity from Vafþrúðnismál, which Snorri almost certainly referenced when 
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he wrote Gylfaginning (Hollander 1962, xiii). Gylfaginning itself reinforces the hammer’s 

bequest by li`ing a fragment of eddic poetry, which was noted earlier in Chapter 4.1.2 of 

this thesis: 

Viðarr ok Váli  

byggja vé goða 
þá er sortnar24 Surtalogi. 

Móði ok Magni 

skulu Mjǫllni hafa 
Vingnis at vígþroB (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 54; Eddukvæði I 2014, 365). 

As in Vafþrúðnismál, it is evident that Mjǫllnir will not disappear with Þórr but instead 

conBnue to be used to guard the new world which is said to have emerged a`er the fires 

of ragnarök had finally burned out. 

4.2.3 Skáldskaparmál 

Mjǫllnir is also menBoned in the third part of Snorra Edda: Skáldskaparmál, a manual of 

poetry framed as a dialogue between Ægir and Bragi, the gods of the sea and poetry 

respecBvely, as they sit next to one another at a feast.25 The first menBon of Mjǫllnir by 

name comes in Skáldskaparmál 4 when Snorri lists several kenningar describing Þórr. 

Among these is one in which Þórr is explicitly defined by his ownership of Mjǫllnir: he is 

“[…] stýrandi ok eigandi Mjǫllnis ok megingjarða” (Snorri Sturluson 1998, 14-15). The god 

is also defined by the role he plays while he wields the mighty hammer. Here he is 

described as “verjandi Ásgarðs” and the killer of named jötnar and trolls whom he has 

dispatched with Mjǫllnir. Þórr’s encounter with the world serpent is then again presented 

as an example here: 

Hamri fórsk í hœgri 
hǫnd þar er allra landa  

œgir Ǫflugbarða 

                                                
24  In Vafþrúðnismál 51, the only deviaBon from the Snorra Edda version is that the word sortnar is 
subsBtuted with the word slokknar. Slokknar from Vafþrúðnismál 51 is most likely the older variant. 
25  As John Lindow notes, it is very doub�ul if Bragi was ever worshipped as a god in pre-ChrisBan 
Scandinavia. It is possible that his inclusion in the primary mythic texts may have been a misinterpretaBon 
by medieval authors (Lindow 2004, 21; Turville-Petre 1964, 185-186). 
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endiseiðs of kendi (Snorri Sturluson 1998, 15-16). 

Oflugbardi’s terrifier [Thor] li`ed his hammer in his right hand when he 

recognized the coal-fish that bounds all lands [Miðgarðsormr]26 (Snorri 

Sturluson 1995, 73). 

Snorri acributes this verse to Icelandic skald Bragi inn gamli Boddason, a 9th-century court 

poet (see Lindow 2004, 21). Snorri’s examples once again clearly show the degree to 

which the hammer symbol was inBmately linked to Þórr’s idenBty even in the 13th century.  

In addiBon to the aforemenBoned kenningar for Þórr which explicitly menBon the 

hammer, Skáldskaparmál also lists two other kenningar27 that describe Mjǫllnir itself. One 

comes shortly a`er the kenningar noted above in Skáldskaparmál 4 in a piece of poetry, 

acributed to the Icelandic skald Gamli gnævaðarskáld, which also tells the story of Þórr’s 

bacle with Miðgarðsormr:  

Meðan gramr hinn er svik samði‹t› 
snart Bilskirnis hjarta 
grundar fisk með grandi 

gljúfrskeljungs nam rjúfa (Snorri Sturluson 1998, 16). 

The kenning “grandi gljúfrskeljungs” or “the destrucBon of the gully-whale” is idenBfied 

as a reference to Mjǫllnir by Margaret Clunies Ross (2017, 189). This same interpretaBon 

is also seen in Anthony Faulkes translaBon of Skáldskaparmál: 

While Bilskirnir’s lord, who never nursed treachery in his heart, did quickly 

destroy the sea-bed-fish [Midgard serpent] with gorge-whale’s [giant’s] bane 

[Miollnir] (Snorri Sturluson 1995, 73). 

The second Mjǫllnir kenning preserved in Skáldskaparmál 17 appears in a quote 

from the skaldic poem Haustlöng, which is thought to have been composed at the 

beginning of the 10th century by the skald Þjóðólfr ór Hvini (Orchard 1997, 74-75). The 

kenning “trolls trjónu” or “the troll of the muzzle” is used to describe Mjǫllnir in the fi`h 

                                                
26 The English translaBon has been included here because Faulkes’ interpretaBon of the kenning is useful 
for deciphering the context in which the word “hammer” is used. 
27 InteresBngly, these two kenningar are the only ones known to refer to Mjǫllnir, according to the Skaldic 
Poetry Database (skaldic.abdn.ac.uk).  
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stanza of Haustlöng as part of the poem’s descripBon of Þórr’s bacle with the jötunn 

Hrungnir (Clunies Ross 2017b, 431). Faulkes’ translaBon of Skáldskaparmál uses a 

different word order for this parBcular Mjǫllnir kenning but reaches the same conclusion. 

The original verse reads as follows: 

Brác fló bjarga gæB 

—bǫnd ollu því—randa 

ímunfǫlr und iljar 
íss; vildu svá dísir. 

Varðat hǫggs frá hǫrðu‹m› 

hraundrengr þaðan lengi  

trjónu trǫlls of rúna 

hðs �ǫllama at bíða (Snorri Sturluson 1998, 23). 

Faulkes’ translaBon reads: 

Swi`ly flew the pale ice-ring [shield] beneath the soles of the rock-guarder 

[giant]. The bonds [gods] caused this, the ladies of the fray [valkyries] wished 
it. The rock-gentleman [giant] did not have to wait long a`er that for a swi` 

blow from the tough mulBtude-smashing friend [Thor] of hammer-face-troll 

[Miollnir] (Snorri Sturluson 1995, 80). 

Mjǫllnir is also menBoned in the following prose secBon of Skáldskaparmál 17, which 

describes Hrungnir’s visit to Ásgarðr. Here Þórr is enraged by Hrungnir’s appearance in the 

hall and comes bursBng in brandishing his hammer: 

Því næst kom Þórr í hǫllina ok hafði uppi á lopB hamarinn ok var allreiðr ok 

spyrr hverr því ræðr er jǫtnar hundvísir skulu þar drekka, eða hverr seldi 
Hrungni grið at vera í Valhǫll eða hví Freyja skal skenkja honum sem at gildi 

Ása (Snorri Sturluson 1998, 20-21). 

Later in the story, the hammer is described as able to produce great thunder and 

lightning, and this is the only Bme that Snorri depicts Mjǫllnir as a thunder-weapon: “Því 

næst sá hann eldingar ok heyrði þrumur stórar” (Snorri Sturluson 1998, 21). This is 

followed by the descripBon of how Þórr throws his hammer to counter a whetstone that 

Hrungnir has thrown at him during their bacle, subsequently killing the jötunn: 
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Hrungnir fœrir upp heinina báðum hǫndum, kastar í mót. MœBr hon 
hamrinum á flugi, heinin, ok brotnar sundr heinin; fellr annarr hlutr á jǫrð ok 

eru þar af orðin ǫll heinberg. Annarr hlutr brast í hǫfði Þór svá at hann fell 

fram á jǫrð. En hamarrinn Mjǫllnir kom í mic hǫfuð Hru‹n›gni ok lamði 

hausinn í smán mola […] (Snorri Sturluson 1998, 21-22). 

The hammer is evidently strong enough to break the whetstone in two, causing one of 

the halves to lodge itself in Þórr’s forehead. Þórr then uses Mjǫllnir to smash Hrungnir’s 

skull, soundly defeaBng the jötunn. It seems likely that that the bacle is once again won 

thanks to Mjǫllnir. 

The hammer is nonetheless notably absent in Skáldskaparmál 18, the story of Þórr 

and Geirrøðr, in which Loki tricks Þórr into leaving his hammer behind when visiBng 

Geirrøðargarðr: 

Mikillar frásagnar er þat vert er Þórr fór Bl Geirrøðargarða. Þá hafði hann eigi 
hamarinn Mjǫllni eða megingjarðar eða járngreipr, ok olli því Loki. […] Loki 
hverr hann var, ok Bl *�ǫrlausnar vann hann Geirrøði þess eiða at hann skyldi 

koma Þór í Geirrøðargarða svá at hann hefði hvárki hamarinn né 
megingjarðar (Snorri Sturluson 1998, 24). 

Although Þórr leaves his hammer and other magical armaments behind, he is sBll 

victorious against Geirrøðr and his daughters thanks to both his own physical strength and 

borrowed equipment from the jötunn Gríðr.28 Snorri’s Geirrøðr story included in his Edda 

is based on 10th-century skald Eilífr Goðrúnarson’s Þórsdrápa (Marold 2017, 68). The 

beginning of Þórsdrápa does not overtly menBon the hammer, but does menBon Loki’s 

trickery (Snorri Sturluson 1998, 25-30). Eilífr nonetheless describes Þórr as receiving gi`s 

of weaponry from Gríðr, perhaps implying that he does not have his hammer with him. 

The last major story in Skáldskaparmál that menBons the hammer comes in Chapter 

33, where an explanaBon is given for Mjǫllnir’s creaBon and its apparently short handle, 

neither of which are menBoned anywhere else. In this chapter, the mischievous god Loki 

has cut off Þórr’s wife Sif’s hair. Þórr’s resulBng rage convinces Loki to travel to the realm 

of the dwarves, who were skilled smiths, to acquire a new head of golden hair. Loki then 

                                                
28 For further examinaBon of the myth of Þórr’s encounter with Geirrøðr and his daughters, see McKinnell 
1994, 57-86; and Clunies Ross 1981, 370-391. 
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convinces two pairs of dwarves to enter into a compeBBon to create the best three 

magical objects for the Æsir gods, one being Sif’s replacement hair. One pair of dwarves, 

the brothers Brokkr and Eitri (the namesake of this thesis’ own Eitri database), thus begin 

to make their three objects, forging a powerful magical hammer last. While the pair toil 

on the hammer, a fly (Loki in disguise) appears in the workshop and begins to bite Brokkr, 

trying to distract the dwarf from his work. Brokkr successfully ignores the fly unBl it bites 

the dwarf between the eyes so hard that he stops blowing the forge for the briefest of 

seconds to swat it away. Eitri finds that the temperature interrupBon has almost ruined 

his work but salvages the new hammer by making the hammer handle shorter than 

intended. The six new treasures, including Sif’s hair and the hammer, are then set before 

the Æsir gods for them to judge which object is best. The hammer’s many qualiBes are 

then menBoned when it is presented to Þórr: 

Þá gaf hann Þór hamarinn ok sagði at hann mundi mega ljósta svá stórt sem 
hann vildi, hvat sem fyrir væri, ok eigi mundi hamarrinn bila, ok ef hann vyrpi 

honum Bl þá mundi hann aldri missa, ok aldri fljúgja svá langt at eigi mundi 

hann sœkja heim hǫnd. Ok ef hann vildi, þá var hann svá líBll at hafa má� í 
serk sér. En þat var lýB á at forskepBt var heldr skamt. Þat var dómr þeira at 

hamarrinn var beztr af ǫllum gripum ok mest vǫrn í fyrir hrímþursum, ok 

dœmðu þeir at dvergrinn æ� veðféit (Snorri Sturluson 1998, 42). 

The passage explains that despite its short handle the hammer is sBll declared to be 

the best of the treasures, for it offers protecBon against the jötnar. This is nonetheless 

the only descripBon we have of its appearance. It is also important to note that this is the 

only account of the hammer returning to Þórr’s hand a`er being thrown, as well as the 

only menBon of the hammer’s ability to shrink itself, a characterisBc similar to that of 

Freyr’s ship Skíðblaðnir (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 36). 

All in all, Mjǫllnir’s representaBon in Snorra Edda as in the Poedc Edda can be 

described as twofold. Its primary aspect is that of a fearsome weapon, the best of the 

treasures of the Æsir according to Snorri in Skáldskaparmál 33. The hammer’s secondary 

funcBon is nonetheless that of a consecrator used in a ritual capacity, as can be seen at 

Baldr’s funeral in Gylfaginning 49, or when Þórr brings his slaughtered goats back to life 

in Gylfaginning 44. The hammer is thus associated with both life and death. It is naturally 

probable that Snorri’s idea of the hammer is largely based on earlier accounts, but it is 
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clear that he knows various stories and features that have not been preserved elsewhere, 

such as the hammer’s boomerang-like ability to return to Þórr’s hand and its power to 

become smaller for pocket-sized portability. 

4.3 Sagas 

4.3.1 Heimskringla: IntroducXon  

InteresBngly enough, the plurality of references to Þórr’s hammer in the sagas come not 

from Íslendingasögur29 (save for a brief menBon in Fóstbrœðra saga: see Chapter 4.3.4 

below) but from Snorri Sturluson’s Heimskringla, a collecBon of kings’ sagas that begins 

by describing the mythical sovereigns who ruled in Uppsala, Sweden in Ynglinga saga 

(while paying licle acenBon to Þórr). The descendants of these legendary kings are said 

to be the forefathers of the kings of Norway detailed in the other sagas in Heimskringla. 

Snorri recounts events from these kings’ lives in separate chronologically ordered stories, 

each enBtled with its own king’s name (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 168). DepicBons of the 

hammer are found in two of these kings’ sagas: Hákonar saga góða and Ólafs saga 

helga.30 

4.3.2 Hákonar saga góða 

As Jónas Kristjánsson notes, the stories contained in Heimskringla, including Hákonar 

saga góða, “[…] o`en have a broader background and a wider purpose than is normally 

the case in the sagas, for they are to explain clashes between opposing facBons or naBons 

– kings against powerful landowners, ChrisBanity against heathendom for example” 

(Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 172). The hammer, which is presented as an obvious symbol of 

heathendom, is menBoned in Chapter 17 of this saga as part of one such clash between 

ChrisBanity and pre-ChrisBan Norse heathenism. This clash takes place at an autumnal 

sacrificial feast that King Hákon, the first ChrisBan king of Norway, is asked to acend. The 

king is hesitant to partake in the heathen customs during the sacrifice, in one case refusing 

to eat the sacrificial horse meat offered to him. When a vessel containing a drink 

                                                
29 It is worth noBng that there is no menBon of the hammer In Landnámabók, in spite of various references 
to Þórr (Landnámabók 1968, 55, 124-125, 163-164, 232-233, 250-253, 307, and 346). 
30 Despite the several instances of Þórr being referred to in Rögnvalds þámr ok Rauðs in Flateyjarbók, there 
is no menBon of his hammer (Flateyjarbók 1860, 292-298). Note also that this þámr is central to the 
conclusions in Thor the Wind Raiser (Perkins 2001). 
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dedicated to Óðinn is passed to him, the king makes a sign of the cross over it before 

partaking in the ritual. As Ellis Davidson notes, it could be postulated that the king was 

striving “[…] to protect himself from the heathen rites by making the sign of the cross over 

the cup passed around in honour of the gods” (Ellis Davidson, 1964, 80-81). The people 

acending the sacrifice nonetheless noBce the strange gesture, which is then explained 

away by Sigurður jarl, one of Hákon’s advisors, later in the chapter: 

“Konungr gerir svá sem þeir allir, er trúa á mác sinn ok megin ok signa full 

sic Þór. Hann gerði hamarsmark yfir áðr hann drakk” (Hákonar saga góða 
1941, 171). 

In short, the advisor claims that the gesture was a hammer sign rather than the signum 

crucis.  

This is the only example in saga literature suggesBng that people might have made the 

sign of the hammer as a blessing. Of parBcular interest here is the degree of similarity 

between the shape of the ChrisBan cross and the supposed shape of the Þórr’s hammer: 

the saga implies that when drawn in the air the hammer and the cross gestures are so 

analogous that one could easily be mistaken for the other. The reluctant acceptance of 

this gesture by the assembled acendees of the sacrifice also implies that hammer signing 

was known to the people, at least in the context of this ritual. As Ellis Davidson notes, in 

addiBon to their similarity of shape, the hammer sign may have also served a similar 

purpose to the sign of the cross, for: “Like that of the ChrisBan cross, the sign of the 

hammer was at once a protecBon and a blessing to those who used it” (Ellis Davidson 

1964, 80). It is parBally on the basis of this account that some scholars, like Jacob Grimm 

(see Chapter 2.2.2) and Gabriel Turville-Petre (see Chapter 2.3.2), have suggested that the 

pagan hammer sign may have been an imitaBon of signum crucis and was directly inspired 

by the sign of the cross or served a similar funcBon. Another possibility the account 

suggests is that the cross may have simply taken over the meaning that the hammer 

symbol already had for pre-ChrisBan people. As Ellis Davidson wrote a year later:  

The ChrisBan sign undoubtedly took over in its turn much of the old idea of 

defense and protecBon which had been afforded by the hammer symbol. For 

the hammer had extended its power over all that had to do with the life and 
well-being of the community, with birth, marriage and death, feasBng and 
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fighBng, land-taking, travel and the making of oaths between men, and the 
keeping secure of possessions (Ellis Davidson 1965, 14-15). 

Another possibility, of course, is that the ambiguity between the sign of the cross and the 

hammer sign was just another example of religious syncreBsm. 

4.3.3 Ólafs saga helga 

Ólafs saga helga, which chronicles the life and kingship of St Ólafr, consBtutes 

approximately a third of Heimskringla and is considered by some academics to be some 

of Snorri’s finest wriBng (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 168). Scholars surmise that the saga 

was wricen apart from the rest of the kings’ saga stories, as it was preserved in both 

Snorri’s Heimskringla as well as in unacached manuscripts (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 169; 

Finlay 2004, 9; Faulkes and Finlay 2014, vii-viii). The hammer is menBoned in Chapter 112, 

when the ChrisBan king (and future saint) Ólafr is examining a statue of Þórr with 

Guðbrandur í Dölum, a statue that the king considers to be idolatrous: 

Um kveldit þá spyrr konungr son Guðbrands, hvernug goð þeira væri gǫrt. 

Hann segir, at hann var merkðr epBr Þór — “ok hefir hann hamar í hendi ok 

mikill vexB ok holr innan og gǫrr undir honum sem hjallr sé, ok stendr hann 
þar á ofan, er hann er úB. Eigi skorBr hann gull ok silfr á sér. Fjórir hleifar 

brauðs eru honum fœrðir hvern dag ok þar slátr við” (Ólafs saga helga 1945, 
187). 

As can be seen here, this image of Þórr is said to be decorated with gold and silver and 

the god apparently held a hammer in his hand. Snorri also describes the statue as hollow, 

with worshippers bringing the idol offerings of loaves of bread and fresh meat every day. 

In the next chapter of the saga, the hollow figure of Þórr is smashed in front of a great 

assembly as the sun rises. Snakes, toads, and mice as large as cats pour out of the 

shacered effigy and the terrified devotees flee. King Ólafr uses this vermin infestaBon to 

discredit Þórr worship and li` up the ChrisBan god, and the former idol worshippers 

accept ChrisBanity. 

It is interesBng to note that in this tale the hammer-wielding figure comes to a brutal 

end, smashed by a club wielded by King Ólafr’s courBer Kolbeinn sterki, a man who in 

many ways might be said to bear a resemblance to Þórr’s depicBon in Snorra Edda and 

the Poedc Edda. Kolbeinn’s byname is sterki which can be translated to “the strong” and: 
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“Hann hafði þann búnað jafnan, at hann […] hafði ruddu mikla í hendi, er menn kalla 

klubbu” (Ólafs saga helga 1945, 188). In short, just as Þórr was always equipped with his 

named hammer Mjǫllnir, so too was Kolbeinn always equipped with a blunt smashing 

instrument. Indeed, Kolbeinn could be seen as using this club to protect the ChrisBan god 

against an outsider threat (Þórr) similar to Þórr’s use of his hammer to protect the Æsir 

gods against the threat of the jötnar in the eddic poetry and Snorra Edda. 

Although Kolbeinn smashed the idol, Ólafr was able to deceive the assembly by 

distracBng them with the sunrise and then claiming that the idol’s destrucBon was instead 

a miracle. This scene may also have had symbolic significance in the saga, represenBng 

the coming of ChrisBanity, the end of the heathen faith, and perhaps the transiBon 

between the hammer and the cross. The sun rises in the eastern sky, and Þórr is of course 

o`en depicted in the eddic poetry as bacling jötnar from the east. The Bming of the 

statue’s destrucBon by Kolbeinn’s club may also have been intended to prevent Þórr from 

returning from his bacles in the east, as he does in the Master Builder story in 

Gylfaginning (see Chapter 4.2.2) and thus to make room for the arriving ChrisBan god. 

4.3.4 Þórr’s Hammer in Flateyjarbók 

Another version of the story above is included in Olafs saga hins helga, which is recorded 

in Flateyjarbók, an Icelandic manuscript dated to 1387-1394 (Handrit.is: GKS 1005 fol.). 

Here this parBcular passage is recorded as follows: 

Um kuelldit spurde konungr Alf huernn ueg gud þeirra væri gerr. hann segir. 

At hann uar markadr e`ir Þór ok hefir hamar j hende ok mikill uexsB ok holr 

innann ok er gert undir honum sem stallr se ok stendr þar a þa er hann er vB. 

æigi skorBr hann gull a ser ok silfr. fiorir hlæifar brauds eru honum færdir 
huernn dag ok þar slatr vit (Flateyjarbók 1860-1862, II, 190).  

Other depicBons of Þórr are present in Flateyjarbók, yet he is not described with a 

hammer in his possession in these accounts, most notably in Rögnvalds þámr ok Rauðs 

(see Flateyjarbók 1860-1862, I, 288-299). Notably, this þámr is also central to the 

conclusions in Thor the Wind Raiser (Perkins 2001, see also Chapter 2.3.4). 

Also found in the Flateyjarbók manuscript is a brief menBon of Þórr’s hammer in 

Fóstbrœðra saga, which Jónas Kristjánsson has argued was originally composed in the late 

13th century (Jónas Kristjánsson 1972, 310). The saga menBons a chair belonging to a 
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couple named Gamli and Gríma in Greenland that is cra`ed with arms bearing an image 

of Þórr holding his hammer: “Þau sa Þór med hamri sinum siBa skorin a stolbrudunum” 

(Flateyjarbók 1860-1862, II, 218). 

In addiBon to Flateyjarbók, Fóstbrœðra saga is also preserved in 

Möðruvallabók, dated to 1330-1370 (AM 132 fol., Handrit.is), and Hauksbók, dated to 

1290-1360 (AM 544 4to, Handrit.is). The Íslenzk fornrit publicaBon of Fóstbrœðra saga 

(1943), which incorporates these two manuscripts, presents the same line regarding the 

chair with the hammer carving on the arms as follows: “Þau sá Þór með hamri sínum 

skorinn á stólsbrúðunum” (Fóstbrœðra saga 1943, 247). As can be seen, this variaBon has 

no influence on the way the hammer is presented. 

When looking at the saga material, it becomes apparent that no concrete descripBon 

of Þórr’s hammer is ever given. By contrast, Snorra Edda describes the hammer in great 

detail, noBng its short handle and abiliBes to both shrink and return to the owner’s hand 

when thrown (see Chapter 4.2.3). Perhaps the saga audiences knew so much about Þórr 

and his iconography that they already had some idea of what the hammer may have 

looked like and needed no further informaBon. This also holds true for the hammer-

signing scene in Hákonar saga góða, where the gesture is only vaguely described to 

emphasize how similar it looks to the sign of the cross.  

4.4 LaXn Authors 

4.4.1 Adam of Bremen 

German chronicler Adam of Bremen (c. 1050 – c. 1085), is most well-known for his work 

Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pondficum (History of the Archbishops of Hamburg-

Bremen) (see also Chapter 3.2.4). This chronicle echoes the stories told in Ólafs saga helga 

of statues of Þórr being smashed in temples dedicated to the god, which Adam implies 

was fairly common in the pre-ChrisBan period (Ellis Davidson 1964, 75). Adam of Bremen’s 

account is in Book Two of Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pondficum: 

Per idem tempus sermo est quondam ab Anglia nominee Wolfredum divini 

amoris insBnctus Suediam ingressum verbum Dei paganis magna fiducia 

predicasse. Qui dum sua predicaBone multos ad chrisBanam fidem 

converBsset, ydolum genBs nominee Thor stans in concilio paganorum cepit 
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anathemaBzare; simulque arrepta bipenni simulacrum in fusta concidit. 
(Adam of Bremen 1917, 122).  

Report has it that at this same Bme a certain Englishman named Wolfred, 

inspired by divine love, entered Sweden and with great courage preached 

the Word of God to the pagans. And as by his preaching he converted many 

to the ChrisBan faith, he proceeded to anathemaBze a popular idol named 

Thor which stood at the Thing of the pagans, and at the same Bme he seized 

a bacle-axe and broke the image to pieces (Adam of Bremen 2002, 97-98). 

Because of its means of destrucBon with an ax, the Þórr idol or idolum menBoned in this 

secBon of Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pondficum is thought to have been made of 

wood by scholars like Olof Sundqvist. Unfortunately the temple devotees were not 

pleased with the destrucBon of their statue, for Wolfred “[…] was killed by the pagans for 

that deed” (Sundqvist 2016, 266). InteresBngly, Adam’s account does not specify if the ax 

used to destroy the idol was brought into the temple with Wolfred. If we consider Saxo’s 

later accounts of hammers serving ceremonial purposes in temples dedicated to Þórr (see 

secBon 4.4.2), it could be possible that Wolfred could even have used one of these nearby 

hammers, which may have looked similar to single bladed hammer-axes, to smash or chop 

the statue to bits. 

Book Four of Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pondficum provides the most 

important passage in Adam’s work pertaining to Þórr. Here Adam suggests that Þórr was 

the most highly revered of the gods venerated at the temple of Uppsala because of his 

connecBon to both seasonal change generally and to thunder, lightning, wind, rainfall, 

and the crops specifically:  

Nobilissimum illa gens templum habet, quod Ubsola dicitur, non longe 

positum ab Sictona civitate [vel Birka]. In hoc templo, quod totum ex auro 

paratum est, statuas trium deorum venerator populus, ita ut potenBssimus 

eorum Thor in medio solium habeat triclinio; hinc et inde locum possident 

Wodan et Fricco. Quorum significaBons eiusmodi sunt: ‘Thor’, inquiunt, 

presidet in aere, que tonitrus et fulmina, ventos ymbresque serena et fruges 

gubernat. […] Thor autem cum sceptro Iovem simulare videtur (Adam of 

Bremen 1917, 257-259).  
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That folk has a very famous temple called Uppsala, situated not far from the 
city of Sigtuna and Björkö. In this temple, enBrely decked out in gold, the 

people worship the statues of three gods in such wise that the mighBest of 

them, Thor, occupies a throne in the middle of the chamber; Wotan and 

Frikko have places on either side. The significance of these gods is as follows: 

Thor, they say, presides over the air, which governs the thunder and 

lightning, the winds and rains, fair weather and crops. […] Thor with his 

scepter apparently represents Jove (Adam of Bremen 2002, 207). 

This passage is a key reason why Hilda Ellis Davidson, like others before her, saw a link 

between Þórr, his hammer, and the ferBlity of the earth, as here Þórr (compared to Jove) 

is directly linked to lightning strikes, rain fall, and general agrarian prosperity (Ellis 

Davidson 1964, 75; see also Chapter 4.1.6). InteresBngly, Adam’s account states that Þórr 

held a scepter rather than a hammer in his hand. Ellis Davidson has thus wondered if the 

scepter described is indeed meant to represent Mjǫllnir, despite the fact that this 

visualizaBon is not directly reminiscent of a hammer (Ellis Davidson 1964, 75). Adam’s 

thought-provoking depicBon might nonetheless also support Loce Motz’s note that: “We 

find Þórr’s weapon visualized as various objects and a hammer is not prominent” (Motz 

1997, 337; see also Chapter 2.3.3). 

4.4.2 Saxo GrammaXcus 

Danish historian Saxo GrammaBcus (c. 1160 – c. 1220) refers to Þórr’s hammer in Gesta 

Danorum, his history of the Danish kings wricen circa 1219, around the same Bme that 

Snorri wrote his Prose Edda. The first eight books of Saxo’s history describe pre-ChrisBan 

rulers, the ninth and tenth consider the conversion, and the remaining seven books detail 

post-conversion history (Jónas Kristjánsson 2007, 163). The first menBon of Þórr’s weapon 

(which in this case is depicted as a club or cudgel rather than a hammer) comes in the 

third book which describes a mythical bacle between the gods and Hotherus. In the 

account of this clash an alternaBve origin story for the unnamed weapon’s short handle 

emerges, which is quite different from the account found in Skáldskaparmál 33 (see 

Chapter 4.2.3): 

Sed et Thoro inusitato claue libratu cuncta clypeorum cobstacula lacerabat, 

tantum ad se incessendum hostes inuitans quantum socios ad tuendum. 
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Nullum erat armature genus, quod impellenB non cederet. Nemo ferientem 
tuto excipere poterat. Quicquid ictu arcebat, obruit. Non clypei, non cassides 

impactum pertulere robur. Nulli corporis aut uirium magnitude subsidio fuit. 

Proinde uictoria ad superos concessisset, ni Høtherus inclinata suorum acie 

celeries aduolans clauam preciso manubrio inuBlem reddidisset. Quo telo 

defecB diui subitem dedere fugam. Inimicum opinion esset, nisi* fidem 

anBquitas faceret, deos ab hominibus superari (Saxo GrammaBcus 2015, I, 

152). 

 […] Thor shacered all their shield defences with terrific swings of his club, 

calling on his enemies to acack him as much as his comrades to support him. 

There was no armour which could stand up to his strokes, nor anyone who 

could survive them. Shields, helmets, everything he drove at with his oak 
cudgel was crushed on impact, nor were bodily size or muscle any 

protecBon. Consequently victory would have gone to the gods, had not 

Høther, whose line of men had bent inwards, flown forward and rendered 
the club useless by lopping off the handle (Saxo GrammaBcus 1979, 72). 

Hilda Ellis Davison, along with several other scholars, argues that the two accounts by 

Saxo and Snorri refer to the same weapon (Ellis Davidson 1965, 4-5; see also Simek 2008, 

219; Arnold 2011, 15). She further notes that the idea of the short handle could be 

explained simply “[…] by the fact that Thor’s hammer was a throwing weapon rather than 

a long-handled carpenter’s hammer” (Ellis Davidson ed. 1980, 54; see also Ellis Davidson 

1964, 82). 

This ambiguity does not detract from the straight fact that, as noted above, Þórr’s 

weapon in Saxo’s history is not a metal hammer but instead a clava, a club or cudgel said 

to be made of oak. Furthermore, in this account the shortening of the handle actually 

renders the weapon totally useless. All the same, one cannot ignore the similariBes 

between weapons which behave in a remarkably similar way, bludgeoning, smashing, and 

crushing anything that gets in their way.  

There is good reason to consider whether Saxo’s account is another good example of 

interpretado romana, that this tale might be a literary example of a Norse god (or one of 

his acributes) being replaced with a Roman counterpart to make the account more 

comprehensible for a LaBn audience. It is worth remembering that Þórr seems on at least 

one occasion to be replaced by Hercules in Saxo’s account (Saxo GrammaBcus 1979, 264). 
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Hercules/Heracles, who is in many ways analogous to Þórr as a strong man in Greek and 

Roman mythology, was known to carry a club which he employed much as Þórr used his 

hammer (Finnur Magnússon 1826, IV, 308; see Chapter 2.2.1). 

InteresBngly enough, Saxo references Þórr’s weapon a second Bme, but now in its 

expected hammer form, when he documents that hammers (malleos) were reported to 

have been taken from the Þórr’s temples in Sweden by the Danish earl Magnus Nilsson in 

1125 (Ellis Davidson 1965, 8).31 This account comes from Book thirteen of Gesta Danorum:  

Cuius operam ualenter editam consimili probitaBs genere emulates Magnus 

inter cetera tropheorum suorum insignia inusitaB ponderis malleos, quos 

Iouiales uocabant, apud insularum quondam Prisca uirorum religione cultos, 
in patriam deportandos* curauit. Cupiens enim anBquitas tonitruorum 

causas usitata rerum similitudine comprehendere, malleos, quibus coeli 

fragores cieri credebat, ingenB ere complexa fuerat, apBssime tante 
sonoritaBs uim fabrilium species imitandam exisBmans. Magnus uero, 
ChrisBane discipline studio paganam perosus, et phanum cultu et Iouem 

insignibus spoliare sancBBs loco habuit. Et adhuc quidem eum Sueones 
perinde ac coelesBum spoliorum raptorem sacrilegum autumant. Sed uBnam 
iniBis eius exitus respondisset! (Saxo GrammaBcus 2015, II, 922). 

Now Magnus, too, emulated his vigorous pursuits with similar deeds of 
worth; among other disBncBve trophies he had his followers bring back to 

his naBve country some unusually heavy implements known as [Jove’s] 

hammers, which were venerated by men of the primiBve religion on one of 
the islands. Ancient folk, in their desire to understand the causes of thunder, 

using an analogy from everyday life had wrought from a mass of bronze 

hammers of the sort they believed were used to insBgate those crashes in 

the heavens, since they supposed the best way of copying the violence of 

such loud noises was with a kind of blacksmith’s tool. But Magnus, in his 

enthusiasm for ChrisBan teaching, hated the heathen religion, and held it an 

act of piety to rid the shrine of its objects of worship and [Jove] of his 

emblems. The Swedes even today look on Magnus as a sacrilegious despoiler 

                                                
31  According to MarBn Arnold, the 12th-century rule of Sweden by Magnus Nilsson was considered 
“somewhat controversial”, in part because of Magnus’ looBng of the temple described in this account 
(Arnold 2011, 65). 
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of heavenly treasures. If only his end could have matched his beginnings! 
(Saxo GrammaBcus 2015, II, 923). 

It is noteworthy that in Saxo’s original LaBn account Jove’s name has now probably 

replaced that of Þórr. In another likely example of interpretado romana, Saxo echoes 

other LaBn works like Adam of Bremen’s descripBon of Þórr as resembling Jove with his 

scepter (Adam of Bremen 2002, 207; see previous secBon above). As the Austrian scholar 

Loce Motz notes, Saxo nonetheless seems to have “clearly disBnguished between the 

hammer, a culBc tool, and the clava, the mighty weapon [of Þórr]” in the original LaBn 

(Motz 1997, 337). 32  This disBncBon could nonetheless also be understood as a 

misinterpretaBon by Saxo since, as this thesis has noted, Mjǫllnir has actually had a variety 

of visualizaBons in literature (and archaeology) ranging from being club-like to ax-like and 

from hammer-like to cross-like, all depending on the Bme period and region. Indeed, this 

variance is already apparent in the earliest descripBon of the weapon by Adam of Bremen 

(see previous secBon). 

When considering Saxo’s account of the pillaging of the hammer from a shrine 

dedicated to a god who appears to be Þórr, it is nonetheless interesBng to note that this 

is the only Bme in the extant literature that the symbol of Þórr’s hammer is associated 

with blacksmiths and their cra`. As has been shown, the hammer is most o`en described 

and used as a bacle weapon and never uBlized as a blacksmith would use a normal 

smithing hammer. Saxo also gives the only menBon in primary literature of the culBc 

creaBons of sound effects that use Þórr’s hammers. His account of temple looBng also 

illustrates that the hammer symbol was considered a valuable asset worth removing from 

temples, along with the large quanBBes of bronze and other valuable offerings le` for 

Þórr. 

It is, however, worth noBng that the LaBn authors almost always depict the hammer-

weapon as a form of bludgeoning instrument. Clubs, scepters, axes, and hammers 

naturally all fit into this general category, and the ambiguity in Adam’s and Saxo’s accounts 

could be explained as being essenBally stylisBc or interpretaBve. Although it is quite 

interesBng to consider how the authors could have missed or ignored the recurrent use 

                                                
32 Motz also interprets the clava as being a culBc tool that was used to create thunderous booms during 
ritual pracBce, rather than the actual weapon Þórr possessed (Motz 1997, 337). This, however, is never 
directly stated by Saxo.  
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of the hammer image in other sources (even in the shape of material objects, as has been 

suggested), interpretado romana may help explain this ambiguity, not least because both 

texts contain instances of borrowing features from both Jove and Hercules when referring 

to Þórr (Maier 2000, 158; Ellis Davidson 1964, 86). 

4.5 Later Rímur, Ballads, and Folklore 
It is evident from the literature reviewed above that in the Nordic countries the image of 

Þórr and his hammer had become deeply ingrained by the 13th century, and a`er it was 

recorded in the eddic poetry and the works of Snorri it was in no danger of fading away. 

Quite the contrary: the hammer was clearly sBll central in the ballad tradiBon of the 

Scandinavian Middle Ages, and, aided by the publicaBon of the Eddas and sagas, stories 

about Þórr’s mighty weapon conBnue to be transmiced and recorded even in the 21st 

century.  

A form of the Þrymskviða story can be found in Þrymlur, a 15th-century Icelandic 

mythological rímur (Finnur Jónsson 1905-1912, 279), preserved only in the Icelandic 

manuscript AM 604 g 4to, dated to between 1540 and 1560 and also known as Rímnabók 

(Handrit.is: AM 604 g 4to). Þórr’s weapon is menBoned here several Bmes, both by the 

name Mjǫllnir and as simply “hamarinn” or “hamar”. Indeed, there are over 18 references 

in total, found in stanzas 7, 8, 13, 14, 16, 17, 23, 24, 25, 27, and 28 in Þrymlur I; and stanzas 

18, 20, 21, 22, 25, and 27 in Þrymlur II (Finnur Jónsson 1905-1912, 279-288). The 

prominence of the hammer allusions in the rímur parallels the importance of the hammer 

in the Poedc Edda. Þrymlur, which could be considered to provide more detail about the 

hammer than Þrymskviða, emphasizes that both the name Mjǫllnir and the hammer of 

Þórr not only survived but in fact conBnued to capture the imaginaBons of Icelandic 

people as part of the popular rímur tradiBon in the later Middle Ages. Indeed, as this 

example indicates, the image of the hammer as one of Þórr’s key acributes in literature 

and oral tradiBon may have even strengthened over Bme. 

The ballad Tord af Havsgård, which was found in Danish, Faroese,33 Norwegian and 

Swedish variants in the 19th century, offers yet another form of the Þrymskviða story, once 

                                                
33 The Faroese text of Tord af Havsgård is only fragmentary: see Jonsson, Solheim, and Danielson 1978, 252. 
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again focusing on the loss of the hammer and Þórr’s need to dress as a woman to get it 

back. As Jonsson, Solheim, and Danielson summarize: 

Thor has lost his hammer and asks Loke to find it for him. Loke puts on a 

feather cloak and flies to a giant. The giant admits to having the hammer, but 

he will not return it unless he gets Thor’s sister Fröya in marriage. When 
Fröya hears this she refuses, and Thor himself [Danish and central 

Norwegian versions: their father] dresses as a bride and goes to the wedding 

[central Norwegian version: Fröya goes to the wedding as well]. The giant is 
surprised at the huge amounts of food and drink the bride is able to 

consume. [Danish, central Norwegian, and Swedish versions:] A`er the meal 

the hammer is given to the bride who kills the bridegroom and all the other 
trolls (Jonsson, Solheim, and Danielson 1978, 252). 

The fact that Þórr conBnued to be remembered in Norwegian folklore and legend not 

only as an enemy of jötnar, but also as a ferBlity deity and a god who blesses weddings, 

is also seen in the various versions of the Norwegian legend “Thor og Urebø-Urden” which 

tells of the creaBon of a road near Urebø in Telemark, Norway. This parBcular tale, under 

the Btle of “Toer Trollebane,” was first recorded in 1777 in a manuscript called Historisk 

beskrivelse over øvre Tellemarken by Engelbret Michaelsen Resen Mandt (1721-1781) 

(Frog 2018, 150). Here, Þórr is depicted as a troll named Toer Trollebane who acends a 

wedding and demands libaBons. When the troll overstays his welcome, the wedding party 

stops serving him beer. An unnamed man nonetheless generously offers his own keg to 

Þórr and is later saved from Þórr’s rising anger at the wedding guests by his show of 

hospitality. As Frog summarizes the story:  

He takes the man to safety and smashes the mountain so that the village is 

buried in a landslide. Thor then digs out a farm for the man, but he struck so 
hard with his hammer that its head flew from its sha`. An agreement is 

made with the man that if ‘he’ (the man?) finds it again, ‘he’ (Thor?) will 

clear a road through the scree; the hammer is found and the road is cleared 
(Frog 2018, 150; see also the original Mandt 1989 [1777], 54-55). 

Two other variaBons of the story were recorded in 1824 by Wilhelm Maximilian 

Carpelan (1787-1830) and 1833 by Andreas Faye (1802-1869). In Faye’s version, Þórr 

acends two weddings yet only saves the party who was more hospitable to him from the 
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landslide and cuts a road looking for his lost hammer (Faye 1833, 3-6). As suggested 

above, as in the ballads, the hammer is a consistent element across all of these three 

narraBve variaBons of the “Þórr’s road” story. Although Þórr is portrayed inconsistently 

as either a god of Ásgarðr or a troll-like being, the moBf of the loss of the hammer from 

Þrymskviða is a clear influence and the importance of the hammer itself remains a 

constant feature (Bø, Grambo, Hodne, and Hodne 1981, 89). 

4.6 The Hammer as a Literary MoXf: Summary 
Although it someBmes varies in form, Þórr’s hammer clearly has been a central 

recognizable moBf for centuries in the primary literary sources dealing with Old Norse 

mythology. Mjǫllnir can be found in ancient eddic and skaldic poetry, the histories of LaBn 

authors like Adam of Bremen and Saxo GrammaBcus, the medieval Icelandic manuscripts 

containing Snorra Edda and Heimskringla, and the later folklore, songs, and landscape of 

the Nordic countries, as illustrated by rímur, the ballads, and Norwegian legends like that 

of “Þórr’s road”. These sources underline that it was seen as a weapon of protecBon and 

destrucBon that also has the powers of consecraBon and to bring back life. Furthermore, 

it is only ever directly linked to Þórr and his family. 

4.7 The Hammer in 20th and 21st Century Media 
Mjǫllnir is sBll considered a key acribute of the 

mythological Þórr even in modern Bmes, from the 19th 

century art reviewed earlier (see Chapter 2.2.5) to the 20th 

century’s “Mighty Thor”, a Marvel comic book hero created 

by Stan Lee, Jack Kirby and Larry Lieber (Arnold 2011, 195-

196; Jón Karl Helgason 2017, 12-13). DebuBng in Journey 

into Mystery #83 in 1962, the golden-haired Thor 34  is 

introduced on the cover as “The most exciBng superhero of 

all Bme!!” and shown whipping a blunt sledgehammer 

named “Mjolnir” around his body (Lee, Kirby, and Lieber 

1962, cover). This comic book character has spawned three 

                                                
34 The comic book hero “Thor” will be referred by as such, as opposed to the mythological Þórr. 

Journey Into Mystery (1952) #83, 
Stan Lee, Larry Lieber, and Jack 
Kirby. 
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Hollywood blockbuster movies to date: Thor (2011), Thor: The Dark World (2013), and 

Thor: Ragnarok (2017). The character and his hammer are also featured in the ensemble 

cast of Marvel superheroes in the incredibly popular Avengers franchise: The Avengers 

(2012), Avengers: Age of Ultron (2015), Avengers: Infinity War (2018), and Avengers: 

Endgame (2019). Unlike the earlier runic images, however, the comic-book and movie 

depicBon of Mjolnir is blocky, designed as a sledgehammer with a wrapped leather handle 

and terminaBng with a small loop. Most of its acributes are nonetheless clearly inspired 

by earlier Nordic literature, such as its short handle and boomerang-like ability to return 

to the comic Thor’s hand. 

The first Marvel movie Thor (2011), directed by Kenneth Branagh (1960-), Bes the 

hammer inBmately to Thor’s power. A`er Thor disobeys a direct order from Odin (Thor’s 

father in the films), Odin then strips Thor of his power and banishes him from Asgard. 

Odin then stores Thor’s power in Mjolnir, declaring: "Whosoever holds this hammer, if he 

be worthy, shall possess the power of Thor!" (Thor, 2011). Thor spends the rest of the 

movie proving his worth in the mortal realm of Earth, only regaining his power when the 

hammer finally deems him worthy of wielding it once again a`er Thor’s near death while 

protecBng his friends. This story arc from the first of Marvel’s Thor films naturally presents 

interesBng parallels to the literary Þórr in Þrymskviða. When Þórr loses his hammer to 

Þrymr, the Æsir god is apparently unmanned and seems to have no real power unBl he 

recovers Mjǫllnir. Indeed, it is made clear that Þórr has to resort to trickery rather than 

brute strength to get his hammer back in the poem. 

Þórr without his hammer in Þrymskviða is comedic: he dons a bridal gown and then 

consumes enormous helpings of food and drink at Þrymr’s wedding table, surprising the 

other guests and his potenBal husband. This goofy iteraBon of the god is remarkably 

similar to Marvel’s version of Thor, who acts like a fish-out-of-water when he first lands in 

the human world, ravenously downing several rounds of pancakes and enthusiasBcally 

smashing coffee cups at a diner. In spite of this, as Jón Karl Helgason points out, parallels 

in the Thor movies or comics to Þrymskviða, or any other mythological poem, do “not 

necessarily mean that Lee, Lieber and Kirby pored over English translaBons of eddic 

poetry or Snorra Edda before they began creaBng the first Mighty Thor comics” (Jón Karl 

Helgason 2018, 424). The franchise has certainly conBnued to develop its own canonical 

mythology quite separate from these primary sources. All in all, Marvel’s Thor mythology 
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is more complex and mulBdimensional than that of the primary sources, giving rise to 

characters with fully fleshed out moBvaBons and intricate familial connecBons that are 

vague or nonexistent in either eddic poetry or Snorra Edda (see Jón Karl Helgason 2018, 

430-431). 

The Marvel Thor franchise demonstrates that the hammer is clearly one of the most 

recognizable weapons to come out of the Old Norse mythological corpus and that it 

conBnues to capture the imaginaBon today of both academics and pop culture. However, 

building a comprehensive picture of Mjǫllnir as it was originally conceived requires 

scholars to consider the archaeological record in concert with the available literary 

sources, as the hammer was evidently a moBf conBnuously under construcBon 

throughout the late Iron Age. 
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5 Database Methodology 

5.1 The Eitri Project 
When iniBally compiling lists of hammer arBfacts to examine for this thesis, I immediately 

ran into two problems: first data collecBon and then data analysis.  

CollecBng hammer arBfact data proved challenging for a wide variety of reasons. Data 

on the hammer symbol is stored in many different formats, recorded in mulBple 

languages, and captured in a wide variety of databases and academic publicaBons. This 

data needed not only to be gathered together, but also transformed into one unified 

format that could then power future data analyBcs. Deciding exactly what data was worth 

capturing also proved challenging. I needed to consider quesBons about what type of 

informaBon would be necessary and useful for research, and what kinds of arBfacts (such 

as those found in private collecBons or aucBons) were relevant to this study. 

The second problem I encountered was the lack of exisBng tools to perform detailed 

analysis on the hammer data I had collected. Although there has been a recent surge of 

hammer finds, in 2019 it remains evident that the tradiBonal liberal arts disciplines sBll 

need to incorporate the most recent advances in data analyBcs in order to fully realize the 

value of the data that has been painstakingly dug out of the ground over the last few 

centuries. It is at this intersecBon of the need for a comprehensive database of hammer 

imagery and the need to evaluate data in a visually compelling way using modern data 

analyBcs that Eitri was born. 

Eitri is named a`er the eponymous dwarven smith Eitri, who worked with his brother 

Brokkr to forge Mjǫllnir (see Chapter 4.2.3), along with several other fantasBc treasures 

for the Æsir. Although at present the Eitri applicaBon only contains informaBon on the 

hammer arBfacts surveyed in this thesis, its data analyBcs features can be easily applied 

to other datasets. It is my sincere hope that Eitri’s database will expand to include not 

only new hammer entries as more material comes to light, but also entries dealing with 

other non-hammer symbols that could benefit from Eitri’s suite of analyBcal capabiliBes. 

I am confident that other researchers will find this sort of tool useful and that they will be 

able to make use of it in their own scholarly endeavors. 

Before proceeding any further, it is important that the Eitri database and Eitri data 

analyBcs be clearly defined. The “database” refers to the collected and standardized data 
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that has been brought together in one place. As of this wriBng, Eitri’s database contains 

informaBon on all of the hammer amulets and hammer images found by this author by 

the late spring of 2019. “Data analyBcs” (see below) refers to the technique of asking 

quesBons of the data in order to test and validate hypotheses. For example, a researcher 

may want to understand the material composiBon of hammer amulets found in Northern 

Norway that were created in the 9th-10th centuries. A quesBon like this, which in the past 

might have taken several months, can now be answered in a macer of minutes with Eitri. 

Eitri’s primary features, which include a map, a property histogram, a Bmeline, a photo 

gallery view, and various arBfact filters, enable analysis that can apply all of these tools 

simultaneously. For example, to answer to the quesBon above a user may filter to 

Norwegian hammers using the map, further filter to 9th century hammers with the 

Bmeline, then finally review material composiBon in the property histogram and gallery 

view (see Chapter 5.1.4 below for details). 

5.1.1 CollecXon: Database Sources 

The informaBon contained in Eitri has been collected from two types of sources: printed 

archival records and more modern databases. Hammer finds have of course been 

catalogued since the early 19th century, with authors like George Stephens detailing finds 

in a range of academic publicaBons (see Chapter 2.2.3). These records come with their 

own challenges, including a lack of arBfact context, inconsistent daBng, and incomplete 

analysis (for example, lack of physical dimension data). Nonetheless, the available 

informaBon about these fascinaBng early hammer finds can sBll be very valuable, for the 

hammers that were discovered earliest are o`en those that have been studied in most 

detail. Take, for example, an ornate filigree hammer from Skåne in Sweden (ETR-00119) 

which was donated to the Historiska museet in Stockholm in the late 19th century. This 

hammer is o`en referenced in academic publicaBons on both Þórr and his hammer, for it 

is both highly decorated with a disBncBve face and has a characterisBc hammer-like head 

shape. In this case we have a great deal of detail, however when such details are missing 

from the early accounts there is a good chance that they can be found in either more 

recent printed or digital sources. It is nonetheless o`en difficult to access many academic 

works, especially those that are older. Indeed, many early printed reports have not yet 
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been digiBzed due to resourcing limitaBons. This means that accessing all the material 

needed to build a comprehensive database can be painstaking and difficult. 

All in all, the databases of arBfacts contained in museum collecBons proved to be 

some of the most useful places to harvest hammer data for Eitri. Yet here too data 

collecBon was a challenging process. Each country has their own standards and pracBces 

when it comes to archaeological record keeping, as well as differing laws governing who 

(for example, finder vs. museum) has the ownership and access rights to archaeological 

finds. For instance, in the case of the United Kingdom’s Portable AnBquiBes Scheme 

(finds.org.uk), many of the arBfacts in quesBon fall under the “Treasure Act of 1996”, 

whereby “treasure” is seen to be:  

Any metallic object, other than a coin, provided that at least 10 per cent by 

weight of metal is precious metal (that is, gold or silver) and that it is at least 

300 years old when found. If the object is of prehistoric date it will be 

Treasure provided any part of it is precious metal (Portable AnBquiBes 
Scheme: “Summary DefiniBon of Treasure”). 

O`enBmes the Þórr’s hammers found in the UK fall under this definiBon of treasure and 

must be reported by law. However, this is not the case for all arBfacts and especially not 

those found before the Treasure Act was passed. This means that records of hammers 

found pre-September 24th, 1997 (when the law was put into effect) are o`en incomplete. 

It is also likely that many have been lost to private collecBons.  

The sheer volume of extant data brought into Eitri, all of which had to be added 

manually, was an addiBonal challenge in itself. Some databases contained hundreds of 

entries in various states of completeness, all of which needed to be manually filtered and 

then adapted to fit the format of the Eitri database. Managing and collecBng images, a 

key feature of Eitri, was another technical problem, for they came in a wide variety of 

sizes, formats, and image licenses, all of which needed to be diligently recorded and cited 

manually.  

A variety of museum databases were queried when creaBng the Eitri database 

including all of the Nordic naBonal museums. These sources include: 
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• Unimus: Universitetsmuseenes webportal – The Museum of Norwegian 
Cultural History’s Archaeological CollecBon (unimus.no) 

• NaBonalmuseet – The NaBonal Museum of Denmark’s Online CollecBon 
Gallery (samlinger.natmus.dk) 

• Danske Runeindskri`er (runer.ku.dk) 
• DIME – Digitale Metaldetektorfund (metaldetektorfund.dk) 
• The Scandinavian Runic-text Database (nordiska.uu.se/forskn/samnord.htm) 
• RiksanBkvarieämbetet – The Swedish NaBonal Heritage Board (raa.se) 
• Historiska museet – The Swedish History Museum’s CollecBon 

(mis.historiska.se) 
• Þjóðminjasafn Íslands – The NaBonal Museum of Iceland’s CollecBon 

(sarpur.is) 
• The BriBsh Museum’s Portable AnBquiBes Scheme (finds.org.uk) 

While construcBng the Eitri database I found that printed sources and museum 

databases combined proved to be more powerful than either individually. Indeed, digital 

databases are not to be blindly trusted. Printed records and reports need to be checked 

to resolve typographical discrepancies or errors that occur in database record 

transcripBon. On more than one occasion I spoced major digital transcripBon errors, 

including hammer photos matched to the wrong descripBons and clearly mistyped dates. 

To resolve these sorts of problems I would o`en consult the original printed records in 

museum archives and treasure reports. When printed records were consulted for a 

parBcular Eitri record they have been noted as such in the citaBon field in the relevant 

arBfact’s database entry. 

5.1.2 The “Treasure Hunter” Problem 

As discussed previously in Chapter 3.3, the efforts of amateur metal detectorists have led 

to the finding of a great many hammers in the past few decades, dramaBcally improving 

the overall archaeological picture of the Viking Age. Museums have also made it easier 

for detectorists to report finds and file reports than ever before, especially in the United 

Kingdom. However, even though more detectorists mean more data, this recent trend 

presents several major pi�alls. EssenBal context may be lost as a result of an improper 

excavaBon, and the surge in metal detector usage has also contributed to a “treasure 

hunter” mentality. CollecBng informaBon on hammers gets even more daunBng when 

considering records of hammers discovered on aucBon websites like eBay. Over the 

course of this project, I have periodically checked these sorts of online marketplaces, and 
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to my dismay have discovered several dozen credibly authenBc Þórr’s hammer amulets as 

well as a great many other Viking-Age arBfacts being offered for sale online to the highest 

bidder. Because it is virtually impossible to verify the daBng or provenance of the 

hammers shown on these aucBon sites without examinaBon by a scholar or museum 

official, I chose to omit them from Eitri. The omission of such rogue finds, however, does 

not invalidate the effort involved in cataloguing the other formally registered symbols. 

Many amulets have not been found because they have yet to be unearthed (and many, of 

course, never will be) or have been lost to the ravages of Bme. The aphorism commonly 

acributed to Voltaire that “the perfect is the enemy of the good” springs to mind (Ratcliffe 

2011, 389), for it is important to consider that we can only ever analyze what we have 

found, and that no archeological dataset of this kind will ever be complete or faultless.  

5.1.3 Database ProperXes 

For the purpose of this thesis, a property is defined as an acribute of a parBcular arBfact. 

The arBfact properBes captured by the hammer database include:  

• Eitri Id – A unique idenBficaBon number for each arBfact in the Eitri database. 
• Title – A brief descripBon of the arBfact. 
• Object Name – The unique idenBfier (or idenBfiers) of the object taken from 

the collecBon it is housed in (if it has one). 
• Object Date Range – The suggested approximate daBng range of the arBfact 

in quesBon. This informaBon is used to calculate the Bmeline in Eitri.  
• Current CollecXon – Where the arBfact is currently housed. 
• LocaXon Coordinates – The specific laBtude and longitude of the find in 

quesBon. This informaBon is used to populate the map in Eitri. 
• LocaXon – A textual descripBon of the locaBon where the arBfact was found, 

including informaBon like town, province, and region. 
• Country – The country where the arBfact was found (using modern borders). 
• Text DescripXon – A detailed descripBon of the hammer or hammer symbol, 

as well as any addiBonal informaBon available including (but not limited to) 
provenance, dimensions, and the find’s context. 

• Material – What the arBfact is made of, such as silver, bronze, or stone. 
• Method of Manufacture – How the arBfact was presumably created. 
• Shape – The general shape profile that the hammer fits into, using several 

categories. 
• CitaXon – References to any printed publicaBons that relevant text or images 

have been sourced from. 
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• Images – Pictures associated with the entry. This informaBon is used to 
generate the gallery and thumbnail icons. 

• Image Copyright – Image acribuBon. Most, but not all, are covered under 
CreaBve Commons CC BY or CC BY-SA licenses (creaBvecommons.org). 

 
This list of properBes can be easily expanded in the future if a new analyBcal need arises. 

For example, if dimension informaBon rises in importance and availability, Eitri may 

promote this informaBon, currently recorded in the text descripBon of the hammer, to its 

own property. 

5.1.4 The AnalyXcal ApplicaXon: eitridb.com 

As stated above, one key goal of this project was to create as comprehensive a database 

of hammer imagery as possible by collecBng data from many disparate systems and 

sources. A natural following quesBon is: what good is a dataset if it lacks any effecBve way 

to interrogate the gathered data easily and clearly? Today, most digital collecBons and 

methodologies are heavily focused on the collecBon of data rather than analysis. There is 

nothing inherently wrong with this emphasis, but with the addiBonal analyBcs of Eitri the 

researcher is given the power to ask quesBons of the data that would otherwise be Bme 

consuming and frustraBngly difficult to perform manually. Without Eitri, these quesBons 

would either be answered incompletely, be answered only a`er a Bme-consuming 

process, or worst of all, go unasked enBrely. To answer these sorts of quesBons, Eitri 

provides a number of analyBcal tools: 

A. The Map: The map shows arBfacts based on the approximate locaBon of the find. 

If mulBple hammers have been found at a parBcular site, a number will appear 

inside the ploced point, which, when 

clicked, expands the entries and 

makes them selectable (see 

Screenshot 1). The map also lets the 

user filter arBfacts geographically. If, 

for example, the user wants to know 

about the hammer set in southern 

Sweden and southern Norway, they 

can draw an area on the map they 
Screenshot 1: Sample Map of hammers from a 
region in Uppland, Sweden. 
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wish to examine, causing only those hammers to appear for review. Knowing 

where an arBfact was found provides the researcher with key informaBon about 

its provenance, and when this informaBon is examined in conjuncBon with other 

types of data, like material or shape, further conclusions can be reached. 

GeneraBng a map is also useful if one wishes to compare a dataset to the work of 

other scholars. For example, a hammer map could be compared to Stefan Brink’s 

map of Þórr place names (Brink 2007, 114), enabling possible connecBons to be 

found between hammer finds and the places named for the hammer wielder 

himself. Map data nonetheless also presents its own challenges: several hammers 

have ambiguous find locaBons (o`en noted in the arBfact’s text descripBon field) 

since the locaBon or find context may have been lost when the item was originally 

collected. This is especially true for early hammer amulet finds such as hammer 

number ETR-00043, which may have been passed down over Bme as a family 

heirloom before its academic discovery occurred.  

B. Timeline: The Bmeline is a valuable way to make sense of the daBng of the 

archaeological record of the hammer by clearly sequencing arBfacts 

chronologically to make trends and pacerns easier for a user to spot (see 

Screenshot 2). Eitri’s Bmeline takes the form of a verBcal histogram that displays 

the number of arBfacts dated to 10-year increments. Although many hammer 

dates are naturally approximate, the Bmeline can nevertheless be used to gain 

some general understanding of when the hammer symbol began to appear and 

when it lost prominence. 

Screenshot 2: The Timeline feature is displayed at the bottom of the browser. 
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C. Property Histogram: Histograms (also known as bar charts) are visualizaBons that 

use bars of varying lengths to display numeric data values, allowing a user to easily 

compare the frequency of values against one another (see Screenshot 3). Eitri 

includes several property histograms that 

show, for example, what hammers are made 

of, how they may have been manufactured, 

and what collecBons they are housed in. 

These histograms give a quick impression of 

a set of hammer arBfacts as a whole. For 

example, Eitri’s material histogram makes it 

immediately obvious that the majority of 

extant hammer amulets are made of iron or 

silver (see Screenshot 3). The histogram 

data can be further interrogated to answer 

more specific quesBons by selecBng values of interest. For example, selecBng a 

less common material, such as lead or amber, may show where the hammers 

made of this material may have been created on the Map, or when they were 

popular by referencing the Timeline. I have also added a new hammer shape 

taxonomy histogram that will be explained in detail later in this thesis (see Chapter 

6.6). 

D. Search: As noted above, 

much of the miscellaneous 

hammer data is recorded in 

the Text DescripBon field of 

the database. This field 

includes non-standardized 

informaBon like decoraBon, 

hand-stamping, 35  and the 

                                                
35 Hand-stamping refers to a technique in jewelry making whereby a punch is hit with a hammer into a so`er 
metal, like silver or gold, to create a decoraBve design. Because of the imperfect nature of this technique, 
designs will o`en be crooked, vary in spacing, or display other sorts of manufacturing quirks that are unique 
to the nature of the hand-stamping process.  

Screenshot 3: Sample Property Histogram. 

Screenshot 4: Sample Search for the term "hand-stamped". 
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presence of ornamental eyes (see Screenshot 4). Object provenance, a find’s 

context (if known), and any other general notes are also placed in this catch-all 

field. Because of this variety of material, a universal search funcBon becomes both 

necessary and useful. An Eitri user could thus search for a term like “eyes” which 

would show any hammers that had the word “eyes” in their descripBon, Btle, or 

other property. This search funcBon would thus allow the querent to idenBfy any 

trends in the set of eye-sporBng hammers using Eitri’s other features. As noted 

previously, dimension data is also noted in this field, but it could be isolated and 

turned into a Property Histogram at a later date if deemed necessary. 

E. Gallery: The Gallery view uses the visual strengths of Eitri to its full advantage by 

laying out a grid of images of all selected hammers. The gallery is useful for a 

researcher who wishes to browse hammer data, idenBfy a visual typology, or 

search for a parBcular arBfact based on its image (see Screenshot 5). The Gallery 

is especially valuable when looking for visual similariBes between hammer 

symbols a`er a filter has been applied. For example, a`er using the Search 

funcBon to find “hand-stamped” hammers, images of all of those hammers 

decorated with decoraBve hand punches will appear together. Another advantage 

of the Gallery is that it allows users to quickly discard hammers which do not fit a 

visual pacern (in this case for example, one might wish to isolate hammers with 

circular punch decoraBons from triangular ones). 

Screenshot 5: An example of the visual capabiliBes of the Gallery a`er filtering for silver arBfacts. 
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It should be stressed that, despite its high analyBcal value, Eitri is designed to be 

usable regardless of a user’s technical experBse. When Eitri loads the user is presented 

with the enBre hammer dataset to review upfront, and it is very easy to then apply filters. 

Everything is clickable, dynamic, and interacBve, from the property histogram, to the 

Bmeline, to the map. As suggested above, the features described above all work in concert 

to create a complete analyBcal applicaBon that, when applied to a well-curated data set, 

allows the user to interrogate the data in new and exciBng ways. The conclusions that 

follow in Chapter 6 have been based on the hammer database and the analyBcs tools of 

Eitri used in conjuncBon with the extant wricen sources explained above.  

5.1.5 Timeline VisualizaXon Details 

Although almost all of the features of Eitri are straigh�orward enough to require no 

deeper explanaBon, an excepBon must be made for the Bmeline’s Linear and Weighted 

visualizaBon opBons. In Eitri, arBfacts are associated with a generalized date range to 

capture the unavoidable uncertainly associated with daBng archaeological finds. The 

Linear and Weighted visualizaBon opBons essenBally change how arBfacts are counted in 

the Timeline. 

The Linear opBon is the more straigh�orward of the two: for any date in the Bmeline 

it will simply add up all of the hammers with a date range that overlaps it. For example, if 

three hammers are selected that date to 700-900, 800-1100, and 500-1000, then the date 

800 in the histogram will have a height of 3. This visualizaBon’s primary advantage is its 

simple logic that makes it easy to count how many arBfacts may have existed on a certain 

date. The primary downside of this approach is that it makes the Bmeline appear “blocky” 

(see Screenshot 6), which can hide how arBfact popularity rises and falls over Bme. Many 

arBfacts, for example, are dated to between 800 and 1000, but far more hammer amulets 

were likely in circulaBon around 900 than around 1000. 

Screenshot 6: Linear Bmeline of all arBfacts in Eitri. 
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The Weighted Bmeline visualizaBon acempts to correct for the “blocky” weakness of 

the Linear opBon described above. This visualizaBon was inspired by the work of Angela 

Karlsberg in her thesis “Flexible Bayesian Methods for Archaeological DaBng” (2006), 

which explores various mathemaBcal approaches to modelling the deposiBon rate of finds 

across various strata of archaeological digs. The primary contribuBon to Eitri came from 

how the author represented the probability that a single arBfact was deposited on a 

parBcular date within a single strata. In short, if an arBfact is found in a strata dated to 

800-1000, Karlsberg argues that in some cases it may be correct to assume that the years 

800 or 1000 were less likely to be the true date of when the arBfact was deposited than 

a date closer to the middle like 900. Karlsberg therefore proposes to represent this 

deposiBon likelihood with a non-linear mathemaBcal funcBon, such as a sigmoidal or 

trapezoidal funcBon (see Figure 20) (Karlsberg 2006, 71-72). 

As Eitri’s Linear Bmeline visualizaBon suffers from a similar problem, the Weighted 

visualizaBon was created based on Karlsberg’s proposed sigmoidal distribuBon funcBon 

(Karlsberg 2006, 74-78), most easily understood by looking at the Bmeline of a single 

arBfact dated to 800-1100 in Screenshot 7. 

Figure 20: Examples of deposiBon funcBon models (Karlsberg 2006, 71). 
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This screenshot clearly shows the sigmoidal funcBon in acBon: the weighBng at 800 is 

infinitesimal, then it rises in a curve, stays at peak weight for much of the date range, and 

finally falls in another curve on the way to the date range’s end at 1100. This effect shows 

its full value when analysing mulBple arBfacts at once, such as in Screenshot 8. 

Now analyBcal details are much more pronounced in the Bmeline: the brief spike in 

hammer arBfact popularity in the 900s when compared to the 800s is now apparent, as 

is the dramaBc drop-off nearing 1000. 

It is important to note one final quirk in the Bmeline common to both visualizaBons, 

and that is the representaBon of the year 800. Many arBfacts are dated to a range either 

ending or starBng in 800, represenBng the common epochal ranges of 500-800 and 800-

1000 used when daBng hammer amulets. The linear Bmeline shows a large spike on this 

date while the weighted Bmeline shows a significant drop-off. Neither of these 

visualizaBons are likely to be correct, and unfortunately neither manages this parBcular 

data quirk very well. It is important to understand the technical limitaBons and quirks 

when using any tool, and Eitri’s Bmeline is no excepBon. 

  

Screenshot 7: Weighted Timeline of a single arBfact dated to 800-1100. 

Screenshot 8: Weighted Timeline of all arBfacts in Eitri. 
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5.1.6 Technical SpecificaXon Notes 

Eitri is a modern web applicaBon built with the following technologies: Typescript, an 

open source Javascript-based programing language created by Microso` 

(typescriptlang.org); Sass, CSS extension language (sass-lang.com); React, a library for 

building user interfaces created by Facebook (reactjs.org), Redux, a state container 

(redux.js.org); and Leaflet, an open-source map library (leafletjs.com). The backend Eitri 

database, described in the secBon above, is wricen in Java. Eitri is freely available and can 

be found at eitridb.com. 
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6 Þórr’s Hammer in Archaeology  

6.1 IntroducXon  
This chapter will delve into the archaeological record of the Þórr’s hammer symbol. The 

arBfacts discussed here and captured in Eitri represent the evidence most contemporary 

to the era of the hammer symbol’s prominence. The chapter starts with an examinaBon 

of the runestones and picture stones that refer to the hammer, as their depicBons and 

descripBons of the hammer can be considered the earliest extant wricen references to 

Mjǫllnir. The examinaBon then conBnues by considering the famous Eyrarland Image from 

Eyja�örður, Iceland, paying parBcular acenBon to the hammer-like object the figurine 

holds between its knees. The influence of ChrisBanity and the coming of the cross on the 

archaeological hammer record is then discussed, with a focus on some of the more cross-

like hammer amulets that have been found in Iceland and mainland Scandinavia. Sámi 

archaeological sources are addiBonally briefly considered. 

The bulk of this chapter which follows is dedicated to the small hammer amulets 

commonly found in Northern Europe in the Viking Age. First, we will review the method 

and merit of the Staecker hammer typology, which categorizes hammers on the basis of 

material and decoraBve style. The author of the thesis then acempts to augment this 

typological system by introducing a new taxonomy based on hammer shape in three 

dimensions: the shape of the hammer amulet’s head, the length and style of the hammer 

sha`, and the hammer’s method of suspension (if applicable). 

Following the introducBon of the Staecker typology and the new Beard hammer shape 

taxonomy, Eitri is brought to bear on the material in the database in order to draw 

conclusions from the collected hammer amulet data. Firstly, the present author’s 

“hammer spectrum theory” is discussed, using primary hammer data from Eitri to support 

the idea that the hammer evolved from ax-like to cross-like forms over Bme, going 

through a disBnct intermediate hammer-like phase. The geographical distribuBon of 

hammer amulets is then analyzed, followed by an in-depth look at hammer amulet 

materials. Lastly, the daBng of the archaeological material is discussed, explaining exactly 

when the hammer symbol seems to have gained prominence and when it later faded from 

the archaeological record in different regions. 
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6.2 Runestones and Picture Stones 
Þórr is the only known god to have been called on to bless or hallow runestones from the 

Viking Age, an interesBng fact noted by scholars as early as the 19th century (Sawyer 2000, 

127; see also Chapter 2.2.2). Three runestones with runic appeals or supplicaBons to Þórr 

exist in Denmark: the Virring Stone (DR 11036, ETR-00031), the Glavendrup Stone (DR 209, 

ETR-00003), the Sønder Kirkeby Stone (DR 220, ETR-00013). Three more exist in Sweden: 

the Rök Stone (Ög 136, ETR-00158), the Jursta Runestone (Sö 140, ETR-00153), and the 

Velanda Stone (Vg 150, ETR-00300). Most of these stones are notable for their use of the 

Þōrr vīgi runic formula, which can be translated to “May Þórr hallow”. For example, the 

Sønder Kirkeby Stone (c. 950-1000), a granite runestone found in 1802 that was built into 

the northwestern wall of the church at Sønder Kirkeby, includes the line: Þōrr vīgi rūnar 

[þessi] or “May Þórr hallow [these] runes” (“Sønder Kirkeby-sten”: Danske 

Runeindskri`er) in addiBon to its other runes. (McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 2004, 120). 

The Virring Stone (c. 900-950), found c. 1865 at the Virring Church in Denmark, contains 

the runic phrase: Þōrr vīgi þessi kumbl, which can be translated to “May Þórr hallow this 

monument” (“Virring-sten”: Danske Runeindskri`er). From these examples, McKinnell, 

Simek, and Düwel postulate that: “[…] the blessing invoked on the stones at Glavendrup 

and Sønder Kirkeby is not directed at the ‘runes’ literally, but at the inscripBon and thus 

the whole memorial” (McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 2004, 120). The Þórr invocaBon on 

the Jursta Runestone (c. 1010-1050) differs slightly from the other Þōrr vīgi inscripBons. 

Transcribed as síði Þórr, a more accurate translaBon would be something like “Þórr 

safeguard” rather than bless or hallow. Accompanying this inscripBon is a simple T-shaped 

symbol that could possibly represent Þórr’s hammer, making the inscripBon more likely 

to be linked to hammer consecraBon and raising the quesBon of whether the other 

inscripBons also originally involved the use of a tangible or intangible hammer in some 

way (McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 2004, 126). 

Other Viking-Age stones appear to include more obvious images of the hammer. The 

famous Altuna Stone (U 116137, ETR-00080), from Uppland, Sweden and dated to c. 1000, 

is one such example, as it includes the iconic scene of Þórr, hammer in hand, ready to kill 

                                                
36 IdenBficaBon numbers of both runestones and picture stones are taken from Rundata, the Scandinavian 
Runic-text Database: hcps://www.nordiska.uu.se/forskn/samnord.htm/. 
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the Miðgarðsormr a`er catching it with an ox head for bait. In his book Viking Art (2013), 

James Graham-Campbell notes that the Altuna Stone is actually rich with idenBfiable 

symbols: “In this instance the figure in the boat is readily recognizable as Thor both 

because of the hammer held up in his right hand and because one of his feet is shown 

projecBng below the hull” (Graham-Campbell 2013, 165). These details bear strong 

resemblance to the scenes described in both Hymiskviða 26 and in Snorri’s Gylfaginning 

(see Chapters 4.1.4 and 4.2.2). An image on the Hørdum Stone found in the Hørdum 

Church in Denmark seemingly depicts the same scene, including also the detail of the 

god’s foot sBcking out through the bocom of the boat (Meulengracht Sørensen 2002, 122-

123 and 127). Although missing the detail of the protruding foot, the Gosforth Stone from 

Cumbria, another fragmentary picture stone, bears yet another image of Þórr fishing 

(Graham-Campbell 2013, 165), once again featuring a figure in a boat holding alo` a 

mallet-shaped hammer. The fourth stone in this series is the Ardre VIII picture stone, 

found in Gotland, Sweden and dated to somewhere between the 8th and 9th century CE, 

which contains another image possibly depicBng the same fishing expediBon, although 

the hammer is seemingly not featured in the undamaged porBon of the stone (McKinnell 

1994, 74; Meulengracht Sørensen 2002, 123). If nothing else, the geographical range of 

these images underlines the breadth of geography over which myths of Þórr and his 

hammer were known.  

Apart from these picture stones, there are other runic stones (in addiBon to that from 

Jursta) that incorporate carvings which resemble separate Þórr’s hammers. These 

runestones, which can be found on memorial stones in both Sweden and Denmark, 

include several different types of images that may represent the hammer. However, as 

McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel note: “[…] the shape of the hammers [on runestones] varies 

so drasBcally that it is impossible to talk of a common iconographic tradiBon” (McKinnell, 

Simek, and Düwel 2004, 118). Despite this heterogeneity, when examined together, 

similariBes definitely emerge which connect the main eight runic hammer signs (see 

Graphic 1): the Læborg Stone, c. 900-1000 (DR 26, ETR-00009); the Hanning Stone, late 

12th century (DR 48, ETR-00006); the Spentrup 2 Runestone, c. 970-1020 (DR 120, ETR-

00014); the Gårdstånga Stone 3, c. 1000-1050 (DR 331, ETR-00105); the Åby Runestone, 

11th century (Sö 86, ETR-00079); the Stenkvista Kyrka Stone, 11th century (Sö 111, ETR-
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00198), the Bjärby Stone, 11th century (Vg 113, ETR-00085); and the Karlevi Stone, late 

10th century / c. 1000 (DR 411, ETR-00154). 

Many of the hammers are similar in size, shape, and length. For example, the hammer 

on the Stenkvista Kyrka Stone is large, and takes up substanBal space on the runestone. 

Its sledgehammer-like shape, flat head, and relaBvely short handle are similar in shape 

and size to that on the Åby Runestone. Indeed, these designs are so similar that Richard 

Perkins notes that “There seems to be general agreement that Sö 111 [Stenkvista Kyrka 

Stone] is the work of the same rune-master as Sö 86 [Åby Runestone]" (Perkins 2001, 

123). The size and visual images surrounding the Stenkvista Kyrka hammer are also 

important to consider when comparing it to other runic hammers, as both the Stenkvista 

Kyrka and Åby stones include snake-like decoraBve imagery, perhaps alluding to Þórr’s 

Graphic 1: Four quadrant graph of hammers from eight Viking Age runestones. Note that all hammers have 
been presented upside down for ease of comparison. Created by author in 2019. 
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bacle with the world serpent. These images could have also been seen as protecBve, like 

the coiled snake amulets found in Birka and Hedeby (Graham-Campbell 2013, 170). 

Indeed, the snake moBf is also present on the prow of the Oseberg ship likening “[…] the 

completed vessel to the ‘sea-serpent’ of Viking-Age poetry, although doubtless it will also 

have provided protecBve power” (Graham-Campbell 2013, 170). Some scholars have 

compared the size of the central hammer on the Stenkvista Kyrka and Åby stones to that 

on the Bjärby Runestone, which also features as its central decoraBon a large hammer 

with an atypically long hammer handle running the length of the inscripBon which serves 

as the central divider between two rows of runes (McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 2004, 

124). 

As can be seen in Graphic 1, the hammer on the Hanning Stone is also similar in shape 

to the Bjärby hammer, depicBng also a long hammer handle despite being much smaller 

in overall size. It also has a similar head shape to both the Bjärby hammer and the two 

hammers on the Læborg Stone, though it is important to note that the handles on the 

Læborg hammers are both short and slightly rounded. It is nonetheless important to use 

cauBon when drawing conclusions on the basis of graphic connecBons. As McKinnell, 

Simek, and Düwel have pointed out, the Danish runestones menBoned above (Læborg 

and Hanning) have very different date ranges, with the Læborg Stone coming from c. 900-

1000 while the Hanning Stone is dated to the late 12th century CE, and thus their hammers 

could well have quite different connotaBons: 

Although the hammer on [the Hanning runestone] is quite similar in shape to 

those on the Læborg stone, though with a much longer handle, the late date 

(200 years a`er the conversion of Denmark to ChrisBanity) makes a heathen 

statement rather unlikely (McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 2004, 122). 

The four-quadrant chart included in Graphic 1 divides these runic hammers on the 

basis of two metrics: handle length and hammer head shape. When grouping the symbols 

by these characterisBcs, a group of three hammers immediately stands out: Gårdstånga 

3, the Spentrup 2 Runestone, and the Karlevi Stone. The hammers all have flat heads and 

short handles and are rendered as simple line drawings rather than figuraBve outlines. It 

may be no surprise that these hammers bear similarity to one another: all are dated to 

around the same Bme period ranging from c. 970-1050 and are from similar areas. Some 
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scholars have postulated that the similariBes in these hammer symbols could be 

acributed to late-pagan standardizaBon of imagery in the late tenth century, as Thomas 

DuBois notes: 

The same stylized hammer that develops on silver amulets […] comes to 

dominate Swedish stone monuments of the era. While such relaBve 
uniformity can be acributed to cra`smen copying presBge work from trading 

centers, it may also be viewed as an indicaBon of the development of a 

noBon of standardized iconography, or at least the noBon of standardizaBon 
as a goal and norm (DuBois 1999, 161). 

DuBois also suggests that the increasing prominence of Þórr’s hammers in such contexts 

could be considered a pagan reacBon to the increased usage of the ChrisBan cross on 

runestones in this period (DuBois 1999, 158-159). However, it is difficult to ascertain 

exactly how widespread or standardized this sort of reacBon may or may not have been, 

due to the varying forms that the hammer inscripBons take. 

The possible standardizaBon of hammers, on 

both memorial stones and hammer amulets, 

underlines the need for some general idenBficaBon 

of trends in hammer shape. Indeed, there is good 

reason to consider the connecBons between the 

runestone hammers and miniature hammer 

pendants examined elsewhere in this thesis. 

It is clear that the analysis of the hammer imagery 

on memorial stones can help shed light on the 

apparent transiBon from pagan hammer imagery to 

ChrisBan cross imagery suggested by DuBois (as well 

as the stages in between). For example, the hammer 

inscripBon on the Karlevi Stone (see Figure 21) also 

includes a cross in a similar style, indicaBng the 

intermingling of these two symbols alongside an inscripBon that McKinnell, Simek, and 

Düwel call “undoubtedly heathen” (McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 2004, 125). Indeed, the 

similarity in shape and placement indicates that these two symbols may well have had 

Figure 21: The Karlevi Stone, Vickleby, 
Öland, Kalmar, Sweden (DR 411, ETR-
00154). CC BY: RAÄ, Bengt A Lundberg. 
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some sort of interacBon during the late tenth century (as is seen elsewhere: see for 

example Chapter 6.4), which influenced the design and rendering of the Þórr’s hammers. 

These is also a possibility that the resemblance of these simple line-drawn flat-headed 

hammers could well have heralded the coming of the ChrisBan cross on memorial stones. 

6.3 The Eyrarland Image 
The widely-known Eyrarland Image (ETR-00034, Þjms. 10880) from Eyja�örður in 

Northern Iceland is one of the few known figures to possibly depict Þórr with his hammer 

(see Chapter 2.3.4). Dated to c. 950-1100, this figure was discovered someBme between 

1815-1817 “while digging for other purposes was in progress” (Perkins 2001, 82-83). 

Unfortunately, licle else is known of the figure’s find context. Although other figurines 

thought to be Þórr do exist (see Perkins 2001, 53-81), none of these so clearly carry a 

hammer-like object as the Eyrarland Image does. This small (6.7 cm tall) cast bronze 

statuece is given pride of place in the first display case that can be seen when entering 

Þjóðminjasafn Íslands in Reykjavík, and any survey of Þórr’s hammer would be remiss not 

to menBon this image. However, it is important to note that various arguments have been 

made that quesBon the idenBty of the figure. The museum itself bears a plaque that raises 

the quesBon of whether the figure is Þórr or Christ:  

This human figure made of bronze has been dated, on the grounds of style, 
to around 1000 AD. It is believed to depict Þór (Thor), one of the major 

Norse gods, but it could also represent Christ enthroned in glory. The figure 

grasps an object thought to be Þór’s hammer, but also similar in shape to the 
ChrisBan cross (Wall text, Þjóðminjasafn Íslands, Reykjavík). 

The ambiguity between the ChrisBan cross and Þórr’s hammer can also be seen in 

symbols on rune and picture stones (as discussed above in Chapter 6.2) and in small 

hammer/cross hybrid amulets (see Chapter 6.4). All the same, the cross-like shape of the 

‘weapon’ resBng on the knees of the figure does not necessarily negate the possibility 

that the Eyrarland Image represents Þórr. Certainly, the item resBng on the statuece’s 

knees seems typologically related to other hammer-like crosses that have been found, 

such as the silver animal-headed pendant found in Foss, Iceland (ETR-00036 / Þjms 6077), 

a view which James Graham-Campbell shares (Graham-Campbell 1980, 25). There is, of 
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course, also a possibility that the Eyrarland Image was imported to Iceland from abroad 

and thus good reason to consider it in relaBon to hammers from other regions of 

Scandinavia (Perkins 2001 91-92). All in all, the statuece’s inclusion in the hammer 

imagery survey is valuable not despite its uncertainty but because of it. As is shown 

elsewhere (see Chapter 6.4 for example), the coming of the ChrisBan cross could well have 

influenced the manufacture of hammer-like amulets, but is also evident that other 

hammer amulets with less connecBon to the cross share similar features to the 

symmetrical instrument with rounded terminals that rests between the figure’s legs. 

Indeed, Neil Price points out that: “The material culture of ChrisBanity is equally 

ambiguous, despite its outward signals. Overtly ChrisBan objects, such as cross pendants, 

first occur in graves alongside other amulets that undoubtedly relate to non-ChrisBan 

beliefs” (Price 2014, 186).  

Other arguments surrounding the Eyrarland Image include a suggesBon by Kristján 

Eldjárn (1916-1982) that it could be a scale weight or a playing piece for a board game like 

hneXafl (see Kristján Eldjárn 1981, 78, 81-82, and 84; and 1983, 71-72). Loce Motz 

meanwhile suggested that the figure could instead be a musician playing a type of double 

flute, similar to instruments found in Anatolia, Greece, and Sardinia (Motz 1992, 233-237). 

As noted in Chapter 2.3.4, Richard Perkins’ work Thor the Wind Raiser and the Eyrarland 

Image (2001) systemaBcally examines a wide variety of the theories surrounding what 

this arBfact may represent and the role it may have played, ulBmately concluding that the 

figure is meant to depict Þórr blowing into his beard and that it was used as a wind amulet 

(see Perkins 2001, 88). The present author agrees with the majority interpretaBon that 

this figurine is indeed meant to show the god Þórr with his hammer and that 

interpretaBon will be used in the discussion below. 

6.4 Þórr’s Hammer and the Coming of the ChrisXan Cross 
As noted above, the Eyrarland image’s ambiguous cross/hammer is not the only possible 

example of the cross’ influence on the fundamental design of Þórr’s hammer symbols on 

both runestones and small hammer amulets. Many arBfacts, most of which are dated to 

the late 10th and early 11th centuries, illustrate the stylisBc haziness that existed between 

the cross and the hammer (DuBois 1999, 161). One of the most prominent examples of 

this ambiguity is the Foss amulet from Iceland menBoned above (ETR-00036). This silver 
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hammer pendant, dated to c. 950-1050, incorporates a suspension loop shaped as some 

sort of animal head (perhaps a wolf) at the end of the sha` and has a very recognizable 

cruciform shape (sarpur.is: Þjms. 6077). When suspended, however, the apparent 

cruciform shape becomes inverted making the connecBon to the typological ChrisBan 

cross more tenuous (see Graphic 2).  

 
Graphic 2: Examples of suspension loop orientaBon on cross shaped hammers. 
Le`: The Foss amulet from Foss, Iceland; Center: A cross-shaped hammer from Huse, Norway; 
Right: A lead hammer from Rauðnefsstaðir, Iceland. 
Photographs: CC BY-SA: Þjóðminjasafn Íslands, Kulturhistorisk museum. Graphic created by author. 
 
It might be argued that the presence of animal imagery dilutes sBll further the ChrisBan 

symbology of this parBcular amulet, as animal art styles were very common throughout 

pre-ChrisBan Viking art (for further discussion see Graham-Campbell, 2013 and Jennbert, 

2011). Among other hammer amulets which also take strikingly similar inverted 

cruciform-like shapes is the cross-shaped hammer from Huse, Norway (C13216, ETR-

00039) which bears a striking resemblance to the Foss Þórshamar, save for the missing 

animal head (unimus.no: C13216). Broadly dated to the Viking Age, this hammer is made 

of a white alloy and includes an inverted cross cut-out where the head of the hammer 

meets the sha` as well as decoraBve grooves on the terminals and sha`, much like the 

Foss amulet. The suspension loop is also oriented upside-down, unlike what one would 

expect on a more tradiBonal ChrisBan crucifix (see Graphic 2).  
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The last image of this kind included in Graphic 2 is another Icelandic hammer, this one 

made of lead and dated to c. 1200-1400, somewhat later than the other examples and 

clearly post-ChrisBanizaBon (sarpur.is: Þjms. 10919, ETR-00035). This find perhaps 

illustrates a conBnuaBon of this parBcular style of amulet, for the hammer includes the 

same suspension loop orientaBon as well as the inverted cross detail on its head, although 

in this case the decoraBon is raised in relief rather than shaped by negaBve space. This 

parBcular hammer also has rounded terminals, very reminiscent of the hammer cross that 

can be seen resBng on the knees of the Eyrarland Image discussed above (see Graphic 3). 

Of course, while amulets like the Þórshamar from Foss may well have been influenced 

stylisBcally by the coming of the cross, this does not necessarily mean that these amulets 

were ever intended to only be crosses. Forms of stylisBc borrowing of this kind could 

simply reflect fashion trends or represent a physical illustraBon of the stories of the Nordic 

people who may have adopted ChrisBanity yet not completely abandoned their pagan 

beliefs. Perhaps the wearer felt that if one god did not deliver protecBon and good, the 

other might. A good example of this is Helgi magri Eyvindarson, described in 

Landnámabók, who saw the benefit in believing in both Þórr and the ChrisBan god, calling 

on the former for aid with voyages and to endure difficult Bmes: “Helgi var blandinn mjök 

í trú; hann trúði á Krist, en hét á Þór Bl sjófara og harðræða” (Landnámabók 1968, 250-

253 [S 218; H 184]). 

The mould found in Trendgården, Denmark (C24451, ETR-00004), which clearly 

includes both a ChrisBan cross and a hammer amulet, is another arBfact that is o`en cited 

as a blending of ChrisBan and pagan imagery. Dated to the second half of the 10th century, 

Graphic 3: The rounded hammer arms of a lead hammer amulet from Rauðnefsstaðir, Iceland compared to 
the Eyrarland image. Photographs: CC BY-SA: Þjóðminjasafn Íslands. Graphic created by author, 2019. 
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this mould would have enabled a smith to produce hammer amulets and ChrisBan crosses 

at the same Bme – presumably to saBsfy two customer bases at once (DuBois 1999, 159; 

Roesdahl and Wilson 1992, no. 175). I am inclined to further suggest that the smith 

alternaBvely may have been trying to serve one customer base with an appeBte for both 

symbols. Neil Price has commented on this key arBfact and the parallel existence of the 

pre-ChrisBan and ChrisBan belief, noBng that:  

The new symbols are being added to an exisBng set rather than replacing 

them, and we may gather that the ‘new’ god – the White Christ as he was 

known at Bmes in the north – first sat beside the exisBng Norse pantheon 

(Price 2014, 186). 

The hammer symbols on both amulets and stones in these later conversion periods 

could nonetheless also be interpreted as reacBons against the ChrisBan cross. As John 

Lindow points out: “[…] they hang upside down (when compared to a cross) and could be 

read as an inversion of the ChrisBan symbol” (Lindow 1994, 489). However, as Lindow 

adds, there is good reason to believe the hammer was a conBnuaBon of an earlier 

tradiBon, rather than a mere reacBon: 

[…] the existence of an earlier group of some 400 or so miniature hammers, 

virtually all of them acached to iron neck rings (the so-called “Thor’s 

hammer rings”) from the earlier Viking Age, especially Sweden, makes it 
seem far less likely that the symbol owes its existence to the cross even if it 

grew up to be an anB-cross during the end of paganism (Lindow 1994, 489). 

As has been shown elsewhere in this thesis, the Swedish Þórr’s hammer rings were 

possibly not the only precursor to the later hammer amulets.38 Indeed, there is evidence 

that more ax-like hammer pendants were worn in earlier Bmes, and good reason to 

assume that the hammer shape known in the later Viking Age may have been influenced 

also by these pendants. 

Whatever the case, it is clear that the coming of ChrisBanity may well have inspired 

people to create hammer amulets that took a similar shape or style to the ChrisBan cross 

                                                
38  It is also interesBng to note that the hammer symbol was also present on earlier runestones. This 
runestone data is also captured in Eitri alongside the hammer amulets to allow analysis of both. 
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(like those illustrated in Graphic 2). This change may also have given a new context to the 

old symbol. As with most symbols with religious significance, the meaning of the hammer 

was in constant flux over the course of Bme. As Lindow notes, Þórr himself “[…] borrowed 

his hammer from a tradiBon of amazing longevity, to which he returned it when people 

no longer believed in him” (Lindow 1994, 490). It is fair to say however that the ChrisBan 

cross and Þórr’s hammer were objects that filled similar roles in the lives of ChrisBans and 

pagans, respecBvely. As DuBois notes: “The close parallels in size, use and even form of 

the cross and hammer images from this era make this equaBon evident” (DuBois 1999, 

159). It is thus natural to assume that the meaning of the hammer amulets at least 

morphed and changed when the people who wore and produced them began interacBng 

with ChrisBanity.  

6.5 Sámi Archaeological Finds 
Sámi scholarship pertaining to the hammer symbol, which Sámi mythology believed to be 

a possession of the divine god Horagalles (whose hammer was perhaps borrowed from 

Þórr), has over Bme shi`ed away from looking only at pictures on Sámi drums and towards 

significant archaeological evidence (see Chapter 2.3.1). In her 1985 arBcle, “Sacrifices, 

Burial Gi`s and Buried Treasures: FuncBons and Material,” Swedish ethnologist Phebe 

Fjellström (1924-2007) examined Sámi sacrificial deposits to explore the significance of 

objects that resembled hammers which were found in that context. As she notes, Sámi 

groups are thought to have regularly sacrificed everyday objects important to their 

economic system to ensure good outcomes for acBves like hunBng, fishing, childbirth, and 

weather (Fjellström 1985, 50). Tools connected to those acBviBes were then sacrificed to 

the corresponding gods, such as nets for good fishing and arrows for good hunBng. 

Archaeological evidence of net weights and arrowheads have corroborated this theory. 

Notably relevant to this thesis, Fjellström also cites the sacrifice of wood, horn, and iron 

hammers that were offered to a weather or thunder god to plead for good weather. 

Fjellström sees these hammers as relaBng to Þórr, or more precisely Horagalles (see also 

Chapters 2.3.1 and 2.3.2). For Fjellström, the material of the hammers does not seem to 

carry much symbolic importance for the sacrifices, “[…] nor the fact they are made of iron 

or another metal” (Fjellström 1985, 50).  
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These physical representaBons of a hammer 

made of horn, wood, or metal are not the only 

archaeological evidence acributed to the Sámi 

that may have been connected to the hammer 

or ax symbol of the Sámi thunder deity. In an 

archaeological find from 1973 found at 

Mörcräsk, a lake in Sweden, the archeologist 

and scholar Inger Zachrisson found 259 metal 

arBfacts which are believed to be a Sámi metal deposit of “[…] primarily small ornaments, 

including East and North West European, from the period c. 1000 to 1350” (Zachrisson 

1985, 90). Zachrisson believes that Mörcräsk served as a sacrificial site and that the 

objects found there were offerings of the kind suggested by Fjellström (Zachrisson 1985, 

99). It is noteworthy that some of the arBfacts found here (see Figure 22) were also 

pendants with ax or hammer-like shapes, as well as other circular and cruciform 

accessories (Zachrisson 1985, 92). The pendants, Zachrisson postulates, have the 

characterisBcs of amulets and thus possibly held religious significance to the Sámi. 

(Zachrisson 1985, 97). 39  Zachrisson’s write-up of this find is reflecBve of the 

aforemenBoned increase in archaeological and typological study of material pertaining to 

hammer-symbols that has taken place in post-war Sámi scholarship. This research also 

demonstrates sBll further the possibility that the hammer or ax symbol was connected 

not only to Viking archaeology, but to regions significant to the Sámi people as well. There 

is certainly good reason to at least consider this material alongside that contained in the 

database accompanying this thesis, which is at present limited to the later Iron Age. 

Nevertheless, to properly conBnue our analysis of hammer symbol archaeology we must 

next consider the various forms that hammer amulets have generally fallen into. 

6.6 Hammer Amulet Typology and VariaXons  
The most comprehensive typological study of Þórr’s hammer amulets to date comes from 

German archaeologist Jörn Staecker (1961-2018), who analyzed the symbol in great detail 

in his book Rex Regum et Dominus Dominorum (1999). In this work, Staecker divides the 

                                                
39 It is worth noBng that even though she connects the cross amulets with possible ChrisBan influences, 
Zachrisson makes no asserBons about whether the ax amulets may have been connected to Þórr in any way. 

Figure 22: Some pendants from Mörcräsk. 
Photo Nils Lagergren (Zachrisson 1985, 97). 
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hammers known at the Bme of publicaBon into twelve different typologies and discusses 

their characterisBcs, including a find’s context (if known), possible daBng, find locaBon, 

shape, and decoraBon (see Staecker 1999, 223-233). This analyBcal approach to 

understanding individual typologies is a fairly unique phenomenon in the study of Viking-

Age amulets according to the Danish archaeologist Bo Jensen, who sees the unsystemaBc 

way in which amulets have o`en been treated as leading to “[…] much confusion and 

more than a few mistakes” (Jensen 2010, 1).  

Staecker broadly organizes hammer pendants into two tradiBons: an older pacern in 

which a single hammer or mulBple hammers are acached to a separate ring and a younger 

tradiBon involving a single hammer with a suspension loop (Staecker 1999, 232-234). 

Staecker stresses the earlier-noted fact that these younger pendant hammers, which 

o`en take the form of loose silver finds, are thought by some to be analogues to ChrisBan 

cross pendants40  (Staecker 1999, 229 and 236). Staecker goes on to break down his 

typology into three general subtypes based on the decoraBve style of the hammers in 

each tradiBon. Type 1 is a “Schlichte Thorshämmer” or simple Þórr’s hammer (Staecker 

1999, 221); Type 2 is a “Thorshämmer mit Verzierungsmuster” or ornamented Þórr’s 

hammer (Staecker 1999, 222); and Type 3 is “Mehrere an einem Ring hängende 

Thorhämmer aus Eisen oder Silber” or several iron or silver hammers hanging from a ring 

(Staecker 1999, 222). He then further breaks down these subtypes into further subtypes, 

primarily on the basis of hammer material, and then dates them (Staecker 1999, 223-

233). 

                                                
40 Bo Jensen builds on this disBncBon in his own discussion of hammer amulets by noBng that “These two 
forms have different distribuBon in Bme and space and show different choices of material” (Jensen 2010, 
65). 
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Despite the fact that Staecker’s research is based on a limited data set from 1999 (the 

year of his book’s publicaBon), this typology has proved useful for defining and possibly 

daBng hammers typologically in Eitri. As a result, Eitri includes Staecker types for all 

hammers where it is possible to adequately discern typology from the find’s catalogue 

descripBon or image. Staecker’s typology has proven especially useful for loose hammer 

finds that can only be dated on the basis of contextually related finds, such as coins found 

in the same silver hoard. DaBng objects that have been recently discovered (even those 

discovered by metal detectors lacking useful context) is naturally important to enable 

scholars to draw more accurate conclusions. UnBl another typology is formulated on the 

basis of contemporary hammer data, Staecker’s types are certainly more than adequate.  

Indeed, in addiBon to the typologies uses in hammer daBng, Bo Jensen has suggested 

that the variaBons noted in hammer decoraBon, and especially those found in seclement 

contexts, may well provide researchers with clues to help understand an amulet owner’s 

social class and standing. Jensen uses the highly decorated filigree bird-head hammer 

(Staecker Type 2.3) from Skåne (SHM 9882:810) to illustrate his point: 

In Sweden, the Thor’s hammers may indicate a far closer relaBon to an 
aristocraBc family with contacts, friends or allies, in neighboring regions. It is 

even possible that an aristocraBc Skåne family sent Thor’s hammers and 

people wearing them (eligible daughters?) to their allies on Møn, in 
Östergötland and on Öland (Jensen 2010, 166). 

Staecker Type Material and DescripXon Approximate DaXng 

Type 1.1 Undecorated iron hammers c. 800-999 

Type 1.2 Undecorated amber hammers c. 901-1000 / uncertain in most cases 

Type 1.3 Undecorated cast bronze (alloy) hammers c. 700-899 / late Viking Age 

Type 1.4 Undecorated cast lead hammers c. 1000-1099 / approx. 11th century 

Type 1.5 Undecorated cast silver hammers c. 800-1099 / heaviest c. 900-999 

Type 2.1.1 Hand-stamped silver hammers c. 900-1099 

Type 2.1.2 Hand-stamped cross pacern on silver hammers c. 900-1099 

Type 2.2 Silver hammers decorated with plant-like pacerns c. 900-1099 

Type 2.3 Pressed foil or “pressblench” hammers c. 900-1099 

Type 3 Hammer rings of made of iron or silver Oldest c. 750 / c. 800-999 
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In short, for Jensen the possible bird-head moBf o`en seen in Swedish hammers (see 

ETR-00019, ETR-00164) may have been a calling-card of sorts for either the cra`sman or 

commissioning noble family. As he argues: “it does not seem unreasonable to Be their 

producBon to a single aristocraBc contact-network” (Jensen 2010, 166). 

6.7 Hammer Shape Conclusions  
Unfortunately for Jensen’s theory, the vast majority of hammer amulets known today do 

not display the level of detail and cra`smanship of the Skåne hammer. As Eitri shows, we 

are instead faced with an incredibly wide range of hammer types: many are standardized, 

having clearly come from moulds, while others are more detailed. While some of this 

diversity is captured by Staecker’s hammer typology, it is evident that his system does not 

take everything into account, including, for example, the shape properBes of hammer 

amulets (that is head shape or handle length). These clearly also have some importance, 

not least for interpretaBon.  

6.7.1 The Beard Hammer Taxonomy 

Hammer shape is a valuable axis of analysis that clearly deserves a similar level of 

classificaBon rigor to the dimensions organized in the Staecker typology. To date, however, 

the shape characterisBcs of hammers have never been effecBvely categorized into a clear 

system as part of hammer symbol analysis. To that end, I have personally developed three 

new hammer shape categories which combined form what I call the Beard Hammer 

Taxonomy, a classificaBon system that can be used to describe the wide variety of shape 

categories that all presently available hammers fall into (see Graphic 4, Graphic 5, and 

Graphic 6 below). 

 
 

A – Hammer Type B – Sha` Type C – Suspension Type 

1. Ax-like 

2. Rounded head 

3. Flat head 

4. V-shaped head 

5. Cross-like 

1. Short handle 

2. Long handle 

3. DecoraBve handle shape 

 

1. Hammer(s) on a small loop 

2. MulBple hammers on ring 

3. Suspension hole 

4. No suspension hole 

5. Unknown 
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Hammers amulets take many shapes, hence the creaBon of the three independent 

shape categorizaBon taxonomies described above. When classifying a specific hammer’s 

shape, the Beard Hammer Taxonomy is expressed using a numerical system of the form 

“A#.B#.C#”. For example, the Þórr’s hammer from Rømersdal, Denmark (Figure 23), is 

represented by the alphanumerical value of A4.B1.C1, translaBng to “V-shaped head”, 

“Short handle”, and “Hammer(s) on a small loop”. 

A three-characterisBc taxonomy further enables 

Eitri to sort and filter hammers across mulBple 

dimensions. Eitri provides property histograms for each 

of the three shape classificaBons, meaning that if an 

Eitri user wants to sort hammers solely on the basis of 

hammer type (Category A) and handle type (Category 

B), then they can do so easily. Shape-related trends thus 

become instantly recognizable in the property 

histogram, map, or Bmeline (see Chapter 5.1.4). 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 23: Thor's hammer from 
Rømersdal, CC BY-SA: 
NaBonalmuseet, Arnold Mikkelsen. 
 

Graphic 4: Hammer types defined by author. Graphic created by author, 2019. 
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Graphic 6: Suspension types defined by author. Graphic created by author, 2019. 

  

Graphic 5: Sha` types defined by author. Graphic created by author, 2019. 
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6.7.2 Hammer “Spectrum Theory” 

It could be argued that ax-like objects (see Graphic 4) are not hammers at all, but rather 

ax amulets, which demand a separate archaeological record, much like the cross 

pendants. However, based on their shape and similarity to hammer amulets, I believe that 

ax-like amulets should be included in the hammer 

database, partly because there is good reason to 

consider whether hammer amulets grew out of an earlier 

tradiBon of ax-shaped amulets. The curved ax-like head 

shape certainly seems to be related to the shape of what 

I call “round headed hammers” (see Category A in 

Graphic 4, types A1 and A2). As menBoned previously in 

Chapter 2.3.3, Loce Motz suggested a similar theory: 

that the hammer-like pendant might represent a stylisBc 

development of the ax-like pendant, serving as an 

intermediary bridge between ax and cross amulets. If we 

follow this interpretaBon, what this thesis has called the hammer symbol cannot be 

viewed as a clearly disBnct iconographic tradiBon (Motz 1997, 340). Unlike Motz, 

however, I firmly believe that this intermediary stage does in fact represent a disBnct 

hammer tradiBon. We cannot ignore the hammer pendant found in 2014 in Købelev, 

Denmark that bears a runic engraving on its head reading: Hmar x is or “This is a hammer” 

(see Figure 24), clearly showing the owner’s understanding of the hammer as a disBnct 

form (as seen also in literary sources, see Chapters 4.1 and 4.2). Although this evidence 

strongly suggests that some contemporary Viking-Age peoples thought of these more 

angular headed amulets as hammers, the Købelev object does not invalidate the theory 

that the hammer may have grown out of a tradiBon of ax-amulets and later grown into 

the tradiBon of cross amulets. This “spectrum theory” would certainly seem to be 

supported by the general evoluBon of hammer shapes that is revealed when the data is 

analyzed in Eitri. The data also illustrates that hammers with cross-like characterisBcs 

come from a later date, while hammers with ax-like characterisBcs are predominantly 

from an earlier period.  

The number of available ax-like hammer data points is nonetheless limited, making it 

difficult to draw overly broad conclusions. All the same, the ax-like hammers that have 

Figure 24: Hammer from Købelev, 
Denmark. CC BY-SA: Nationalmuseet. 
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been passed down to us come from 

some of the earliest dates tracked in 

Eitri, appearing as early as c. 400. One 

such early ax-like hammer, a silver 

hammer decorated with hand-

stamped dots (ETR-00301), was found 

in Gringley on the Hill, 

No�nghamshire, England via metal 

detector in 2015. This amulet bears 

certain similariBes to more typical silver hammers, despite its disBnct ax-like shape (Beard 

Taxonomy Shape A1). It would be categorized as Staecker Type 2.1.1, as it is made of silver 

and decorated with small hand-stamped dots (see Figure 25). On the basis of Staecker’s 

typology this parBcular amulet would thus be dated to c. 900-1099. The Portable 

AnBquates Scheme nevertheless gives it a much broader date range beginning c. 450 and 

ending c. 1066, meaning it could perhaps have been forged in the Dark Ages of Anglo-

Saxon England, a possibility given some support by the daBng of the other hammers of 

this type (although it could, of course, sBll come from a later period). This example 

underlines the potenBal weakness of the Staecker typology and the need for further 

classificaBon like that provided here. 

The earlier daBng of ax-hammers finds further support from Þórr’s hammer rings 

unearthed in Sweden, which tend to date earlier than single hammer amulets and 

occasionally contain ax-like charms. ETR-00236 and ETR-ETR-00220 from Björkö, Sweden 

Figure 25: Ax pendant echoing a Þórr’s hammer (ETR-
00301). CC BY: West Yorkshire Archaeology Advisory 
Service 

CC BY: West Yorkshire Archaeology Advisory Service 

Figure 27: Hammer amulet ring 
with four hammer pendants from 
Björkö, Sweden (ETR-00236). 
Historiska museet. Public domain. 

Figure 26: Hammer amulet ring 
in six fragments from Björkö, 
Sweden (ETR-00220). Historiska 
museet, Public domain. 
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are two prime examples of ax-like hammer amulets found on hammer rings (see Figure 

26 and Figure 27).  

It is worth noBng, however, that these hammer rings someBmes also carry flat-headed 

hammer charms (Beard Taxonomy Shape A3) and that flat-headed hammers also tend to 

have an earlier date range than other varieBes of hammer shapes, which the first 

concentraBon of these hammers appearing c. 500-800 (Screenshot 9). 

 
Screenshot 9: Timeline of flat-headed hammers: Beard Taxonomy shape A3 (Eitri 2019). 

 
Hammers with rounded heads (Beard Taxonomy Shape A2) begin much more solidly 

in the Viking Age, c. 800-1000, with a single outlier in ETR-00166, a silver hammer amulet 

with a suspension loop from Slocsmöllan, Sweden dated c. 500-800 (see Screenshot 10). 

The most prevalent of all the hammer shape types is the V-shaped hammer, which 

makes up a majority of Þórr’s hammers dated to c. 800-1000 (see Screenshot 12). While 

hammers with V-shaped heads begin to appear in c. 500-800, these mostly take the form 

of single hammers on rings found in southern Sweden and a relaBvely old assortment of 

long-handled silver hammers from Kent, England (ETR-0322). InteresBngly enough, 

despite the advent of ChrisBanity a few hammers persist unBl c. 1100, when a dramaBc 

drop-off in V-shaped hammer finds occurs (Screenshot 11). 

Screenshot 10: Timeline of round headed hammers, i.e. Beard Taxonomy shape A2 (Eitri 2019). 

Screenshot 11: Timeline of hammers with V-shaped heads: Beard Taxonomy shape A4 (Eitri 2019). 
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Cross-like hammers, much like ax-like hammers, are not found nearly as frequently as 

other hammer types. These amulets are generally dated to a similar Bmeframe as the 

Eyrarland Image from Eyja�örður, Iceland, c. 950-1100. The first cross-like hammers begin 

to appear around 800 then later fall away c. 1100, and are made of a wide variety of 

materials including iron, lead, silver, and metal alloy (see Screenshot 13). The single lead 

example from Rauðnefsstaðir, Iceland (ETR-00035) is dated to well into the Middle Ages, 

c. 1200-1400, although its disBncBve shape and suspension loop orientaBon suggest that 

it might belong to the earlier hammer symbol tradiBon. There is no quesBon that these 

cross-like hammers are the youngest of the hammer shape types. 

To summarize what has been noted above, the hammer shape over Bme seems to 

show a subtle evoluBon from ax-like amulets with short or non-existent handles to 

hammers boasBng a disBnct cruciform shape. When ploced on a spectrum graph, the 

earliest grouping of amulets tends to have ax-like heads or flat heads. These amulets are 

followed by pendants with rounded heads and V-shaped heads, which appear c. 800-1000 

and make up the dominant shapes of this period. The cross-like hammers come last on 

the spectrum chart, tending to have the latest daBng and beginning to appear c. 900-950. 

Screenshot 12: SelecBon of hammer finds with V-shaped heads (Eitri 2019). 

Screenshot 13: Timeline of cross-shaped hammers: Beard Taxonomy shape A5 (Eitri 2019). 
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The visual portrayal of the evoluBon of the hammer shape (see Graphic 7) illustrates how 

the symbol subtly changed throughout the centuries, offering support to the theory that 

the shape of a hammer can be a rough indicator of the Bme period in which it was created 

and entered circulaBon. The disBnct style of both the rounded head and V-shaped 

hammers also seem to point to the existence of a shape tradiBon that was quite disBnct 

from the earlier ax-like amulets and the later cross-like pendants. To augment this analysis 

of hammer shape, this thesis will next use Eitri to becer understand where hammer finds 

have been geographically distributed. 

 

6.8 Geographical DistribuXon of Hammers 
To begin this analysis of geographic hammer distribuBon, it must first be noted that 

analysis of the overall geographic distribuBon of hammer symbols in Eitri is significantly 

impacted by collecBon limitaBons. For example, Russian and Eastern European hammer 

data has proven far more difficult to collect, resulBng in an apparent data bias towards 

amulets found in Western Scandinavia. I accept this bias as a methodological limitaBon of 

this thesis and will therefore not acempt to make any claims about eastern regions when 

discussing distribuBon. 

It is also important to remember that geographical distribuBon data is based on where 

hammers are found, rather than where they may have actually originated. Furthermore 

and as menBoned earlier, hammers found using metal detectors o`en lack detailed find 

Graphic 7: Hammer shape spectrum by Beard Taxonomy Type A. Graphic created by author, 2019. 
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informaBon. Loose finds of this kind have become more prevalent in recent years, and 

this limitaBon must also be taken into account when making generalizaBons about the 

locaBons in which hammers are found. LocaBon bias can also be caused by the relaBve 

archaeological effort expended on collecBon in different regions. For example, a large 

amount of hammer arBfacts come from Birka in the island of Björkö in Sweden (see 

Screenshot 14). This is because the area has been parBcularly well researched, with the 

first excavaBons being carried out in the 17th century and the site conBnuing to be of great 

archaeological significance and interest even today (Price, Arcini, GusBn, Drenzel, and 

Kalmring 2018, 19-20). At the same Bme, we can be sure that new highly influenBal finds 

sBll buried today will emerge elsewhere in the future, meaning that distribuBon pacerns 

are likely to change over Bme. Despite all of the above flaws, the data we have is 

necessarily all that we can ever work with, and geographical data sBll merits collecBon 

and analysis. The general area in which a parBcular hammer is found naturally provides 

some useful context, as does the number and types of hammers found in a parBcular area. 

When looking at hammer symbols by country, it becomes immediately evident on the 

basis of the extant evidence that the overwhelming volume of hammer symbols have 

been found in Sweden. This distribuBon is largely influenced by the present author’s 

decision to include hammer rings in the Eitri dataset, which are mostly found in Sweden. 

When the 132 hammer rings are taken out, the prevalence of Swedish hammers is sBll 

Screenshot 14: Map of finds from Björkö, Sweden (Eitri 2019). 
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prominent, but considerably less so, with only 90 arBfacts coming from Swedish territory 

(see Screenshot 15). 

Although as noted above the majority of hammers of both main types were found in 

Sweden (see Screenshot 16), a significant number of hammer finds have also been 

unearthed in Norway and Denmark (see Screenshot 17 and Screenshot 18), and the tally 

in the United Kingdom has meanwhile climbed in recent years to least 26 finds, making it 

equal to the 26 finds from Norway in the current count (see Screenshot 19). This rise in 

hammer finds is largely due to the increase in recording stray hammer finds, which was 

triggered by the advent of the earlier-menBoned Portable AnBquiBes Scheme (see 

Chapter 5.1.1). This development suggests that the symbol was far more prevalent in 

Britain than was previously thought. 

In places like Iceland, where relaBvely few hammer symbols have been found, 

regrecably licle can be drawn from aggregate locaBon data in Eitri (see Screenshot 20). 

However, a deeper dive into the context surrounding each individual Icelandic hammer 

find and their relaBonships to one another may sBll yield useful insights. In the future, this 

author hopes that the locaBon data collected in Eitri may prove ripe for collaboraBve 

research, with new conclusions being drawn from the locaBons of hammer finds when 

combined with other datasets like maps of place names, seclement locaBons, and other 

arBfacts. 

Screenshot 15: DistribuBon of hammers by country. Le`: including entries tagged with Staecker Type 3 
(hammer rings); Right: excluding entries tagged with Staecker Type 3 (hammer rings) (Eitri 2019). 
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Screenshot 16: Hammer distribuBon in Sweden, 
excluding hammer rings (Staecker Type 3) (Eitri 
2019). 

Screenshot 17: Hammer distribuBon in Norway 
(Eitri 2019). 

Screenshot 18: Hammer distribuBon in Denmark 
(Eitri 2019). 

Screenshot 19: Hammer distribuBon in the UK 
(Eitri 2019). 

Screenshot 20: Hammer distribuBon in Iceland 
(Eitri 2019). 
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6.9 Discussion of Materials 
The context for hammer finds is naturally always important and revealing. In his earlier-

noted thesis (see Chapter 6.6), Bo Jensen generally divided Viking-Age amulet contexts 

into four types: amulets found in graves, hoards finds, seclement finds, and stray finds 

(Jensen 2010, i). Jensen then concludes that these amulet contexts generally presuppose 

consistent trends in material type. For example, hammers found in hoards are o`en made 

of silver (see Screenshot 21 for examples of silver hammers). As Jensen explains, this 

shows that “There can be no reasonable doubt that the hoards are an economic 

phenomenon” (Jensen 2010, 111). On the other hand, it has become apparent that 

hammers found in a grave context are o`en, though not always, found in the graves of 

women, and are o`en made of less valuable materials like iron, bronze, and amber 

(Fuglesang 1989, 17).  

6.9.1 Silver Hammer Analysis 

By focusing specifically on silver amulets, Eitri provides a deeper level of insight that 

shows how the prominence of silver hammers seems to have changed significantly over 

Bme from country to country. In Norway, 50% of the total hammer finds are made of silver 

while the rest are made from other metals. Eitri’s Bmeline further makes it evident that 

these silver hammers were largely prominent in Norway during the c. 900-1099 Bmeframe 

with few earlier finds (see Screenshot 22), making one wonder whether this trend has 

any relaBon to silver coming from war or Viking raiding. 

Screenshot 21: Gallery view of a sample of silver hammer amulet finds (Eitri 2019). 
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In contrast, Sweden has no similarly striking correlaBons between Bme and hammer 

material distribuBon. Throughout the Viking Age, silver hammers here seem to have been 

no more or less common than iron hammers, consistently consBtuBng about 1/3 of the 

total arBfacts found (see Screenshot 23). It might be noted that the screenshot below 

does not include finds categorized by Staecker Type 3 (Þórr’s hammer rings), for Þórr’s 

hammer rings in Sweden are all made of iron. Their inclusion in the overview would thus 

skew these results significantly. 

In the Danish region41, on the other hand, it is evident that silver hammers throughout 

the Viking Age appear in smaller quanBBes than in earlier era finds from c. 500-800, which 

are mostly made of silver and include no hammer rings. It is difficult to say why this should 

be the case as the hammer symbol clearly became more prominent in Denmark just as it 

did in other areas c. 800-1000. Perhaps the lack of silver hammers in this period 

represents a gap in the archaeological record or a comparaBve lack of available silver. It 

would be worth invesBgaBng whether silver was less used in other items found from this 

period. All in all, it is immediately noBceable that significantly fewer silver hammers from 

the lacer half of the Viking Age (c. 900-1000) have been found in Denmark than in other 

countries. Only approximately 35% of Danish hammer finds from this era are made of 

silver, while in Norway, the opposite material distribuBon is true. As noted above, hardly 

                                                
41 Material analysis of hammers found in Denmark includes two hammer finds from modern Germany 
because of their close proximity to the modern Danish borders. Runestones and picture stones found in 
Denmark were excluded also as this analysis is focused solely on amulet material composiBon. 

Screenshot 22: Timeline of silver hammer finds in Norway (blue) in relaBon to hammers of all material 
types found in Norway (Eitri 2019). 

Screenshot 23: Timeline of silver hammer finds in Sweden (blue) in relaBon to hammers of all material types 
found in Sweden, excluding hammers categorized by Staecker Type 3 (Þórr’s hammer rings) (Eitri 2019). 
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any non-silver hammers were found here outside the c. 800-1000 data range (see 

Screenshot 24). 

In the United Kingdom, the number of silver hammers echo those found in the land 

of their Norwegian cousins in proporBon. 60% of the hammers found in this region are 

made of silver, their relaBve distribuBon becoming increasingly dominant in the lacer half 

of the Bmeline (see Screenshot 25). Perhaps this synchronicity is reflecBve of significant 

cultural interacBon taking place between Norway and the BriBsh Isles during this Bme 

period. 

Unfortunately, there are too few finds from the other countries represented in Eitri to 

draw similar Bmeline-based conclusions regarding the materials used in their 

construcBon. For example, as noted above, Iceland has only 4 hammer amulet finds, and 

it is difficult to make any conclusions about where they originated. Nonetheless, a deeper 

dive into the nature of the individual hammer finds may sBll yield interesBng analysis. It 

is certainly evident that Iceland’s two instances of silver hammers have been dated to the 

same date range as the silver hammer spike in Norway (ETR-00036 and ETR-00037). Could 

this possibly indicate that these finds were brought to Iceland a`er being produced in 

Norway? Naturally, a conclusion such as this cannot be made with certainly using Eitri 

alone, but this hypothesis certainly creates avenues for further research. 

Screenshot 24: Timeline of silver hammer finds in Denmark (blue) 
in relaBon to hammers of all material types found in Denmark (Eitri 2019). 

Screenshot 25: Timeline of silver hammer finds in the United Kingdom (blue) 
in relaBon to hammers of all material types found in United Kingdom (Eitri 2019). 
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When data points are scarce as in Iceland, the contextual informaBon such as evidence 

poinBng to a group of hammer finds coming from a parBcular producBon site can 

nonetheless provide further clues about the choice of material used in different areas. For 

example, at the Truso site in Poland: “[…] research conducted to date clearly shows that 

Truso was a centre where goods were cra`ed from antler and bone, amber, glass, precious 

metals, bronze and iron” (Jagodziński 2010, 203). The use of amber at the Truso site is 

parBcularly interesBng, for some the miniature hammer amulets found there were also 

made of this material, along with loom weights and beads (see Screenshot 26). Silver 

hammers are noBceably absent in this area, perhaps because cra`smen in this center of 

producBon did not generally work with that parBcular material. 

AddiBonal analysis comparing material to hammer shape yields new and interesBng 

insights. Most strikingly, 75% of silver hammers are V-shaped, compared to just 44% of 

hammers overall in the data set, if one excludes hammer rings (see Screenshot 28). In 

comparison, iron hammers have a more even distribuBon of V-shaped, rounded, and flat 

headed shapes (see Screenshot 29), while amber hammers are all flat headed, save one 

fragment from Truso (ETR-00065) which has a more cross-like shape (see Screenshot 27). 

 

Screenshot 26: Gallery view of hammers found at the Truso site (Eitri 2019). 

Screenshot 27: Gallery view of amber hammers (Eitri 2019). 
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A final insight connecBng material and locaBon which arises from analysis of the 

material in Eitri shows that iron hammers have a massive over-representaBon in Sweden 

(see Screenshot 30). This holds true even when the hammer rings, which are exclusively 

made of iron, are excluded from the data analysis (Screenshot 31). It is of course possible 

that the prevalence of single iron hammer amulets that exists even a`er hammer rings 

are removed from the group indicates that some of the extant single hammer pendants 

or charms may have fallen off of hammer rings as they corroded over Bme. Indeed, visual 

inspecBon of some of these small, more corroded single hammer finds give the 

impression that they once belonged to a hammer ring but broke off over the centuries. A 

good example of one such hammer is ETR-00137 from Björkö, Sweden: this is a small, flat 

headed hammer with a broken curved sha`, which suggests that it may have once hung 

from an amulet ring. 

As shown above, when applying Eitri to the analysis of Þórr’s hammer amulets one 

can clearly see the potenBal for new avenues of scholarly study. Eitri is, of course, not 

intended to become a replacement for tradiBonal scholarship, but instead a novel way to 

Screenshot 28: Hammer shape histogram filtered 
by hammer material: Silver (Eitri 2019). 

Screenshot 29: Hammer shape histogram filtered by 
hammer material: Iron (Eitri 2019). 

Screenshot 30: Country histogram filtered by 
material: iron, including Þórr’s hammer 
amulet rings (Eitri 2019). 

Screenshot 31: Country histogram filtered by 
material: iron, excluding Þórr’s hammer 
amulet rings (Eitri 2019). 
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test new hypotheses and determine whether they merit conBnued research effort. The 

above chapters on hammer distribuBon and materials, Chapters 6.8 and 6.9 respecBvely, 

are intended to demonstrate this kind of early exploraBon. Indeed, this author hopes to 

use Eitri in the future to expand the scope of these analyses by examining other arBfacts, 

comparing Eitri data in relaBon to other maps (such as those depicBng place names or 

other kinds of data), and considering the social and economic contexts that may influence 

the trends found in Eitri. 
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7 Conclusion 

This thesis has drawn on archaeological sources, primary literature, and exisBng 

scholarship in an effort to create a full account of the evoluBon of the Þórr’s hammer 

symbol in the pre-ChrisBan North. As part of this project, it has also introduced Eitri, a 

tool developed to create a fairly comprehensive database of the archaeological sources 

of the Þórr’s hammer symbol and provide modern data analyBcs to draw conclusions from 

it. 

The hammer-related materials at our disposal (literary references and archeological 

sources), enable us to draw several key insights. First, it is evident that the hammer symbol 

was known in the Nordic countries and Nordic diaspora over a long period, and that it 

evolved throughout that Bmeframe. According to the analysis done using Eitri, ax-like 

amulets that closely parallel the hammer symbol first emerged in the archaeological 

record as early as the 5th century in the UK and Sweden, and the hammer symbol arrived 

in earnest in the 6th century with the appearance of flat-headed hammers (see Chapter 

6.7). The literature survey in Chapter 4 underlines that the hammer symbol was well 

known in oral tradiBon when the eddic poetry, Snorra Edda, and the sagas were recorded 

in Iceland in the 13th century, and even known hundreds of years earlier from its presence 

on runestones and picture stones. The hammer symbol was also known in slightly 

different incarnaBons by both contemporary LaBn authors like Adam of Bremen (c. 1050 

– c. 1085) and later authors like Saxo GrammaBcus (c. 1160 – c. 1220). These facts 

illustrate that the hammer and its associaBon with Þórr was known and recognizable to 

Nordic socieBes over many centuries, starBng well before the Viking Age. The hammer’s 

representaBon, of course, morphed and changed significantly over such a considerable 

period, and its conBnued evoluBon and symbolic importance is reflected in later literature 

and folklore long a`er the archeological hammer amulet fell out of fashion and stopped 

being produced in around 1100.42 

The second principal conclusion of this thesis is that the evoluBon of the hammer 

symbol in the pre-ChrisBan North varied not only by Bme but also by place. The 

                                                
42 Examples of hammer symbols from the late Viking Age include ETR-00034, ETR-00035, and ETR-00318. 
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informaBon in Eitri certainly underlines the more general theory that the pre-ChrisBan 

religions in the North possessed regional variaBons (especially in terms of material). There 

was very likely not one monolithic pre-ChrisBan religion, and gods like Þórr, Óðinn, and 

their ilk were likely not all worshiped in the same manner throughout the Nordic countries 

in the late Iron and Viking Ages (see Chapters 2.3.1 and 2.3.4). This implies that Þórr’s 

hammer, like Þórr himself, had no single meaning understood by everyone over Bme, just 

as there was no single way to worship Þórr or to design or use a hammer amulet. Indeed, 

the hammer symbol may well have held other meanings beyond an expression of religious 

belief. Hammer amulets may have been used as an indicator of regional power, a fashion 

statement, or even as a possible way to store wealth (see Chapter 6.6). 

The review of scholarship in Chapter 2 shows that scholars since the 19th century have 

suspected Þórr’s hammer symbol of having ancient Indo-European origins, a form of 

hammer-like symbol being associated with a thunder god long before the spike in hammer 

amulet producBon came about c. 800-1000. Early scholars like Finnur Magnússon 

postulated that Þórr’s hammer had parallels in earlier Indian, Greek, and Roman 

mythologies. During the same period, Skúli Thorlacius connected Mjǫllnir with much 

earlier symbols, seeing the hammer as a development of the flint hammer-axes found in 

later burial mounds, axes which presumably came from approximately 400-2800 BC in 

Neolithic Scandinavia (Price 2015, 104-105 and 163-164). Although the idea of the 

conBnuity of the hammer symbol from ancient Bmes through to the Middle Ages is 

enBcing, major gaps in the archaeological record make it unlikely that this symbol would 

have meant the same thing to people in the Bronze Age43 as they did to the people 

creaBng small hammer amulets during the Viking Age’s peak hammer producBon period 

over a thousand years later. It is nonetheless difficult to deny that the hammer, ax, or club 

symbol existed in associaBon with gods of Indo-European mythology and that many of 

these blunt-instrument-wielding gods parallel Þórr and Mjǫllnir to a significant degree. 

These gods and cultures may well have had an influence on the evoluBon and early 

development of the Nordic hammer symbol before it came to Scandinavia. 

                                                
43 As noted in Chapter 2.3.2, Bronze-Age peoples also depicted figures with axes: see the rock carvings in 
Tanum, Bohuslän, Sweden for example. 
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Later scholars such as Jacob Grimm and George Stephens furthered the idea of Indo-

European hammer origins and also introduced the idea that the hammer symbols carved 

on runestones like the Læborg Stone were meant to consecrate the runes inscribed there. 

Grimm also notes that the hammer symbol could have been used as an intangible gesture 

or “hammer-sign” to hallow food or drink, thereby connecBng the symbol to the signing 

of the ChrisBan cross (see Chapter 2.2.2). Grimm then goes further to incorporate both 

literature and runestone archaeology to argue that the use of the hammer sign reached 

a high point in the transiBonal space of the conversion period. Although the menBon of 

this hammer sign gesture is only menBoned in Hákonar saga góða (see Chapter 3.2.3), 

the merger of the hammer and cross symbol that Grimm idenBfies in the 19th century is 

certainly supported by the hammer amulets examined in Eitri (see Chapter 6.4). As has 

been shown in this thesis, V-shaped hammers occasionally feature hand-stamped cross-

like decoraBon, categorized as Staecker Type 2.1.2 (see ETR-00159 for an example), or 

have a disBnct cross-like shape enBrely (Beard Taxonomy A5), both of which date from 

close to the conversion period. These archaeological examples show that these early 

scholarly ideas about the origin and evoluBon of the hammer symbol sBll stand up to 

modern scruBny. 

It is unsurprising that many of the early fundamental 19th-century theories about the 

hammer symbol’s purpose and origins have been regularly repeated and expanded upon 

by 20th-century scholars (see Chapter 2.3), who lean heavily on both primary literary 

sources and extant archaeological evidence to form opinions about the meaning of the 

hammer symbol. In addiBon to supporBng the idea that the hammer was a tool for both 

consecraBon and jötunn smashing, scholars like Gabriel Turville-Petre nonetheless added 

the suggesBon that the hammer was a symbol of ferBlity. This assumpBon, which is once 

again largely based on literary sources, potenBally provides context for the fact that 

hammer amulets are frequently (but not always) found in female burial contexts (see 

Chapter 6.6) and suggests that small hammer pendants might have been worn by women 

as charms to encourage fecundity rather than merely for protecBon. As this example 

shows, the hallmark of this period of scholarship was the combined use of literary sources 

and archeological evidence to divine the background and meaning of the hammer symbol. 

This approach, also employed by Hilda Ellis Davidson, paved the way for the more recent 

interdisciplinary studies of the hammer symbol, which have helped produce a more 
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complete picture of what the hammer symbol might have meant to the pre-ChrisBan 

people of the North. Indeed, such a dialogue has been the fundamental goal of this thesis, 

which aims to create a place in which a comprehensive accounBng of the hammer image 

in literature and a complete database of up-to-date hammer imagery can be brought 

together to form a more meaningful and holisBc scholarly analysis of the hammer symbol. 

The most important lesson that current scholarship on the hammer teaches us is that 

there is good reason to quesBon many of the more basic assumpBons of the past. A full 

accounBng of the secondary sources on Þórr’s hammer is of course valuable, for it is 

imperaBve to recognize and respect past research. However, new hammer amulets are 

being unearthed and digitally recorded at an unprecedented speed, thanks to advances 

in both metal detector technology and an increased prevalence of online databases (see 

Chapters 3.3.3 and 5.1.2). This development has been valuable for the increasingly 

interdisciplinary approach of modern scholarship, which demands that scholars examine 

some of the arguments of the past (largely based on literature) with skepBcal eyes. A 

return to the literary and archaeological source material, now armed with modern 

archaeological finds and data analysis and wary of the biases of older scholarly noBons, 

may potenBally yield new insights. 

Chapter 3 documents the strengths and weaknesses of the various primary sources 

relevant to the study of Þórr’s hammer. As noted above, scholarly understanding of the 

hammer symbol has largely been based on the extant literary sources and (increasingly in 

recent years) the archaeological record, each of which contains biases and limitaBons. As 

has long been known, many of the extant literary sources have been profoundly 

influenced by the ChrisBan thought which accompanied the arrival of manuscript culture 

to Iceland. Furthermore, it is evident that the archaeological records from the period in 

which the hammer amulets seem to have been most prominent are at best fragmented 

and incomplete. Indeed, Neil Price describes the archaeological record as “[…] the 

excavated detritus of everyday belief” (Price 2002, 49), emphasizing that what comes out 

of the ground is o`en a funcBon of modern luck and circumstance, which naturally casts 

a pall of fallibility over the archaeological record. CauBon must thus be taken with all of 

these sources, and not least when placing them alongside one another. For example, one 

has to be wary when connecBng hammer amulets and hammers on rune and picture 

stones to primary literary accounts, for they all come from different Bme periods and 
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o`en different geographical contexts. However, as menBoned above, these limitaBons 

should not render interdisciplinary dialogue worthless, far from it. 

Chapter 4 goes on to evaluate the primary literature which references Þórr’s hammer, 

which includes the eddic poetry, Snorra Edda, several sagas, and the wriBngs of Adam of 

Bremen and Saxo GrammaBcus. These sources are preserved in manuscripts from as early 

as the 11th century and presumably largely based on oral tradiBons that trace back to the 

days of pre-ChrisBan belief. References to Mjǫllnir can also be found in later rímur and in 

folklore, which supports the fact that its importance as a symbol conBnued to be 

recognized well into the ChrisBan era. It is naturally difficult to ignore the similariBes 

between the descripBon of Mjǫllnir in these accounts and the figuraBve representaBons 

of the hammer found in archaeology, which are of course essenBally symbolic and never 

the size of actual smith’s hammers. Hammer arBfacts o`en take the form of very small 

pieces of personal ornamentaBon worn suspended on a necklace or ring. Even those 

hammers lacking suspension loops (Beard Taxonomy Type C4) are so small as to fit easily 

into a pocket. InteresBngly enough, this idea is paralleled in Skáldskaparmál, which 

describes the hammer’s ability to shrink down to fit easily into Þórr’s pocket (see Chapter 

4.2.3). All the same, Eitri shows that portable amulets that can be easily carried on a 

person are o`en made of precious or hard to obtain materials, like silver or amber, 

indicaBng that they must have carried some important meaning to their owners. 

Bearing this in mind, it is noteworthy that some hammers amulets boast decoraBve 

acributes that clearly seem to be connected to the primary literature. Several of the most 

highly decorated hammer finds have very disBnct eyes at the end of their sha`s gracing 

their suspension holes. These hammers (ETR-00026, ETR-00095, ETR-00118, ETR-00119, 

and ETR-00164) all date from around the same period (c. 800-1000), are all made of silver, 

and two are further gilded in gold, emphasizing their value and/or the status of their 

owners. The literature in several cases depicts Þórr as having prominent, expressive eyes, 

stanza 27 of Þrymskviða describing them as parBcularly fierce or ǫndóm. As Richard 

Perkins has noted, the cra`speople who personified hammer amulets with human 

features may well have added the eyes to link the arBfacts clearly to the power of the god 

they represented (Perkins 2001, 119-122). 

For every parallel between primary literature and the archaeological record there is 

nonetheless also a variaBon or evoluBon of the hammer that does not quite line up. For 
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example, Eitri shows that hammer amulets and hammer-accompanied inscripBons do not 

always sport short handles (Beard Taxonomy Type B2) as described in Snorra Edda (see 

Chapter 4.2) and the account of Saxo GrammaBcus (see Chapter 4.4.2), making one 

wonder exactly how well known these stories were. Indeed, as noted in Chapter 4, the 

hammer itself is not even consistently described as being hammer shaped across all of 

the primary literature. The earliest literary representaBon of Þórr’s weapon is in Adam of 

Bremen’s account of the statue of Þórr at the temple in Uppsala, where the god instead 

wields what is said to be a scepter. Saxo GrammaBcus meanwhile characterizes Þórr’s 

weapon as a clava or club made of oak. The archaeological hammer finds (even those 

contemporary to Adam’s account) clearly do not resemble these sorts of club-like 

weapons at all, making it possible that their existence in the literature is more likely a 

result of interpretado romana than anything else (although one should remember that 

the Irish Dagda also uses a club: see Chapter 2.3.2). Indeed, there is only a single instance 

of a hammer made of wood in the enBrety of Eitri (ETR-00064), and this arBfact is a mere 

half fragment of an amulet that may not be a hammer at all.44 

The contradictory informaBon noted above may of course be simply an illustraBon of 

how the hammer symbol changed over Bme, a fact also reflected in Eitri (see Chapter 

6.7.2). One should also remember that, by its very nature, primary literature is wricen 

down at a certain point in Bme and is entwined with the biases and local beliefs that the 

writers or scribes carried with them. As noted in Chapter 6.8, hammer finds of various 

typologies and shapes have been discovered over a considerably large geographical area 

with their daBng ranging from anywhere between the Iron Age and the early Middle Ages. 

The literature, by contrast, mostly comes from Iceland (save the LaBn sources) and from 

a relaBvely narrow late Bmeframe (see Chapters 3.2 and 4). We also need to remember 

that we actually have very few hammers from Iceland and none from the period when 

the manuscripts were wricen. But did everyone across Scandinavia see the hammer 

symbol as being representaBve of a hammer? To date, only one instance of a hammer 

amulet exists which includes a contemporary textual witness to the object’s nature. This 

is the Købelev hammer (ETR-00005), found in Denmark in 2014, which bears a 

                                                
44 Of course, wood is a much more perishable material than metals like iron or silver and so less likely to be 
preserved in the archaeological record.  
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contemporary runic inscripBon which states that the object is indeed a hammer. This find 

certainly strengthens the connecBon between the literary and archaeological fields, but, 

being unique, it can only be trusted so far. 

Chapter 5 introduces the second major part of this thesis and perhaps the main new 

contribuBon to the field: Eitri, a so`ware applicaBon which captures all extant Þórr’s 

hammer arBfacts and provides analyBcal tools to query that data. Eitri’s assembly proved 

to be both challenging and rewarding, its compilaBon of all the hammer symbols into one 

digital repository proving to be very beneficial for the review of the archaeological record 

carried out in Chapter 6. As described in Chapter 5.1.1, the collecBon process demanded 

sorBng through a vast quanBty of data from many sources, both digital and printed, as 

well as making a range of decisions about what types of data to capture and standardize. 

The most important such decision was to create a new hammer shape taxonomy, as 

previously no exisBng taxonomy for hammer shape existed. This new “Beard Taxonomy” 

(see Chapter 6.7.1) proved to be a highly frui�ul way to analyze Eitri’s hammer finds and 

came to yield many interesBng and important conclusions when combined with Eitri’s 

analyBcs toolset. 

As Chapter 5.1.4 shows, Eitri represents not only a curated collecBon of hammer 

arBfacts, but also a set of powerful analyBcal tools, unlike most digital collecBons which 

are focused primarily on collecBon. Eitri goes further, using modern web development 

methodologies to include features like a dynamic map, a Bmeline, a property histogram, 

and a gallery view to enable scholars to easily manipulate and quesBon the collected data 

in Eitri’s database in a wide variety of ways. 

The sixth chapter of this thesis goes on to analyze and evaluate the collecBve hammer 

dataset contained in Eitri, which includes 326 hammer amulets, hammer rings, picture 

stones, and runestones from 8 countries. The primary conclusion proposed in this chapter 

relates to the “spectrum hammer theory”, which postulates that the hammer symbol 

actually existed along a conBnuum. As the spectrum shows, hammer forms were seen to 

have been preceded by ax-like shapes, later became their own separate hammer tradiBon, 

and then finally merged with the ChrisBan cross or faded away enBrely as ChrisBanity rose 

to prominence in the north. This chapter also introduces several other interesBng 

observaBons arising from analysis in Eitri regarding changes in the hammer’s geographical 

distribuBon, material composiBon, and shape evoluBon over Bme. This author hopes that 
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these observaBons will spark new lines of inquiry and research into the hammer symbol 

that build on the material and analyBcal tools amassed in Eitri. 

It should be stressed that Eitri’s features can be used with any dataset (as noted in 

Chapter 5.1), and it is this author’s goal that the applicaBon will conBnue to grow as both 

new hammers are discovered and new non-hammer datasets are added to Eitri’s 

database. Eitri certainly opens up the possibility for many kinds of interdisciplinary 

collaboraBon working on a much larger scale than that represented by this single thesis. 

All in all, it is my sincere hope that the effort expended on this thesis to disBll the 

conclusions of 200 years of scholarship, compile all known references to the hammer in 

primary literature, catalogue all extant archaeological representaBons of the hammer, and 

build both the database and analyBcs of Eitri will form a solid and frui�ul foundaBon for 

further research into the meaning and evoluBon of Þórr’s most famous symbol. The future 

of hammer scholarship will naturally be inBmately Bed to the new, dynamic hammer finds 

that will come to light in coming years. These new finds, which I hope will be added to 

Eitri and evaluated with its analyBcal tools, will help ensure that Mjǫllnir will conBnue to 

inspire the imaginaBons of scholars and hammer enthusiasts alike for centuries to come. 
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Appendix: Þórr’s Hammers in Eitri 

Below can be found all of the hammers available in Eitri (eitridb.com) as of May 2019. 

Note that this appendix only contains several important properBes of the listed arBfacts, 

and not the complete record found in Eitri (including image citaBons). Also, Eitri uses the 

English “Thor” rather than the Old Norse “Þórr” (as has been used throughout this thesis), 

to make Eitri more accessible to users on the internet. 

 

ETR-00001

 

 Name Amber hammer from Blåvand/Skallingen 
 Collection Nationalmuseet 
 Location Blåvand/Skallingen, Jutland, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Amber hammer with suspension hole and flat head with 

curved sides. Dimensions: 2.3cm (length); 1.6cm (width). 

 
ETR-00002

 

 Name Amber hammer from Fanø 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: C28320 
 Location Fanø, Nordby, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description Amber hammer, no ring or noticeable suspension loop. Flat, 

boxy, hammer head with rounded corners and rectangular 
shaft. 

 
ETR-00003

 

 Name Glavendrup Stone 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: Fyn 26|DR 209 
 Location Odense, Skam, Skamby, Denmark 
 Description Runestone found c. 1806 and interpreted by Rasmus Rask in 

1826. The stone is three-sided and contains the Þórr vígi 
formula. The stone also contains cup-marks dated to the 
Bronze Age. Transcription: Ragnhildr satti stæin þannsi æft 
Alla Sǫlva, goða vīa, liðs hæiðverðan þegn. Alla syniR gærðu 
kumbl þausi æft faður sinn ok hans kona æft ver sinn. En Sōti 
rēst rūnaR þessi æft drōttin sinn. Þōrr vīgi þessi rūnaR. At 
rǣdda(?) sā verði es stæin þannsi ælti(?) eða æft annan 
dragi. English Translation: Ragnhildr placed this stone in 
memory of Alli the Pale, priest of the sanctuary, honourable 
þegn of the retinue. Alli's sons made this monument in 
memory of their father, and his wife in memory of her 
husband. And Sóti carved these runes in memory of his lord. 
Þórr hallow these runes. A warlock be he who damages(?) 
this stone or drags it (to stand) in memory of another. 
Transliteration: Side A raknhiltr : sa|ti : stain þąnsi : auft | ala 
: saulua kuþa | uia l(i)þs haiþuiarþan þia|kn Side B ala : suniR 
: karþu | kubl : þausi : aft : faþur | sin : auk : hąns : kuna : 
auft | uar : sin : in : suti : raist : run|aR : þasi : aft : trutin : sin 
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| þur : uiki : þasi : runaR Side C at : rita : sa : uarþi : is : stain 
þansi | ailti : iþa aft : ąnąn : traki. Dimensions: 188cm 
(height); 142-159cm (width); 55cm (thickness). 

 
ETR-00004

 

 Name Hammer and cross mould from Trendgården 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: C24451 
 Location Trendgården, Jylland, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Soapstone duel hammer/cross mould, dated from the 

second half of the 10th century (Roesdahl and Wilson, 1992, 
cat. no. 175). "The new symbols are being added to an 
existing set, rather than replacing them, and we may gather 
that the ‘new’ god – the White Christ, as he was known at 
times in the north – first sat beside the existing Norse 
pantheon. This essential pragmatism is revealed in other 
aspects of material culture, as in a soapstone mould found in 
Trendgården, Denmark, designed for making cheap pendants 
for the mass market. The mould contains spaces for casting 
three separate pieces simultaneously: one Thor’s hammer 
and two Christian crosses, perhaps an indication of relative 
supply and demand” (Price 2014, 186). "Found in 1941 at 
Trendgården, northern Jutland, Denmark while finder was 
digging potatoes. Acquired by the National Museum of 
Denmark from the finder in 1941" (Vikings: life and legend, 6 
March to 22 June 2014, 26). Dimensions: 3.3cm (height); 
3.7cm (width); 9.7cm (length). 

 
ETR-00005

 

 Name Hammer with a runic inscription from Købelev 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: C 40005|Subject: 6076|Inscription: 6256 
 Location Købelev, Lolland, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B3 - Decorative; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Cast bronze hammer, with traces of silver or gold plating. 

The short-handled hammer has a symmetrical head and a 
runic inscription, transcription: Hamarr es / hmar : is. English 
translation: [This] is (a) hammer. The runes range in height 
from 3 mm to 7 mm. Dimensions: 2cm (length); 2cm (width). 
Found by Torben Christjansen with a metal detector in 
March 2014. 

 
ETR-00006

 

 Name Hanning Stone 
 Collection Nationalmuseet|Hanning Kirke: SJy 15|DR 48 
 Location Ringkøbng, Bølling, Hanning, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description First reported in 1843, this runestone was embedded in the 

wall of the Hanning Church, situated 265 cm above the 
ground. Notable because of its hammer ornament, which is 
widely considered to be a Thor's hammer. Dimensions: 
1.07m (height); 0.47m (width); thickness cannot be 
determined, for it was built into the south wall of the church. 
"Although the hammer on this memorial stone is quite 
similar in shape to those on the Læborg stone, though with a 
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much longer handle, the late date (200 years after the 
conversion of Denmark to Christianity) makes a heathen 
statement rather unlikely" (McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 
2004, 122). 

 
ETR-00007

 

 Name Hørdum Stone 
 Collection Nationalmuseet, Denmark|Hørdum Kirke: NJy 30 
 Location Thisted, Hassing, Hørdum, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A1 - Ax-like; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description Picture stone found in 1954 during renovation of the 

Hørdum church. No inscription. Image of a ship with two 
figures inside, one is presumably Thor fishing for 
Miðgarðsormr. A foot protrudes from the bottom of the 
boat. The stone is fractured, and the center portion of the 
stone is missing. The head of the serpent is possibly seen on 
the bottom part of the stone; however, this portion of the 
image is damaged. Dimensions: 125cm (height); 70cm 
(width); 40cm (thickness). 

 
ETR-00008

 

 Name Iron hammer with suspension loop 
 Collection Roskilde Museum 
 Location Leire, Sjælland, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer pendant with suspension loop. 

 
ETR-00009

 

 Name Læborg Stone 
 Collection Nationalmuseet|Jelling Kirke|UNESCO: SJy 37|DR 26 
 Location Jelling, Jutland, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description "This inscription is on a long granite stone (2.36 m long, face 

A 64 cm wide, face B 72 cm wide) ... Its two Thor's hammers 
(at the end of each line) may be a last record of the Danish 
heathen reaction to the advance of Christianity" (McKinnell, 
Simek, and Düwel 2004, 121). Dimensions: 236cm (height); 
64cm (width); 76cm (thickness). 

 
ETR-00010

 

 Name Silver hammer with suspension loop 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: 8421 
 Location Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver Thor's hammer pendant with suspension loop. Some 

surface damage. Unknown context. Found in Denmark. 

 
ETR-00011

 

 Name Soapstone mould with hammer and ingots from Egholm 
 Collection Nationalmuseet 
 Location Egholm, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Soapstone mould used to cast both Thor's hammer amulets 

and silver ingots of various sizes. 
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ETR-00012

 

 Name Soapstone mould for a single hammer 
 Collection Nationalmuseet 
 Location Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Soapstone mould for single hammer, possibly broken. 

 
ETR-00013

 

 Name Sønder Kirkeby Stone 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: DR 220 
 Location Maribo, Falsters Sønder, Sønder Kirkeby, Denmark 
 Description Runestone found in 1802 embeded in the church at Sønder 

Kirkeby's northwestern wall. A large number of runes are 
presumed missing. It was removed in 1809 and sent to 
Copenhagen. Transcription: [Sa]ssurr satti stēn þennsi æft 
Āsgo[t] brōður sinn, en [hann] varð dǿðr ā Go[tlandi](?). Þōrr 
vīgi rūnaR [þessi]. English Translation: (s) ssur placed this 
stone in memory of asgutr his brother, and [he] died on go 
(tland). May Þórr hallow [these] runes. Transliteration: (-) - 
sur: sati: stin: | thins: had: ąsk (u) ... | bridges: sin: ian: ... | 
uarþ: tuþr: ą: ku ... | þ = u = r: u = i = k = (i): (r) = u = n = a = R 
(:) ... Dimensions: 79cm (height); 71cm (width); 17-35cm 
(thickness); the original size cannot be determined, for the 
stone was cut into an almost square block. 

 
ETR-00014

 

 Name Spentrup 2 Runestone 
 Collection Museum Østjylland: MJy 51|KHM B 3233|DR 120 
 Location Spentrup, Nørhald, Nørrejylland, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description The stone has a Thor’s hammer on the second row, running 

up the left edge. Similarly shaped to the hammer on the 
Karlevi Stone (McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 2004, 122). 
Transcription: Áskatla resti stein þenna spaka son [hammer]. 
English translation: ‘Askatla raised this stone (in memory of) 
[...]ls, Spaki’s son.’ [hammer] Transliteration: âskatla X risþi 
...... ls X sbaka X sun X stin X þânsi X [hammer]. Dimensions: 
1.32m (height); 1.1m (width); 0.18m (thickness). 

 
ETR-00015

 

 Name Hammer and rods on a ring from Knudsker 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: C5 
 Location Knudsker, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Undecorated Thor's hammer on an oval shaped silver ring 

with four equal-sized rod-shaped pendants. 
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ETR-00016

 

 Name Hammer from Rømersdal 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: 597 
 Location Rømersdal, Bornholm, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Decorated silver Thor's hammer on a ring. Decorations 

include silver punches, hash mark stamped outline and a 
four quadrant hand-stamped "X" on the hammer's tapered 
handle. Context: votive offering/deposit. 

 
ETR-00017

 

 Name Hammer from Tågemosen 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: DNF 17/87 
 Location Tågemosen, (Spjellerup), Sjælland, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Silver Thor's hammer with a wire weave chain and silver wire 

connector. Single find. Circle punch decorations all over the 
hammer's surface. The reverse of the pendant is decorated 
with an incised cross-hashed pattern. 

 
ETR-00018

 

 Name Hammer from Tissø 1 
 Collection Nationalmuseet 
 Location Tissø, Zealand, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Iron hammer with no visible suspension loop. Measurements 

of the Tissø hammers range from 3-5cm (length). 
 

ETR-00019

 

 Name Hammer from Tissø 2 
 Collection Nationalmuseet 
 Location Tissø, Zealand, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver hammer with suspension hole. Measurements of the 

Tissø hammers range from 3-5cm (length). 

 
ETR-00020

 

 Name Hammer from Tissø 3 
 Collection Nationalmuseet 
 Location Tissø, Zealand, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron hammer with bent hammer shaft and no visible 

suspension hole. Measurements of the Tissø hammers range 
from 3-5cm (length). 
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ETR-00021 

 

 Name Hammer from Tissø 4 
 Collection Nationalmuseet 
 Location Tissø, Zealand, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Iron hammer with bent hammer shaft and no visible 

suspension loop. Measurements of the Tissø hammers range 
from 3-5cm (length). 

 
ETR-00022

 

 Name Hammer from Tissø 5 
 Collection Nationalmuseet 
 Location Tissø, Zealand, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron hammer with a possibly damaged hammer head. 

Suspension loop present at the top of the hammer shaft. 
Measurements of the Tissø hammers range from 3-5cm 
(length). 

 
ETR-00023

 

 Name Hammer from Tissø 6 
 Collection Nationalmuseet 
 Location Tissø, Zealand, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver gilt hammer with suspension loop present at the top of 

the hammer shaft. Gilding is scratched and damaged. 
Measurements of the Tissø hammers range from 3-5cm 
(length). 

 
ETR-00024

 

 Name Hammer on a chain from Sejerby 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: 18196 
 Location Sejerby, Sejerø, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B3 - Decorative; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Undecorated silver Thor's hammer pendant on a both a ring 

and wire woven chain. 
 

ETR-00025

 

 Name Hammer pendant with triangular hand-stamping 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: 3538 
 Location Vålse, Falster, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver hammer on a silver chain, decorated with triangular 

hand-stamped design in an alternating pattern up and down 
the hammer's shaft and head. Dimensions: 28mm (length). 
"Found in 1835 as part of a hoard at Vålse, Falster, Denmark" 
(Vikings: life and legend, 6 March to 22 June 2014, 26). 
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ETR-00026

 

 Name Hammer with a gilded gold face 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: C1787 
 Location Mandemark, Møn, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B3 - Decorative; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Found in the same hoard as C1786 in Mandemark, Møn, 

Denmark. Lavishly decorated with gold foil gilding. The shaft 
of the hammer terminates in a head with golden eyes, 
prominent eyebrows and three verticle gold lines on the 
forehead. This short-handled gilded silver hammer has a 
suspension loop with a ring. Hammer was found in 1874. 

 
ETR-00027

 

 Name Hammer with dots from Mandemark 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: C1786 
 Location Mandemark, Møn, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Silver Thor's hammer on a chain with suspension loop. 

Hammer is stamped, presumably after it was cast, with 
hand-stamped simple dots. 

 
ETR-00028

 

 Name Three small iron hammers on a ring 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: FG A45 
 Location Fugledegård, NW Zealand, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Set of three Thor's hammers from the Viking period. British 

Museum analysis: silver gilt, copper alloy, lead, iron. 
Dimensions: 3cm (length). "Provenance: Part of an 
assemblage of metal objects, amulets and personal 
ornaments found between 1995-1999 at Fugledegård, 
northwest Zealand, Denmark. Acquired by National Musem 
of Denmark in 1999 through Danefæ system of reporting 
archaeological finds" (Vikings: life and legend, 6 March to 22 
June 2014, 26). 

 
ETR-00029

 

 Name Two hammers of undetermined material 
 Collection VejleMuseerne: DIME #14791 
 Location Hedensted Kommune, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Two hammers, one broken at the shaft. Unknown material. 

Under museum review. Found via metal detector on January 
17th, 2018. 

 
ETR-00030

 

 Name Undecorated hammer with suspension loop 
 Collection Museum Lolland-Falster: DIME #10489 
 Location Lolland Kommune, Denmark 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Undecorated Thor's hammer with suspension loop. Found on 

November 11th, 2018. Dimensions: 2cm (length); 1.7cm 
(width at hammer head). 
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ETR-00031

 

 Name Virring Stone 
 Collection Nationalmuseet: MJy 65 
 Location Randers, Sønderhald, Virring, Denmark 
 Description Runestone found c. 1865 at the Virring Church containing 

the Þórr vígi formula. Transcription: Gē[R]mundr(?) ... [su]n 
gærði minni [þ]ǿ æft Sassur. Star rēsþi stēn æft dǿðan. Þōrr 
vīgi þessi kumbl. Transliteration: Side A : ki-mutr : | ...n : 
k(a)rþi | : m(i)n(i) : --(u) : af(t) (:) | : sasur : star | r(i)sþi : stin : 
aft : tuþan : Side B þur : uiki : þisi : kuml : English: 
Geirmundr(?) ... son made these memorials in memory of 
Sassurr. Starr raised the stone in memory of the deceased. 
May Þórr hallow this monument. Dimensions: 155cm 
(height); 120cm (width); 27cm (thickness). 

 
ETR-00032

 

 Name Silver hammer found in a hoard from Schaprode 
 Collection Landesarchäologie Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 
 Location Rügen, Schaprode, Germany 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description This hoard was found by 13-year-old student Luca 

Malaschnichenko and an unnamed hobbyist with a metal 
detector in Winter/Spring 2018. Dated to the 10th century, 
this hoard find includes a single silver Thor's hammer with 
suspension loop and with hand-stamped edge detailing of 
small rectangular marks. Scholars such as Anders Winroth 
believe that this silver hoard may possibly have belonged to 
Harald Bluetooth. The hoard also contains approximately 
600 objects including coins, rings, beads, ornamentation, and 
silver scrap. The oldest coin in the hoard is a Damascus 
dirham dated to 714, and the latest coin has been dated to 
983, likely dating the hoard to the late 10th century CE. 

 
ETR-00033

 

 Name Hammer with punched cross ornament 
 Collection Archäologisches Landesmuseum, Schloss Gottorf, Schleswig: 

ALM KS D 602.074 
 Location Hedeby, Germany 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Silver hammer pendant on a ring with circular hand-stamped 

decorations both outlining the hammer and on the center of 
the hammer's head in the shape of a cross. Dimensions: 
8.2cm (length); 3.9cm (width). "This Thor's hammer pendant 
has been decorated with a Christian cross at the centre, 
suggesting that belief in Christ did not necessarily mean that 
the old gods were immediately abandoned" (Price 2014, 
187). "Excavated for the museum by Dr. Kurt Schietzel during 
a program of excavations conducted between 1964 and 1969 
(Haithabu (Hedeby), Schleswig, Germany)" (Vikings: life and 
legend, 6 March to 22 June 2014, 26). 
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ETR-00034

 

 Name Eyrarland Image 
 Collection Þjoðminjasafn Íslands: Þjms. 10880 
 Location Eyrarland, Eyjafjörður, Iceland 
 Taxonomy A5 - Cross-like; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description Discovered "[...] while digging for other purposes was in 

progress, at some time in the years 1815-1817. [...] it seems 
to have been acquired by Jóhann Gottlieb Gudmann, a 
prominent merchant in Akureyri at the time, who apparently 
through the mediation of Finnur Magnússon, presented it to 
Det Kongelige Museum for nordiske Oldsager in Copenhagen 
and there it was lodged by late 1881" (Perkins 2001, 82-83). 
The image is cast bronze, created possibly using the 'lost-
wax' process and measures 6.7 cm high. The figure is "[...] a 
fully three-dimensional figure of a man sitting upright on an 
armless chair with a low, tripartite back. Apart from a hat or 
cap or helmet of conical shape [...] The man has a large 
mustache which develops into two parts on each cheek 
[...]The chin carries a heavy beard extending downwards [...] 
Below his fists the beard develops, perhaps rather 
unexpectedly, into a cross-like object with rounded ends; the 
transverse arms of this object rest firmly on the man's knees, 
the vertical part extends down between them" (Perkins 
2001, 85). Thought by the majority of scholars to represent 
the god Þórr, however, it is important to note that 
arguments to the contrary still remain. Text from 
Þjoðminjasafn Íslands: "Þór or Christ? This human figure 
made of bronze has been dated, on the grounds of style, to 
around 1000 ad. It is believed to depict Þór (Thor), one of the 
major Norse gods, but it could also represent Christ 
enthroned in glory. The figure grasps an object thought to be 
Þór’s hammer, but also similar in shape to the Christian 
cross. The figure was unearthed in 1815 or 1816 in 
Eyjafjörður in North Iceland. It was sent to Copenhagen in 
1817 but was returned in 1930 with other objects from the 
Danish National Museum. During the period 800–1000 A.D., 
the prevalent religion was the pagan worship of the Norse 
gods, but from the beginning, there were also Christians in 
Iceland, apparently in peaceful coexistence with the pagans" 
(Þjoðminjasafn Íslands, 2019). 

 
ETR-00035

 

 Name Lead cross from Iceland 
 Collection Þjoðminjasafn Íslands: Þjms. 10919 
 Location Rauðnefsstaðir, Iceland 
 Taxonomy A5 - Cross-like; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Lead cross or hammer with suspension hole at the long end 

of the shaft. On the front of the cross is another, smaller, 
raised cross. Dimensions: 2.7cm (length); 2cm (width). From 
Þjoðminjasafn Íslands: "Kross úr blýi, hefur verið borinn í 
bandi um hálsinn, ef til vill á talnabandi. Fannst í fornum 
rústum Rauðnefsstaða á Rangárvöllum, kom til Þjóðsafnsins í 
Kaupmannahöfn frá Jónasi Hallgrímssyni skáldi árið 1843 en 
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var afhentur Þjóðminjasafninu ásamt fleiri forngripum árið 
1930." 

 
ETR-00036

 

 Name Silver hammer cross with an animal head from Foss 
 Collection Þjoðminjasafn Íslands: þjms. 6077 
 Location Foss, Iceland 
 Taxonomy A5 - Cross-like; B3 - Decorative; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Thor's hammer in the shape of a cruciform with a wolf head 

at the end of its shaft. Suspension hole is through the wolf's 
mouth. From Sarpur: "Þórshamar úr silfri, krossmyndaður og 
með vargshöfði á enda eins armsins en hnúðum á hinum 
þremur; vargshöfuðið er með gapandi gini, mun þar hafa 
verið í band eða festi og Þórshamarinn borinn á hálsi eða 
brjósti sem verndar- og skraut-gripur. Armarnir eru sívalir um 
0,6 sm. að gildleika, - hnúðarnir 1 sm. að gildl." Dimensions: 
5cm (length); 3cm (width). Found in 1910 by Elísberg 
Pétursson. Text from Þjoðminjasafn Íslands: "This cruciform 
pendant, often known as Thor’s Hammer, Þórshamar, in fact 
bears closer resemblance to a Christian cross than the known 
examples of Þórshamar from the Viking Age. It may date 
from the 11th or 12th century. An axe is said to have been 
found nearby, which may indicate that the artifacts were 
from a grave." 

 
ETR-00037

 

 Name Simple hammer from Patreksfjörður 
 Collection Þjoðminjasafn Íslands: Þjms.1964-122 
 Location Patreksfjörður, Iceland 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver hammer with suspension loop present at the top of 

the long hammer shaft. Dimensions: 3.6cm (length); 0.5cm 
(width). Context: Female burial, likely 10th century, "in a 
clinker-built hull constructed with twelve strakes, most 
probably of larch wood [...] The woman buried in the boat 
was accompanied by her dog and relatively rich grave goods, 
including two arm rings of bronze, a necklace with glass 
beads and two pieces of amber, a small, round silver disk 
probably made from an Arabic silver coin and a simple Thor's 
hammer amulet of silver" (Winroth 2014, 92). From Sarpur: 
"Þórshamar smíðaður úr silfri. Er hann sniðinn til úr þynnu og 
lagið einfalt, en skraut ekki á. Hausinn er grannur þverstúfur, 
með bogadreginni brún að framan, og því ... ... í efri brún, 
endi að ofan beygður í lykkju, l. við grip þennan er um 3,6 
cm, hausinn 1,2 cm á l., br. 0,4 cm, mest br. við stofninn 0,5 
cm, en þ. er 0,2 cm mest. 

 
ETR-00038

 

 Name Standstone hammer from Þjórsárdalur (Bergsstaðahamarinn) 
 Collection Fornleifastofnun Íslands 
 Location Bergsstaðir, Þjórsárdalur, Iceland 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Found in fall of 2018, this stone hammer from the Viking Age 

is the only known sandstone Thor's hammer amulet. Broken 
suspension hole at the end of the hammer's shaft. The farm 
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where this hammer was discovered, which is thought to have 
been abandoned after the 1104 eruption of Mt. Hekla, was 
found by Bergur Þór Björnsson: "Bergsstaðir er nýjasta 
bæjarstæði landsins kallað. Það eru hins vegar meira en 900 
ár síðan nokkur bjó þar en bæjarstæðið er nýfundið í 
Þjórsárdal. Þar fundust stórmerkir forngripir síðasta föstudag 
meðal annars Þórshamar úr sandsteini" (RÚV, October 12th, 
2018). 

 
ETR-00039

 

 Name Cross-shaped hammer from Huse 
 Collection Kulturhistorisk museum: C13216 
 Location Huse, Strange, Hedmark, Norway 
 Taxonomy A5 - Cross-like; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Cross-shaped metal hammer of an unknown white alloy. 

Complete suspension loop at the top of the hammer shaft. 
The hammer is reminiscent of the 11th century CE Thor's 
hammer/cross from Foss, Iceland, except without an animal 
head. Dimensions: 3.5cm (length); 2.3cm (crossbar length). 
Context: grave find. 

 
ETR-00040

 

 Name Hammer on a bronze buckle with spiral 
 Collection Kulturhistorisk museum: C4928 
 Location Anda, Klepp, Rogaland, Norway 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Hammer at the end of a needle-like fastener, resting on a 

spiral disk at the end of another long bronze fastener. 
Context: grave find. Acquired in 1868. 

 
ETR-00041

 

 Name Hammer on a silver armring 
 Collection Kulturhistorisk museum: C21828 
 Location Gjulem (Gjulum), Rakkestad, Østfold, Norway 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Silver armring with a hammer on a ring attached. The 

hammer is small, simple, and smooth. Contains no stamped 
ornamentation. Dimensions: 3.2cm (length). 

 
ETR-00042

 

 Name Hammer ring with nine undecorated hammers 
 Collection Universitetsmuseet, Bergen 
 Location Hilde, Innvik, near Stryn (Hilda, Sogn og Fjordane), Norway 
 Taxonomy A5 - Cross-like; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on Small 

Loop 
 Description Ring with nine undecorated [cross-like] hammers found in a 

female burial (sex interpreted on the basis of objects, not 
anatomical analysis).* Found in a cremation grave, in a 
mound with a boat (Nordeide 2004, 219). 
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ETR-00043

 

 Name Hammer with hand-stamped hearts, dots, and circles 
 Collection Universitetsmuseet, Bergen: B8602 
 Location Verdal, Nord-Trøndelag, Norway 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver Thor's hammer decorated with heart-shaped hand-

stamped decorations which contain three decorative dots on 
one side. On the reverse, more hand-stamped circles are 
present. The shaft of the hammer ends with a square knob 
and a suspension loop. Dimensions: 4.1cm (length); 3.6cm 
(width of hammer's head). Possibly found in Verdalen, Nord-
Trøndelag by Monrad Johnsen, a teacher whose grandfather 
Peter S. Arnet brought it from Verdalen. "However, we know 
nothing about the circumstances of the find and cannot even 
rely on it having come from the Verdal district" (Nordeide 
2004, 219). 

 
ETR-00044

 

 Name Hammer with uneven circle punches 
 Collection NTNU Vitenskapsmuseet: T26659 
 Location Flekstad, Steinkjer, Trøndelag, Norway 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver hammer with a similar shape to C1931, but with hand-

stamped decoration similar to C59298 on one of its sides. 
The stamped decorations are not uniform in size and shape. 
They form a cross shape around a central circle point where 
the shaft and the hammer head meet. Context: Metal 
detector find by Magne Ørsnes on 4/4/2015. 

 
ETR-00045  Name Iron hammer, undecorated 

 Collection Unknown 
 Location Kaupang, Tjølling, Norway 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer, undecorated. Context: urban site 

(Nordeide 2004, 219). 
 

ETR-00046

 

 Name Lead ax-like hammer 
 Collection Kulturhistorisk museum: C57589 
 Location Årneberg, Råde, Østfold, Norway 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Ax-like possible hammer amulet with a hole for suspension. 

The shaft is straight, and the head only extends to one side 
of the shaft. However, the other side shows signs of damage, 
possibly indicating that the other side of the head was 
broken off. Dimensions: 2.2cm (length); 2.1cm (width); 
0.5cm (thickness); 0.3cm (hole diameter); 9.6g (weight). 

  
ETR-00047  Name Lead hammer with patina and suspension hole 

 Collection NTNU Vitenskapsmuseet: T26288 
 Location Ørlandets prestegaard, Ørland, Trøndelag, Norway 
 Taxonomy A5 - Cross-like; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Lead pendant with a cross shape which could be interpreted 

as a hammer. Suspension hole in the longest part of the 
pendant, or hammer shaft, making the cross look like it 
hangs upside down, as Thor's hammers usually hang. The 
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pendant is covered in a light brown patina. Dimensions: 
3.8cm (length); 3.8cm (width); 0.3cm (thickness); 26.17g 
(weight). Found in 2014. 

 
ETR-00048

 

 Name Lead hammer with suspension hole 
 Collection Tromsø Museum, Universitetsmuseet: Ts13818 
 Location Mjelde Søndre, Tromsø, Troms, Norway 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Small lead Thor's hammer, simple without any visible or 

preserved decoration. One of the hammer shaft's ends is 
slightly bent, indicating that it may have been damaged. The 
hammer's shaft widens towards the end to accommodate a 
drilled oval hole at the top of the shaft. The hole, possibly 
used for hanging the pendant, is undamaged. Found in 2013. 

 
ETR-00049  Name Lead hammer, no suspension loop 

 Collection Kulturhistorisk museum: C52516 
 Location Kaupang Nordre / Kaupang Søndre, Larvik, Vestfold, Norway 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Lead plated in the shape of a flat hammer pendant from 

Kaupang. This piece, however, lacks a suspension hole and 
has a more triangular head than other lead hammers. 

 
ETR-00050

 

 Name Long handled silver hammer 
 Collection Kulturhistorisk museum: C52517 
 Location Kaupang Nordre / Kaupang Søndre, Larvik, Vestfold, Norway 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Undecorated silver hammer with a long tapered shaft from 

Kaupang found in a possible marketplace or production 
space. The hammer has no ornamentation, (possible surface 
scratches due to damage) and the shaft has a slight 
curvature (possibly slightly bent due to damage) towards the 
more narrow end, and the head has sharp corners. Hammer 
acquired in 2000. 

 
ETR-00051  Name Mould for Thor's hammers 

 Collection Unknown 
 Location Mysen, Eidsberg, Norway 
 Description Mould for Thor's hammer. Bronze, undecorated. Cremation 

grave in a mound (Nordeide 2004, 219). 
 

ETR-00052

 

 Name Ring with two undecorated silver hammers 
 Collection Universitetsmuseet, Bergen 
 Location Vela, Sand, Ryfylke (Vela, Rogaland), Norway 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B2 - Long Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Ring with two undecorated silver Thor's hammer. Hammers 

both have semi-rounded heads. Context: hoard (Nordeide 
2004, 219). 
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ETR-00053

 

 Name Silver cross-like hammer pendant 
 Collection Kulturhistorisk museum: C21858 
 Location Tråen, Rollag (Traaen, Buskerud), Norway 
 Taxonomy A5 - Cross-like; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver Thor's hammer, decorated with filigree, hollow inside, 

and broken at the shaft's root. Context: hoard (746.9 g). 
"Interpreted as a Thor's hammer, but may equally well be a 
cross" (Nordeide 2004, 219). 

 
ETR-00054

 

 Name Silver hammer with circle punches 
 Collection Kulturhistorisk museum: C59298 
 Location Tveten Søndre, Porsgrunn, Telemark (Eidanger, Telemark), 

Norway 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description SIlver Thor's hammer decorated with small, hand-stamped 

circles following the edges of the hammer with an additional 
circle where the hammer head and the shaft meet. 
Suspension hole is present at the top of the hammer shaft. 
Dimensions: 3.3cm (length); 2.2cm (width at the hammer 
head); 4.2g (weight). 

 
ETR-00055

 

 Name Silver hammer from Hovin Østre 
 Collection Kulturhistorisk museum: C59717 
 Location Hovin Østre, Ullensaker, Akershus, Norway 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver Thor's hammer, decorated with small stamped circles 

on both sides and the outer edges of the hammer. One 
centrally located circle midway between the hammer's shaft 
and head. Damaged suspension loop. Context: loose find. 
Dimensions: 1.7cm (length); 1.9cm (head width); 0.2cm 
(head length); 2.1g (weight). Acquired in 2013. Found using a 
metal detector by Olga Skappel who gave it to Kulturhistorisk 
Museum, Oslo. 

 
ETR-00056

 

 Name Silver hammer from Telemark 
 Collection Unknown 
 Location Porsgrunn, Telemark, Norway 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Undecorated silver Thor's hammer amulet pendant with 

suspension loop. Discovered on September 25, 2015 via a 
metal detector by Frode Andrê Ulvær. Dimensions: 26mm 
(length); 15mm (width); 3-4g (weight). 

 
ETR-00057  Name Silver undecorated hammer 

 Collection Unknown 
 Location Bråtveit, Suldal, Norway 
 Description Single undecorated silver Thor's hammer. Context: possible 

hoard (Nordeide 2004, 219). 
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ETR-00058  Name Hammer from Fitjar 
 Collection Universitetsmuseet, Bergen: B8555 
 Location Søndre Vik, Fitjar, Hordaland, Norway 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver Thor's hammer with a stamped circle on each arm and 

a suspension hole for hanging at the top of the shaft. 
Context: grave find, male inhumation burial, flat grave, 
oriented N-S, with a boat (Nordeide 2004, 219). Dimensions: 
2cm (length). 

 
ETR-00059  Name Thor's hammer inscribed on two Arabic coins 

 Collection Unknown 
 Location Kaupang, Tjølling, Norway 
 Description Thor's hammer inscribed on two Arabic coins. Context: urban 

site (Nordeide 2004, 219). 
 

ETR-00060

 

 Name Two iron hammers from Soppaland 
 Collection Arkeologisk museum, Stavanger: S5464 
 Location Soppaland, Hjelmeland, Rogaland, Norway 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Two hammers made of iron. Both hammers have flat bars for 

heads. Dimensions (hammer 1): 1: 33mm (length); 35mm 
(width); broken in the shaft, which is four-sided, 8.6mm x 
6.5mm. Dimensions (hammer 2): 28mm (length); 25mm 
(width); broken in the shaft, which is four-sided, 4mm x 
3.8mm. 

 
ETR-00061  Name Undecorated hammer on a silver arm ring 

 Collection Unknown 
 Location Gjulem, Rakkestad, Norway 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Undecorated Thor's hammer on a silver arm ring. Context: 

hoard (Nordeide 2004, 219). 
 

ETR-00062  Name Undecorated iron hammer 
 Collection Unknown 
 Location Kaupang, Tjølling, Norway 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer, undecorated. Found in a female burial 

(sex interpreted on the basis of objects, not anatomical 
analysis).* Found in an inhumation grave (NNE-SSW 
orientation), in a mound with a boat (Nordeide 2004, 219). 

 
ETR-00063

 

 Name Undecorated silver hammer 
 Collection Kulturhistorisk museum: C1931 
 Location Bråtveit, Suldal, Rogaland, Norway 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Undecorated silver hammer, found together with a pair of 

Anglo-Saxon coins on a farm in Bråtveit, Suldal. 
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ETR-00064  Name Wood partial hammer 
 Collection Kulturhistorisk museum: C34761 
 Location "Søndre felt", Gamlebyen, Oslo, Norway 
 Description Possible 1/2 of a Thor's hammer made of wood, damaged. 

 
ETR-00065

 

 Name Fragment of an amber cross-shaped hammer 
 Collection Muzeum Archeologiczno-Historyczne w Elblągu: MAH 

1149/03 
 Location Janów Pomorski, Truso, Poland 
 Taxonomy A5 - Cross-like; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Fragment of an amber cross or Thor's hammer (pictured with 

its reconstruction). Dimensions: 2.5cm (height); 1.5cm 
(width). 

 
ETR-00066

 

 Name Iron hammer amulet with flat head 
 Collection Muzeum Archeologiczno-Historyczne w Elblągu: MAH 

1187/02 
 Location Janów Pomorski, Truso, Poland 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron hammer amulet with suspension loop on its shaft and 

symmetrical shoulders. Shoulders are both long and flat. No 
ornamentation. Dimensions: 2cm (length); 1.5cm (length at 
shoulders); 2 mm (shaft thickness). 

 
ETR-00067

 

 Name Iron hammer amulet with suspension loop and vertical 
notches 

 Collection Muzeum Archeologiczno-Historyczne w Elblągu: MAH 2/91 
 Location Janów Pomorski, Truso, Poland 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron hammer amulet with suspension loop on its shaft, one 

shoulder is pointed, and the other is blunt. Shoulders are 
decorated with two vertical notches. Dimensions: 3.25cm 
(length); 1.6cm (length at shoulders); 2-3 mm (shaft 
thickness). 

 
ETR-00068 

 

 Name Iron hammer amulet with suspension loop on the shaft 
 Collection Muzeum Archeologiczno-Historyczne w Elblągu: MAH 53/88 
 Location Janów Pomorski, Truso, Poland 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron hammer amulet with suspension loop on its shaft. No 

additional ornamentation. Dimensions: 2.75cm (length); 
1mm (thickness of hammer shaft). 

 
ETR-00069

 

 Name Iron hammer with two iron spears on a ring 
 Collection Muzeum Archeologiczno-Historyczne w Elblągu: MAH 

1599/2008 
 Location Janów Pomorski, Truso, Poland 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Hammer on a ring: one hammer, two possible miniature 

spears, one more damaged than the other. Both the hammer 
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and the two spear shaped pendants have a suspension loop 
in their shafts. No additional ornamentation. Forged iron. 
Dimensions: 2.1mm (diameter of the ring); 2-3mm (thickness 
of the ring); 1.8cm (length of spear); 4mm (hammer length); 
3 mm (hammer width); 1.3mm (length of elongated 
pendant). 

 
ETR-00070

 

 Name Iron hammer with no suspension loop 
 Collection Muzeum Archeologiczno-Historyczne w Elblągu: MAH 849/02 
 Location Janów Pomorski, Truso, Poland 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Iron hammer amulet. No suspension loop. No 

ornamentation. Dimensions: 2.7cm (length); 1.4cm (length at 
shoulders); 2mm (shaft thickness). 

 
ETR-00071

 

 Name Iron hammer with one blunt and one pointed shoulder 
 Collection Muzeum Archeologiczno-Historyczne w Elblągu: MAH 82/85 
 Location Janów Pomorski, Truso, Poland 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Iron hammer amulet with no suspension loop. One hammer 

shoulder is pointed, and the other is blunt. Dimensions: 
2.8cm (length). 

 
ETR-00072

 

 Name Iron hammer with one pointed shoulder and circle punch 
decoration 

 Collection Muzeum Archeologiczno-Historyczne w Elblągu: MAH 35/89 
 Location Janów Pomorski, Truso, Poland 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Iron hammer amulet with no suspension loop. One hammer 

shoulder is pointed, and the other is blunt. Center of the 
shoulder is decorated with a vertical notch, and the blunt 
side of the hammer shoulder has a hand-stamped circular 
punch decoration. Dimensions: 3.6cm (length); 1.6cm (length 
at shoulders); 2-3mm (shaft thickness). 

 
ETR-00073

 

 Name Iron hammer with suspension loop on a ring 
 Collection Muzeum Archeologiczno-Historyczne w Elblągu: MAH 

1150/2008 
 Location Janów Pomorski, Truso, Poland 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on Small 

Loop 
 Description Single hammer on a ring. The hammer has a suspension loop 

on its shaft. No additional ornamentation. Both ring and 
hammer are made of forged iron. Dimensions: 2cm (link 
diameter); 1.7 cm (pendant length). 
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ETR-00074

 

 Name Partially damaged amber hammer 
 Collection Muzeum Archeologiczno-Historyczne w Elblągu: MAH 116/87 
 Location Janów Pomorski, Truso, Poland 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description Unfinished or damaged possible hammer pendant. Carved, 

made of amber. No visible ornamentation or hole for 
suspension. Dimensions: 1.5cm (length); 1.5cm (length of 
shoulder); 0.65mm (thickness). 

  
ETR-00075

 

 Name Small undecorated iron hammer 
 Collection Unknown 
 Location Janów Pomorski, Truso, Poland 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description An unadorned small hammer with no suspension loop. 

Dimensions: 2.2cm (length); 1.3cm (length at shoulders). 
 

ETR-00076

 

 Name Undecorated iron hammer with no suspension loop 
 Collection Unknown 
 Location Janów Pomorski, Truso, Poland 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Unadorned hammer with short shoulders and no suspension 

loop. Dimensions: 3cm (length); 1.1cm (length at shoulders); 
2-3mm (shaft thickness). 

 
ETR-00077

 

 Name Unfinished amber bead with hammer carving 
 Collection Muzeum Archeologiczno-Historyczne w Elblągu: MAH 

1430/2008 
 Location Janów Pomorski, Truso, Poland 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B3 - Decorative; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Unfinished amber ring bead with possible Thor's hammer 

carved at its end. Dimensions: 1.9cm (bead diameter); 0.8cm 
(bead thickness); 0.4cm (hole diameter); 1.5cm (hammer 
width); 0.9cm (hammer thickness); 2.69g (weight). 

 
ETR-00078

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring 
 Collection State Historical Museum Moscow: GIM 80135|Op. 1071/7 
 Location Gnezdovo (Гнёздово) Archaeological Complex, Russian 

Federation 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head, A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - 

Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description "Excavated from the Gnezdovo archaeological complex by 

D.A. Avdusina, 1874. Items have remained in the collection 
of the State Historical Museum Moscow since excavation" 
(Vikings: life and legend, 6 March to 22 June 2014, 26). 
Dimensions: 15.3cm (length); 15.9cm (width); 175mm 
(diameter). 
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ETR-00079

 

 Name Åby Runestone 
 Collection Riksantikvarieämbetet: Sö 86 
 Location Norra Åby, Södermanland, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B2 - Long Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description "The front of this large boulder shows a massive Thor's 

hammer in the central field of the stone, very similar in 
shape to the one of the Stenkvista stone" (McKinnell, Simek, 
and Düwel 2004, 122). "The top of the [inscription] circle is 
broken by a moustached face. And beneath this face is an 
object which can only be interpreted as a hammer [...] Now 
it is doubtless to some extent because of the hammer that 
the face above it may be identified as that of Thor" (Perkins 
2001, 122-123). Dimensions: 1.77m (height); 1.56m (width); 
0.18m (thickness). 

 
ETR-00080

 

 Name Altuna Stone 
 Collection Riksantikvarieämbetet: U 11611 
 Location Altuna, Uppland, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description "The scene on the lower part of the runestone at Altuna, 

Uppland, Sweden, (H 195 cm) is an unambiguous 
representation of the god Thor fishing for the World Serpent. 
(The paint is modern)" (Graham-Campbell 2013, 164). 

 
ETR-00081

 

 Name Amber hammer with a T-shaped rectangular head 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 914273. SHM 35000 (F41485) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description Amber hammer with a sledge-like rectangular head. This 

small T-shaped hammer is possibly semi-finished. 
 

ETR-00082  Name Amulet ring collar with pendant and ring fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 546097. SHM 34000:Bj 744 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring collar with pendant and ring 

fragments, single piece. 
 

ETR-00083  Name Amulet ring with six pendants: clubs, rings, and trapezoids 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 35901. SHM 31331 (F11) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Ekebyhov, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Twisted Thor's hammer amulet ring with two club-shaped 

pendants, two trapezoidal, and two bent rings. 1.7cm in 
diameter. 

 
ETR-00084  Name Amulet ring with two additional loose Thor's hammers 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 479536. SHM 34000:Bj 192 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring with two additional loose Thor's 

hammer pendants on two small ring fragments, 7 fragments. 
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ETR-00085

 

 Name Bjärby Stone 
 Collection Riksantikvarieämbetet: Vg 113 
 Location Bjärby, Västergötaland, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description "The hammer on this very tall stone (2.5 x 0.55 m) has a very 

long handle, formed by the inner edges of the two bands in 
the inscription, with its head at the top of the stone. 
Although the head of the hammer measures somewhat less 
than 30 x 20 cm, it stands out as clearly as the much larger 
example on the Stenkvista Kyrka stone, and makes a clear 
statement of religious allegiance" (McKinnell, Simek, and 
Düwel 2004, 124). 

 
ETR-00086  Name Braided Thor's hammer ring with iron hammer 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 35060. SHM 30576 
 Location Uppland, Järfälla, Björkeby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Braided iron Thor's hammer ring, found in 9 fragments 

measuring from 2-4.1cm. If reconstructed, the ring may have 
been approximately 20cm in diameter. Single iron hammer 
also found with the ring. 

 
ETR-00087

 

 Name Bronze hammer pendant 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 611388. SHM 34000:Bj 964 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Single bronze Thor's hammer pendant. 

 
ETR-00088

 

 Name Corroded iron hammer pendant 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 264124. SHM 34094 (F23) 
 Location Södermanland, Huddinge, Kvarteret Valen, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Corroded iron hammer pendant. 

 
ETR-00089  Name Corroded Thor's hammer amulet ring, 30 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 21239. SHM 31685 (F203) 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Säby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Remains of a very corroded Thor's hammer amulet ring, 30 

fragments. Weight: 77g 
 

ETR-00090  Name Corroded Thor's hammer ring, 10 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 577146. SHM 34000:Bj 1081 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Very corroded fragments of a Thor's hammer ring. 10 

fragments. 
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ETR-00091  Name Corroded Thor's hammer ring, 10 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 23360. SHM 31159 (F11) 
 Location Uppland, Täby, Viggbyholm, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Flaking and corroded Thor's hammer ring fragments. 10 

fragments; Weight: 62g 
 

ETR-00092

 

 Name Damaged iron hammer with suspension loop from Husgrupp 
2 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 125351. SHM 25343 (F1584) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Helgö, Husgrupp 2, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Partialy damaged single iron hammer pendant with 

suspension loop. 
 

ETR-00093

 

 Name Decorated hammer on a ring attached to chain 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 111824. SHM 4313:1 
 Location Skåne, Raus, Pålstorp, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B3 - Decorative; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Silver hammer with suspension loop on a ring attached to a 

thick braided chain. The hammer handle is decorated with a 
distinct triangular pattern. 

 
ETR-00094  Name Extremely corroded Thor's hammer ring, 3 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 469723. SHM 34000:Bj 722 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Extremely corroded Thor's hammer ring, 3 fragments. 

 
ETR-00095

 

 Name Filigree hammer with eyes and nose on wire and chain 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 106666. SHM 101 
 Location Öland, Bredsättra, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B3 - Decorative; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Highly decorated single Thor's hammer pendant with eyes 

and face on a chain. 
 

ETR-00096

 

 Name Five iron hammers on a Thor's hammer ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 576024. SHM 34000:Bj 1046 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple 

Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Five iron hammers on a Thor's hammer amulet ring. The 

amulet ring's ends are turned up, presumably a locking 
mechanism of some kind. Three hammers are attached to 
the ring, two are loose. 6 total fragments. 
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ETR-00097

 

 Name Flat iron hammer with suspension loop 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 181803. SHM 19264:44 
 Location Södermanland, Salem, Talby, Lillsved, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Single flat iron Thor's hammer pendant with a folded 

suspension loop at one end. Weight: 4.5g 
 

ETR-00098

 

 Name Flat-headed iron hammer on a twisted ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 427585. SHM 20300:6 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on 

a Ring 
 Description Iron flat-headed hammer pendant with suspension loop on a 

twisted ring found with Thor's hammer ring fragments. 
 

ETR-00099  Name Four hammer ring fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 8606. SHM 30982 (F15) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Slagsta gård, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 1.9-5.4cm, 4 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00100  Name Fragment of a Thor's hammer ring or hammer amulet 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 465537. SHM 34000:Bj 93B 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Fragment of a Thor's hammer amulet ring or hammer 

amulet. Weight: 5.1g 
 

ETR-00101

 

 Name Fragmentary Thor's hammer ring with several hammer 
pendants 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 446318. SHM 34000:Bj 11b 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on 

a Ring 
 Description Fragmentary Thor's hammer ring with at least three several 

hammer pendants. 
 

ETR-00102

 

 Name Fragmentary Thor's hammer ring with two hammer 
pendants 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 446967. SHM 34000:Bj 18 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on 

a Ring 
 Description Fragmentary Thor's hammer ring, crumbling to pieces. 

Includes two hammer pendants. 20 fragments plus iron 
crumbs. 
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ETR-00103  Name Fragmented iron Thor's hammer ring from Mösa 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 7663. SHM 30042 (F33) 
 Location Uppland, Lillkyrka, Mösa, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description 27 fragments of a hammer amulet ring. Six fragments of this 

Thor's hammer ring measure between 2.7-11cm (length). 
The remaining fragments are less than 1cm in length. 

 
ETR-00104  Name Fragmented Thor's hammer ring with iron hammer 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 18841. SHM 30425 (F19) 
 Location Uppland, Kungsängen, Ekhamma, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Fragmented Thor's hammer ring (15 peices) with a single 

iron hammer. 
 

ETR-00105

 

 Name Gårdstånga Stone 3 
 Collection Riksantikvarieämbetet|Lunds Domkyrka: DR 331 
 Location Gårdstånga, Skåne, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description Discovered in 1867 along with Gårdstångastenen 2, used to 

construct a churchyard wall in Gårdstånga. At the end of the 
inscription is a hammer sign that may represent a Thor's 
hammer "[...] the hammer-like T-shape that follows the 
inscription run upwards along the left-hand edge, with the 
hammer very near the top of the stone, as in the previous 
inscription. This hammer is similar to the comparable 
symbols on the Karlevi stone from Öland and the Jursta 
stone from Södermanland" (McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 
2004, 122). Transcription: Ássur setti steina þessa eptir 
Tobba. English Translation: ‘Assur placed this stone in 
memory of Tubbi.’ [hammer] Transliteration: asur x sati x 
stina x þisi : iftiR tuba : [hammer] Dimensions: 1.25m 
(height); 0.85m (width); 0.35m (thickness). 

 
ETR-00106  Name Hammer amulet ring found with a fragment of wood 

charcoal 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 538886. SHM 34000:Bj 366 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Borgs hage, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring found with a fragment of wood 

charcoal, 13 total fragments. 
 

ETR-00107  Name Silver hammer fragment 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 111839. SHM 6997:5 
 Location Skåne, Södra Sandby, Sandby kyrkobacke, Sweden 
 Description Fragment of a silver Thor's hammer. Context: found in a 

silver hoard. 
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ETR-00108

 

 Name Hammer made of hammered iron with a curved suspension 
loop 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 985931. SHM 35000 (F43007) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Thor's hammer pendant made of hammered iron with a 

curved suspension loop. Weight: 2g 
 

ETR-00109

 

 Name Hammer on a ring and chain decorated with hand-stamped 
dots 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 605055. SHM 1603 
 Location Halland, Halmstad, Slottsmöllan, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Silver hammer pendant decorated with hand-stamped circle 

punches and suspended from a silver loop. The hammer and 
hammer ring are attached to a chain link necklace with two 
smaller wire loops. 

  
ETR-00110

 

 Name Hammer on a ring with plant-like decoration 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 113361. SHM 8578 
 Location Gotland, När, Mickels, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B3 - Decorative; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Single hammer on a small plain ring. The hammer is 

decorated with an organic, plant-like pattern on both the 
front and the back of the artifact. 

 
ETR-00111

 

 Name Hammer pendant made of hammered iron with rounded 
head 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 977188. SHM 35000 (F34252) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Thor's hammer pendant made of hammered iron. Rounded 

head. Weight: 4g 
 

ETR-00112

 

 Name Hammer pendant made of hammered iron with rounded 
head 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 978730. SHM 35000 (F47619) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Thor's hammer pendant made of hammered iron with 

rounded head. Weight: 1g 
 

ETR-00113

 

 Name Hammer pendant with a dramatically bent shaft 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 976392. SHM 35000 (F31641) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer pendant with the shaft completely bent 

over. 
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ETR-00114

 

 Name Hammer ring fragments from Täby 138 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 371986. SHM 25917:28 (F1c) 
 Location Uppland, Täby, Roslags-Näsby, Täby 138, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Ten fragments of a Thor's hammer ring made of iron. 

 
ETR-00115  Name Hammer ring fragments with four small hammers 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1312373. SHM 25840:59:3 (F46) 
 Location Öland, Köping, Klinta, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring fragments (2) with four small 

iron Thor's hammer pendants. 
 

ETR-00116  Name Hammer ring fragments with ten bent hammer pendants 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 15913. SHM 30940 (F28) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Hågelby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments with ten bent hammer 

pendants. Ring fragments range from 1.5-6.0cm long; 
pendant fragment from 1.1-3.4cm; 19 total fragments. 

 
ETR-00117  Name Hammer ring with trapezoidal rings and club-shaped 

pendants 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 35900. SHM 31331 (F11) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Ekebyhov, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring with trapezoidal rings and club-shaped 

pendants. Single lock in the form of a bent end. 
 

ETR-00118

 

 Name Highly decorated gold and silver hammer with prominent 
eyes and nose 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 108249. SHM 5671 
 Location Östergötland, Ödeshög, Erikstorp, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B3 - Decorative; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Highly decorated gold and silver hammer with prominent 

eyes and nose. Gold gilt filigree decoration on the head of 
the hammer. Hammer has a suspension loop which is 
attached to a winding silver ring. Filigree is also present on 
the edges of the hammer. 

 
ETR-00119

 

 Name Highly decorated silver hammer with filigree face 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 106659. SHM 9822:810 
 Location Skåne, Okänd fyndort, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B3 - Decorative; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Highly decorated with filigree and a face. Dimensions: 51mm 

(height). 
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ETR-00120  Name Iron amulet ring with a single hammer from Husgrupp 4 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 108157. SHM 28480 (F9072) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Helgö, Husgrupp 4, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Iron amulet ring with a single hammer pendant. 

 
ETR-00121  Name Iron hammer amulet 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1388877. SHM 35465 (F242) 
 Location Uppland, Rasbo, Väg 288, sträckan Jälla-Hov, Björkgärdet, 

Sweden 
 Description Iron hammer amulet. Weight: 1g 

 
ETR-00122  Name Iron hammer amulet 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1389318. SHM 35465 (F553) 
 Location Uppland, Rasbo, Väg 288, sträckan Jälla-Hov, Björkgärdet, 

Sweden 
 Description Iron hammer amulet. Weight: 1g 

 
ETR-00123  Name Iron hammer amulet in six fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 8675. SHM 30982 (F10) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Slagsta gård, Sweden 
 Description Possible iron hammer amulet in six fagments ranging from 3-

3.3cm. 
 

ETR-00124

 

 Name Iron hammer pendant 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 977249. SHM 35000 (F38117) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron hammer pendant. Weight: 4g 

 
ETR-00125  Name Iron hammer pendant 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1248931. SHM 35418 (F3566) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jordens hamnområde, 

Sweden 
 Description Iron hammer pendant. Weight: 0.8g 

 
ETR-00126  Name Iron hammer pendant from Husgrupp 2 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 125485. SHM 25343 (F1705) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Helgö, Husgrupp 2, Sweden 
 Description Single iron hammer pendant. 

 
ETR-00127  Name Iron hammer pendant from Husgrupp 2 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 125715. SHM 25343 (F1913) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Helgö, Husgrupp 2, Sweden 
 Description Single iron hammer pendant. 

 
ETR-00128  Name Iron hammer pendant from Turinge 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 182132. SHM 18996:25 
 Location Södermanland, Turinge, Värsta backe, Sweden 
 Description Single iron Thor's hammer pendant, 6 fragments. 
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ETR-00129

 

 Name Iron hammer pendant on a small ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 610235. SHM 34000:Bj 954 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on Small 

Loop 
 Description Iron hammer pendant on a small ring. 

 
ETR-00130

 

 Name Iron hammer pendant with a rounded head 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 986152. SHM 35000 (F43257) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Thor's hammer pendant made of hammered iron with a 

rounded head. Weight: 13g 
 

ETR-00131

 

 Name Iron hammer pendant with T-shaped head 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 983401. SHM 35000 (F75724) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer pendant with a T-shaped head: Weight: 

1g 
 

ETR-00132  Name Iron hammer pendant, 3 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 396590. SHM 33917 (F59) 
 Location Uppland, Frötuna, Görla, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron hammer pendant with shaft extending towards the head 

of the hammer to create a suspension loop, 3 fragments. 
 

ETR-00133

 

 Name Iron hammer pendant, possibly from a hammer ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 983403. SHM 35000 (F75727) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron hammer that may have been part of a Thor's hammer 

ring. Weight: 1g 
 

ETR-00134  Name Iron hammer pendant from Gravfält 118 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 144641. SHM 30710 (F90) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Helgö, Gravfält 118, Sweden 
 Description Iron hammer pendant, single. 

 
ETR-00135

 

 Name Iron hammer with a hook-like suspension device 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 469840. SHM 34134 (F339:6) 
 Location Uppland, Sollentuna, Almvägen, Kvarteret Haken, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Thor's hammer with a hook-like suspension device. Length: 

20mm; Width 16mm ; Weight 3g 
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ETR-00136

 

 Name Iron hammer with a T-shaped head 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 984989. SHM 35000 (F40890) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer amulet with a T-shaped head. Weight: 

12g 
 

ETR-00137

 

 Name Iron hammer with curved shaft 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 984101. SHM 35000 (F79165) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron hammer with curved shaft. Weight: 2g 

 
ETR-00138  Name Iron hammer with large, round shaft 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1312372. SHM 25840:59:4 
 Location Öland, Köping, Klinta, Sweden 
 Description Single iron hammer pendant with a large round shaft. 

 
ETR-00139

 

 Name Iron hammer with no suspension loop 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 181798. SHM 13736:1 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Iron Thor´s hammer pendant with no suspension loop. 

 
ETR-00140

 

 Name Iron hammer pendant 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 976530. SHM 35000 (F32355) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer pendant, confirmed with x-ray. Rounded 

head. 
 

ETR-00141

 

 Name Iron hammer pendant with a looped shaft 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 914272. SHM 35000 (F21911) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Undecorated iron Thor's hammer pendant with a looped 

shaft. 
 

ETR-00142

 

 Name Iron hammer pendant with a tapered shaft 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 982986. SHM 35000 (F74778) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer pendant with a flat, T-shaped head and 

tapered shaft. Weight: 3g 
 

ETR-00143

 

 Name Iron hammer pendant with upturned shaft 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 980932. SHM 35000 (F67662) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer pendant with slightly bent-up shaft. 

Weight: 5g 
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ETR-00144

 

 Name Iron Thor's hammer ring fragment 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 427579. SHM 20300:5 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Iron Thor´s hammer amulet ring, single fragment with a 

preserved rolled end. 
 

ETR-00145  Name Iron Thor's hammer ring fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 182163. SHM 21270:24 
 Location Södermanland, Västerhaninge, Häringe, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 12 fragments. Context: grave find. 

 
ETR-00146  Name Iron Thor's hammer ring fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 451176. SHM 21271:21 
 Location Södermanland, Ösmo, Hammersta säteri, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 25 fragments. Context: grave find. 

 
ETR-00147  Name Iron Thor's hammer ring fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 451228. SHM 21271:20 
 Location Södermanland, Ösmo, Hammersta säteri, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 8 fragments. Context: grave find. 

 
ETR-00148  Name Iron Thor's hammer ring from Borlänge 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 445036. SHM 15730 
 Location Dalarna, Borlänge, Borlänge, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer ring. Weight: 67g 

 
ETR-00149  Name Iron Thor's hammer ring from Hågelby 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 181861. SHM 20066 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Hågelby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer ring, 7 fragments. 

 
ETR-00150  Name Iron Thor's hammer ring from Skogs Ekeby 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 182162. SHM 13826 (F2) 
 Location Södermanland, Västerhaninge, Skogs Ekeby, Alfredshem, 

Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer ring, found in 4 peices. Context: grave 

find. 
 

ETR-00151

 

 Name Iron hammer with a slightly bent shaft 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1186004. SHM 34904 (F310) 
 Location Södermanland, Turinge, Årby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer with a slightly bent shaft. Weight: 5g 
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ETR-00152  Name Iron hammer pendant on a fragmentary ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 610189. SHM 34000:Bj 954 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Iron Thor´s hammer pendant on a fragmentary hammer ring. 

 
ETR-00153

 

 Name Jursta Runestone 
 Collection Sörmlands Museum: Sö 140 
 Location Korpbron, Juresta (Jursta), Södermanland, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description Transcription: Sandarr ræisþi stæin æftiR Ioar/Ivar, frænda 

sinn. Ængi føðiR sun sniallara. Siði(?) Þorr(?). English 
Translation: Sandarr raised the stone in memory of 
Jóarr/Ívarr, his kinsman. No-one will bear a more able son. 
May Thórr(?) safeguard(?) Transliteration: : santar : raisþi : 
stain : eftiʀ : iuar : franta sin : inki : fuþiʀ : sun * snialiʀa siþi 
þur. "The secret runes set on two crossing staves in the 
centre of the rune-stone may make up the words þur siþi; 
this is made all the more likely by the presence of a very 
simple T-shaped Thor’s hammer like the one on the stone 
from Gårdstånga" (McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 2004, 126). 

 
ETR-00154

 

 Name Karlevi Stone 
 Collection Riksantikvarieämbetet: DR 411 
 Location Vickleby, Öland, Kalmar, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description Transcription: Side B: .....NINONI ┬ EH + Translation: ? "[...] 

this undoubtedly heathen inscription makes reference to 
Thor by mingling crosses (of the Greek type at the beginning 
and the Latin type at the end) with stylised Thor’s hammers 
(e.g. before the stanza) (McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 2004, 
125). 

 
ETR-00155

 

 Name Little hammered iron hammer pendant 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 975124. SHM 35000 (F23103) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B2 - Long Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Little Thor's hammer pendant made of hammered iron. 

Broken suspension loop. 
 

ETR-00156

 

 Name Multiple iron hammers on a loop 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 107872. SHM 5208:511 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B2 - Long Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on Small 

Loop 
 Description Multiple iron hammers with semi-flat heads on a small ring. 

Found with fragments of a larger amulet ring, indicating that 
it may have possibly have been attached. Other iron hammer 
pendants may have been part of this hammer ring (SHM 
5208). 
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ETR-00157  Name Neck ring with a possible hammer, 25 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 11823. SHM 32300:A (F2) 
 Location Uppland, Lovö, Lunda, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Fragment of a neck ring, possibly of a Thor's hammer. 

Length: 0.8-4.9cm, 25 fragments. 
 

ETR-00158

 

 Name Rök Stone 
 Collection Riksantikvarieämbete: Ög 136 
 Location Rök, Östergötland, Sweden 
 Description Thor is invoked in the last line of the stone. Transcription: 

Sagum mogminni/ungmænni: Þorr. Sibbi viaværi ol nirøðR. 
English Translation: I tell an ancient tale. Thor. Sibbe of Vé, 
ninety years of age, begot [a son]. Transliteration: |mukmini 
þur sibi uiauari ul niruþʀ. Red paint applied in modern times. 

 
ETR-00159

 

 Name Silver hammer decorated with hand-stamped cross 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1323121. SHM 9534:31 
 Location Östergötland, Västra Stenby, Stens Prästgård, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on Small 

Loop 
 Description Silver hammer pendant with suspension loop decorated with 

a hand-stamped cross made from small dots. The hammer 
pendant is attached to a small wire ring. Context: found in a 
silver hoard. 

 
ETR-00160

 

 Name Silver hammer on a large twisted wire ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 111835. SHM 6997:1 
 Location Skåne, Södra Sandby, Sandby kyrkobacke, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Single silver hammer pendant on an enclosed twisted wire 

ring. Context: found in a silver hoard. 
 

ETR-00161

 

 Name Silver hammer on a ring with hand-stamped linework 
 Collection Unstraight Museum: Föremål 107785. SHM 34000:Bj 750 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on 

a Ring 
 Description Single silver Thor´s hammer pendant with suspension loop 

on a ring. The hammer's head is decorated with line-shaped 
hand-stamps or carved patterns. Hammer shaft terminates 
with a cylindrical knob. 

 
ETR-00162

 

 Name Silver hammer pendant on an incomplete/damaged ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 113525. SHM 4071 
 Location Gotland, Eke, Alveskogs, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B3 - Decorative; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Silver hammer pendant with a suspension loop on an 

incomplete/damaged ring. The hammer's suspension loop is 
hidden by a prominent circular endcap. 
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ETR-00163

 

 Name Silver hammer pendant with hand-stamped triangles 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 107870. SHM 2310 
 Location Skåne, Gärdslöv, Assartorp, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Silver hammer pendant with hand-stamped triangles. Each 

triangle stamp has a single raised circle inside of it. 
 

ETR-00164

 

 Name Silver hammer pendant with possible eyes on shaft 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 113708. SHM 21613 
 Location Gotland, Othem, Kviende, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B3 - Decorative; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver Thor's hammer pendant with suspension loop and 

carved or hand-stamped detail. Decorative eyes appear to be 
present on the hammer shaft. 

 
ETR-00165

 

 Name Silver hammer suspended from a wire ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 107869. SHM 5881 
 Location Skåne, Brunnby, Bräcke, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Single silver Thor's hammer pendant suspended from a silver 

wire by a link. 
 

ETR-00166

 

 Name Silver hammer with a rounded head and suspension loop 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 605056. SHM 1603:4 
 Location Halland, Halmstad, Slottsmöllan, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver hammer with a rounded ax-like head. The undecorated 

hammer has a suspension loop and some surface abrasions. 
 

ETR-00167  Name Silver hammer amulet 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 112167. SHM 35274:243 
 Location Öland, Köping, Lugnås, Sweden 
 Description Silver Thor's hammer amulet. 

 
ETR-00168  Name Silver hammer pendant from Horda 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 111911. SHM 501:3 
 Location Småland, Moheda, Horda, Sweden 
 Description Silver hammer pendant. 

 
ETR-00169

 

 Name Silver undecorated hammer with suspension loop 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 112442. SHM 9534:13 
 Location Östergötland, Västra Stenby, Stens Prästgård, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Undecorated silver hammer pendant with suspension loop. 

The hammer pendant is not attached to a ring. Context: 
found in a silver hoard. 
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ETR-00170

 

 Name Fragment of a Thor's hammer amulet ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 465277. SHM 34000:Bj 65 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on 

a Ring 
 Description Single fragment of a Thor's hammer amulet ring. Weight: 

5.3g 
 

ETR-00171  Name Fragment of a Thor's hammer ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 39009. SHM 31872 (F41) 
 Location Södermanland, Turinge, Värsta backe, Sweden 
 Description Single fragment of a Thor's hammer ring 

 
ETR-00172  Name Iron hammer amulet 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 22226. SHM 31685 (F23) 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Säby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Single iron hammer amulet. Possibly a missing pendant from 

a Thor's hammer ring. 
 

ETR-00173  Name Iron hammer amulet from Alby 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 15618. SHM 30614 (F102) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Alby, Sweden 
 Description Single iron hammer amulet. 

 
ETR-00174  Name Iron hammer amulet from Ullna 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 109038. SHM 25848 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Ullna, Sweden 
 Description Single iron hammer amulet. 

 
ETR-00175  Name Iron hammer amulet with bent shaft 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 24501. SHM 30110 (F2) 
 Location Uppland, Solna, Mellanjärva, Sweden 
 Description Single iron Thor's hammer amulet with bent shaft. Found in 

two fragments. 
 

ETR-00176

 

 Name Iron hammer amulet with suspension loop 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1226126. SHM 35921 (F703) 
 Location Uppland, Stockholm, Hästa gård, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Single iron hammer amulet with suspension loop. 

 
ETR-00177  Name Iron hammer from Husgrupp 2 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 130364. SHM 25925 (F4849) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Helgö, Husgrupp 2, Sweden 
 Description Single iron hammer pendant. 
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ETR-00178  Name Iron hammer from Husgrupp 2 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 132323. SHM 26142 (F6042) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Helgö, Husgrupp 2, Sweden 
 Description Single iron hammer pendant. 

 
ETR-00179

 

 Name Iron hammer on a ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 269237. SHM 5208:512 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on Small 

Loop 
 Description Small single iron hammer on a ring. Part of a larger hammer 

find (SHM 5208). 
 

ETR-00180  Name Iron hammer on a ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 106665. SHM 18903:2 
 Location Östergötland, Askeby, Översta by, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Single hammer and a disk on an iron ring. Context: grave 

find. 
 

ETR-00181

 

 Name Iron hammer pendant 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1196769. SHM 33567 (F210) 
 Location Uppland, Sollentuna, Viby gård, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Single iron hammer pendant, some surface corrosion. 

 
ETR-00182  Name Iron hammer pendant 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 266288. SHM 34125 (F32) 
 Location Uppland, Täby, Gribbylund, Sweden 
 Description Single iron hammer pendant. Weight: 5g 

 
ETR-00183  Name Iron hammer pendant 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 36008. SHM 31331 (F22) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Ekebyhov, Sweden 
 Description Single iron hammer pendant 

 
ETR-00184

 

 Name Iron hammer with flat head on hammer ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 264352. SHM 25917:28:2f 
 Location Uppland, Täby, Roslags-Näsby, Täby 138, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on 

a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer pendant on an amulet ring made of iron. The 

hammer has a flat head. The hammer ring has partially 
twisted ends which are hooked together. 

 
ETR-00185

 

 Name Iron hammer with twisted suspension loop 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 144583. SHM 30710 (F68) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Helgö, Gravfält 118, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Single iron hammer with twisted suspension loop. Weight: 

1.5g 
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ETR-00186

 

 Name Iron hammer with twisted suspension loop 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 131809. SHM 26142 (F5831) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Helgö, Husgrupp 2, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Single iron Thor's hammer with flat head and twisted 

suspension loop. 
 

ETR-00187  Name Iron Thor's hammer fragment 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 13962. SHM 31277:B (F2) 
 Location Södermanland, Österhaninge, Gudö, Sweden 
 Description Possible single iron Thor's hammer fragment (mentioned in 

find list). 
 

ETR-00188  Name Iron Thor's hammer pendant 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 575607. SHM 34000:Bj 142 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Description Single iron Thor's hammer pendant 

 
ETR-00189

 

 Name Silver flat-headed hammer on a ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 108889. SHM 1219 
 Location Gotland, Fardhem, Gerete, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B3 - Decorative; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Silver flat-headed Thor's hammer on a ring, plainly decorated 

with a thin outline on its rim. 
 

ETR-00190

 

 Name Silver hammer on a ring with hand-stamped decorations 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 111870. SHM 116 
 Location Skåne, Östra Herrestad, Gärsnäs säteri, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Single silver hammer with suspension loop on a ring. The 

hammer is decorated with hand-stamped triangles around 
the hammer's perimeter, with either one or three dots inside 
each triangle. 

 
ETR-00191

 

 Name Silver hammer on an amulet ring from Öland 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 112543. SHM 7589 
 Location Öland, Södra Möckleby, Ölands Alunbruk, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple 

Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Amulet ring with single silver Thor's hammer pendant. The 

amulet ring also has several (9) unadorned rings, one spiral, 
and one hand-stamped buckle, hanging from it as well. 
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ETR-00192

 

 Name Thor's hammer amulet ring fragment 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 473609. SHM 34000:Bj 120 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple 

Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Single Thor's hammer amulet ring fragment, with five 

hammer, ring, and disk pendants. 
 

ETR-00193  Name Thor's hammer ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 36006. SHM 31331 (F22) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Ekebyhov, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring 1.8cm in diameter. 

 
ETR-00194  Name Thor's hammer ring fragment 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 545754. SHM 34000:Bj 397 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Borgs hage, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Iron Thor's hammer ring fragment, single piece. 

 
ETR-00195  Name Six iron hammer fragments from Husgrupp 2 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 132557. SHM 26481 (F6179) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Helgö, Husgrupp 2, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Six iron hammer pendant fragments. 

 
ETR-00196

 

 Name Small amber hammer pendant 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 606483. SHM 34000:Bj 943 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Small amber Thor´s hammer pendant, undecorated with a 

flat head. Suspension loop hidden in a carved knob at the 
end of the shaft. 

 
ETR-00197

 

 Name Small Thor's hammer ring with single hammer 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1136586. SHM 35244 (F14682) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Hovgården, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Small Thor's hammer loop with a single hammer pendant, 

about 35 mm in diameter. Weight 8g 
 

ETR-00198

 

 Name Stenkvista Kyrka Stone 
 Collection Riksantikvarieämbetet: Sö 111 
 Location Stenkvista, Södermanland, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B2 - Long Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description "Most of this inscription is carved within the bodies of two 

snakes; the longer snake runs round the perimeter at the top 
of the front of the stone, with its head at bottom left and its 
tail at bottom right. The shorter snake, interlaced with the 
first at both ends, runs along the bottom, with its head and 
tail pointing upwards at right and left. The massive 
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sledgehammer [similar to the one on the Bjärby Runestone] 
which forms the central decoration of the stone hangs down 
from lappets that branch off the middle of the longer snake" 
(McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 2004, 124). "There seems to 
be general agreement that Sö 111 is the work of the same 
rune-master as Sö 86 [Åby Runestone]. And Sö 111 shows a 
Thor's hammer of very much the same shape as that on Sö 
86, but with its head turned downwards" (Perkins 2001, 
123). 

 
ETR-00199

 

 Name Textile and iron Thor's hammer ring, 8 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 107008. SHM 34000:Bj 854 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, made of both textile and iron. Several 

textile fragments remain preserved (likely linen). The ring is 
made up of eight detached pieces. 

 
ETR-00200  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring fragment with loop 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 480599. SHM 34000:Bj 212 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring fragment with loop 

 
ETR-00201  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring made of bronze/copper alloy 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 465980. SHM 34000:Bj 94b 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring made of bronze/copper alloy. 

One ring fragment contains three Thor's hammer amulets, 
along with one loose Thor's hammer and six additional ring 
fragments (some with traces of hammer amulets), 8 
fragments. Weight: 15.7g 

 
ETR-00202  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring with hammer pendant, 32 

fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 11744. SHM 32300:A (F4) 
 Location Uppland, Lovö, Lunda, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments with hammer pendant. 

Fragments range from 0.6-3.2cm, 34 fragments. 
 

ETR-00203  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring with hammer pendant, 40 
fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 22225. SHM 31685 (F23) 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Säby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring with hammer pendant. Found in 

two boxes, one with 21 fragments, and one with 19 
fragments. 40 total fragments. Hammer ring measures 
between 14-19cm in diameter according to the report's find 
list. 
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ETR-00204  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 10 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 550603. SHM 34000:Bj 432 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Borgs hage, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 10 fragments. 

 
ETR-00205  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 11 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 546023. SHM 34000:Bj 400B 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Borgs hage, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 11 fragments. 

 
ETR-00206  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 14 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 595219. SHM 34000:Bj 1151 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 14 fragments. 

 
ETR-00207  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 14 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 264964. SHM 34093 (F5) 
 Location Södermanland, Huddinge, Kvarteret Valen, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 14 fragments. Weight: 21g 

 
ETR-00208  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 14 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 8820. SHM 30982 (F2) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Slagsta gård, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 14 fragments. 

 
ETR-00209  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 16 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 622136. SHM 34000:Bj 1031 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 16 fragments. 

 
ETR-00210  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 16 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 266265. SHM 34125 (F9) 
 Location Uppland, Täby, Gribbylund, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 16 fragments. 

 
ETR-00211  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 17 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 23332. SHM 31152 (F1) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Vattenverket, Norsborg, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring with ten fragmentary pendants 

(unknown) and one fragmentary Thor's hammer pendant. 
Fragments ranging from 1.3-8.3 cm; 17 fragments, weight: 
43 g. 
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ETR-00212

 

 Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 2 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 546248. SHM 34000:Bj 749 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on 

a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 2 fragments. 

 
ETR-00213

 

 Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 24 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 529880. SHM 34000:Bj 327 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Kvarnbacka, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B2 - Long Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on a 

Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 24 fragments. 

 
ETR-00214  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 3 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 479979. SHM 34000:Bj 201 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 3 fragments. One piece is pre-

flattened, possibly a pendant. 
 

ETR-00215  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 3 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 480131. SHM 34000:Bj 208 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 3 fragments. 

 
ETR-00216  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 3 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1362926. SHM 36104 (F635) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Kumla gård, Raä 92:1, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, uncertain if the fragments 

belong together, 3 fragments. Weight: 10g 
 

ETR-00217  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 4 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 478787. SHM 34000:Bj 181 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 4 fragments. 

 
ETR-00218  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 4 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 576023. SHM 34000 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 4 fragments. 

 
ETR-00219  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 5 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 479990. SHM 34000:Bj 205 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 5 fragments. 
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ETR-00220

 

 Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 6 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 544738. SHM 34000:Bj 382 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Borgs hage, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A1 - Ax-like; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on a 

Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 6 fragments. Three hammer 

amulets hang suspended off of smaller rings attached to the 
larger amulet ring. 

 
ETR-00221  Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 8 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 479976. SHM 34000:Bj 200 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 8 fragments. 

 
ETR-00222

 

 Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 9 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 611464. SHM 34000:Bj 308 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Kvarnbacka, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple 

Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 9 fragments. 

 
ETR-00223

 

 Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 9 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 561922. SHM 34000:Bj 769 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on 

a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 9 fragments. The ring was found 

lying around a ceramic vessel in Bj 769. 
 

ETR-00224

 

 Name Thor's hammer amulet ring, 9 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 578882. SHM 34000:Bj 1098 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on 

a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring with six loose hammer pendants 

(presumably once attached), 9 fragments. 
 

ETR-00225  Name Thor's hammer pendant and amulet ring, 8 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 476502. SHM 34000:Bj 172 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Seven fragments of a Thor's hammer amulet ring with a 

single hammer pendant, 8 total fragments. 
 

ETR-00226

 

 Name Hammer pendant made of hammered iron 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 977174. SHM 35000 (F34108) 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Thor's hammer pendant made of hammered iron. Weight 2g 
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ETR-00227

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring and a loose hammer pendant 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 476480. SHM 34000:Bj 170 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring with nine fragments and a loose Thor's 

hammer pendant, 10 total fragments. 
 

ETR-00228  Name Thor's hammer ring and amulet 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 13963. SHM 31277:B (F2) 
 Location Södermanland, Österhaninge, Gudö, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Possible Thor's hammer ring with amulet (mentioned in find 

list). 
 

ETR-00229

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring and hammer pendant, 18 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 30068. SHM 31461 (F137) 
 Location Uppland, Vallentuna, Väsby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Twisted Thor's hammer amulet ring with pendant hammer, 

18 fragments. 
 

ETR-00230  Name Thor's hammer ring and hammer pendant, 5 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 35876. SHM 31331 (F5) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Ekebyhov, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 2-8cm with 

hammer pendant, 5 fragments. 
 

ETR-00231

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring fragments with smaller amulet ring and 
two hammers, 26 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 23359. SHM 31159 (F11) 
 Location Uppland, Täby, Viggbyholm, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on 

a Ring 
 Description Fragmentary Thor's hammer ring, found with a smaller intact 

ring pendant decorated with suspended eight iron rings. Two 
hammer pendants were also found intact. Total fragments: 
26; Weight: 102g 

 
ETR-00232  Name Thor's hammer ring made of iron 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1095325. SHM 35060 (F200025) 
 Location Uppland, Täby, Hagby, Sweden 
 Description Thor's hammer ring made of iron. Weight: 19g 

 
ETR-00233

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring pieces, 6 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 264121. SHM 34094 (F22) 
 Location Södermanland, Huddinge, Kvarteret Valen, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments, 6 pieces. Weight: 46g 
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ETR-00234  Name Thor's hammer ring with 2 club-shaped hammers, 15 
fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 38974. SHM 31872 (F15) 
 Location Södermanland, Turinge, Värsta backe, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, with 2 club-shaped hammar pendants, 

15 fragments. 
 

ETR-00235

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring with four hammer pendants 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 29702. SHM 31439 (F88) 
 Location Uppland, Fresta, Grimsta, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head, A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - 

Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Single Thor's hammer amulet ring with four hammer 

pendants. 
 

ETR-00236

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring with four hammer pendants (two ax-like, 
two flat-headed) 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 107838. SHM 34000:Bj 985 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A1 - Ax-like, A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple 

Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, with four hammer pendants 

(two ax-like, two flat-headed) and six ring pendants 
suspended from it. Presumably complete. 

 
ETR-00237

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring with hammer amulet, 13 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 451714. SHM 34000:Bj 157:1 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on 

a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring made of iron with Thor's 

hammer, 13 fragments. 
 

ETR-00238  Name Thor's hammer ring with hammer pendant, 10 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 476141. SHM 34000:Bj 164 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring with hammer pendant, 10 fragments. 

 
ETR-00239  Name Thor's hammer ring with hammer pendants and spirals, 7 

fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 21338. SHM 31685 (F195) 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Säby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Fragmentary Thor's hammer ring with attached hammer 

pendants and spiral rings. Fragments measure from 2.1-
4.9cm, 7 fragments. 
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ETR-00240  Name Thor's hammer ring with hammer pieces, 19 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 461401. SHM 34000:Bj 74 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring in 16 fragments. Three additional 

semicircular fragments, which are possibly leftover loops to 
Thor's hammer pendants, 19 total fragments. 

 
ETR-00241  Name Thor's hammer ring with pendant, 13 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 32676. SHM 31096 (F17) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Tuna, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments (13), longest fragment: 5.2cm. 

Found with hammer pendant according to find list. 
 

ETR-00242

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring with rolled ends, 6 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 466554. SHM 34000:Bj 681 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Grindsbacka, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple 

Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring with rolled ends, 6 fragments. 

 
ETR-00243  Name Thor's hammer ring with three fragmented hammer 

pendants 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 10205. SHM 32300:A (F1) 
 Location Uppland, Lovö, Lunda, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring with three fragmented hammer 

pendants. Possible original diameter approximately 14.2cm. 
Fragments range from 0.4-2.8cm, 30 fragments. 

 
ETR-00244  Name Thor's hammer ring with two damaged hammer pendants 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 8828. SHM 30982 (F4) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Slagsta gård, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments with two damaged or 

defective hammer pendants, 14 fragments. 
 

ETR-00245

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring with two hammer pendants, 5 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 30212. SHM 31461 (F107) 
 Location Uppland, Vallentuna, Väsby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple 

Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring with spiral ends. Two hammer pendants 

suspended on the iron ring. One is attached to the main ring 
with a smaller loop which also contains a small flat ring. The 
other hammer is suspended to the central hammer ring by 
the suspension loop in its shaft. 5 fragments. 
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ETR-00246  Name Thor's hammer ring, 10 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 13843. SHM 31277:A (F2) 
 Location Södermanland, Österhaninge, Gudö, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 0.9-6.9cm, 10 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00247  Name Thor's hammer ring, 11 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 22201. SHM 31685 (F11) 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Säby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 2-7cm, 11 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00248  Name Thor's hammer ring, 11 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1203355. SHM 35429 (F10074) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Eriksberg, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 11 fragments. Weight: 93g 

 
ETR-00249  Name Thor's hammer ring, 11 large fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 30226. SHM 31461 (F147) 
 Location Uppland, Vallentuna, Väsby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring with 11 large fragments, 18 total 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00250  Name Thor's hammer ring, 12 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 10223. SHM 32300:A (F1) 
 Location Uppland, Lovö, Lunda, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 0.7-3.8cm, 12 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00251  Name Thor's hammer ring, 12 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 445970. SHM 34000:Bj 9 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 12 fragments. 

 
ETR-00252  Name Thor's hammer ring, 12 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 466325. SHM 34000:Bj 95 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring with ten ring fragments and a loop to a 

Thor's hammer amulet, 12 fragments. Weight 60g 
 

ETR-00253  Name Thor's hammer ring, 13 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1182903. SHM 33801 (F1) 
 Location Uppland, Sollentuna, Knista by, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 13 fragments 
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ETR-00254  Name Thor's hammer ring, 13 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 266287. SHM 34125 (F31) 
 Location Uppland, Täby, Gribbylund, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 13 fragments. Weight: 15g 

 
ETR-00255

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring, 14 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 969492. SHM 35008 (F40:2) 
 Location Uppland, Sollentuna, Häggviksleden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B2 - Long Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on a 

Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 14 fragments. 

 
ETR-00256

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring, 15 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 446311. SHM 34000:Bj 11a 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple 

Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 15 fragments. 

 
ETR-00257  Name Thor's hammer ring, 16 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 38994. SHM 31872 (F23) 
 Location Södermanland, Turinge, Värsta backe, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 0.8-7.5cm, 16 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00258  Name Thor's hammer ring, 16 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 32625. SHM 31096 (F5) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Tuna, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 1-7.5cm, 16 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00259  Name Thor's hammer ring, 18 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 8851. SHM 30982 (F3) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Slagsta gård, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 0.8-4.8cm, 18 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00260  Name Thor's hammer ring, 19 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 30252. SHM 31461 (F158) 
 Location Uppland, Vallentuna, Väsby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 19 fragments. 

 
ETR-00261  Name Thor's hammer ring, 19 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 22593. SHM 31685 (F14) 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Kulla vägskäl, Grindtorp, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 19 fragments. Weight: 25g 
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ETR-00262  Name Thor's hammer ring, 19 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1203310. SHM 35429 (F10023) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Eriksberg, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 19 fragments. Weight: 42g 

 
ETR-00263  Name Thor's hammer ring, 2 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 22577. SHM 31685 (F10) 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Kulla vägskäl, Grindtorp, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 2 fragments. 

 
ETR-00264  Name Thor's hammer ring, 20 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 13961. SHM 31277:B (F2) 
 Location Södermanland, Österhaninge, Gudö, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 0.9-6.6cm, 20 

fragments. The iron ring's ends are square cut and threaded. 
 

ETR-00265  Name Thor's hammer ring, 21 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 13855. SHM 31277:A (F1) 
 Location Södermanland, Österhaninge, Gudö, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring with 21 fragments ranging from 1-6.2cm 

+ 19 smaller fragments ranging from 0.8-2cm 
 

ETR-00266  Name Thor's hammer ring, 22 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 33459. SHM 31138 (F15) 
 Location Uppland, Stockholm, Rinkeby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 1-5cm, 22 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00267  Name Thor's hammer ring, 23 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 451627. SHM 34000:Bj 329 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Kvarnbacka, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on 

a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring made of iron with hammer 

pendant, 23 fragments. 
 

ETR-00268

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring, 23 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 11737. SHM 32300:A (F3) 
 Location Uppland, Lovö, Lunda, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Fragments of a neck ring with Thor's hammer pendant, 

ranging from 0.5-79cm, 23 fragments. 
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ETR-00269  Name Thor's hammer ring, 24 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 8696. SHM 30982 (F8) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Slagsta gård, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 0.6-4.4cm, 24 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00270  Name Thor's hammer ring, 25 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 8774. SHM 30982 (F12) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Slagsta gård, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 0.6-4.9cm, 25 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00271  Name Thor's hammer ring, 3 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 462557. SHM 34000:Bj 80a 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring made of iron with remains of a 

hammer suspension loop, 3 fragments. 
 

ETR-00272  Name Thor's hammer ring, 3 fragments (one with rings) 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 36005. SHM 31331 (F22) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Ekebyhov, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 3.5-15cm. One 

fragment has three fitted rings, each 1.5cm in diameter. One 
fragment has a bent end which may serve as a lock. 3 
fragments. 

 
ETR-00273  Name Thor's hammer ring, 30 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 22555. SHM 31685 (F4) 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Kulla vägskäl, Grindtorp, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 30 fragments. 

 
ETR-00274  Name Thor's hammer ring, 32 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 29950. SHM 31461 (F82) 
 Location Uppland, Vallentuna, Väsby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Very fragmentary Thor's hammer ring, 32 fragments. 

 
ETR-00275  Name Thor's hammer ring, 4 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 36633. SHM 31476 (F2) 
 Location Uppland, Österåker, Tråsättna, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, one fragment with rolled up end or lock 

measuring 3.9cm. The other three framents measure 
between 2.2-4.3cm. 4 fragments. 
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ETR-00276  Name Thor's hammer ring, 4 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 22574. SHM 31685 (F3) 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Kulla vägskäl, Grindtorp, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 1.2-3.5cm, 4 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00277  Name Thor's hammer ring, 4 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 266275. SHM 34125 (F19) 
 Location Uppland, Täby, Gribbylund, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 4 fragments. Weight: 100g 

 
ETR-00278  Name Thor's hammer ring, 5 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 478684. SHM 34000:Bj 181 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring with two remaining hammer pendant, 5 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00279  Name Thor's hammer ring, 6 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 1203356. SHM 35429 (F10075) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Eriksberg, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 6 fragments. Weight: 72g 

 
ETR-00280  Name Thor's hammer ring, 6 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 35386. SHM 31334 (F7) 
 Location Uppland, Fresta, Grimsta, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Fragmentary Thor's hammer ring, twisted and bent with 6 

fragments ranging from 1.5-4.6cm. 
 

ETR-00281

 

 Name Thor's hammer ring, 8 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 544914. SHM 34000:Bj 385 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Borgs hage, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring, 8 fragments. 

 
ETR-00282  Name Thor's hammer ring, 8 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 144582. SHM 30710 (F68) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Helgö, Gravfält 118, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring, 8 fragments. Weight: 1.5g 
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ETR-00283  Name Thor's hammer ring, 8 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 8710. SHM 30982 (F1) 
 Location Södermanland, Botkyrka, Slagsta gård, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 1.2-6.7cm, 8 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00284  Name Thor's hammer ring, 9 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 22250. SHM 31685 (F39) 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Säby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 3-10cm, 9 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00285  Name Thor's hammer ring, 9 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 22259. SHM 31685 (F17) 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Säby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 1-8cm, 9 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00286  Name Thor's hammer ring, 9 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 22572. SHM 31685 (F2) 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Kulla vägskäl, Grindtorp, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring fragments ranging from 1.6-4.5cm, 9 

fragments. 
 

ETR-00287  Name Thor's hammer ring, 9 fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 440908. SHM 34000:Bj 2 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer amulet ring iron made of iron. Ring diameter 

about 13-14cm, 9 fragments. 
 

ETR-00288  Name Thor's hammer ring, single piece 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 34255. SHM 31933 (F26) 
 Location Uppland, Täby, Prästgården, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Thor's hammer ring found in a box with four iron rivets or 

nails. Measuring from 2.5-4.2cm. Weight 51g 
 

ETR-00289  Name Three corroded Thor's hammer ring fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 554989. SHM 34000:Bj 486 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Norr om Borg, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Three corroded fragments of a Thor's hammer ring. 
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ETR-00290

 

 Name Three iron hammers with damaged suspension loops 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 107836. SHM 5208:508:2 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Svarta jorden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Iron hammer pendants from a Thor's hammer ring with 13 

pendants (SHM 5208) 
 

ETR-00291

 

 Name Twisted iron Thor's hammer ring fragment 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 427586. SHM 20300:7 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C2 - Multiple Hammers on 

a Ring 
 Description Twisted iron Thor's hammer ring fragment. Length: 3.6cm 

 
ETR-00292  Name Twisted Thor's hammer ring, 2 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 30141. SHM 31461 (F23) 
 Location Uppland, Vallentuna, Väsby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Twisted Thor's hammer ring, 2 fragments. 

 
ETR-00293  Name Two amulet rings with three Thor's hammers 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 21266. SHM 31685 (F128) 
 Location Uppland, Östra Ryd, Säby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Three thor's hammers and four other pendant fragments on 

two spiral-shaped amulet rings. Length: 2.0-7.7cm; 7 
fragments. 

 
ETR-00294

 

 Name Two hammer rings with four hammer pendants each (on 
chain) 

 Collection Göteborgs Stadsmuseum: GAM: 1667 
 Location Öland, Möckleby, Gårdby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head, A3 - Flat Head; B2 - Long Handle; C1 - 

Hammer(s) on Small Loop 
 Description Two iron chains, each with rings hanging from them, with 

four Thor's hammers suspended from each. Length: 14.5cm 
 

ETR-00295  Name Two iron hammers from Husgrupp 2 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 131706. SHM 26142 (F5729) 
 Location Uppland, Ekerö, Helgö, Husgrupp 2, Sweden 
 Description Two iron hammer pendants. 

 
ETR-00296

 

 Name Two silver Thor's hammer pendants suspended on a ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 461563. SHM 34000:Bj 60A 
 Location Uppland, Adelsö, Björkö, Hemlanden, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Two silver hammer pendants suspended on a ring. Both 

hammers have wire wrapped suspension loops. 
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ETR-00297  Name Two Thor's hammer ring fragments 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 33375. SHM 31138 (F30) 
 Location Uppland, Stockholm, Rinkeby, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Two Thor's hammer ring fragments, 2.3cm and 2cm long. 

 
ETR-00298  Name Two Thor's hammer rings, 14 fragments 

 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 264983. SHM 34093 (F7) 
 Location Södermanland, Huddinge, Kvarteret Valen, Sweden 
 Taxonomy C2 - Multiple Hammers on a Ring 
 Description Two Thor's hammer rings, 14 fragments. 

 
ETR-00299

 

 Name Undecorated silver square sledgehammer on a ring 
 Collection Historiska museet: Föremål 108930. SHM 131 
 Location Uppland, Läby, 3/4 miles from Uppsala, Sweden 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on Small 

Loop 
 Description Undecorated silver hammer on a ring. The hammer has a 

flat, square head, much like a sledgehammer. 
 

ETR-00300

 

 Name Velanda Stone 
 Collection Riksantikvarieämbetet: Vg 150 
 Location Velanda, Trollhättan, Västergötland, Sweden 
 Description Discovered in 1910: "The inscription on this tall, narrow 

stone (1.9 x 0.5 m) is in a double band surmounted by a 
drawing of an eagle’s head" (McKinnell, Simek, and Düwel 
2004, 120). Transcription: Þyrvi reisti stein æftir Ögmund, 
bonda sinn, miök góðan þegn. Þórr vígi. English Translation: 
Thyrfi raised the stone in memory of Ögmund, her husband, 
a very good (free-)man. May Thor bless. Transliteration: x 
þurui : risþi : stin :iftiR : ukmut : buta : sin : miuk : kuþan : 
þikn x þur : uiki x Dimensions: 1.9m (height); 0.5m (width). 

 
ETR-00301

 

 Name Ax pendant echoing Thor's hammer 
 Collection The British Museum: SWYOR-CBDE56 
 Location East Midlands, Nottinghamshire, Bassetlaw, Gringley on the 

Hill, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A1 - Ax-like; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver pendant shaped like an ax with suspension loop. 

Handpunched dots decorate both sides of the blade. "The 
pendant has similarities to Thor's hammer pendants such as 
LIN-D3E540 (2013 T188) in gold, though more commonly 
seen in silver, and with miniature objects pendants including 
HESH-66049B. An Early Medieval date seems most likely, 
though no close parallels have been identified" (Portable 
Antiquities Scheme). Discovered in 2015 via a metal 
detector. Dimensions: 18.2mm (length); 15.4mm (width); 
4.9mm (thickness); 1.43g (weight); 2.8mm (internal loop 
diameter). 
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ETR-00302

 

 Name Ax pendant or brooch, possibly a hammer 
 Collection Returned to finder: YORYM-91FCE3 
 Location Yorkshire and the Humber, East Riding of Yorkshire, Bishop 

Wilton, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A1 - Ax-like; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description "Copper-alloy pendant, possibly of a 'Thor's Hammer' type. 

The object comprises a flat-sectioned, axe-shaped pendant. 
There is a perforation with iron inclusions at the top of the 
narrow 'axe base,' this being the area located behind the 
flared edge of the axehead. The face is decorated with 
semicircles with dots in the centre. The reverse is not 
decorated" (Portable Antiquities Scheme) Discovered on 
August 24th, 2007 via a metal detector. Dimensions: 16.6mm 
(length); 20.1mm (width); 1.4mm (thickness); 1.6g (weight). 

 
ETR-00303

 

 Name Copper alloy T-shaped hammer 
 Collection British Museum: 20,061,203.16 
 Location North Yorkshire, Thirsk, England (Ainsbrook hoard), United 

Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B2 - Long Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on Small 

Loop 
 Description Undecorated T-shaped copper alloy hammer suspended 

from a small knotted wire loop. A rivet is present at the base 
of the hammer's shaft. Find context: Found in the Ainsbrook 
hoard which is dated to the last quarter of the 9th century by 
coin dating. Dimensions: 44mm (length); 28mm (width). 

 
ETR-00304

 

 Name Copper die with cross and hammer signs 
 Collection Returned to finder: LIN-1A1FC 
 Location East Midlands, Lincolnshire, North Kesteven, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B3 - Decorative; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description "Complete but worn and corroded copper-alloy die for 

making pressed appliqué and filigree pendants of later early 
medieval date and of Viking cultural design. The die is 
essentially cross-shaped and has a plain, flat back. The main 
part of the die consists of three cross-shaped arms which are 
co-joined creating two openwork circular holes through the 
body of the die. The fourth arm of the cross is an extended T-
shape with the head of the T being rounded at the front and 
flat at the back. The T-shape terminal resembles Thor's 
hammer and could reflect cultural osmosis with the pre-
Christian Norse mythology and Christian graphic signs - both 
apotropaic devices. This object would have been used to 
create relief silver or gold sheet appliqués which formed the 
centre of a sandwich, with a backplate behind and filigree 
work applied on top" (Portable Antiquities Scheme). 
Dimensions: 42mm (length); 36mm (width); 2mm 
(Thickness); 21.29g (weight). 
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ETR-00305

 

 Name Copper hammer-shaped mount 
 Collection Returned to finder: NLM-C6EB24 
 Location Yorkshire and the Humber, North Lincolnshire, Roxby cum 

Risby, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Possible mount made of cast copper alloy and silver. "The 

overall form recalls that of Viking-Age Thor's Hammer 
pendants, though this object departs from the standardised 
angular conventions and the simple form of such objects [...] 
The emphasis of bossed decoration and the tapering stem 
both recall the knotted Club of Hercules, another amuletic 
motif of the Early Medieval period, though this reporter is 
unaware of hybridisation between these masculine motifs" 
(Portable Antiquities Scheme). Discovered on August 26th, 
2012 via a metal detector. Dimensions: 26.8mm (length); 
19.2mm (width); 5.6mm (thickness); 5.42g (weight). 

 
ETR-00306

 

 Name Copper T-shaped hammer 
 Collection Returned to finder: NMS-B95003 
 Location Eastern Norfolk, Breckland, Garboldisham, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Copper alloy T-shaped hammer, possibly Late Saxon. Missing 

suspension loop and the hammer's crossbar is likely broken. 
The metal has been presumably cleaned since it was found. 
Discovered on May 1st, 2006 via a metal detector. 
Dimensions: 24mm (length); 22mm (width); 7mm 
(thickness); 7.55g (weight). 

 
ETR-00307

 

 Name Cross amulet with similarities to contemporary hammer 
amulets 

 Collection Returned to finder: NLM-E26D73 
 Location Yorkshire and the Humber, North Yorkshire, Selby, United 

Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A5 - Cross-like; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Cast cross pendant with suspension loop. The object has 

traces of gilding on one side. "The object appears to be a 
Christian equivalent to the hammer pendants favoured by 
adherents of Thor, and is perhaps contemporary with such 
objects" (Portable Antiquities Scheme). Discovered in March 
2009 via a metal detector. Dimensions: 20.9mm (length); 
12.6mm (width); 3.7mm (thickness); 0.97g (weight). 

 
ETR-00308

 

 Name Gold hammer with hand-stamped triangles 
 Collection Unknown 
 Location South Lopham, Breckland, Norfolk, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Decorated Thor's hammer made from a gold alloy with a 

broken suspension loop and hand-stamped triangular 
decorations. The triangles are decorated with three interior 
dots. Discovered in 1994 via a metal detector. 
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ETR-00309

 

 Name Gold hammer pendant with 'x' punched motif 
 Collection The British Museum: LIN-D3E540 
 Location East Midlands, Lincolnshire, East Lindsey, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description "Treasure reference 2013 T188: A gold Viking pendant in the 

form of 'Thor's hammer.' The pendant is in the form of a 
double-headed hammer with an elongated pentagonal head. 
The head is rectangular in cross-section. From the centre of 
the head extends an integral tapering rectangular-sectioned 
shaft. The terminal of the shaft is narrowed to form a 
suspension loop. Both faces of the axe are decorated with 
punched motifs resembling quatrefoils or perhaps miniature 
axes. All sides of the shaft are also decorated in a similar 
manner" (Portable Antiquities Scheme). Discovered on 
March 20th, 2013 via a metal detector. Dimensions: 19mm 
(length); 15mm (width); 2mm (thickness); 3.65g (weight). 

 
ETR-00310

 

 Name Gosforth Stone 
 Collection St. Mary's Church 
 Location Gosforth, Cumbria, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension Hole 
 Description "A fragmentary slab (H 70 cm) in the church at Gosforth, 

Cumbria, depicts a similar scene to that on the Altuna stone, 
but with two men in the boat. According to Snorri, Thor was 
accompanied by the giant Hymir on his fishing expedition" 
(Graham-Campbell 2013, 165). 

 
ETR-00311

 

 Name Late Saxon lead Thor's hammer 
 Collection Returned to finder: NMS-A388C5 
 Location Eastern Norfolk, Breckland, Attleborough, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A3 - Flat Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description "Late Saxon lead Thor's hammer pendant consisting of a 

crudely cast T-shaped piece of rather variable trapezoidal 
section with a transverse perforation for suspension" 
(Portable Antiquities Scheme). Discovered on January 5th, 
2013 via a metal detector. Dimensions: 17mm (length); 
14mm (width); 4mm (thickness); 2.73g (weight). 

 
ETR-00312

 

 Name Lead alloy ax-like hammer pendant 
 Collection Returned to finder: HESH-66049B 
 Location Wales, Flintshire, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A1 - Ax-like; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description "A cast lead alloy triangular pendant / miniature axe / axe 

pendant of probable Early Medieval (AD 750-1100) or 
possible Roman (AD 50-350) . The axe is a stylised model 
being broadly triangular in plan and rectangular in section 
across the blade. In profile the upper section of the axe 
(butt) expands to form a circular loop which is irregular being 
abraded through wear. The transverse hole has an internal 
diameter of 5.1mm. Beneath the loop the two axe faces are 
decorated with raised / high relief geometric designs [...] The 
form seems to echo but also differ to that known as 'Thor 
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hammer pendants' a good example of this can be seen from 
an example from 'near Holt, Norfolk (NMS-8E57D8)" 
(Portable Antiquities Scheme). Discovered on March 12th, 
2014 via a metal detector. Dimensions: 28.7mm (length), 
16mm (width), 10.7mm (thickness), 7.89g (weight). 

 
ETR-00313

 

 Name Lead Late Saxon Thor's hammer 
 Collection Returned to finder: NMS-88D515 
 Location Norfolk, King's Lynn and West Norfolk, Gayton, United 

Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description "Late Saxon lead Thor's hammer pendant in the form of an 

inverted T with a shank of rectangular cross-section and two 
shallow concavities in the basal edge. The transverse 
perforation for suspension is damaged" (Portable Antiquities 
Scheme). Dimensions: 28mm (height); 18.6mm (width); 
3.9mm (thickness); 7.62g (weight). Discovered in 2015 via a 
metal detector. 

 
ETR-00314

 

 Name Repton warrior hammer, undecorated silver 
 Collection Derby Museum 
 Location Repton, England, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Small silver undecorated hammer with suspension loop 

found in the grave of a male warrior (about 40 years old) 
from Repton with two glass beads near his neck (Biddle & 
Kjølbye-Biddle 1992, 42–43). 

 
ETR-00315

 

 Name Silver hammer amulet with folded edges 
 Collection The British Museum: NLM-1A6811 
 Location Yorkshire and the Humber, North Lincolnshire, South Ferriby, 

United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description "Possible Thor's hammer amulet made from a bright and 

shiny silver (see below for compositional analysis). It is made 
from a rod of rounded sub-rectangular section, one end 
hammered to form a flared, originally triangular, end. The 
other end of the rod is rectilinear, 2.9mm wide, and there is 
a small dimple in the very end [...] The corners have been 
folded in on one face and hammered flat. All the edges 
appear to be unbroken, and there is no decoration visible on 
either face" (Portable Antiquities Scheme). Discovered 
February 10th, 2013 via a metal detector. Approximate silver 
content: 97% with traces of gold and lead. The object was 
likey chemically cleaned (Analysis by the British Museum). 
Dimensions: 38.4mm (length); 20.4mm (width); 2.2mm 
(maximum thickness); 2.81g (weight). 
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ETR-00316

 

 Name Silver hammer pendant fragment with hand-stamped circles 
 Collection British Museum: 20,000,301.10 
 Location Humberside, Leconfield, Gomary Farm, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Silver hammer pendant fragment with hand-stamped circles 

on one face. Part of the shaft is missing. Dimensions: 
12.8mm (length); 16mm (width); 4.4g (weight). 

 
ETR-00317  Name Silver hammer pendant stamped with ring and dot 

decoration 
 Collection Returned to finder: YORYM-453 
 Location Yorkshire and the Humber, East Riding of Yorkshire, 

Humberside Leconfield, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver hammer pendant with suspension loop and hand-

stamped ring and dot decoration. Discovered on December 
5th, 1998 via a metal detector. Dimensions: 12.8mm 
(length); 16mm (width); 4.63g (weight). 

 
ETR-00318

 

 Name Silver hammer pendant with broken suspension loop 
 Collection Harrogate Museum: SWYOR-489283 
 Location Yorkshire and the Humber, North Yorkshire, Harrogate, 

United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A2 - Rounded Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Undecorated silver Thor's hammer pendant with a curved 

shaft. The end of the shaft is broken and perhaps was once a 
suspension loop. Discovered in September 2009 via a metal 
detector. Dimensions: 20.19mm (length); 12.61mm (width); 
2.28mm (thickness); 1.63g (weight). 

 
ETR-00319

 

 Name Silver hammer pendant with broken suspension loop 
 Collection Norfolk Museums Service Norwich Castle Museum: NMS-

8E57D8 
 Location Near Holt, North Norfolk, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver Thor’s hammer pendant with damaged suspension 

loop. Shaft thins notably towards the loop. Dimensions: 
32.6mm (height); 21.5mm (width); 2mm (thickness); 3.52g 
(weight). 

 
ETR-00320

 

 Name Silver hammer pendant with no suspension loop 
 Collection Norwich Castle Museum: NMS-A9E816 
 Location Eastern Norfolk, King's Lynn and West Norfolk, United 

Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Undecorated silver Thor's hammer pendant with no 

suspension loop. Discovered in November 2008 via a metal 
detector. Dimensions: 23mm (length); 26.5mm (width); 5mm 
(thickness); 7.15g (weight). 
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ETR-00321

 

 Name Silver hammer with hand-stamped diamonds 
 Collection Charnwood Museum: LEIC-185125 
 Location East Midlands, Leicestershire, Charnwood, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C4 - No Suspension 

Hole 
 Description Silver hammer with a tapering shaft and no obvious 

suspension loop. The hammer head is hand-stamped: "four 
arranged in a square in its centre and three in a row on each 
side. Three of the punches appear to have round pellets 
within them" (Portable Antiquities Scheme). Found close to 
the Thurcaston Viking coin hoard (LEIC-C6D945). Discovered 
in 1993 via a metal detector. Dimensions: 29mm (length); 
21mm (width); 4mm (thickness). 

 
ETR-00322 

 

 Name Silver long-handled hammers from Kent 
 Collection City of Liverpool Museums 
 Location Ash, Kent, England, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C1 - Hammer(s) on 

Small Loop 
 Description Several long-handled silver hammers found in an Anglo-

Saxon grave. According to Hilda Ellis Davidson, there was: 
"An earlier fashion of wearing the hammer [...] with other 
amulets, or in a set of several hammers, on a metal ring. The 
Anglo-Saxons seem to have practised this custom much 
earlier, judging from some examples of tiny hammers from 
the Kentish cemeteries of Gilton and Ash (Plate I, Page 9). 
With the hammers were tiny models of what appear to be 
spearheads and knives" (Ellis Davidson 1965, 10). 

 
ETR-00323

 

 Name Silver hammer pendant from Cumbria 
 Collection Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery: LANCUM-ED9222 
 Location Near Holt, North Norfolk, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B2 - Long Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Silver (96%) with small amounts of lead and gold (Analysis by 

the British Museum), double-headed Thor’s hammer 
pendant from Cumbria. One side is concave. The pendant is 
plain with no visible ornamentation. Suspension loop on the 
hammer shaft is broken and had notable surface abrasions. 
Dimensions: 47.13mm (length); 21.16mm (width); 3.77mm 
(thickness); 12.9g (weight). 

 
ETR-00324

 

 Name Silver Thor's hammer with broken suspension loop 
 Collection Norwich Castle Museum: NMS-35FDF0 
 Location Norfolk, North Norfolk, Holt, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description Treasure report 2003 T241: "Silver Thor's hammer pendant, 

suspension loop missing and "handle" slightly bent. There is 
no decoration and a shallow groove along one side of the 
"head" is a casting mark" (Treasure Annual Report 2003 
(2005), 74-5, no.98). Discovered in August 2003 via metal 
detector. Dimensions: 37mm (length); 24mm (width); 
7.69mm (thickness); 7.69g (weight). 
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ETR-00325

 

 Name Undecorated silver hammer with a bent shaft 
 Collection The British Museum: DENO-BD00C3 
 Location East Midlands, Lincolnshire, West Lindsey, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C5 - Unknown 
 Description Treasure case 2011 T805: "The pendant is cast in the form of 

a plain, flat, double-headed hammer with a plain tapered, 
circular-sectioned shaft (now bent out of shape). The head of 
the pendant is an elongated pentagon in form (sub-
triangular). The head is narrowest at its midpoint, where it 
joins the shaft, and then flares slightly to either side of this 
so that the ends of the hammer head represent the thickest 
parts. The tip of the tapered shaft was probably originally 
bent back on itself to form a suspension loop but the shaft is 
now bent at approximately 90 degrees to the head of the 
pendant and the tip is straight. The shaft has signs of stress 
from having been bent with transverse cracking and some 
loss of surface in the area of the bend & also at the tip. The 
head shows little sign of wear and there are slight file 
markings on both faces. The pendant has a deep black-grey 
patina overall" (Portable Antiquities Scheme). Discovered on 
November 11th, 2011 via a metal detector. Dimensions: 
39.01mm (length); 29.13mm (width); 4.19mm (thickness); 
7.4g (weight). 

  
ETR-00326

 

 Name Wetwang hammer, undecorated silver pendant 
 Collection Returned to finder: YORYM-8425D2 
 Location Yorkshire and the Humber, East Riding of Yorkshire, 

Wetwang, United Kingdom 
 Taxonomy A4 - V-shaped Head; B1 - Short Handle; C3 - Suspension Hole 
 Description "The pendant is cast in the form of a double-headed hammer 

with an elongated pentagonal head, which is slightly 
thickened vertically where it joins the tapering, rectangular-
sectioned 'shaft'. At the end of the shaft a suspension loop 
was originally formed by hammering the end into a flat strip 
and curving it into a loop for hanging from a metal ring, but 
the tip is now broken off. The pendant is undecorated" (2002 
Treasure Report). Discovered in 1991 via a metal detector. 
Approximate silver content: 92% (Analysis by the British 
Museum); Dimensions: 33mm (length); 23mm (width); 5.9g 
(weight). 

 


